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FOREWORD

Interest in improving the fuel utilization of light and heavy water reactors operating on the
once-through fuel cycle has increased over the last several years due to the growing realization
that reprocessing and recycling fuel were not going to take place on a large scale in the foresee-
able future. The greatest part of this interest has been focused on backfittable improvements;
i.e., on those improvements that can readily and economically be implemented in both existing
and future plants. Since fuel is replaced periodically, backfittable improvements usually involve
changes in the design, fabrication, and operation of fuel in the reactors. Nonbackfittable improve-
ments can only provide their potential usefulness in new plants and there is a geater difficulty
of implementing plant changes as compared to fuel changes. Work has been done on both classes
of improvements, for both, pressurized and boiling water reactors, to provide for a later good
understanding of the total uranium utilization improvement potential for each type of reactor
and the technical means by which these improvements can be realized under acceptable safety
conditions. Due to their potential for better fuel utilization advanced light and heavy water
reactors can provide for an interim phase before the large scale deployment of fast breeder
reactors. Since their concepts are based on the design of current water reactors their investment
costs are assessable and predictable.

On 26-29 November 1984 the Agency convened at its Headquarters in Vienna the Technical
Committee and Workshop on Advanced Light and Heavy Water Reactor Technology in order to
provide an opportunity to review and discuss the current status and recent development in the
lay-out and design of advanced water reactor and to identify areas in which additional research
and development are needed.

The meeting was attended by 45 participants from 16 nations and 2 international organiza-
tions presenting 25 papers.

The Agency would like to express its thanks to Mr.H.Kiisters who kindly agreed to chair
this meeting and essentially contributed to its success.

The proceedings are included in the present Volume.
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DESIGN FEATURES, DEVELOPMENT STATUS AND
LONG TERM PROSPECTS OF LIGHT WATER HIGH
CONVERSION REACTORS

C.A. GOETZMANN
Kraftwerk Union AG,
Erlangen

Session I B. KUCZERA
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe,

Advanced Light Water Reactor Programmes Karlsruhe

Federal Republic of Germany

Abstract

For some years long-term considerations on U-Pu fuel cycle strategies
also include advanced LWR systems with tight lattice core cornigura-
tions. In this context it is a well known fact that epithermal
recycling is superior to thermal recycling in the sense that a higher
amount of energy can be drawn from a given quantity of uranium ore
on account of the higher conversion ratio associated with hard
spectrum cores. Reducing the amount of water in the core of a stand.ar
PWR to the largest extent possible within the constraints of core
cooling is the basic feature of the Light Water High Conversion
Reactor (LWHCR). The large body of experience with LWR's on the one
hand and the low cumulative natural uranium consumption on the
other hand are the two most distinctive features of such a concerpt
making it an ideal candidate for a potential future symbiosis with
fast breeder reactors.

In order to obtain the desired conversion ratios above 0.9, the
water-to-fuel-ratio has to be reduced from about two for normal
PWR's to a value around 0.5 in a LWHCR-core. This tight lattice
requires a new core design which has to be experimentally verified
in the areas of neutron physics, stationary and transient thermchy-
draulics, core element mechanical design and core element technology.

The main problem in neutron physics concerns the accurate prediction
of the interconnected parameters conversion ratio, reactivity loss
due to burnup and reactivity changes upon postulated coolant losses
for spectral conditions that fall in between what is known from
LWR and fast breeder analyses, respectively.



Similarly, prediction of critical heat fluxes in the required tight
lattice suffers from a scarcity of experimental data for adequate
verification of the assumed theoretical correlations. Another major
item in thermohydraulics pertains to the understanding of the
cooling phenomena during reflooding after a LOCA.

The tight lattice requirement leads to core element designs that
differ substantially from those typical for normal light water
reactors. At the present time two different concepts, a sc-cailed
homogeneous variant and a heterogeneous version, respectively, are
being investigated. In either case design and test work is
necessary to deci;e questions such as what type of spacer is
feasible, should the fuel element have a flow duct, how shoutl
fissile and fertile material be physically arranged within the
core, what type of core support, ccntrcl rods and -drives sh-:; C
be selectee and sc on.

The paper summarizes the status of the develcprent concer-r.nr the
above protler. areas and gives an outlook tc the future based cr the
status described.
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1. Introduction

For some years long-term considerations on U-Pu fuel cycle
strategies also include advanced LWR systems with tight
lattice core configurations. Recycling of plutonium is under
consideration in the FRG since by the year 2000 there will
be more plutonium available than is needed to meet fast
breeder requirements (fig. 1). It has long been recognized
/1, 2, 3 for example/ that recycling of plutonium in an
epithermal spectrum has a principal strategic advantage
over thermal recycling which is already being demonstrated
by KWU on a relatively large scale. Operating a fission
reactor in the epithermal energy range increases the conver-
sion ratio (fig. 2), and thus the fuel utilization, which
in turn helps to stabilize the cumulative consumption of
uranium ore which for countries like the FRG has to be impor-
ted (fig. 3). There is thus a great incentive to recycle
excess plutonium in an epithermal reactor.

If such recycling will be done in PWR's the vast experience
gained with LWR's in general would be optimally secured for
the following benefits /4/:

- better ore utilization in the long run both during approach
to equilibrium as well as at equilibrium with respect to
electricity generating capacity.

- predictable generating cost in as much as the dominant capi-
tal component is determined by a standard PWR whose cost
is known.

Plutonium Recycling - Status: March 1984
Produced and Utilized Volume in the Federal Republic of Germany Fig. 1

Uranium Limitation due to losses (1 2%)
Utilization in fuel cycle
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Conversion/Breeding Ratio Conversion Ratio (Closed Fuel Cycle)
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- eventually, few breeders could supply the fissile material
for many high conversion reactors; such a symbiotic scheme
could reduce the impact of the breeder's high capital cost
by means of cost averaging

- inspite of generating electricity, there is no large net
consumption of plutonium (active plutonium stockpiling);
all options for future plutonium use are being kept open.

The motivation for developing a Light Water High Conversion
Reactor (LWHCR) is thus fully in line with longterm breeder
development: reduce the consumption of uranium ore. The
particular attractiveness lies in the fact that it makes
maximum use of accumulated experience and helps to pave the
way for the ultimately needed breeder reactor by requiring
reprocessing and by minimizing the impact of the breeder's
high capital cost through cost averaging.

2. Principal Design Features

Obtaining a high conversion ratio requires an epithermal
neutron spectrum in the reactor core. Reducing the amount
of water in the core of a normal PWR to the largest extent
possible without affecting the remainder of the plant should
thus be the design target of a LWHCR concept. Limiting any
changes of the PWR to the reactor vessel is of prime impor-
tance in as much as control over capital cost then is virtu-
ally assured. Designing a LWHCR amounts to developing a new
core (fig. 4). The average water-to-fuel-ratio must be selected
around 0.5 if conversion ratios of above 0.9 are to be obtained.
Conversion ratios of such magnitude are required in order to
see a noticable impact in the cumulative ore consumption.

As will be discussed in greater detail later on, some physics
calculations for very tight lattices exhibit a positive void



10 coefficient of reactivity under complete loss of coolant con-
ditions. Because of this there are currently two different
concepts for a tight lattice core under investigation. The
so called homogeneous concept is based on having only one
type of fuel element with one type of fuel pins that contains
both fissile and fertile material. The heterogeneous concept

consists of fissile and fertile pins, respectively, that are
grouped together to form individual seed and blanket fuel
assemblies. The homogeneous variant has a uniform lattice
across the core in contrast to the heterogeneous concept
where the lattice of the seed is wider and that of the blanket
is tighter than the uniform lattice (fig. 5).

PWR homogeneous APWR heterogeneous
Iseed/blanket

Number of fuel pins
Number of absorber pins
Number of support pins
Moderalor-lo-fuel volume ratio
Fissile fuel enrichment (X)
Average linear heat nte (W/cm)
Number of subassemblies (core)

236
20

1.25
3.20
207
193

313
12
6

0.39
7.5
166
349

319/408
12/---
--/6

0.60/0.18
14.2/4.8
177/147

151

Fig. 5 Fuel Subassembly (Comparison PWR-APWR)

On account of the harder neutron spectrum on the one hand
and the much smaller amount of water in the core on the other
hand, standard soluble poison control will be insufficient
in the LWHCR. Therefore, additional mechanically actuated
solid absorbers have to be incorporated into the design.

Due to the short core all LWHCR's have higher core power
densities than in normal PWR's. For heat removal conside-
rations on the one hand and mechanical design aspects con-
cerning the fuel element on the other hand, power density
cannot be raised as high as f.i. in FBR's. However, in an
environment of moderate growth rates the resulting high
plutonium inventories are not seen as a decisive disadvan-
tage for the LWHCR.

Limits with respect to adequate core cooling restrict linear
pin ratings to values below those in normal use with standard
PWR's. A short core for pressure drop reasons thus results
in about twice as many fuel pins for the same amount of power.
Because of this, the higher complexity of the core elements
proper and the penalty of plutonium handling, estimated fuel
costs for the LWHCR tend to be higher than for PWR's under
current conditions with respect to mining and enrichment costs.
It is therefore characteristic for LWHCR's that their target
burnup has to be set above that for PWR's. This holds even
if the achievable burnup in the latter increases as is currently
evident. Because of this it is believed that stainless steel
will be required as canning material for the LWHCR-fuel pins.

3. Research and Development Requirements

During the last year KfK and KWU have made a comparison of the
homogeneous and the heterogeneous LWHCR concept and have come to
the conclusion that either version is technically feasible
from today's point of view /5/.

However, no matter which concept is ultimately implemented,
R & D-work is necessary to verify the assumptions underlaying
the afore described principal design features. The associated
major tasks and the current state of the art will be briefly
discussed in the following sections, partly drawing on other
LWHCR-work outside the author's institutions. Additional work
in the FRG is under way at the Technical University of Braun-
schweig (TUB), primarily in the field of core physics and
thermohydraulic design. Substantial efforts are also being
expanded at the Swiss Federal Institute for Reactor Research
(EIR) at Wurenlingen, Switzerland. Of major importance is the
so-called Proteus-Experiment, a critical facility designed
to confirm neutron physics computations for the LWHCR.

The idea of the seed and blanket variant derives from neutronic
analyses showing that such a heterogeneous arrangement of
fissile and fertile material exhibits a better void behavior
under otherwise more or less identical constraints if the

necessarily more complicated core element structure and less
uniform power distribution are apriori accepted. It was
precisely the latter aspect that made KWU and KfK reject the
third possibility of a movable seed and blanket concept as
for instance tested in the Shippingport plant in the USA.

Irrespective of which fuel element ultimately proves most
desirable, because of the reduced coolant space a much higher
pressure drop in the core is encountered in either case when
compared to a standard PWR. This means that the fuel elements
are much shorter, about half as long. Reducing the core
length, however, is not sufficient to fully compensate the
higher pressure drop with the net result that power output
is somewhat reduced in comparison to a normal PWR plant.



3.1 Neutron Physics

As already mentioned before, the main problem in neutron
physics concerns the accurate prediction of the interconnected
parameters conversion ratio, reactivity loss due to burnup
and reactivity changes upon a postulated coolant loss for
spectral conditions that fall in between what is known from
LWR and fast breeder analyses, respectively (fig. 6).
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validation both with respect to the methods as well as the
cross sections used or the treatment of the latter, respec-
tively. The already mentioned Proteus-Experiment is expected
to clarify pertinent questions.

It was already said in the introduction that for physics reasons
a heterogeneous core design may be advantageous over
a homogeneous core yielding a larger negative void for an
otherwise comparable situation. This may be inferred from
table 1 which shows some of the more important core design
parameters for either concept in comparison with a standard
PWR. Apart from the differences in the void reactivity calcu-
lated for the homogeneous lattice, the data in table 1 indi-
cates the major difference in physics between the two design:
the large difference in enrichment between seed and blanket
pins which results in an accordingly shaped power distribution
in the space and time domain.

The homogeneous design is based upon a reactor core with
three radial enrichment zones as depicted in fig. 7. Average
enrichment is 7.5 % Pu-fissile leading to acceptable burnup
swings without running into a positive void situation. The
proviso here is that the design has to be verified as mentioned
previously. If confirmed, such a core would be very attractive
in as much as it shows an extremely stable burnup behavior.
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Fig. 6 Neutron spectra of different reactors types

Next to these interrelated macroscopic parameters to be
predicted by calculations there is a great need for verifying
the computational tools for accurately evaluating microscopic
effects such as possible power peaks in the vicinity of empty
control-finger positions or, particularly with respect to the
seed and blanket concept, power tilts in zones that have
strongly different water-to-fuel ratios and/or strongly diffe-
rent enrichments. Computer codes for analysing these two broad

11 categories have been developed but there is still a need for

0 50 112,3 158,8 194,5 Radius, cm

Fig. 7 Relative Power Distributlon in a Three-Zone Homogeneous Core



12 There is almost no change in the calculated power distribution.
Naturally, the seed and blanket concept results in much less
uniform distribution as can be seen from fig. 8.

It can also be seen from table 1 that in this comparison it
was attemped to "normalize" both designs for the same void
condition(weakly negative). In this situation the seed and
blanket concepts exhibits a higher conversion ratio for a
given burnup between two refuellings, pointing to the inter-
dependancy of these macroscopic parameters. The higher con-
version is obtained, however, by sacrificing maximum power
output because of the seed/blanket zoning.

Finally it should be noted that all analyses are based on
plutonium that has decayed for between 7 and 10 years and
thus lost a substantial fraction of Pu 241. For void analyses,
this is a conservative assumption. More rapidly processed
fuel has a higher Pu 241-content which leads to much better
core designs with respect to void coefficient and conversion
ratio.

2-dim. Ir, p)diffusion
calculation (KARBUSJ

power
density
[W/cm 3]

Ref.: C. Broeders KfK/INR

Fig. 8 Power distribution of a heterogeneous APWR core
(mid plane, BOL)

Table 1: Typical Design Data for a homogeneous ano a heterogeneous
LwHCR, respectively, in Comparison witn PwR

LWHCR PWR*

nomogeneous heterogeneous
(seed/blanket)

Thermal Power
Number of Fuel Elements
Effective water/Fuel Ratio

Volume Ratio Blanket/Seed
Average Linear Heat Rate
Average Coolant
Temperature Rise
Pressure drop (core)
Pin Diameter
P/D

Type of spacer

Average Fissile
Enricnment

Fissile Inventory, to
Relat. Boron wortn
Average Conversion Ratio

void Reactivity (BOC/EOC)

after KfK
after KWU
after TUB

MW 3614 3462 3765

W/cm

°C
bar
mm

349
0.52

165

40.2
3.90
9.5

1.123

151
0.56

(0.74/0,23)
1,79

181/146

41.2
5.90

7.4/11.17
1.24/1.06

Grids/
Helical Fins

8.2
(16/5)

8.9
1/30

.93

193
2.06

207

34.8
1.25

10.75
1.33

(square)
GridsHel ical

Fins

% 7.5

8.7
1/30

.92

3.15

2.6 (u)

.55

.55

-0.52/+1.61
-3.9/ -0.5
-3.0/ -1.5

-2.48/-0.39 »10
negative

16 x 16 type fuel element

3.2 Core Thermohydraulics

Inspite of the very narrow coolant channels that go with the
low average water-to-fuel ratio of around .5, adequate cool-
ing of the fuel pins can be obtained for a wide range of pin
diameters and accordingly selected pitch-over-diameter ratios.
Computer codes have been developed at various institutions to
perform survey calculations for both the homogeneous and the
heterogeneous LWHCR concept. Results of pertinent calculations
are contained in table 1. The algorithms employed in these
codes are basically the same as those used for analyzing
standard PWR cores taking into account, however, all relevant
differences.



Table 2: Application of various CHF correlations for APWR conditions

Correlation Relerence CHF IMW/m2]
homog. heL core
core Iseedl

Shipplngpor WAPO-MRP-92 11961) 426 2.59
W-3 LS. Tong, Nul. Sci. 15.46 5.87

Eng. 33. 715. 1968
Babcock & Wllcox-2 J.. Gellertdt. et al.

ASME Winter Meeting. 6.91 435
le. Angeles 1969

Conbusllon Eng. F. D. Lawrence et Il.
AIChe-ASME Conf. 6.94 4.04
Salt Lake Cy., 1977

WSC-2 R.W. Bowrlng 1.77 230
AEEW-R 983.1979

B & W-VPI & SU EPRI-NP-1833. 1981 28 1.89
KIK M. Dalle Donne et al. 2.68 2.65

KK-3279. 1982

The major difference in comparison with normal LWR's,prac-
tically dominating the entire design, is caused by the diffe-
rent DNB conditions associated with the unusual tight lattice.
There are a number of correlations (e.g. Shippingport, Doro-
schuk, B&W, to name only a few) or extrapolations thereof that
may be applied, but no reliable conclusions can yet be drawn
since the spread between predicted critical heat fluxes is
still fairly large. This situation may be illustrated by
table 2 clearly indicating the need for specific DNB experi-
ments.

Another area that needs investigation is the influence of
geometrical changes in the fuel element resulting either from
manufacturing or that are operationally induced (part of
the hot channel factor). The need-arises from the unusual
tight lattice compared to all other pin type fuel elements
like LWR's or FBR's. A detrimental effect cannot be excluded
and may affect particularly the blanket of the heterogeneous
concept.

3.3 Core Element Design and Technology

From the standpoint of the mechanical design the LWHCR is a
well known pressurized water reactor with a new type of core.
The very tight lattice, the somewhat larger core cross section
and a shorter active length have a number of consequences for
the design and layout of the vessel internals. They also
entail a second mechnical shut down system. The desired high
fuel content in a lattice with realistic absolute gaps can
only be achieved with a triangular arrangement of the fuel

13 rods leading inturn to hexagonal fuel elements /6/.

Most of the conceptual design work with respect to the fuel
elements has thus far been done on the homogeneous design
which may serve as reference for the present discussion.
Based on a fuel rod outer diameter of 9.5 mm the pitch was
calculated to be 10.6 mm. The absolute clearance of 1.1 mm
between two adjacent pins is much smaller than in normal light
water reactors, but large enough for an adequate spacing and
a reliable element structure. Integral fins have been selected
for rod spacing since they minimize pressure drop and allow
for a non-compliant bundle structure (fig. 9). In the current
design the bundle boundary is defined by six bandages which
are locked like hinges in the six corner positions.

The high pressure drop across the core leads to a more compli-
cated hold down structure for the fuel element. The actual
design is based on a three-piston hydraulic pressure compen-
sation which allows to compensate about 90 % of the net dynamic
buoyancy. The mechanical connection between fuel element head
and fuel element inlet nozzle is provided by the bandages which
are connected to both parts by bolts. The control finger guides
are similar to those of the PWR. The guide tubes are smooth.
Their outer diameter is 10,6 mm.

Although zircaloy has not been ruled out altogether, there is
currently a preference for stainless steel as cladding material.

The technology of stainless steel tubes with integral fins
is not entirely new. However, the radial and axial bundle
structure must be validated by fabrication development and
endurance tests. The out-of-pile testing of core elements
is thus a major part of the development program in addition,
of course, to irradiation testing for material behavior
verification.

Besides the core elements proper some development is necessary
with respect to core support and control mechanisms. On account
of the different thermohydraulic core design, the core cross
section is larger than in a PWR. Therefore the minimum distance
between the outermost element edge and the core barrel is
smaller than in case of the PWR. To limit the neutron dose to
the vessel wall additional steel must be located between
shroud and core barrel. Solutions have to be found with res-
pect to minimizing bypass and warping due to gamma heating.

Since soluble poison control is fairly ineffective in a
LWHCR additional mechanical control rods have to be provided
for. Space limitation on top of the reactor vessel excludes
the use of magnetic jack drives only. Instead, some of the
control rods will be actuated by vessel-internal hydraulic
drives that can be built smaller in size.

3.4 Safety Aspects

By designing the LWHCR in such a way that the core both
loses reactivity upon an accidental decrease in moderator
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density and stays below criticality even under an assumed
complete loss of coolant, it is considered that the LWHCR
can be licensed on the same basis, and thus with the same
confidence, as for the PWR. Safety analyses therefore have
to demonstrate primarily that the void reactivity is nega-
tive and that emergency cooling conforms with the require-
ments established for the PWR.

Both tasks require analyses and experimental verification,
with the latter determining the time schedule of the deve-
lopment. The physics analyses pertaining to the void reac-
tivity have already been discussed within the context of
selecting the normal operating parameters.

The tight lattice may suggest particularly severe emergency
core cooling problems. However, several analyses done at
KWU and other institutions, partly with different analytical
tools have consistently come up with the same trend in the
answer: the tight lattice core can be adequately cooled.
Representative temperatures upon a double ended rupture of
a main coolant line are predicted to stay below those cal-
culated for a standard PWR (fig. 10). The results of the
most recent analyses done at KWU for the homogeneous concept
will be presented in a companion paper during this confe-
rence /7/.



The experimental results obtained thus far have demonstrated
that the ribbed stainless steel cladding is particularly
beneficial in this context. Ballooning would occur at very
high temperature only and would be limited in extent by the
buttressing effect of the ribs (fig. 12).

n
(_
<U

Inner oressur.

Heating rate:

Azimuthal temr

e: 100 bar kons
5 K/s kons

oerature difference:

,tant
tant
<5 K

Zircaloy
10.75 x 0.725mm

ss No. 1..970
10.1 x 0.4 mm

Fig. 10 Cladding Temperature after 2A- LOCA at the not SDot

Even though these analyses are very encouraging it was felt
that specific experiments would be required addressing the
question of fuel clad ballooning at extreme temperatures.
The concern derived from the tight lattice where the same
strain as in other lattices would produce much greater flow
blockages (fig. 11). An experimental program is under way
at KfK aimed at providing both phenomenological insight as
well as providing data for computer codes modeling such
accidental situations /b/.
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16 To complete the picture, the result of a simulated antici-
pated-transient-without-scram analysis, jointly performed
with KfK, is shown in figs. 13 and 14. This analysis was
primarily done in order to obtain a feeling for the dynamic
behavior of the LWHCR. On account of the two independent
control systems described earlier, it is believed that no
such analysis will be required for the LWHCR.
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Fig. 13 Reactivity Coefficients of Moderator Density used in ATWS-Studles

4. Outlook

Even though the concept of the LWHCR is primarily proposed
on arguments relating to more efficient use of uranium ore,
it is nevertheless appreciated that commercial success can
only be established if competitiveness in electricity gene-
rating cost can be shown. In view of the delay in the in-
troduction of fast breeder reactors, the yardstick for
competitiveness will be provided by normal light water reactors.
Despite the uncertainty due to the early design stage con-
cerning the tight lattice core,several estimates have been
made to determine LWHCR generating cost / 10, 11 /.

Fig. 15 shows for illustration the result of KWU's comparison
of LWHCR/LWR generating costs. For this analysis it was
assumed that the sum of capital, operating and decommissioning
costs is the same for either system, basically because of the
very high degree of similarity in plant design. The uncertainty
in fuel cycle cost calculations is reflected in the spread of
the costs for uranium, fuel-fabrication, -reprocessing and
-back end, respectively. As is evident from this figure, the
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burnup target for the LWHCR has to be considerably higher
than that for the light water reactor in order to meet the
goal of competitiveness. Provided that R & D work in core
physics confirms that the LWHCR core can be sufficiently
enriched without running into a positive void situation an
average burnup distinctly above 50 MWd/kg does currently
not appear to be out of range, such that economic viability
of the LWHCR concept is assured.

Fig. 16 shows a development schedule for the basic assumption
that there are neither funding nor institutional constraints
to the development of the LWHCR. Under such conditions a
LWHCR would not be in operation before 1998.

The essential elements of the verification of concept phase
are the physic criticals and the DNB experiments. Verification
of the fuel is done in two steps: one confirming licensibility
with no warranty for the ultimately intended burnup, and the
other step for demonstrating precisely this latter aspect.
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Abstract

The paper contains a detailed description of various options that

can be implemented into light water reactors in order to improve their

uranium utilization. Backfittable options which can readily and

economically be implemented into both existing and future plants, have

received higher interest than nonbackfittable options, which require

changes in the plant design. The paper contains the potential uranium

saoings of backfittable and nonbackfittable options.

development of advanced designs incorporating a variety of improvements for
many purposes, including but not limited to better uranium utilization.
Improvements being developed under these projects are only listed briefly,
because of proprietary considerations. The majority of the discussion
covers a broad survey of improvement possibilities, conducted during the
1979-1981 time frame, under U.S. Government sponsorship with the
participation of three of the four industrial reactor design organizations
in the United States.

Backfittable Improvements

The potential savings in uranium achievable from a number of proposed
backfittable changes are shown in Table I. As is seen from this table, the
single largest means of improving uranium utilization through fuel
improvements is to increase the discharge burnup of the fuel. The historic
burnup levels are the result of economic optimizations conducted many years
ago under the assumption of reprocessing, of established fuel reliability,
and of licensing acceptance; they do not represent optimum values under
current conditions. An in-depth review of extended burnup research,
development, and implementation in the United States was presented to an
IAEA Specialists' Meeting earlier this year (1), and therefore this subject
is not discussed further here. Table I also shows a number of other
backfittable improvements, each with much smaller potential than extended
burnup. Together, these other improvements roughly equal that of extended
burnup alone. A general review of backfittable means to improve uranium
utilization was presented at the IAEA Conference on Nuclear Power
Experience in 1982 (2).

Lattice changes involve increasing the water-to-fuel ratio and thereby
increasing reactivity, as well as the substitution of less neutron-
absorbing structural material in the core for more neutron-absorbing
material. The water-to-fuel ratio can most practically be increased in
existing reactors by decreasing the effective density of the fuel (e.g., by
use of annular fuel pellets) or by slightly decreasing fuel-rod diameter.
The most important structural material to be avoided is the nickel alloy
historically used for fuel-rod support grids; there is a trend now to
substitute zircaloy.

TABLE I
POTENTIALS OF BACKFITTABLE URANIUM SAVING IMPROVEMENTS

IN LIGHT WATER REACTORS

Interest in improving the uranium utilization of light water reactors
operating on the once-through fuel cycle has increased over the last
several years in the United States, due to the growing realization that
reprocessing of spent fuel and recovery and recycle of its residual fuel
values were not going to take place in the foreseeable future for economic
and institutional reasons. The greatest part of this interest has been
focused on backfittable improvements; i.e., on those improvements that can
readily and economically be implemented in both existing and future plants.
Since fuel is replaced periodically, backfittable improvements usually
involve changes in the design, fabrication, and operation of fuel in the
reactors. Nonbackfittable improvements have elicited a lesser degree of
interest, given their potential usefulness only in new plants and the
greater difficulty of implementing plant changes as compared to fuel
changes. Nevertheless, sufficient work has been done on both classes of
improvements, for both pressurized and boiling water reactors, to provide a
good understanding of the total uranium utilization improvement potential
for each type of reactor and the technical means by which these improve-
ments can be realized. The purpose of this paper is to summarize this
understanding, with greater emphasis on the nonbackfittable options which
are the principal focus of this meeting.

The most intense recent work on advanced light water reactor designs in the
United States has been conducted by industrial organizations, in some cases
in partnership with comparable foreign organizations, as part of the

Proposed Improvement
Potential For Uranium

Saving

Extended Burnup
Lattice Changes
Spatial Variation of Enrichment
Improved Fuel Management and Control Designs
End-of-Cycle Coastdown
Spectrum Shift
Reconstitution

10-15%
3-5%
3-4%
4-6%
3-6%
4-6%
Up to 4%



The principal means of saving uranium through spatially varying enrichment
is the use of natural uranium axial blankets. This involves loading
natural uranium pellets at each end of each fuel road, typically over about
15 cm. Axial blankets of this kind are widely used in BWRs and are
beginning to be used in a few PWRs. For new boiling water reactors, radial
blankets consisting of natural uranium in assemblies loaded around the
periphery of the core are also widely used.

concepts (3). In addition, the first two organizations each performed a
thorough study of one selected concept (4,5). The results of these
industrial assessments are summarized in Table II.

TABLE II
POTENTIALS OF NONBACKFITTABLE URANIUM SAVING IMPROVEMENTS

IN LIGHT WATER REACTORS

Improved fuel management and control designs represent a large number of
ideas directed toward less residual absorbers at the end of the cycle,
substitution of fertile material for control absorbers, more uniform
discharge burnup, reduced neutron leakage, reinsertion of low burnup fuel
from the early batches of a startup core, and selective use of thorium to
replace uranium locally in uranium cores. Preplanned end-of-cycle
coastdown is another means for extracting additional energy from a given
batch of fuel. Many of these strategies are now meeting increasing
acceptance in the United States as a means of reducing fuel cycle costs
and, in some cases, helping to alleviate safety, waste disposal, or other
operating problems.

The concept of spectral shift avoids the use of control absorbers to
capture neutrons, since this is not a fuel-efficient way to control excess
reactivity. Reactivity is controlled by varying the neutron energy
spectrum, causing excess neutrons to be absorbed by fertile material. This
requires hardening of the spectrum early in the cycle, followed by
softening toward the end of the cycle when all available reactivity is
needed. In a BWR, this can be best achieved by decreasing the void content
in the core as the cycle progresses, through increase of coolant flow. A
similar but much smaller effect can be achieved in a PWR by decreasing
inlet coolant temperature during the cycle. (A larger effect of this kind
in a PWR is achievable by use of moderator displacement rods, but this
cannot practically be backfitted into operating reactors.)

Reconstitution of fuel assemblies which have suffered failures permits full
burnup of unfailed rods and has been done at many reactors. Because of the
very high degree of fuel reliability now attained by U.S. fuel suppliers,
this no longer represents a significant way to improve uranium utilization.
Rebuilding of spent BWR fuel assemblies, using the higher enrichment rods
from several assemblies to produce a smaller number of reconstituted
assemblies with enough reactivity to support another cycle of operation,
can provide a worthwhile energy gain. The large-scale reconstitution
operation needed to obtain this gain has, however, been generally
considered unacceptable by BWR operators.

Nonbackfittable Potential Improvements

Since the application of nonbackfittable concepts involves modifications of
contemporary reactor designs, the most qualified organizations to assess
these improvements under contract to the Department of Energy were
considered to be the light water reactor designers/suppliers. Babcock and
Wilcox, Combustion Engineering, and General Electric agreed to participate
in selecting, assessing and evaluating the various nonbackfittable

Proposed Improvement

Frequent Refueling
Low Power Density
Extended Coastdown and Spectral Shift
Radial Blanket
Core Periphery Modifications
Small PWR Fuel Assembly
Higher Temperature and Pressure

Potential For Uranium
Saving

7-8% (PWR); 6% (BWR)
3-5% (PWR); 2% (BWR)
1-1.5% (PWR); 8% (BWR)
2-6% (PWR); 3-4% (BWR)

1-2%
1-3%

2-4% (PWR); 8% (BWR)

The concept of frequent refueling provides the largest single nonback-
fittable improvement potential. It involves use of 6-month refueling
cycles and smaller reload fuel batches. This reduces the enrichment and
excess reactivity needed at beginning of cycle and the neutrons lost to
control absorbers and fission products during cycle operation. To make
frequent refueling acceptable, it must be done rapidly; e.g., during a
shutdown lasting only 1-2 weeks. One or more of these short shutdowns
restricted to refueling only would take place between each longer shutdown
during which maintenance as well as refueling would be conducted. Plant
modifications and special equipment (e.g., two separate and independent
fuel handling systems, capable of simultaneous operation) are needed to
achieve the required short refueling period. These improvements may well
be desirable regardless of whether they are used to operate on semiannual
refueling cycles to save uranium. The merits of operating on such short
cycles depend strongly on individual utility conditions, particularly on
the replacement power cost, since the use of shorter cycles necessarily
lowers plant availability.

Reactor designs using a lower core power density bring about improved
neutron economy through several effects. Neutron absorption in saturating
fission products such as xenon is reduced through lower neutron flux
levels, neutron absorption in the fuel is less lower due to lower fuel
temperatures, leakage from the core is less due to a lower surface-to-
volume ratio, and for any cycle length the larger number of in-core fuel
batches reduces enrichment and excess reactivity requirements, as for more
frequent refueling. In addition, the lower power density provides higher
thermal margins which can be used for more fuel efficient loading patterns
such as placing only last-cycle fuel around the periphery of the core.
Lower power density cores would require size increases for the reactor
vessel and internals and for other parts of the plant whose size depends on
the reactor vessel, such as the pressurizer, components containing fluids
to be injected into the core, and the containment.



20 End-of-cycle coastdown and BWR spectral shift through flow control can both
be done in existing plants, within fixed limits determined by plant char-
acteristics. For new and improved plants, these limits can be broadened by
changes in the design of the plant and its components. In a PWR, for
instance, the ability to reduce feedwater temperature by bypassing
feedwater heaters and/or the ability to reduce steam pressures allows
higher core power levels during coastdown, making longer coastdowns
acceptable. Reduction of steam pressures without much reduction of power
requires larger lines and valves between the steam generators and the
turbine. In a BWR, the end-of-cycle characteristics that facilitate
continued operation include greater capacity to increase flow; this adds
reactivity by reducing steam voids and further softening the neutron
spectrum.

The next group of improvements--radial blankets, core periphery modifica-
tions, and small PWR fuel assemblies--all represent ways to reduce radial
leakage of neutrons and thereby reduce the required cycle feed enrichment.
Radial blankets of fertile material in addition use leakage from the active
core region to convert fertile material to fissile material. When the core
is enlarged to accommodate radial blanket assemblies and when "spent fuel"
is considered as a fertile material, the radial blanket concept becomes
indistinguishable from lower core power densities plus higher discharge
burnups and low leakage fuel management. For equilibrium cycles, "spent
fuel" because of its availability at no cost is a desirable blanket
material, while for startup cores natural uranium appears to be best. For
PWRs of present design, the fuel assemblies are much larger than desirable
fer use as radial blankets; a better blanket concept would utilize
subassemblies having one-fourth the cross-sectional area of present
assemblies, with four subassemblies constituting a peripheral fuel
assembly. This concept allows a near optimum blanket thickness by use of
the blanket material in only the two outer subassemblies. Other advantages
of the smaller PWR assemblies include more precise design of low leakage
fuel management with less burnable absorbers, ability to increase average
burnup for any given maximum burnup limit, reduced impact of fuel failures,
greater ability to construct a more nearly circular core cross-section
within the vessel, and better ability to reinsert low burnup, first core
fuel. Other core periphery modifications to improve neutron economy
involve the substitution of less neutron absorbing, more neutron reflecting
material for structures such as the core support barrel which surround the
fuel and/or the use of more or better neutron reflector materials in
nonstructural regions around the core. All these various improvements are
best considered together since their effects are interrelated; this has
been done in the detailed study by Babcock and Wilcox (4) which considered
quartering of present assemblies, radial blankets, and the use of zircaloy
in place of stainless steel for the structural material of internals
radially surrounding the core.

Total Uranium Savings Potential

The various uranium savings potentials shown in Tables I and II can not in
general be cumulated to obtain a total uranium savings potential, since
some of the improvements arise from the same physical effects; e.g., by
improving neutron economy or by increasing the number of in-core fuel
batches. To obtain total potential savings, the performance of composite
designs simultaneously incorporating all improvements must be calculated or
estimated. The resulting total uranium savings potential (in comparison to
the performance of reactors not using extended burnup, as has been
customary until about 3 years ago) is estimated to be roughly as follows:

PWR

21%
33%

Backfittable Improvements Only
All Improvements

BWR

28%
42%

The higher potential gains shown for BWRs do not indicate that they are
potentially more uranium efficient, since BWRs start from a somewhat less
efficient historical base point. In fact, the potential uranium efficiency
attainable is approximately the same for both reactor types.

Uranium Saving Improvements in Industry Advanced Designs

Independent of and in part subsequent to completion of the Government-
supported studies described up to this point, industrial organizations in
the United States have developed their own advanced designs. In some
cases, this work has been done cooperatively with industrial organizations
outside the United States and in many cases much of the design has been
kept proprietary. Unlike for the Government-sponsored work in which
advanced features for saving uranium were the only objective, features of
this kind represent only one of several objectives, generally not the
principal objective, in these industrial projects.

Published information on the advanced PWR design developed by Westinghouse
in cooperation with Mitsubishi indicates that its uranium saving features
include reduced core power density, an improved neutron reflector around
the core, and the use of water displacer rods to provide a much greater
degree of spectral shift than is otherwise attainable in a PWR (6). Up to
15 percent of the core coolant can be displaced by these rods. The rods
are inserted in the core early in the cycle, hardening the spectrum and
thereby increasing plutonium generation. The rods are withdrawn later in
the cycle, softening the spectrum and thereby providing the reactivity for
extending the burnup of the remaining fissile material.

Conclusion

While the uranium saving potentials described here are of theoretical
interest, the more compelling question remaining to be answered is the
extent to which industry--the designers/manufacturers and the nuclear
utilities--are prepared to implement the various improvements.

Higher reactor temperatures and pressures increase uranium utilization by
increasing the efficiency of conversion of thermal to electrical energy.
The potential gain is greater for BWRs than for PWRs because of the lower
design pressure of BWRs.



Implementation generally requires favorable economics together with no
major operational discomforts. Extended burnup and many of the other
backfittable improvements are now receiving increasing degrees of industry
acceptance. Although rapid refueling systems are being supplied for
several reactors in late stages of construction, their use for semiannual
cycles remains very doubtful because of utility reluctance to shut down
successfully operating plants any more often than necessary. The kinds of
nonbackfittable improvements likely to prove acceptable in the future are
probably represented more closely by the features included in the
Westinghouse/Mitsubishi design than by the listing of Table II.
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Abstract

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd. (MHI), having considerable

experiences of PWRs through the design and construction in Japan,

has achieved the highest level of the PWR technology. Nowadays

MHI's main intentions are on the reduction of construction costs.

Prior to the times of FBR's, PWR should improve the econo-

mical efficiency in the view of world resources strategy. MHI

is developing APWR-Japan consistent with PWR, which has a spectral

shift reactor, in cooperation with Westinghouse Electric Corpora-

tion. MHI establishes that electricity unit cost can be reduced

about 20% as compared with the conventional PWR's, by virtue

of APWR-J's prolongation of the fuel cycle and improvement of

that reactor.

However, as the commercial operation of FBR appears to be

realized much later than the first expectation, MHI decides to

develop the next reactor concept between APWR and FBR. As one

member of the national project, MHI joins the construction of

the advanced thermal reactor (ATR) demonstration plant and more-

over MHI, as PWR manufacturer, is advancing the technical feasi-

bility study of HCPWR as one new reactor type on line of PWR's.

HCPWR is capable to increase conversion ratio (CR) up to

about 0.9, therefore, HCPWR spends less plutonium and is available

for usage of uranium resources. However, HCPWR requires more



22 plutonium loading, so the nuclear electricity generation in all

electricity generation capacity in Japan, the time of FBR commer-

cial operation and spent fuels reprocessing program should be

considered in view point of plutonium usage when HCPWR is developed.

MHI is advancing the feasibility study of HCPWR considering the

above items in Japan.

Merits of HCPWR are technically to achieve high CR and high

burn-up that require reducing the volume ratio of moderator to

fuel, and to enrich plutonium concentration. But these require-

ments cause that the temperature coefficient and void reactivity

move to more positive side which may bring essential problems

in safety.

In view of thermal-hydraulic characteristics, high CR means

less coolant flow cross section area in the reactor core. This

results in reduction of power generation because of reduction

of the primary coolant flow due to the higher flow resistance

and reduction of the critical heat flux due to narrower flow

paths.

As for DNB characteristics, MHI has developed a new and

reasonable correlation on line of conventional PWR's one, based

on many PWRs experiences. That is, MHI perceives the increasing

dependence of coolant quality caused by narrower flow paths.

CR is determined by volume ratio of moderator to fuel, and

its achievable value has possibility of further study in relation

to plutonium strategy in Japan. However, CR is restricted

actually by safety of the reactor core, DNB characteristics,

mechanical design of reactivity control system, etc. It might

be difficult to approach CR close to 1.0 from 0.6 of APWR greatly

in engineering means, and MHI supposes CR will be at most 0.85

as actual value.

1. Introduction

Since the completion of Mihama No.1 in 1970, 12 PWR's

have been completed and much experience has been obtained

through the plant operation and by solving various problems

and making improvements continuously, more than 70% of capa-

city factor has been achieved to the date (Fig. 1-1).
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Fig. 1-1 Capacity Factor of Nuclear Power Plant

Presently, 7 units are being constructed and 2 units will

be in operation 1985. Higher capacity factor is expected

with improvements reflecting the experiences.

Thorough safety review of PWR was made in Japan

with TMI's accident in 1979 and indicated no special defect

on safety but minor improvements. Upon this review, the



utilities expressed a strong opinion that PWR with charac-

teristics fully suited to Japan and with further improved

performance should be developed. Development of new type

PWR was further instigated by the high capital cost of FBR

which might delay implementation of commercial reactors.

Based on this demand, MITSUBISHI is developing APWR-

Japan with the spectral shift type core, which is developed

in cooperation with WESTINGHOUSE under support and guidance

of 5 Japanese utilities and expected its operation in the

first half of 1990's. APWR-Japan is a new reactor meeting

the future needs for advanced operability and saving of fuel

resources as well as improvement of reliability, availability

and safety, etc. Recently, it is suspected that the timing

of commercial FBR reactors will delay. MITSUBISHI is making

evaluations forcusing a HCPWR as a candidate reactor to use

or storage the accumulated Pu.

The main evaluation work covers the following 2 points.

Whether it is technically and economically

feasible as the commercial reactor.

Whether it can be established as an intermediate

reactor between PWR, APWR and FBR on energy

strategies.

The major problems which should be resolved for the

engineering selection have already been picked up and the

strategic positioning of HCPWR has been evaluated. Further

conceptual design for HCPWR plant is being advanced.

Through the conceptual design of HCPWR, it is found

that there are similarities in in-vessel structures to the

APWR-Japan and it seems to be easier for MITSUBISHI to

develop it.

2. History of MITSUBISHI's PWR Improvement and Development

2.1 Improvement of Conventional PWR

With accumulation of experiences, initially imported

plants have been made many improvements in the stage of domes-

tically manufacturing.

In early stage, because of unexpected outage of the

operation due to troubles on fuel rod and S/G, capacity

factor has temporarily gone down but after carrying out count-

ermeasures, capacity factor has now reached over 70%.

Although the mechanical weak points have

been improved, little improvements have practically been

made on the field of the nuclear and thermal-hydraulic design

of the core. In other words, existing reactor is so designed

that the cycle life time is 9 EFPM at the equilibrium cycle

with 3 batch refueling. For making it 12 EFPM, many fuels

close to 2 batches'must be exchanged.

Since the sufficient engineering and planning has not

been made on daily load follow operation, AFC, GF, etc.,

the operation has been restricted. Also, Pu-thermal operation

has been considered about the level of recycling of the self

generated portion and even the latest plant has an upper limit

of about 60% for Pu load amount.

The current PWR operation cause little forced outage

because of the good operation and maintenance with the efforts

of the Japanese utilities and almost nearly designed upper

limit of capacity factor is achieved. Therefore, for further

improving capacity factor, the design of the core must be

drastically changed.

2.2 Spectral Shift Type APWR

There are several choices including simply enlarged

core for the design improvement for PWR. MITSUBISHI have

searched for the improved reactor which reduce the power

generation cost without any limitation of the conventional PWR.



With good cooperation between MITSUBISHI and WESTING-

HOUSE, the basic design including the design tests has been

successfully implemented.

The features of this reactor realized in the basic design

stage are as follows:

(1) Long cycle operation:

With 3 batch refueling, operation at 13.5 EFPM

is enable (about 3% enriched fuel) and the

reactor core can also permits continuous ope-

ration of 18 EFPM.

(2) Improvement of operation performance

Daily load follow operation:

14h - 1 h - 8 h - 1 h cycle is possible roughly

for the entire cycle life.

AFC operation:

Possible to output equal to ±5% power.

Also governor free operation of ±3% power

possible to superpose.

(3) Reduction of generation cost:

About 15% reduction

Fuel cycle cost: About 5% (20% of fuel cycle cost)

Reduction of cost by improving load factor:

More than 10% (Load factor 90%)

(4) Saving of uranium resource:

Saving of about 50%, namely summing up

23% saving by spectral shift, etc. and

about 30% saving by self generation Pu recycle..

(5) Increased safety margine for LOCA, etc.

In APWR-Japan design, not only the core but also the over-

all plant system are reviewed to complete a plant well balanced

with safety, reliability and economy.

The integrated system of APWR not only improves the conve-

tional PWR but also enhances its performance. Because of its

high reliability and excellent performance, the Japanese govern-

Photo-1 APWR

In 1981, MITSUBISHI and WESTINGHOUSE discussed to

jointly develop the spectral shift type PWR.

Under the present circumstance that commercial FBR

reactors are being delayed, MITSUBISHI have decided to

challenge the design of PWR and accepted WESTINGHOUSE's

proposal of joint development.

For this development, the 5 Japanese utilities (owners

of PWR, i.e.: HOKKAIDO, KANSAI, SHIKOKU, KYUSHU and JAPAN

ATOMIC POWER Co.) accepted the financial assistance and the

Japanese government decided to perform the large scale veri-

fication tests and the work started in 1982.

The development program of this plant is to be completed

in 1986 and if the site location is decided, the operation

is expected to start in the first half of 1990's.



ment is preparing to authorize it as the 3rd improved' standard-

ized plant.

Although the demand for saving the fuel resources seems

to be presently abated, energy resource strategies must be viewed

from a long term viewpoint and MITSUBISHI firmly believes that

the development of APWR-Japan will be placed in the important

position in the Japanese nuclear energy system.

In 1981 when this program was started, OECD/NEA estimated

the demand of nuclear fuel resources, assuming that LWR in 1990's

would be 15% and LWR which would be operated in 2000's would

be 30% for saving uranium resources respectively. APWR-Japan

will certainly meet such a demand.

2.3 HCPWR

The possibility of further delay in commercial FBR is now

suspected. Up to that time, Pu from LWR will be accumulated

and its storage and reuse will become an issue around 1990's.

In Japan, ATR, a type of heavy water reactor, has been

developed as a Pu burner reactor and a prototype of it is being

operated while the construction of the demonstration reactor

is being prepared. However, since the rapid and long term acc-

umulation of Pu is anticipated, its additional countermeasures

must also be worked out.

As one of the countermeasures, HCPWR is considered and

seems to be introduced more easily in Japan because of its basic

concept of PWR.

Although there is an idea that it will be combined with

FBR in the future, it is not fully convinced whether it is app-

ropriate.to have it combine for a long term with the commercial

FBR because of low Pu utilization due to a large amount fuel.

inventory.

MITSUBISHI considers it as a candidate for the next gene-

ration reactor of APWR-Japan, in the event the age of commercial

FBR reactors is greatly delayed. The reasons are as follows:

Since the conversion ratio is very high, even if

the introduction of the commercial FBR is delayed,

Pu consumption up to that time is minimized and Pu

resources are extended to the FBR age.

Since loading amount of Pu per unit is very large,

it is very effective to adjust the accumulation of

Pu and a few units can take the position with the

situation, easily complementing the role of ATR.

Since the quality of the produced Pu is good, Pu

deteriorated by Pu thermal can be refreshed.

It has technically the same system as PWR and the

development is limited to the modifications in the

reactor vessel. Especially since MITSUBISHI has

developed APWR-Japan of similar reactor internals,

the technical judgement can be given precisely.

APWR-Japan can be easily replaced the core by

HCPWR because of the longer reactor vessel.

Since the use of plutonium can be coped with a few

HCPWR, the control on the nuclear non-prolification

can be easily done.

Therefore, the study is being continued because of the

necessity of the technical feasibility to be established.

Evaluations of the feasibility of HCPWR, its performance and

required development items are discussed on the following.

3. Feasibility Study of HCPWR

3.1 Basic Items for Feasibility Study

If the time of the commercial operation of FBR delays,

the HCPWR can be the candidate of the successor of APWR-Japan

as the mentioned above. MITSUBISHI has started the design

study to evaluate its technical feasibility.

The main part of the feasibility study is to survey the

primary system. In order to develop the HCPWR core, MITSUBISHI

estimates that the development of the nuclear design method

which can treat the resonance absorption accurately and of the

critical heat flux correlation for the tight lattice core-are

important.
25



MITSUBISHI compared the available nuclear design calcula-

tion codes, and chosed the WIMS-E code developed. by AEEW in

U.K. as a nuclear design tool. For the CHF correlation,

MITSUBISHI developed the new correlation formula by reevalua-

ting the available data.

3.1.1 Nuclear design Method

WIMS-E, compared with WIMS-D, was given several improve-

ments on the treatment of resonance absorption on the range

of the resonance energy. For the study of the calculation

accuracy of this code, PuOz -U02 tight lattice critical ex-.

periment data carried out at EIR in Switzerland using the

PROTEUS reactor were analyzed (1) (2) (6). Both detail model

in Fig. 3.1-1 and Multi-cell model in Fig. 3.1-2 were used for

-^-- i n ion
Uepl. UU2

/

PuO2-UO (15wt%Pu) Fig. 3.1-2 Multi Cell Model for PROTEUS

Moderator

the fuel lattice analysis. The results were given in Table

3.1-1 compared with the measured values and with the analytic

values of other code by other organizations (5).

According to this result,

(1) Error by two rods multi-cell model of WIMS-E, is

not too large compared with the detailed model.

(2) It shows good agreement between the measured

values and the calculated value of k- for zero

percent void.

(3) The calculated value of void reactivity Akm is

positive compared with the measured value.

In addition, analysis of UO2 tight lattice critical

experiment (3) carried out at ANL was performed and good agree-

ment was shown between calculated values and measured values

for k- on the tight lattice, initial conversion ratio and 6

(Fission of U-238/Fission of U-235).

(mm)
------ Edit Region

Fig. 3.1-1 Geometrical Model for PROTEUS



Table 3.1-1 Comparison of PROTEUS
Critical Experiment

C/E = Calculation/Experiment

Most well-known CHF correlation used for the conven-

tional PWR is the W-3 correlation. This correlation was

derived based on the single tube experimental data and

has been confirmed to be applicable to the rod bundle

geometry of the existing PWR core.

With tight lattice core of the narrow gap between

fuel rods, the circumferential distribution of the heat

C/EVoid Code C/E Void Reactivity
(%) CodeK

Ki Fs/F, C,/F ,F/F F ,/F, �, K

WIMS E(l) 0.998 0.947 0.948 0.980 0.931 -

WIMS-E(2) 0.992 0.998 0.960 0.968 0.976 -
0

WIMS-D' 0.990 1.096 1.002 0.974 1.096 -

EPRI-CPM' 1.012 1.016 0.933 1.003 1.033 -

WIMS-E(I) 1.012 0.962 0.950 1.083 1.033 -0.0401

WIMS-E (2) 0.998 1.040 0.974 1.076 1.102 -0.0475
42.5

WIMS.D' 0.975 1.189 1.054 1.045 1.292 -0.068

EPRI-CPM' 1.014 1.085 0.951 1.068 1.165 -0.053

WIMS.E(l) 1.030 0.913 0.978 0.976 0.904 -0.1103

WIMS-E(2) 1.022 0.942 1.002 0.973 0,921 -0.1160
100

WIMS-D' 1.023 1.126 1.044 0.990 1.271 -0.109

EPRI-CPM' 1.070 1.053 0.931 1.047 0.990 -0.090

* Reference 2), 5), 6)

(1) Detailed model

(2)2 rod Multi cell model

----- WIMS.E
-- 0-- WIMS-D
------- GRUCAH
--O--- SPEKTRA1.07-

1.03-

The FDWR core (4) designed by Braunschweig University in

West Germany was analyzed and results shown in Fig. 3.1-3 were

obtained. According to this, the void reactivity Akeff by the

WIMS-E is negative against the WIMS-D values but positive

against the SPECTRA values.

1.0-

0.0 0.35 0.7

3.1.2 W-3 Correlation for Tight Lattice Core
Moderator Density (g/cc)

(1) Applicability of the W-3 Correlation for Tight

Lattice Core Fig. 3.1-3 Keff for FDWR (APWR) Lattice



28 transfer on the fuel rod surface is thought to become more

apparent due to non-uniformity of the flow distribution

and the void distribution within the unit flow cell. Such

effects are not basically considered in W-3 correlation,

and therefore it cannot be simply applied to the tight

lattice core.

Green et al5 ) carried out CHF experiment simulating

the tight lattice with the single tube. This experimental

data were compared with W-3 correlation. The results

are shown in Fig. 3.1-4. From this comparison, it can

be seen that the calculated values are generally greater

than the measured ones, and the extent of difference

between them shows substantially clear coolant quality

dependence.

0

0 A

The data with the different test conditions such

as mass velocity, pressure and minimum gap between fuel

rods, are shown in Fig. 3.1-4 simultaneously. It can

be seen from this figure that the dependence on these

parameters are small.

This means that W-3 correlation can be applied to

the tight lattice core by introducing the adequate

penalty function of x(x) which is dependent on only local

coolant quality.

Generally the mechanism of DNB within the rod bundle

depends on the flow regime. CHF (DNB, in this case)

occurs near the minimum gap location at the bubbly flow

of the subcool or low quality. While, CHF (dryout, in

this case) occurs at the location face to the main stream

at the annular flow of high quality. This mechanism

of CHF will explain a fact that the effect of tightening

depends on coolant quality, shown in Fig. 3.1-4.

Under the representative PWR coolant conditions

(subcool or low quality range), decrease of CHF with

core tightening is thought to be caused by the phenomenon

which is expressed by penalty function (x).

(2) Data base

For CHF experiment with the tight lattice, those

conducted at Shippingport for the development of LWBR

are most abundant. In these experiments, grids were

used for supporting the fuel rods. And, the experiment

simulating wire spacer was reported by TID. The correla-

tion of KfK 8 ) was derived based on these experiment

data given in Table 3.1-2. MITSUBISHI also decided to

adopt these data to derive the CHF correlation for the

on-going HCPWR design study.

(3) Local Coolant Conditions

1.0-
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G/10'

A 2.0

A 2.0

* 4.0

0 4.0

Min. Gap

0.38mm

0.76

0.38

0.76

Press. 1200, 1600, 2000 psid

-0.1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3

Quolity (-)

Fig. 3.1-4 Comparison of Measured CHF and Predicted CHF
by W-3 Correlation for Green's Experiments Since W-3 correlation is based on the local coolant

conditions with unit flow cell as minimum, information



regarding these quantities is required for the data

analysis.

Table 3.1-2 Experiment Data used in New Correlation

Fuel Rod Fuel Rod Experiment Condition
Arrang. of Spacer Reference Fuel Rod O.D Space Type Press. Mass Velocity Quality

(mm) (mm) (psia) (eb/f't-h) (-)

BAPL 4 x 5
Nucl. Sci. Triang 19.1 0.4 Grid 1200-2000 0.25-3.0 -0.12-0.85

TrianglEng. 54

6.4 2.3 1200-2000 0.25-4.0 -0.45-0.69

WAPD- 4X5
TM-1013 Triangl

7.1 1.5 400-2000 0.05-4.0 -0.17-0.96

WAPD-- 4x5TWAPDM- 5 Tr i angl 17.7 2.7 Grid 1200-2000 0.1-2.0 -0.28-0.90
TM-1155 Triangl

3x4TID-19563 11.2 0.6 Wire 1200 0.5-4.0 -0.02-0.53Triangl

f. ' C.-S/0 / 
10 / ° /

m oOo os zm~~ 05/ 00 0 0 

X 0

x 0 Og/000 -23%

C0 0.5 /^ / 0

0.5 1.0

q" DNB, PRED. x 10- ' Btu/ft'.h

Fig. 3.1-5 Comparison of Measured CHF and Predicted
CHF by New HCPWR Correlation for Tight
Lattice Test Bundles

still a trend about pressure and mass velocity. There-

fore the final correlation is derived by making some

modifications for these parameters. Fig. 3.1-5 shows

a comparison of measured and calculated values for the

experimental data which are used to derive this new

correlation.

The finally obtained ¢ (x) is also shown in Fig.

3.1-4 which indicates that (x) roughly equals the lowest

values of the analytical data in this figure.

Quality is obtained assuming no enthalpy distribution

among channels at each axial location, and the mass velocity

is obtained assuming that the flow rate is distributed

among channels based on the friction loss coefficient

and the flow area of each channel. Data simulating the

power distribution among fuel rods have been excluded

from data base.

(4) Derivation of new correlation

Critical heat flow flux (4c) is expressed as

~c = 4c.w-3 x (X)

by introducing the penalty function of 4 (x) to W-3 correla-

tion. Function of (x) is obtained based on the data

described in the previous section. But the ratio of

measured to the estimated value by this corelation have



30 (5) Comparison with other correlation

Fig. 3.1-6 shows a comparison of the axial distribu-

tion of CHFR obtained by our new correlation with those

by other correlations under the representative conditions

given in Table 3.1-3.

4-

3-

Previous Correlation

Present Correlation /

-7-

m
z
0

2 \ \v / / 

>J
EPRI Correlation 

Kf K
Correlation

1-

0

KfK correlation gives a smaller value compared with

our correlation. This comes from the fact that KfK corre-

lation is based on the inlet coolant condition. EPRI

correlation gives fairly conservative results.

3.2 Conceptual Design of HCPWR

3.2.1 Basic Concept of the Plant

MITSUBISHI has performed the conceptual design of HCPWR

by using the above-mentioned nuclear design method and CHF

correlation. The tight lattice plutonium core is loaded on

the standard 4 loop PWR plant (1180MWe) to obtain a high

conversion ratio and the plant equipment is used with little

modification.

To achieve the tight lattice core, the triangular lattice

arrangement of the fuel rods same as FBR's is selected and

the new type of the fuel assembly is designed. Stainless

steel as the cladding material can be used due to a harder

neutron spectrum. Since the tight lattice core causes an

increased core pressure drop and uncertainties in DNB charac-

teristics, an optimization of the core lattice geometries

becomes important on the standpoint of keeping the electrical

power output.

Change of the basic geometry of the core and control rods

affects the design of the reactor internals and the control

rod drive line, and so the new reactor internals should be

designed under the condition of the reactor vessel of the

standard 4 loop plant.

Besides, the nuclear instrumentation of the newly designed

plutonium core, the radiation exposure due to use of the stain-

less steel cladding, and the fuel handling equipment will be

evaluated as the further problems.

Finally, MITSUBISHI expects to take the licensing reviews

based on the conventional LWR in Japan even for HCPWR and

MITSUBISHI's abundant experience can be reflected on them.

0 3 6

Core Height (ft)

Fig. 3.1-6 Results of Application of Various CHF
Correlations to a Typical HCPWR Condition

Table 3.1-3 Calculation Condition

pressure (psia) 2200.

mass flux (Ib/ft2h) 4.0 x 10o

Tin (F) 550.

Channel avg heat 0.3 x 106
flux (Btu/ftz h)

axial power shape 1.75 cosine



3.2.2 Evaluation of the core

First by the qualitative comparison between the homogene-

ous core and the heterogeneous core, the homogeneous type with

the axial and the radial blankets was selected as the core

to be studied. The reason for selecting the homogeneous type

is that good balance can be expected for conversion ratio and

the reactivity coefficient and that it has good thermal per-

formance. Also the blanket was attached for studying its

characteristics on HCPWR.

Since HCPWR nuclear characteristics depends greatly on

the moderator/fuel volume ratio and less on the outer diameter

of fuel rod, the outer diameter was tentatively fixed to 0.76cm,

considering the reactor internal and the fuel assembly configu-

ration, and the parametric study varying the volume ratio and

plutonium enrichment was carried out by the fuel pin cell

calculation using the WIMS-E code.

The composition of the plutonium was assumed as that in

a PWR after a burnup of 40,000 MWd/tHM and after fuel reproces-

sing duration of 7 years.

Fig. 3.2-1 shows the changes in the effective multiplica-

tion constant and the conversion ratio. Fig. 3.2-2 shows the

changes in the moderator temperature coefficient and the void

reactivity as a function of the volume ratio. Though these

are values at the beginning of life, the following values were

decided as the design target range, considering the effect of

burn-up to make the moderator coefficient and the void re-

activity more positive.

Moderator temp. coefficient (BOL) < -7 x 10- 5 Ak/k/°C

Void reactivity (BOL) < -2 x 10 - 2 Ak/k

As shown in Fig. 3.2-3, the plutonium enrichment of 13wt%

cannot satisfy the design target. When the plutonium enrich-

ment is reduced, this design target can be satisfied. But,

it can not be drastically reduced, because the effective

multiplication constant is reduced as shown in Fig. 3.2-1,

13wt% PuOz

11wt% Pu02

.g

0

C

o

Moderator / Pellet Volume Ratio

Fig. 3.2-1 Dependence of Keff and Conversion Ratio
to Volume Ratio (Begin of Life)

and the burn-up cannot be obtained. Table 3.2-1 gives these

results. Therefore, the plutonium enrichment is given as

12wt% here, and to satisfy the above design target, the volume

ratio is decided as 0.79.

Cell burn-up was calculated for this fuel pin cell shape

and plutonium enrichment, and about 30,000MWd/t discharged

burn-up was obtained with 3 batch refueling. The conversion
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Fig. 3.2-3 Effects on Heat Characteristics by Applying
Tight Lattice Core



Table 3.2-1 Relation between Volume Ratio and Burn-up
Volume
Ratio

0.79

0.70

0.60

Pu Content
by Limit. of
Temp. Coefficient
() (wt%)

12.0

11.0

10.0

Pu Content
by Limit. of
Void Reactivity

12.2

12.0

11.7

Possible Pu
Content
min ((),()

(wt%)

12.0

11.0

10.0

Cycle
Burn.up
(3 Batch)

Mwd/t

10,500

6,000

3,000

Conclusion: Lower Moderator / Pellet Volume Ratio -~ Lower Pu Content to
Sutisfy Limit. of Reactivity Coefficient -* Insufficient Burn-up

Table 3.2-2 Specification of Reactor Core

RadialItem Core BlanetBlanket

Fuel Assembly 235 60

Fuel Rod per Fuel Assembly 432 373

I Core 1830 2030
Fuel Rod Effective Length (mm)

Axial Blanket 200

Fuel Rod Pitch (mm)'* 8.84 9.6

Fuel Rod Out. Dia. (mm)' 7.6 8.8

Clad Thickness (mm)' 0.38 0.44

Clad Material* SUS SUS

Pellet Out. Dia. (mm)' 6.71 7.79

Pellet Material'
Axial Blanket Depleted UO,

Moderator/Pellet Volume Ratio * 0.79 0.40

* : Parameter as initial study

33 * * Parameter determined after Parametric Study

ratio is about 0.85 at this point. From this foregoing para-

metric study, the specification of the reference core has

been decided as given in Table 3.2-2.

The specification of the blanket fuel has been given as

the volume ratio of 0.40 by using relatively large rod diameter.

Problems in the thermal and hydraulic characteristic due

to lattice tightening lie in securing the plant power capability

largerly dependent on securing core flow rate and the critical

heat flux characteristics which are important for the core

characteristics and for the accident analysis.

Fig. 3.2-3 shows the parameters affecting power capability

of HCPWR plant and their relationships. The pressure drop in

the core is estimated by optimum evaluations of such parameters

as geometrical specifications of fuel rods with the wire spacer

and the core length and the primary loop flow rate was found

as shown in Fig. 3.2-4 to decrease about 10% from that of

standard PWR although the pressure drop of the core will

increase twice as much.

DNB correlation used for the Japanese conventional PWR

core is W-3 correlation and compared with Green et al's

simulated CHF experimental data of tight lattice.

By considering the penalty factor ¢(x) against w-3

correlation, the application to the tight lattice core has

become possible.

Further, by realistically taking plant conditions for

the accident analysis, outlet temperature limit for securing

the integrity of SG, maximum linear heat rate and over power

conditions, the power reduction can be kept conservatively

within 10%.

The problems underlying among the tightening of the

lattice and securing of power capability are going to be

eliminated, through potential margin of the steam turbine

system, evaluation of the core flow rate, such countermeasures

as grade-up of motor for reactor coolant pump and replacement

of pump impeller, and the fundamental experiment of DNB

simulating exactly the HCPWR core.



One of the special technical problem for HCPWR fuel assembly

is the rod bundle boundary binding method. Considering assembly

100- - HCPWR RCP QH Curve loading, the seismic design and assembly bowing, a perforated
RCP Q-H Curve

'^~~~~~^^>^~/< ~hexagonal wrapper is going to be used.

~. Conventional PWR Another is geometry of the control rod guide thimble.

Steam generator (_ The optimum arrangement in the fuel assembly is determined

E A n )with respect to the arrangement in the control rod cluster

ao ll -\ guide tube of the reactor internals and the control rod guide

Loop thimble diameter is optimized by the trade-off study with

Piping opposing conditions of tightening of the lattice and the macha-
50 External| 50~- Externa'l \ nical integrity.

of Core Fig. 3.2-5 shows two representative arrangements of control

rod guide thimbles in fuel assemblies, which show case A with

Core the control rod follower and case B without the follower.

Fig. 3.2-6 shows fuel assembly concept (case B).

0 --- Pa Control Rod Guide
18 19 20 21 22 Closure Plate Closure Plate Thimble

x 10 Contol-Rod
Loop Flow Rate (m'/h) , Guide Thimble ...

Fig. 3.2-4 Distribution of Pressure Drop in
Primary Loop

3.2.3 Fuel Assembly

The arrangement of fuel rods is basically same as in the

case of FBR. MITSUBISHI has the engineering experience,

easpecially in the field of fuel assembly technology of FBR

in Japan and, such as the rod design with spacing of 0.9mm Case A Case B

by the wire spacer. Unless there is any restriction for the

core design, tightening of the lattice can be achieved by the . 5 C S o F 
Fig. 3.2-5 Cross Section of Fuel Assembly

wire spacer.



Hold down Coil Hanlin Hed is crowded with the control rods, following the reduction of=--- m: y\~ ~Handling Head
chemical shim effects, it results in the axial flow path design

along the control rod guide to avoid the cross flow to the

B earing Plate control rods. Therefore, the flow passing through the control

rod guide tube is guided into the vessel outlet nozzle,

turning in the upper plenum which is located in upper region

~Closure Plate iof the guide tubes and formed with sandwitch plates connected

the drive shaft shroud tubes as shown Fig. 3.2-8. The above-

mentioned concept is similar to the reactor internals of the

i RJ APWR-Japan and can be design with the that technology.
AS^^'i Adx ~Control Rod

Di.o D'So S Guide Tube The larger diameter control rod is rather favorable on

/o^ S "i'* |° ^the standpoint of the mechanical integrity under the axial

Fuel flow circumstance, while the same diameter as the fuel rod

is selected on the nuclear characteristics.

The larger diameter control rod concept is shown in

Fig. 3.2-5 case A. In this design, the control rod followers

l ll l Guide Tube for will be needed to make little water columns in the core at the
Instrumentation withdrawal of control rods to avoid the excess local moderation.

'JSS! .W~ i -- In this case, the mechanical reliability can be increased and

l Control Rod the reactor vessel for APWR-Japan under development will be
Support Plate used instead of the standard PWR reactor vessel because of

the longer fuel assembly and control rod guide tube.

Some of the control rod clusters (RCC) are integrated to

Entrance Nozzel be driven with a single drive mechanism with possible arrange-

ll/(~ ~ ^~r ^'ment of CRDMs and have the function of the ordinary control

rod (Primary control system). Another single RCCs are designed

as the secondary shutdown rods including the cold subcritical

worth at the refuelling. The arrangement of the core is shown

Fig. 3.2-6 Concept of Fuel Assembly in Fig. 3.2-7.

3.2.5 Engineering Design Features on Core Lattice Tightening

3.2.4 Reactor Equipment Assembly~3.2.4 Reactor Equipment Assemblyy ^Void reactivity coefficient, flow resistance and DNB

The importaht interest on the design of the reactor characteristics related to the power capability and the mechani-

internals for the HCPWR core is providing the core outlet cal integrity of control rod are given as the factors restricting

flow path to the vessel outlet nozzles and protecting the lattice tightening. Fig. 3.2-9 shows the available engineering

35 control rods from the fluid flow. Since the core outlet plenum area in the HCPWR core, where the fuel rod diameter and the
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Blanket F/A 60

Core F/A 235

IL.JLg Item No.

0 Primary Rod (RCC-A)

* Secondary Rod (RCC-B)

Arrangement of RCC

Fig. 3.2-7 Cross Section of Core

rod spacing are taken up as the direct parameter to express

the lattice tightening. As the wire spacing technology in

FBR is effective to HCPWR fuel design, these dimensions are

included as FBR.

Core-1 shows a reference to be installed with the standard

4 loop PWR, and Core-2 is intended for an exclusive plant of

HCPWR.

As shown in the figure, the related core characteristics

are indicated by the arrows and rod spacing may aim at the

level of the Japanese FBR (JOYO). The design point of Core-1

has been selected as a reasonable case on the overall view

including the above-mentioned restricting factors and uncertainty

in this design stage. Consequently, the conversion ratio will

be about 0.85.

Fig. 3.2-8 Concept of Reactor Equipment

With future improvements in the design studies and the

development of the fuel assembly, as well as further reflecting

the basic nuclear design data and the DNB test data, the limit

of the conversion ratio will be made on the engineering

judgement.
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A new reasonable correlation has been developed, for

DNB characteristics which are important with regard to the

power capability. DNB experimental data must be desirable

also for HCPWR fuel configulation finally and the experi-

ment plan is now being considered.

For the fuel assembly and the reactor internals, the

design test will be undertaken following the functional

design stage and then, revised design will be prepared. It

is necessary to carry out verification test with the high

temperature and high pressure test loop for the finally

determined specifications.

It is desirable to conduct in-pile test of the actual

fuel assembly. However, since it is actually not easy to

do it, other countermeasures will be planned.
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FiG. 3.2-9 Performance of Tight Lattice Core

3.3 Future Development Items

An outline of the HCPWR core which is being studied by

MITSUBISHI has been discussed, the study of the design

improvements will be continued to enhance the significance

of HCPWR.

HCPWR must provide the high conversion ratio as well

as achieving the high burn-up. In the conceptual design,

the design point was obtained under the restriction of the

void reactivity. Since the great uncertainty accrues presently

for the nuclear characteristic analysis of HCPWR, it must

37 be confirmed by the critical experiments in the future.

4. Conclusion

MITSUBISHI has many experiences in design and construc-

tion of PWR and is advancing cost reduction measures based

on its experiences.

Also, it is now developing APWR-Japan plant of the

spectral shift reactor in cooperation with WESTINGHOUSE.

As countermeasures when introduction of FBR is greatly

delayed, MITSUBISHI has started the feasibility study of

HCPWR which has high conversion ratio from the stand-point

of the effective utilization of resources, and surveyed

several parameters to realize HCPWR, selected one tight

lattice core, and clarified the general conception of HCPWR.

There is possibility of further study of the achievable

target value of the conversion ratio. However, since conver-

sion ratio is determined by moderator/fuel volume ratio,

it is restricted actually by the safety of the reactor core,

keeping the DNB characteristics and the reactor power ratings

(not less than the conventional PWR ratings), the arrangement

of fuel rods in an assembly, the structural problems caused

from the control rod diameter and arrangement in an assembly,



38 problems of the spent fuel handling, the mechanical design

of reactivity control system, etc. Therefore, it might be

difficult to approach the conversion ratio close to 1.0 from

0.6 of APWR greatly in the engineering view point, and

MITSUBISHI supposes it will be at most 0.85 as the actual

value.

Although there are several problems yet to be solved

for implementing HCPWR, so far MITSUBISHI assesses that HCPWR

will be feasible.
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THE CEA EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM FOR VALIDATING
THE TIGHT LATTICE REACTOR CONCEPT

B. BARRE
CEA/SCOS/Cadarache,
Saint-Paul-lez-Durance
France

Abstract

The paper contains a description of the incentives for the CEA

programme on the tight lattice reactor concept and a description of the

programme itself. Besides aspects of neutron analysis calculations, the

critical experiment ERASME and the irradiation facility within the

MELUSINE reactor are described. In addition the paper contains a review

of the thermal hydraulic experimental programme and of the improvements

that are necessary in the theoretical methods.

- INTRODUCTION -

The intensive program of nuclear reactor implementation has reduced

considerably the kWh cost in comparison with the other energy sources in

France. But, these performances are obtained with a very low utilization rate

of natural resources.

The French decision to reprocess spent fuel is dictated by the de-

termination to re-use recovered fissile material. In closing the fuel cycle,

the French authorities create a new situation.

The simplest strategy was based on the immediate re-use in LMFBR

of this recovered plutonium. But, the fast program has been significantly

set back by the worldwide slowing-down of nuclear development. Also, a consi-

derable amount of plutonium is available for other uses.



The first use would be the plutonium recycling in PWRs. The econo-

mical benefit is about 17 % over uranium consumption. With multiple recyclings

and with uranium recycling as well, it is possible to reach 30 to 40 %. The

first consequences would be to change PWR optimization to produce more plu-

tonium. The constructors are studying the possibility to increase the

conversion factor by reducing the moderation ratio (FRAMATOME, KWU, Babcock).

Two ways are physically possible :

- a dilution of heavy water into light water

- a reduction of the pitch between the fuel rods.

This last solution is closely examined by the designers ; it

consists in tight-packed lattice.

2 - GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS -

TABLE 1
COMPARISON BETWEEN THE NEUTRONICAL UNCERTAINTIES

OF THE PWRs AND OF THE APWRs

PWR A PWR

UNCERTAINTIES DEDUCED

FROM THE NUCLEAR DATA

UNCERTAINTIES AFTER

EXPERIMENTAL ADJUSTMENT

UNCERTAINTIES DEDUCED

FROM THE NUCLEAR DATA

K , + 1600 PCM + 600 PCM + 5000 PCM

CONVERSION FACTOR + 6 % 3 + 15 %

TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT 1 8 PCM/°C + 3 PCM/C 16 PCM/C

VOID COEFFICIENT I 10 PCM / % + PCM / % 0 PCM / X

UNCERTAINTY = 26

This new concept (known since the sixties) is a very large modifi-

cation of the present cores :

- very high density of plutonium which hardens the neutron spectrum

- very low quantity of water between the fuel rods which modifies the thermal-

hydraulical conditions and the safety aspects. 3 - NEUTRONIC ANALYSIS -

The neutron energy range is somewhere between the thermal reactors

and the fast breeders. The uncertainties are also greater concerning the

neutronical parameters (table 1). This situation recalls one of the FBRs

before the experimental programs.

The DNBR correlations do not exist in this area of cooling. The

first examinator with the usual correlations gives very different results

apart from the tolerable margins. The reflooding must be studied in the new

conditions.

Before designing a new type of reactor, it became obvious to the CEA

that it was necessary to qualify the concept of these undermoderated reactors.

The decision was taken to carry out a 3-year program in the fields of neutro-

nics and thermalhydraulics. At the same time, the experimental aspects were

39 followed by an improvement of the theoretical methods and the associated

computer codes.

The APWRs can be distinguished in comparison with the traditionnal

PWRs by the following aspects :

- low moderation ratio

- high content of plutonium

- hexagonal pitch

- very strong heterogeneities.

The reaction rates for the main nuclides are located in the inter-

mediate energies whose contributions are very small in both thermal and fast

reactors. The consequences are :

- microscopic cross sections of the plutonium isotopes are not sufficiently

known,

- the resonance interferences are not taken into account in these cell types

- the cell geometry is hexagonal

- the absence of experimental data with mixed oxide and with a tight pitch



These uncertaintiesgovern those of the integral parameters of the

core :

- multiplication factor conditionning the reactivity excess at the B.O.L.

(Beginning Of Life) leading to a difference on the plutonium content or

the in-pile cycle duration

- heavy nuclei depletion and fission product formation. The reactivity evo-

lution and the reactivity requirement for the control are not known

- conversion factor. It is an essential factor the evaluate the economical

interest of APWRs. Radial, axial and internal blankets must be used to

obtain a very high conversion factor,perhaps greater than 1. The calcula-

tions have not yet been validated for these complet configurations

- Absorber effectiveness : the soluble poisons will be used with difficulty,

because of the decrease of the absorption rates with the hard spectrum. It

is necessary to study B10, Hf, Gd, ... or others.

- Reactivity coefficients. The temperature coefficient is less negative than

that of the PWRs. The DOPPLER effect is more negative.

The void effect can become positive when the even plutonium isoto-

pe (Pu240 and 242) content is too high. This effect is a combination of posi-

tive and negative contributions and the uncertainties are high. This positive

effect gives an absolute constraint on the plutonium content in the mixed oxide.

4 - THE E R A S M E" EXPERIMENT -

The ERASME experiment is designed to answer the fundamental queries.

It is a large-sized critical experiment. The central experimental zone consists

of 1500 fuel rods surrounded by an adaptation ring and a driver core. This

experiment is dimensioned in order to measure with sufficent accuracy the

following parameters :

- k, by material buckling measurement

- spectrum indexes with fission chambers and foils

- moderator voidage effect

- power distribution by .scanning

- temperature coefficient from 20°C to 90°C

- variation effects of the Pu isotopic composition.

x ERASME : acronym of Etude de Reacteurs Avances Sous Moderes dans EOLE - Studies
of Advanced Undermoderated Reactorsin EOLE

Figure 1 illustrates the cross section of the critical assembly.

The first studies will be performed with an extreme moderation ratio

(V120/Vuo = 0.5). A second pitch is planned for 1986 with a moderation ratio
of about I. It is possible to extend these parametrical studies should it be

necessary to improve some characteristies.

ERASME EXPERIMENT
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The fuel rods are manufactured with a PWR plutonium (23000 MWD/T).

The geometrical characteristics are similar to those of the FBRs :

- Pellet diameter 7.14 mm

- Fissile Plutonium content : 8.5 %

- Pu240 content : 18.7 %

- Cladding : S.S. 304 L

- Diameters : 7.5 x 7.85 mm

- Fissile column length : 800 mm.

A second batch of 500 rods has been ordered with the same geometri-

cal characteristics but with plutonium coming from GGRs without Pu41 and

Pu42.

The schedule is as follows

- fuel manufacturing : Oct. 84

- assembly construction : Nov. and Dec. 84

- first divergence : at the end of 84

- first pitch program : 15 months

- second configuration : mid-86.

5 - THE M E L U S I N E EXPERIMENT -

The experimental rod is designed like that of the SHERWOOD experi-

ment. With a support of mixed oxide, the pellets are doped with the relevant

isotopes : U235, U238, Pu239, Pu240, Pu241, Pu242, Am241, Am243, Cm244. At

present, we are considering the possibility of also measuring the secondary

actinides (Np237, Pu238, ... ) and several fission products.

6 - THEORETICAL METHODS -

At the same time, computational methods are being improved. Efforts
are especially concentrated on :

- Writing of APOLLO 2 with new modules :

- resonance interferences /

- hexagonal geometry

- coupling of geometrical figures by neutron currents at the interfaces

- extension of the libraries, of the depletion chain.

- Modification of the CRONOS system :

- hexagonal geometry

- libraries of cross section with TH feedback

- introduction of mechanical feedback for the

- introduction of new correlations in TH codes

French depressurization accident code.

transient studies

and in CATHARE, the

The critical experiment described in the last chapter does not

resolve all the neutronic questions. Most especially, it is not possible

to measure the capture rates of the main nuclides (except U-238). Knowledge

of these capture rates is required in order to calculate the heavy nuclei

depletion and the reactivity changeduring all the in-pile cycle. The proposed

solution is to use a special irradiation equipment placed within the MELUSINE

reactor.

The specific spectrum will be obtained with a special assembly loca-

ted in the center of the reactor replacing the 4 MTR assemblies. The obtain

the APWR conditions, 250 mixed oxide fuel rods will be used. The design of

this assembly allows us to have the required spectrum with respect to the

41 operationnal conditions of the experimental reactor.

7 - THERMAL HYDRAULIC EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM -

The TH conditions will change in comparison with the standard PWRs

for the normal, incidental and accidental situations. Some characteristics

introduce a new field of investigation :

- possibility of hexagonal boxes

- grid or helicoTdal wire

- cladding material

- lattice pitch

- fuel diameter

The topics have been singled out as important :

- the critical flux

- the reflooding.



At present, two programs have been planned :

- DNB parametical studies with the GRAZIELLA loop (Freon similitude) followed

by an OMEGA experiment with the nominal conditions but with one single trial.

- Reflooding measurement. In order to obtain heat transfer correlation in a

reflooding situation with a triangular tight pitch.

The schedule is as follows :

- GRAZIELLA experiment : beginning at the end of 1984. Two campaigns per year

in 1986 and 1986.

- OMEGA experiment in mid-1986

- ERSEC program : at the end of 1985, til mid-1987

- CONCLUSION -

The first stage of the national 3-year program in the field of un-

dermoderated reactors will furnish the information.concerning the feasibility

of these reactors and the experimental data necessary validating the compu-

tationnal codes with their adapted libraries.
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THE CEA EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM FOR VALIDATING

THE ADVANCED PWR CONCEPTS

The French decision to reprocess spent fuel is dictated by the

determination to re-use recovered fissile material. A considerable amount

of plutonium is available for various uses : LMFBR, Pu recycling in PWR and

APWR.

But the new concepts are a very large modification of the pre-

sent PWR cores :

- very high density of plutonium

- very low quantity of water in the lattice

- heterogeneous assembly (fertile rods, blankets ...).

Before designing a new type of reactor it became obvious to the CEA that it

was necessary to qualify the concepts. The decision was taken to carry out

a 3-year program in the fields of neutronics, thermalhydraulics, fuel cycles,

economics.

The neutronical uncertainties govern those of the integral para-

meters of the core and feasibility of the projects. Two experiments have been

ordered.

The ERASME experiment located in the critical facility EOLE is

designed to answer the fundamental queries : k-, spectrum indeses, moderator

voidage effect, power distribution, temperature coefficient, it is a large

sized subcritical assembly surrounded by an driver core (1500 mixed oxyde

rods - plutonium coming from PWR). The MELUSINE experiment is designed to

obtain the reaction rates of the main isotopes in a APWR spectrum. This

specific spectrum is obtained with a special asembly consisting in 250 mixed

oxide fuel rods with a tight pitch. The central rod is doped with the relevant

isotopes.



At the same time, computational methods are being improved, espe-

cially to take into account : the resonance interferences, the hexagonal

geometry, the library with TH feedback.

The thermal hydraulical conditions will change in comparison with

the standards PWRs for the normal, incidental and accidental situations. Two

programs have been planned :

- DNB parametical studies with GRAZIELLA loop (Freon similitude) followed

by an OMEGA experiment with the normal conditions (critical flux corre-

lation),

- reflooding measurement in order to establish the heat transfer correlations.

FRAMATOME STUDIES ON HIGH CONVERSION
WATER REACTOR CONCEPT

J.P. MILLOT
Framatome,
Paris, France

Abstract

A jew yca.s age, a ptcirinanu v tu sidy on the advartagcs o6 tight lttticc rea-tc:::

ai tLaunched. T/lis study enabled u. to evatuote the otdeA o6 magnitude o the:::'
co'nvertsion tat.o and od the KWh cost which could be keached uiLth uch reac-tos,

and to have a fdir't glance on the probeems in the design and the sadcty which

wou-ld be met with it. This evatuation wa baued on a 1300 MWe ,leactoa with a

suel assembly vety close to that od the FBRs : the uirAe wtapped tod. had a stain-

lecs steet cldding and the bundle ua d encLoed in an hexagonal box ; the modc.a-

tior. tatio uwa 0. 5.

This preliminary 3-year program will furnish

ning the feasability and the data required by economic

consequences on fuel cycles. This two last aspects will

same time.

the information concer-

studies and the

be examined at the

Thiu p.tccCiminaty tudy showed that a converaion xatio of about 1.05 can be rea.ched

ie det-tifte blanfkets are u4ed, and that this 'owtio i6 high enough to provide

edgiciently dor the long term requiAements od eeectiScity produettion uith the

PWR technology. The co4t od the KWh produced by a tight lattice reactor can be

compated to that od a standard PWR. Howevet, becau4e the enrichnment oa the dueL

in the oLiginal design wa necesisaoily high (9.8 % od d6i6i-e peutonium), the

voidage coefficient wau positive. On the otheA hand. because of the tightnse. of

the lattiie, the baUoni.ing of the tod6 might have vety 6evcAe corl.equcnccU, en

ccie cooLing in the tedeooding phase o6 a LOCA.

On account od the.e concu4Lionr , it ua inteAheting to con&ideA otheA ducE deCigns

trying to keep the 4ame conversion ratio with a wider. lattice. Wboceovue we wi'hed

to rtemain ccoser. to the PWR fueL technology. TheAeby we consideAed two new duet

deuigr. wuith 4paceA gid, :

a) a d:uee with ttainless stee. cladding : due to the reactivity gain

obtained with the removae od the hexagonal box, the convc*.ionr. oatio

can be kept the 4ame as bedfoe with a modewation 'atio od 0.6 and an



44 iutiaf efnt-chnment in plutonivu of6 .5 %. This entichmer.t i- the

highet acceptable in oideA to have a negative voidage cocfcicieert

b) a ued ,ith ztcalooy cladding : in the same conditicnt, th.e mcde..aic
actio is 0.7 and the iri-iai entienrcr.t 7.2 %. 'ith tki-s typec¢ .;.,;

the voidage ceoeficient is negative ith a sufgicicri margir, : bt t.k.t

lattice is stieU too tight : except in the case c6 a. excrni.c r ed.c'-

tonr. in the lineam heat generat' on rtce, the s-AL.c c,' £ta gc biLc. : -';'

ir. a LOCA actc not climiewcc'd ^o-r suc.

In c.aci to - o£c tcie cifficL;ic w; cor-idctCed c ci csa.£ "ipt: s a^c.rL : 

gtid n and uhitk a highge. mode.-atiocr. rti, awound 1.1. ; the unavoida.blc tls.in:

the conver-ion rtati is compena.ted by the benefit o0 the mecharicc- ApcL ta:, '''

skIift ptoduced by fextite tod ciusteA acssembic. The distance betweer. adjaccr

fuel .ods is app.ieximtcly the name as in a stand&ad PWR, and theAtecotc the

tisks oj blockage i, case of a LOCA ace eLuizauited. The initial en-ichncr i

5 %.

At p-.c.ent. cu tudeic cc st urc, way alu nr. oide. t- det^.C-ir.C i ctl;c pc.'e:

vCil hae to be take): intc accourn ot nct ir. the dueigr. and the sacty o^ gti;cse

tea cto, .

In that preli~nau y 4tudy we 4howed that the tight pitch reactor, with an axial

and radia. blanket, couLd achieve a bteeding taotio od about 1.05 : this value

wau thought .u6icient to ju6tify an introduction od this teactoh in a long

teAm optimization od a PWR nuceahL poweA netwohk.

Economic studies6 howed an inteAeting margin od advantage od thi6 type od

.eactoru on claeszical PWR, in teUms o6 KWe CO4tt. Undotu~natety, the quite

high plutonium en.ichment (about 9.8 t in ailite Pu) and the tight pitch

it6eld generated important ptobtems in adi.ty : watet voiding coedicient was

calcuLated to be iefative and pin baLLooning swas uppoded to cteate big did6i-

cuLtiLe in cooling duAing LOCA accident6.

Thehe conciion d 6orced ua to 6oue6ee conceptual de4ignd o6d eactou, who6e

ad6ety chaatctexVitic6 weAe thought to be mote comfdotable, at esentiatUy

unchanged breeding peA6ormances : the6e goatS weAe achieved by Aeducing the

ptutonium enxichment and enlazging the pitch.

On the othet 6ide, we wele veAy inteaieted to approach ad much aa pos4ibte the

weeU known PWR technoLogy. Owing to that, we proposed two modelt based on ghid

duel a&AembLies :

In othc. respects, the spectawl shift teactot would preient anothev advarage :

it it corntempated what it accept eithe. plutcriwu ot uwanium coers, uitki the

possibiity o6d hi6ting d6om one to the otheA daing a Leloading opeAation.

I. INTRODUCTION :

Some yeatb ago, we peAdoumed at FRAMATOME a pteLiminaxy study on a tight pitch

high conveaion powehr reactoh. The aim o6 ouw investigation was to check the

peAronmances o6 that model in teums o6 plutoniAm breeding and cycle cost, and,

at the 6ame time, to zingte out Aelated to hafety fpoblems inherent to design.

In the exemple of reactor. we have chosen, the fuel element design ~wa booadly

inpited by dast breedeA a66embLieu : 4tainleA& 6teel hexagonal duel boxes, and

pirnt in it centeted by an heticoZdal wiAre.

a) a dueL with mins cladded in 6tainlee,6 teel. The 6upptes ion od

hexagonal box, accompanied by an incAea6ing o6 the cooLant to duel

6action up to 0.6, gives an unchanged breeding tatio in pre4ence

o6 a ia-it.e plutonium entichment o6 S.5 %. Thi6 en/ichment i4 the

maximum allowed to avoid pozitive wateo voiding teactivity e6dect6

b) a duel with pins cladded in ziAcaoy. The same pea.6oomances o the

diLut model are kept, but the coolant to duel Aoaction i46 incAeazed

to 0.7 and the 6i4sile pLutonium en'ichment teduced to 7.2 %. This

design 4how an inter ting blending coe6dicient, but the pitch i6

not yet auf6icient to avoid channets plugging duting LOCA, i6 maximum

Linea. powet vaLue4 aLe not kept vetuy ow.

AUe the4e ahgument6 doAced us to choo4e a ghidded duel with coolant to

dueL ha.tio od about 1.1 : the breeding peAtdomance Los, due to thi6 change



wa~ expected to be compensated by the conti.Zbuton of a mechanical .y6tem od

dpect~Lt .hidt, based on dfetie ieAetion. The pitch od thUi model lz od the

dame ohdeA a. in PWRA, do that any patticuLat danger od plugging in LOCA is

avoided, and, at the same time, a low 4iz./ile plnuum enichment (about 5 %)

guavanteez againsit any major voiding problems.

The charactexisutic, od alL the asemblieis efeAtenced ate showed in the doUlo-

wieng table :

Ghidded ac.
Assembly with Guidded ass. Guidded a,6. with zitcaloe
hexagonal box with SS pin with ziu.caoy cladded pins

and SS cladding cladding cladded pins out SpectrA

Coolant to duel hatio 0.5 0.6 0.7 1.1

Pin diameteA 8.65 mm 8.65 mm 9.5 mm 9.5 mm

Pitch .95 mm 1.15 mm 1.6 mm 2.3 nm

InteJnal bteeding .88 .88 .88 .88
hatio

Total breeding uatio 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05

Fiasiee plutonium
enrichment 9.8 % 8.5 1 7.2 $ 5 %
(45.000 MWI/T)

At peent we a.e investigating whether other e66ect6 reeated eithen to 4a6ety

oit to design mL~t be taken in account. Anywy, we emphasize that owur pecttatl

6hi6t conceptual design allow u4 to conceive a spectral Ahi6t A.eacto' whose

duel a 4emblie4 axe enviched either in plutonium on in 6i44itQe uhanium with

the po &ibility to change the duel type duwing a Ledueeing.

II. STUDIES ON THE REACTOR WITH S.S. HEXAGONAL BOX :

In the exemple we pte6ented bedote, the edheence ~wa a PALUEL type 1300 MWe

r45 eactot. The geneAal 6eatuw.e od thii plant had been kept, the inteAnal! and,

evidentiy, the cote, excepted.

The fuel eZements wexe hexagonal . The duel pin4 weAe 6upposed to

be cladded in &tainlee6 hteel. Pin diameteh wa4 ixed at 8.65 mm ; pin centering

was asw.ued by an helicoZdae wiAe, in a stainlee 4 6teel hexagonal box. The

moderation to 6uel ratio o6 the s&y4tem wa about 0.51.

Neuttonic 6tudieu 6howed that a 9.8 % plutonium disaite ewnichment waa nece46ary

to compensate the 6uel bu/n-up at equilibrium ; at the 4ame time a powerA 6atte-

ning more 6avotable then in PWMR shows up in this ieactot.

Inte'nal breeding ratio ~a6 evaluated to 0.88 (without unceAtaintie.) ; 4o that,

i6 the contribution a axial and radial blanket i4 taken in account, the total

breeding could be o6 about 1.05.

On the othet Aide, owing to the spectae chaAaOteeAi.tic o6 the core, the boton

ed6ectivene44 was s ttongey reduced, with con4equent contsol puoblem£ .

The Aeduced boron peAd6o~ance4 in controtl doced u4 to duppo6e that all the

reactivity ed6ectt in the cote, i.e. :

- reactivity lo.4 dduing buan-up

- xenon e6dect

- tempetatuAe and power e6dect
dhould be compeneated by contowt hod did6eAentialt .inretion. The numbeA and

ed6ectiveneAs o6 the tod6 wma incxeased to coveA all Aeactivity need6.

Fo 6ade6ety tequitement6, it iL neceQ&aAy to di6pose o6 a hedundancy in conto ol

thi 6o0Lution can be 4eatched only by diverui6ying the machineAy design. The

6olution od the.e ptoblem ha 6a'ro.able outcomeQ on dafety, in geneawt : the

incRea6e in the contnroe .y6tem reactivity should be, in thi4 case, 6u66icient

to Aule out any major nuclea' danges in case o6 steam pipe breaking type acci-

dent in 6econdahy loop.

The inveetigations on teactot sa6ety showed that, in preAence o6 a LOCA accident,

the clad tempeAatuh.e tioDe le4s than in an equivalent PWR. On the cont/uay owing

to the reduced pitch, the cooling could be ptevented by the clad ballooning.



46 The need to ueduce the4e eddect, in case o6 LOCA dotced us to tty to inchea4e

the pitch, as much a posbible, and to cut Linea, poweA value6.

La4t, but not least, a p&elim~nJLuj investigation showed a positive 6ensitivity
of reactivity to wateA voiding, in case od LOCA.

A patamethicalt study on reactivity ed6ecta a46ociated to voiding pointed out in
a cleao trend to less positive ot negative teactivity e6dects in presence od
teduced plutonium entichment4. The theoaitical enfichment limit,which cohie4-
ponds to a calculated negative voiding e6fect, without uncettaintie, i6 about
8.5 %, doi a atainte.s 4teel cJadded 6uel and a PWR plutonium. ThiA Limit changeu

if a tecycled PWR plutonium is consideted. From that point of view, the zihcaloy

cladding i4 a davoable 6olution because the Zihtonium i a Lte6eA abbsotbing
mate~iaL than ztainte6s6 teee in thetmat and epithe~mat Aegions, 4o that its

contribution to _eactivity ineAeae i. loweA when the neutron 4pect~um haLdemn.

111. SOME OTHER SOLUTIONS FOR THE FUEL ASSEMBLY :

An optimisation 6tudy wa peAdfomed on the tight pitch wateA high conve6Aion
_eaeto. with 6uel cladded both in 6tainItes 6teel and zicaLoy. The investi-

gations4 esulted in the dedinition od thfee types of daue elements, who4e btee-

ding chatactehUtic6 weae supposed to be 6ubstantialty the 6ame as the pteviouh
-model ones :

a) A uit eielentth9_ga -and-ips- clad-de in staine4a4 4tee :

In otdet. to cut the duel enhichment, the hexagonal Atainte6 64teel
box uas wuithd.own ; the patametAicalt tudy Ahowed that the reactivity
gain 60 obtained allowed ua to incftease the pitch (0.6), without any

major problem addects the bredding pet6oumances. The enaihment od

the duel ~w dixed at 8.5 % in di6site plutonium

b) A_ _ueL eement wth __..__ 4_ _ .cnd __~d___ ___in.-zicalo :

The optimization 6tudie6 showed a 6ubstantial ins6enitivenes0 od the
bfeeding to the pin diameteh ; 0 that the pin chaAtcteiLtics od PWR
teactou weAe kept. The coolant to duel 6.oction wa~ adjusted to 0.7,
to teach the Aame breeding as in refetence case

c) AaiddeddUeL with ns4 added in-ziAcaloi :

The coolant to duet &oanction wa~ incaeased up to a pitch value of
the same o'hdeA as in WRs. The tos& in 5teeding pehdomoances (0.S)

6uws uppo4ed to be compensated by a mechanical 6y6tem od 6pect~aL

6hidt based on deAtie. ineA~tion.

A complete investigation wad petfo'med to appteciate the interest of each model

facing the p'oblem6s ound in the 6ihut 6tep of ouAt 6tudy.

IV. CONCLUSION :

The foulowing conclusions can be deived 'tom the pLeviou6 anatysi6 :

1. Fuel with gaid and S.S. cladding:

The most caitical ptobiem in thi4 model i6 the voiding coedicient.
To avoid pAoblems we ahould be 6ohced to impo4e a pLutonium of well
deiined i6otopic compo0ition, and a limitation on buan-up in ohdet

to be allowed to limit the enrichment

2. Fuel with g__d and ztcal _ cladd_ n 

The big problem in the modeL ih the clad ballooning duting LOCA. To

avoid thid inconvenient an apprecLable teduction in linear poweh is
neces6^ay

3. Fuel_ with __ L .ztcaoy cl_ ddng and _eect__ _hift :

The choice od thi4 model has a4 majot consequence a gieateA complexity
in the &upetioit intehnaUt . On the other 4ide, the design has the advan-
tage to daop the two caitical da6ety poblems afdecting otheh modelU.
The 6pecttal 6hidt, obtained via 6ertie tod,, minimi.ze6 the eactivity
amount to be compensated in the cycle, 6o that the contribution od
diluted boron, even i6 LesueA than in i cta4ical WR4, could be su&di-
cient dor the contwol.

This dact is vety advantageous 6or the economy o6 control. In u6ummay,
the last duel model 6eems to be the best adapted to answet the question
od the optimization of wateA powet eactotu.



SWISS R&D EFFORTS ON THE LWHCR CONCEPT for nuclear power in the world, and partly to the expected high
capital costs of present LMFBR designs. In this context, there has
been greater incentive to improve fuel utilization in today's LWRs.

R. BROGLI, R. CHAWLA, M. JERMANN, G. VARADI
Swiss Federal Institute for Reactor Research,
Wuerenlingen, Switzerland

Abstract

An important measure which leads to improved fuel utilization in
thermal reactors is to increase the conversion ratio. With light
water reactors continuing to dominate the nuclear energy scene, a
concept that has been receiving increasing attention is that of the
Light Water High Converter Reactor (LWHCR), involving the use of
PuO2/U02-fueled tight-pitch lattices in standard PWRs. The various
LWHCR studies made to date in the USA and in Europe have aimed at
achieving high conversion ratios while effectively retaining as much
of existing PWR technology as possible. Whereas the general
conclusions have been positive, there has been identification of a
number of key problem areas where R & D efforts need to be
concentrated. Thus, vital feasibility questions have been found to be
related to current-day uncertainties in predicting the reactor physics
and thermohydraulics characteristics of the proposed system.

The Swiss Federal Institute for Reactor Research (EIR) started early
in 1980 with a program of reactor physics experiments on LWHCR
lattices in its zero-energy reactor facility PROTEUS at Wuerenlingen.
Parallel to the experimental program a technical feasibility study on
the potential of LWHCRs was carried out, in which a range of LWHCR
designs with different fuel-to-moderator ratios was considered. A
second phase of LWHCR physics experiments in PROTEUS has been under
planning for being carried out during 1985-89. Another area in which
EIR intends to initiate experimental activity is that related to LOCA
thermohydraulics. Thus, design calculations and construction work
have been under way to enable reflooding experiments to be performed
in the NEPTUN facility using a 37-rod tight-lattice geometry bundle.
A special series of single-channel experiments is also being planned
in parallel.

Introduction

Over 80 % of currently installed nuclear capacity worldwide is based
on Light Water Reactor (LWR) concepts, the share of Pressurized Water
Reactors (PWRs) being about 60 % /1/. Fuel utilization in today's
LWRs, however, is relatively poor. While the fast breeder reactor is
needed to provide a longterm solution for the supply of nuclear fuel,
its commercial development has suffered successive setbacks in recent

47 years. This has been due partly to the lower growth rates projected

One method that has been suggested is the LWHCR (Light Water High
Converter Reactor) concept, involving the use of U/Pu-fueled
tight-pitch lattices in PWRs. A study at MIT /2/ concluded that the
introduction of U/Pu-fueled systems with fuel-to-moderator (F/M)
ratios in the range of 2.0 - 3.0 could, through the achievement of
conversion ratios > 0.9, save in the longterm as much as 75 percent on
uranium resources compared to the once-through fuel cycle with pre-
sent-day PWRs (with F/M ratios of X 0.5). More recently, increasing
emphasis (e.g., in /3/) is also being given to the viewpoint that such
systems would provide an effective mechanism for active storage of
plutonium for use in future breeders.

Past experience has shown how the commercial introduction of new
reactor types can encounter serious problems due to the stringent
licensing procedures and the political constraints on nuclear power
currently in force. As PWRs are widely accepted systems for
generating electricity, the more recent studies of the LWHCR concept
in USA and Europe have aimed at achieving high conversion ratios while
effectively retaining as much of existing PWR technology as possible
/4 - 7/. Thus, the LWHCR would not be an entirely new reactor concept
but rather, would represent a modified version of the proven current-
day PWR system. Whereas the general conclusions of the various LWHCR
studies made to date have been positive in this respect, there has
been identification of a number of key problem areas where R&D efforts
need to be concentrated.

The Swiss Federal Institute of Reactor Research (EIR) started early in
1980 with the planning of a program of experiments on LWHCR lattices
in its zero-energy reactor facility PROTEUS at Wuerenlingen. This
followed studies which indicated that the uncertainties on reactor
physics parameters for tight-pitch U/Pu-fueled lattices with high
fissile-Pu enrichments (% 7 - 8 percent) would be one of the key prob-
lems in designing LWHCRs. A first phase of reactor physics experi-
ments on PROTEUS was conducted during the period 1981 - 1982, and
there was a co-operation agreement between EIR and the Electric Power
Research Institute (EPRI) on carrying out part of the analysis /8/.
Parallel to the experimental program a technical study on the
potential of LWHCRs was carried out at EIR, along the lines of
retaining as much of existing LWR technology and hardware as possible
/6/.

The incentives for Swiss R & D activities in the LWHCR field are
easily understood, considering that nearly 40 % of the electricity
generated in the country is nuclear and that all of it comes from
LWRs. Work on an advanced reactor concept based largely on well
established LWR technology is thus in keeping with EIR's main



48 objectives of education in the nuclear field, interaction with Swiss
industry and international R & D co-operation in areas of mutual
interest.

Feasibility Study for the LWHCR Concept

In the technical feasibility study carried out at EIR, a range of ho-
mogeneous-design LWHCRs with different fuel-to-moderator ratios was

considered. Fig. 1 shows one of the fuel assembly designs investigat-
ed. The principal conclusions to be drawn from the study are given
below.
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Fig. 1 One of the LWHCR Fuel Assembly Designs
the EIR Feasibility Study

Investigated in

Lower conversion ratios (between 0.85 and 0.9) call for a correspond-
ingly less tightly packed fuel lattice, which reduces the necessary
plutonium inventory as well as the thermohydraulic problems. Thus, it
was found that in introducing LWHCRs it would be advantageous to start
with wider spaced lattices (F/M ratios of m 1.5) and correspondingly

smaller plutonium inventories and conversion ratios. For an
asymptotic state, particularly in an LWHCR-FBR symbiosis, a high
conversion ratio could be an advantage.

A first analysis of the economic aspects has shown that the LWHCR
could achieve fuel cycle costs similar to the PWR's. However, since
at present the fabrication costs for mixed-oxide fuel elements on a

Fuel cycle calculations for different LWHCR designs have shown that
the fuel utilization could be improved in tight lattices by a factor
of 3 - 5 compared to the once-through LWR cycle. In the event that
LWHCRs are optimized to as high a conversion ratio as possible (0.95
and higher), a quite large plutonium inventory (1.5 to 2 times that of
a comparable LMFBR) would be necessary for the first core (Fig. 2).



large scale and the back-end costs in general are not well known, the
estimated fuel cycle costs for the LWHCR have a wide spread. A large
increase in the uranium ore and enrichment prices would shift the fuel
cycle costs in favour of the LWHCR. Assuming, as to be expected, that
the plant capital costs for an LWHCR are similar to those for a
current-day PWR, the electricity production costs would be favourable
for the system with the lower fuel cycle costs.

Design and construction problems have been looked at and it has been
shown that, from the technical viewpoint, an LWHCR core could be
inserted in an existing PWR (in the EIR study, in a KWU-type plant)
and operated without any major modification of auxiliary equipment.
However, although core replacement costs themselves would be moderate,
the costly obstacle would be the long non-production-time of electri-
city during replacement and start-up tests. This would give the
utilities such high electricity replacement costs that a sensible
amortisation of these over the life of a plant does not appear
possible - even with very low LWHCR fuel cycle costs. Thus, from the
economic point of view the insertion of a tight-lattice core in an
existing PWR appears feasible only if the power plant had to be shut
down for a longer period for other reasons.

The study has further shown that, until now, insufficient work has
been done on the operating behaviour of an LWHCR plant. Various key
problems still need to be analysed in more detail before a reasonable
licensable design can be made. The important key areas requiring
further R & D efforts are:

-Validation and benchmarking of methodology and data base for
reactor physics treatment of tight-pitch lattices

In this context an important aspect of the development work for the
LWHCR concept is the assessment of reactivity coefficients (in
particular, the void coefficient) and their influence on reactor
operation under normal and transient conditions. Fig. 3
illustrates the sort of uncertainties that one currently has to
contend with for the kc void coefficient. Here, a reference LWHCR
lattice has been considered and standard codes and data sets
applied to the prediction of the k_ variation as a function of
moderator density. As can be seen, the differences are very large.
Since for transient analyses (e.g., ATWS calculations /9/) the
moderator void coefficient and the uncertainties thereon have a
large influence on predictions of the dynamic behaviour of an LWHCR
system, the coefficient must be systematically evaluated by
carrying out reactor physics experiments and analytical sensitivity
studies. In 1981 EIR started LWHCR experiments in the PROTEUS
critical facility at Wuerenlingen to provide the first integral
data base for the evaluation of calculated km void coefficients.
More details of this program are given in the next section.
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Fig. 3 k- Void Characteristics for a Reference LWHCR Lattice,
Calculated using Alternative Methods / Data Sets

-Validation of methodology and data base for thermohydraulic
analysis of an LWHCR Core

First evaluations of the thermohydraulic behaviour of LWHCR la-
ttices have shown that operational problems arising from thermohy-
draulic conditions in the reactor core appear to be soluble for the
LWHCR, at least for one having a moderately tight fuel lattice.
The estimates made to date in this area concerning heat flux, hot
channel factors, etc. are based on extrapolations from experiments
which were not specifically designed for LWHCR conditions. The
results are therefore not yet sufficiently reliable and since
thermohydraulics in tight lattices is of primary concern in
determining operational and safety behaviour, R & D work in this
field should have as high a priority as the reactor physics
aspects. For example, for the DNB-margin calculation of tight-
lattice designs new CHF-correlations /4, 10/ have to be validated
by performing out-of-pile critical heat flux tests with proper geo-
metrical and thermohydraulic conditions representing the most
highly rated fuel element. Studies on thermohydraulics aspects of
the LOCA behaviour of an LWHCR are also needed. Some efforts in
this direction will be started soon with reflood experiments in



EIR's NEPTUN loop - at present used for standard LWR experiments -
by modifing the electrically heated fuel-simulator bundle to
simulate LWHCR conditions as nearly as possible (see the last
section).

-Investigation of materials aspects

Both zircalloy and stainless steel have been suggested as the
cladding material for LWHCRs. A comparison of material properties,
made on the basis of a literature survey, has shown that steel
could have certain important advantages under accident conditions.
Experimental investigations, e.g. of clad deformation and its
effect on emergency core cooling, need to be carried out for LWHCR
bundle geometries. Another materials aspect requiring experimental
tests is fuel and clad behaviour under conditions of high burnup.

- Analysis and layout of reactor control concepts

The lower reactivity worths of standard control absorbers, in the
intermediate neutron spectrum of an LWHCR, have to be compensated
for by the introduction of either an increased number of control
rods and poisoned fuel rods or by using alternative control
materials. Since the intention would be to carry out as few
changes as possible to a standard PWR, considerations have been
made on how, by means of skilful constructive measures, the present
number of control rod drives and therefore vessel roof design can
be retained for the LWHCR. A need for boron-10 enrichment has been
clearly indicated.
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LWHCR Physics Experiments in PROTEUS

The availability of a proven methodology and nuclear data base for the
reactor physics treatment of an LWHCR core is an important
precondition for a reliable LWHCR design. There are several basic
features of the reactor physics of an LWHCR that demand special
consideration. Firstly, the neutron energy spectrum is intermediate,
i.e. lies in between the typical spectra associated with thermal and
fast reactor systems. The energy region in which the principal
reaction rates largely occur is thus characteristically different for
an LWHCR, viz. the eV range with dominating effects from low-energy
resonances (cf. Fig. 4). Secondly, the fuel composition is unique,
viz. about 7.5 % Pu mixed-oxide using LWR-discharged Pu (i.e. with
relatively high 240 pu, 241 Pu content). Apart from the basic nuclear
data, an adequate theoretical treatment is required for self- and
mutual-shielding effects in the eV-resonances of the U and Pu isotopes
as well as of structural materials. Finally, accurate space-energy
cross-section condensation procedures are needed for the treatment of
heterogeneities in the core, e.g. at seed/blanket interfaces in the
more complex designs, as also for the prediction of power
distributions and hot spot factors.

10-2 100 102 104 10'

Energy (eV)

Fig. 4 Calculated Energy Distributions for Flux, 2 38U Capture
(Cg) and 39Pu Fission (Fg) in the First Three PROTEUS-LWHCR
Cores (from /11/)

Integral reactor physics experiments available in the open literature
have, for the main part, been carried out to provide results which
serve as benchmarks for either thermal or fast reactor lattices.
These data cannot, as such, be used for meaningful assessment of the
accuracy of LWHCR calculations. The lack of appropriate experiments
makes it difficult to resolve, for example, the conflicting
calculational results, which have been reported for the k, void
coefficient of reactivity - an important safety parameter (see the
previous section).
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To help fill the current gap, a program of experiments on LWHCR la-
ttices has been initiated in the zero-energy reactor facility,
PROTEUS, at EIR /10/. Fig. 5 shows a view of the top of the reactor,
which consists essentially of a central LWHCR test region driven
critical by surrounding thermal driver zones. As indicated, the D20-
moderated (3) and graphite-moderated (4) driver zones are separated
from the test lattice (1) by an annular buffer zone (2) consisting of
natural-uranium metal rods. The net influence of the outer reactor
regions on the neutron spectrum at the centre of the test zone is
minimal, the principal reaction rate ratios being affected by
typically <2 %.

The first phase of LWHCR experiments on PROTEUS was conducted during
the period August 1981 to September 1982. Since fuel of more

51 appropriate specifications was not available, the test lattice was

constructed from two different fuel-rod types, viz. 15 % PuO2/U02 and
depleted UO2 . Basically, two different experimental lattices were in-
vestigated - a 1:1 configuration of the two rod types simulating 6 %
Pu-fissile enrichment with F/M m 2.0, and a 2:1 arrangement simulating
8 % Pu-fissile enrichment with the same F/M value. In each case
measurements were carried out with H20 as moderator, with air (100 %
H20-voidage) and with Dowtherm (42.5 % voidage). Parameters measured
were various reaction rate ratios, material bucklings (kIc) and
reactivity effects.

Comparisons made to date between the PROTEUS-LWHCR experimental
results and calculations based on standard thermal-reactor codes (e.g.
Fig. 6) have shown that discrepancies are very much greater than
generally encountered for LWR lattices. This results from the
unusually high percentage of events at epithermal energies, as also



52 perhaps the fact that the data for the Pu isotopes in the existing
libraries have not been subject to the same scrutiny as have those for
the U isotopes. A significant neutron-spectrum dependence has also
been observed in the hitherto-made comparisons of calculated and
measured integral parameters. As mentioned earlier, emphasis in the
PROTEUS-LWHCR experiments has been on the investigation of ko void
coefficient characteristics. The approach taken of carrying out a
compontent-wise analysis (via the measurement of reaction rate ratio
changes with voidage /11/) has been found to be particularly useful,
with several individual trends having been identified.

There have been, however, several aspects of the completed first phase
of experiments in PROTEUS, which prevent its serving as a sufficiently
broad base for testing LWHCR physics design calculations. These
include the 2-rod nature of the experimental lattice, the relatively
low Pu-fissile enrichment of the reference core, as also the fact that
the Pu-isotopics for the mixed-oxide fuel did not correspond to LWR-
discharged Pu (the 2 41Pu fraction, for example, was ~ 2 %). Moreover,
the experimental accuracies achieved in the measurements were somewhat
limited due to several factors, e.g. the relatively small test-zone
size which made it difficult to obtain accurate buckling (and hence
k.) related data. Finally, several important power-reactor features
could not be investigated in the time available, e.g. control-rod
worths and blanket effects.

An adequately comprehensive program of zero-power LWHCR physics
ex eriments essentially requires: (a) appropriate fuel materials and
(b) an adequate period of time for experimentation. (The PROTEUS
measurements, to date, were made over a period of 14 months). With
the above in view, a second phase of LWHCR experiments in PROTEUS has
been under planning for being carried out during 1985-89. Fuel
representative of a homogeneous-design LWHCR has been ordered,
viz. 7.5 %-Pufiss, mixed-oxide rods to be fabricated using LWR-
discharged Pu. The reference lattice arrangement for the PROTEUS-
LWHCR Phase II experiments is shown in Fig. 7, the planned test-zone
size being somewhat larger than available earlier.

The general aims formulated for the Phase II investigations are:

11% Pu0 2/U0 2
(7.5% Pu fiss )

Stainless Steel

F/M = 2.07

Fig. 7 The Reference Lattice for the PROTEUS-LWHCR Phase II
Experiments (Dimensions are in mm)

While a set of experiments such as the above planned PROTEUS Phase II
program should meet many of the necessary zero-power physics needs for
an LWHCR, certain power-reactor conditions obviously cannot be
adequately simulated and tested by such measurements alone. These
include, for example, the effects of temperature, fission products and
isotopic changes with burnup. While a certain extrapolation of
results from operating LWRs should be possible, it may be necessary to
carry out specific physics tests with specially designed fuel
assemblies irradiated in an existing power reactor.

LOCA-Reflood Experiments in LWHCR Geometry

- Effects of Pu enrichment and isotopics on integral
parameters, in particular on the void-coefficient

- Effects of variations in the F/M-ratio (changes in
lattice pitch)

- Control-rod effectiveness and boron reactivity worths

- Effects of core heterogeneities, e.g. H20 columns (hot
spot factors)

- Blanket studies

There is, at present, very little knowledge on the behaviour of tight-
lattice fuel bundles under LOCA conditions. The existing
thermohydraulics calculational methods and data base do not permit
adequately reliable predictions to be made on the coolability of a
tight-pitch core after a LOCA event, uncertainties in the analysis
being particularly large for the reflooding phase.

Fig. 8 shows a general view of the NEPTUN facility at EIR /12/. This
is currently being used for LOCA-reflood experiments in a 37-rod
bundle with PWR geometry (p/d = 1.33, d = 10.7 mm), but of reduced
length (L = 1.68 m). It is planned to employ the existing
electrically heated rods (chopped-cosine axial power shape) for- Alternative LWHCR-strategy aspects, e.g. use of D20

(spectral shift)
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Fig. 9 Sectional View of the NEPTUN-LWHCR Test Bundle
(Dimensions are in mm)

construction of a tight-pitch bundle (p/d = 1.13; Fig. 9), so that
experiments relevant to LWHCR geometry can be started in 1985.

Whereas the reduced length (relative to normal PWRs) of the NEPTUN
rods is well suited for simulating the reduced core height envisaged
for an LWHCR, the rod diameter of 10.7 mm lies outside the range of
values reported in the various studies, viz. 8.1 - 9.5 mm. The p/d-
value for the NEPTUN-LWHCR bundle was chosen such that the hydraulic
diameter, dh, would be the same as in a given reference LWHCR design
/6/, with d = 8.1 mm and p = 9.1 mm. In order to confirm that this
was a suitable criterion, calculations were carried out with the

Fig. 8 General View of the NEPTUN LOCA-Reflood Facility
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Abstract

Advanced Light Water Reactor Design, Technology and Physics
This paper*is a summary of the results of an evaluation of

the fuel cycle performance and conversion ratio of an advanced,
wide range spectral shift, high conversion ratio BIR. This
design has the advantage of requiring less initial fissile
inventory and being less sensitive to the availability of
reprocessing than other high conversion ratio reactor types. The
design also is not a major extrapolation of existing technology
and can be retrofit to existing BWRs.

The BWR has the potential to shift the neutron spectrum in
the reactor core through several different means. The objective
is to make the neutron spectrum as hard as possible early in an
operating interval between refuelings so as to maximize plutonium
production, followed by softening the spectrum near the end-of-
cycle to increase reactivity and to burn the excess plutonium
that was produced early in the cycle.

The coupled BWR spectral shift mechanisms that were applied
in the evaluations were 1) very wide range spectral shift with
flow control (low flow early in cycle, high flow at end-of-
cycle); 2) peaking of the burnup distribution to the core bottom
(power peaked to bottom early in cycle and peaked to top at end-
of-cycle); 3) displacement of water with moderator displacement
low neutron absorption control rods (moderator displacers
inserted early in cycle and withdrawn at end-of-cycle); and, 4)
use of wide range feedwater temperature control (high feedwat-r
temperature early in cycle, low feedwater temperature late in
cycle). All four spectral shift mechanisms were applied in
tandem to the maximum extent feasible within reactivity and
thermal margin constraints. In addition, efficient blankets were
used in the fuel assembly and reactor core designs to minimize
leakage neutron losses from the harder spectrum.

* Due to illness of author only abstract available.



This BWR design capability has several major advantages over
a reactor design in which the reactor is designed to have a
constant, high conversion ratio. Advantages of the design are as
follows:

1. The initial fissile inventory and associated enriclr;temi
requirements are reduced;

2. A high pressure drop, tight lattice is not required;

3. Major changes in core configuration such as pancake
cores to reduce pressure drop or bring reactivity
coefficients into a safe range are not required;

4. The reactor core looses reactivity when its geometry is
changed and therefore, it is not very sensitive to flow
induced vibration or seismic effects on reactivity;

5. Fuel cycle costs are reduced by reduced inventory and
fissile enrichment costs;

6. Very long operating intervals of 2 years or greater can
be achieved between refuelings;

7. The incentive and/or requirements for reprocessing are
reduced;

8. The plant heat rate is improved by operating for long
periods at reduced power.

NEW LWR CORE CONCEPT OF IMPROVED URANIUM
UTILIZATION

R. TAKEDA
Energy Research Laboratory,
Hitachi Ltd.,
Ibaraki-ken, Ibaraki

M. YOKOMI
Hitachi Works,
Hitachi Ltd.,
Ibaraki-ken, Ibaraki

Japan

Abstract

The paper contains a description and discussion of measurements for

the improvement of fuel utilization in Light Water Reactors. An outline

of a possible approach in Japan is presented which aims at the extended

burnup and the reduction of fuel cycle costs. The main design parameters

of a high conversion and burner type LWR are presented and discussed.

BWs wide range spectral shift is retrofitable to existing
BWEs but relatively major changes are required to obtain the
maximum benefit and therefore, the design feasibility is greater
for new plants. Examples of desirable plant revisions to
maximize the benefits are boric acid for cold shutdown, improved
feedwater heating systems, wider range pumping and flow control
capacity, etc. A number of fuel improvements also are desirable
such as use of pellet cladding interaction (PCI) resistant
zircaloy barrier cladding to free up flow control for exclusive
spectral shift use and to permit operation at higher kwft,
improved spacers to increase transition boiling margins, more
efficient axial blankets, etc. The preliminary design was not
extensively optimized and it is probable that further improvement
will be achievable through optimization of axial burnup shape
control and other variables.

Based upon operating experiences the improved BWR core

designs (WNs and TMS) have been developed and the great economic

improvements have been obtained by reducing capacity factor losses

due to fuel-related maneuvering restrictions and from the increase

of the cycle length. But the increase of the cycle length in

maintaining the discharged burnup causes an increase of fuel cycle

costs.

The short-term response has been to extend the burnup by only

increasing enrichment without changing the structure of fuel

bundle. This approach not only reduces margin for safety but



58 results in unsatisfactory natural uranium saving because of hard

neutron spectrum.

The long term solutions to this problem are provide (1) new

fuel bundle designs that is well-moderated and (2) new core

designs that are more effective to use plutonium than current

designs.

New fuel bundle design are resonable for plants that have

already been built. Several fuel bundle designs called WM-bundles

that are intended toimprove natural uranium usage and to allow

more extended burnup without reducing margin for safety are being

investigated. The saving due to softening the neutron spectrum by

increasing the moderator to uranium ratio and by using solid

moderator are significant. The high excess.reactivity of well

moderated bundle is used to drive the bundle prior to discharge

and thus decreases the amount of unused uranium-235 and plutonium

that is discharged.

There are two ways of furthermore improving the fuel cycle

cost by new core designs:

1. High conversion with recycling.

2. High conversion and burner with once through cycle.

The first item is high conversion reactor of which conversion

ratio is about 0.95. But equilibrium natural uranium consumption

per unit energy output could be only reduced by about a factor of

three compared with the standard LWR besides requiring a large

amount of fissile plutonium inventry and reprocessing with a short

ex-core time.

In the second item, a concept of the two region core called

WHC 1 of which target is to reduce equilibrium natural uranium

consumption by about a factor of two compared with the standard

LWR in the once through mode are being investigated.

This presentation outlines our approach to the extended

burnup and the reduction of fuel cycle costs, the preliminary

designs of W4 bundles and the concept of WIIC core.

1. WIIC is two IICs. One IIC is High Conversion; the other IIC is
High Consumption of plutonium.

SCHEME FOR FUEL CYCLE COST
REDUCTON



HOMOGENIZED BUNDLE FOR HIGH
UTILIZATION OF WELL MODERATED
NEUTRON

REALIZATION OF NATURAL URANIUM
|PURPOSE |SAVING BY HOMOGENIZING FUEL BUNDLE

- - O*INSTALLATION OF 9 TO 12 WATER RODS
[FEATURES IN FUEL BUNDLE

* ADOPTION OF 9 X 9 FUEL BUNDLE WITH
LARGER ROD DIAMETER AND THE SAME
URANIUM INVENTORY AS CURRENT 8 X8
FUEL BUNDLE

*USE OF LOW PRESSURE DROP SPACER

HOMOGENIZED FUEL BUNDLE
WITH SOLID MODERATOR RODS
CONTAINING Gd 203

REALIZATION OF NATURAL URANIUM
|PURPOSE SAVING BY INCREASING HYDROGEN ATOM

DENSITY

INSTALLATION OF ZrH2 SOLID
IFEATURES MODERATOR RODS CONTAINING Gd2 03

IN PLACE OF WATER RODS
* ABOLISHMENT OF FUEL RODS

CONTAINING GdzO3

NATURAL URANIUM UTILIZATION
FACTOR OF HIGH CONVERSION
WITH RECYCLE TYPE REACTOR
(HCR)

EXPOSURE ENRICHMENT REPROCESNGREPROCESSING

CURRENT LWR 30 GWd/t 3w/o 235U 0.55w/o

HCR 50 GWD/t 7.5w/o Pufiss. 6.9 w/o

000000000
000000000
00@000000
000000000
00@0O0@00
000000000
00@0@0000
000000000
000000000

o00000000
000000000
0000000
000@0@000
0000o00
0000@000
0000o0000
000000000
Qoooooooo

oooooooo 
'00000000080000090
000090000

00®00®00
000000000
000000000

00000000OOOOOOOOQ

(; SOLID MODERATOR
ROD CONTAINING
GdzO3

O WATER ROD

NATURAL URANIUM FISSIONED NATURAL URANIUM 50kg+32.7kg 11 ,
UTILIZATION FACTOR USED NATURAL URANIUM 44kg+59S(kg
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HIGH CONVERSION AND BURNER TYPE LWR

* ONE-THROUGH TYPE WITH ENRICHED URANIUM

- RECONSTITUTION OF FUEL BUNDLES IN THE
MIDDLE OF FUEL LIFE

*REDUCTION OF REQUIRED NATURAL URANIUM PER
UNIT POWER GENERATION BY A FACTOR OF TWO

APPROXIMATELY TWICE WIDE COOLANT FLOW

AREA AS HCR

*FURTHER EXTENTION OF BURNUP WITH SPECTRAL
SHIFT OPERATION BY WATER-DISPLACEMENT

RODS AND CORE FLOW CONTROL

NEGATIVE POWER AND VOID COEFFCIENTS

* THE S .ME EFFECTIVE FUEL LENGTH AS
CURRENT LWRs

* COUPLED TYPE TWO REGION CORE

INNER REGION; HIGH CONVERTER

OUTER REGION; BURNER

SEPARATE TYPE: HIGH CONVETER, ONE REGION CORE

BURNER, CURRENT LWR CORE

HIGH CONVERSION AND BURNER
TYPE LWR

UNIT COUPLED TYPE SEPARATE TYPE*

THERMAL POWER MWt 3926 3926

ELECTRIC POWER MWe 1350 1350

AVERAGE BURNUP PER CYCLE MWd/t 9000 9000

CORE RADIUS cm 122.7/211.7 186.8

CORE HEIGHT cm 371 371

NUMBER OF FUEL RODS - 28392/35640 65832

NUMBER OF BUNDLES - 91/180 211

NUMBER OF FUEL RODS - 312/198 312
PER BUNDLE

LOADING CYCLES OF FUEL - 5/ 6 5

ENRICHMENT w/o 235U 5* 6 5.5-6.5

FUEL ROD DIAMETER cm 1.138 1.138

CLAD THICKNESS cm 0.08 0.08

FUEL PELLET DIAMETER cm 0.957 0.957

FLOW AREA/U02 AREA - 0.9/2.23 0.9

CROSS SECTION OF BUNDLE cm 2 519.5 519.5

AVERAGE LINEAR HEAT kw/ft 5.04 4.90
GENERATION RATE

AVERAGE BURNUP GWd/t 99 99

SPECIFIC POWER kw/kg 25.1 24.4

* CURRENT LWR IS USED AS A BURNER.
** THE CASE FOR A REACTOR COUPLED WITH NATURAL URANIUM

SAVING METHODS SUCH AS SPECTRAL SHIFT OPERATION.
***INNER CORE/OUTER CORE

HIGH CONVERSION REGION

U / BURNER REGION

COUPLED TYPE HIGH CONVERSION AND

BURNER LWR
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Abstract
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Recycling of Pu in close-packed PWR lattices has
been studied by calculations with the cell code
CASMO. Valuable information for such an unusual
application of the code was obtained from tests
against data from experiments in the PROTEUS
reactor, WUrenlingen. The emphasis in the power
reactor calculations was on the net consumption
of natural uranium and separative work. One
result from the study is that fuel composed of
Pu + enriched U might be a realistic alternative
to fuel composed of Pu + depleted U and should
therefore deserve further investigations.
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Recycling of Pu in close-packed PWR lattices has

been studied rather extensively during the last

decade at several laboratories around the world.

There is, however, still no definite conclusion

on the properties and prospects of such lattices.

In fact, the case turned out to be a hard one,

not least from the reactor physics view-point.

INTRODUCTION

0.5 This paper gives a short review of investiga-

tions on such close-packed lattices performed at

STUDSVIK during the last three years. Essentially

the study consists of calculations with the

multigroup transport theory, cell burnup code

CASMO . The performance of this code, when used

on close-packed Pu recycle lattices, was tested

0 n
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Exposure (GWdit)

Concentration of Fissile Isotopes vs. Exposure



on measured data obtained in the reactor PROTEUS,
2

Wurenlingen. The calculations on close-packed

power reactor lattices done so far have been

concentrated on the net consumption of natural

uranium and separative work, i.e. on the main

parameters giving reason to any such studies at

all.

absorption in U238 has been reduced by about 10

per cent relative to the initial results comput-

ed on the basis of the compilations.

The results from the CASMO test against measured

data from three PROTEUS cores are shown in

Table I. The outcome for the parameters of

The calculational procedure, for the tests as

well as for the power reactor application, has

been described in Ref 3. Therefore only a very

condensed account is given here.

Table I Results from the CASMO test against
from the PROTEUS reactor. C/E means
Calculated and Experimental results

experimental data
the ratio of

II. TEST OF CASMO ON THE PROTEUS EXPERIMENTS

The STUDSVIK code CASMO1 , well-known and widely

used, has earlier been thoroughly benchmarked

against critical experiments and against data

from power reactor operation, mainly for normal

lattices. However, for close-packed lattices

separate tests are needed because of the very

hard neutron spectrum involved. Such a test was

made in the present work against data obtained

from measurements in the reactor PROTEUS,

Wirenlingen.2

PROTEUS Parameter C/E

Configuration UKLI69A E3LI69C

Core 1 Cs/F9 1.001 0.952

(H20) F8/F9 1.019 1.008

F5/F9 1.141 1.081

F1/F9 1.044 1.019

k 1.007 1.018

Core 3

(Dowtherm)

C8/F 9

F8/F 9

F5/F 9

F1/F 9

1.037

1.088

1.225

1.222

0.963

1.073

1.122

1.138
The main parameters measured in PROTEUS are the

reaction rate ratios C8/Fg, F8/F9, F5/F9, and

F1/F 9 where C means capture and F means fission

and where the indices 8, 9, 5, and 1 refer to

U238, Pu239, U235, and Pu241, respectively.

Measured values of k., indirectly obtained, are

also included. The test comprised two data

libraries, UKLI69A based on the UKAEA compila-

tion and E3LI69C originating from ENDF/B-3. In

both these libraries the shielded resonance

k 1.000 1.020

Core 2 C8/F9 1.021 0.944

(Air) F8/F9 1.055 1.054

F5/F9 1.132 1.055

F1/F9 1.259 0.975

1.055 1.073



64 greatest importance for Pu recycling in close-

packed power reactor lattices, i.e. C8 /F9,

F8/F9 , and k., is fairly good, especially with

the library UKLI69A for the unvoided core,

core 1. The reason for the large C/E values

(mostly) for F5/F9 and F1/F9 is not known.

However, U235 is rather insignificant as long as

depleted uranium is used and Pu241 is generally

much less important than Pu239. It can be noted

that the calculated k values are quite large

for the completely voided core, core 2. It can

be noted also that the C/E results in Table I are

mostly similar to corresponding results obtained

by Chawla et al.2

III. CALCULATIONS ON Pu RECYCLING IN

CLOSE-PACKED OR NORMAL POWER REACTOR

LATTICES

has been investigated earlier by Ronen and

Regev for PWRs with a D2 0/I12 O mixture as a

coolant.

Figures 1 and 2 show the layout for typical

recycle calculation procedures, here represented

by the annual discharge of spent fuel (being

equal to about 0 .0 2 5 6 QBWR for the BWRs and about

0.0221Q R for the PWRs, normal or close-packed,

where QBWR and QPWR are the installed electric

power values in MWe(gross)). To simplify the

calculations the recycle operation has been

divided into consecutive rounds. Each such round

is 6.5 years long. This time length, 6.5 years,

the recycle period of the system, is determined

by the sum of 3.5 years in-core time and 3 years

ex-core time.

Each round required one burnup run with CASMO,

carried out up to the discharge burnup

E = 33 MWd/kgHMi (HMi = Heavy Metal initially).

The value of k (EOC), i.e. the effective value

of k at End of Cycle (average burnup

21.2 MWd/kgMHi), to be aimed at in the calcula-

tions was 1.05 to 1.06 in most cases. However, a

few sensitivity studies with k (EOC)= 1.03 were

also done. If a CASMO run did not give a k (EOC)

value close enough to the one aimed at, a new

run had to be done with an adjusted BWR makeup

power or an adjusted enrichment in the makeup

uranium or - in the beginning - an adjusted

power for the recycle round. The k values from

CASMO, were throughout adopted without any

correction. The library UKLI69A was used.

The diagrams in Figs 1 and 2 refer to a Pu loss

equal to zero. In some cases calculations were

III.A Performance

The emphasis in this section is on the net

consumption of natural uranium and separative

work in a reactor system partly consisting of

PWRs with close-packed lattices operated in the

Pu recycle mode. The system used is a mixture of

BWRs and PWRs. For the initial phase, up to the

year 2005, the BWR/PWR mixture chosen

corresponds to the Swedish power reactor system.

In spite of this particular choice the results

to be presented do have general significance.

The study essentially deals with repeated Pu

recycling in close-packed or normal lattices in

the PWRs, supplied with makeup Pu from the BWRs

- or with makeup in the form of enriched

uranium. The use of enriched uranium as makeup
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Fig 1 Annual discharge of spent fuel for a system with Pu
recycling in a close-packed PWR lattice. Makeup Pu from
BWR operation. MTHMi = Metric Tons of Heavy Metal
initially. The diagram corresponds to case 3 (and 7) in
Table II
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Fig 2 Annual discharge of spent fuel for a system with Pu

recycling in a close-packed PWR lattice. Makeup in the
form of enriched uranium. MTHMi = Metric Tons of Heavy
Metal initially. The diagram corresponds to case 3a
(and 7a) in Table II
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also done with this loss put equal to 3 % on

each reprocessing/refabrication procedure.

Three different PWR lattice geometries were used

in the study. The corresponding moderator-to-fuel

volume ratios Vm/V f (here VH 2/VU2 ) are 0.464,

0.629, and 1.954. The last value is the effective

ratio for the normal-lattice PWRs.

The choice of recycle power level is somewhat

arbitrary. For the system in Fig 1 we simply let

the original normal-lattice PWRs transform into

close-packed ones, retaining the power level.

The PWR recycle power level for the system in

Fig 2 was chosen equal to the asymptotic power

(BWR+PWR) in Fig 1, according to 77.170.0256+

61.1/0.0221=127.7/0.0221 = 5780 MWe. In other

cases the asymptotic power level of the system

was larger. The largest one (BWR + PWR) among

the cases with Pu loss zero is thus 170/0.0256+

42.5/0.0221 = 8560 MWe valid for the recycle

study in the normal lattice.

III.B Presentation of the Results

Table II Net consumption of natural uranium and separative work in LWR
systems with Pu recycling in close-packed (V /V 0.464 or
0.629) or normal (V /V = 1.954) PWR latticeL. All results
normalized to an electric energy production of 1000 TWhe(gross).
MT = Metric Tons. "Fuel" refers to the fuel in the recycle
rounds. For "Total" k (EOC) is the weighted average of k (EOC)
for the rounds involved. Cases 3 and 7 refer to Fig 1 and cases
3a and 7a refer to Fig 2

Alter- Pu Net consumption, MT

Case V /Vf Fuel native k (EOC) loss Nat U Sep work

1 0.464 Pu+depl Ua Total 1.025 0 10179 8842

2 1.025 3 10922 9633

3 1.050 0 11007 9714

4 1.050 3 11629 10376

5 Asymp 1.030 0 6549 6202

6 1.030 3 8631 8176

7 1.059 0 8905 8437

8 1.059 3 10335 9789

3a Pu+enr Ub Total 1.053 0 10112 9410

3b 1.059 0 10304 9688

7a Asymp 1.052 0 8588 9235

7b 1.060 0 9044 9852

3c 0.629 Pu+depl Ua Total 1.053 0 11887 10670

7c Asymp 1.052 0 10316 9774

3d Pu+enr Ub Total 1.053 0 11437 11174

7d Asymp 1.054 0 11047 12508

9 1.954 Pu+nat U Total 1.053 0 13481 11935

10 1.053 3 13674 12163

11 Asymp 1.028 0 13591 12122

12 1.057 0 13928 12546

13 1.057 3 14194 12855

14 once-through operationc 21000 16200

Some results from the study have already been

presented through Figs 1 and 2, which give

information on the makeup needed in two of the

systems.

In this paragraph we will first give the results

for the net consumption of natural uranium and

separative work. This is done in Table II. The
a

b

c

Pu+nat U in the first three rounds.

Pu+nat U in the first two rounds.

Values given refer to the BWR/PWR mixture of the
system.

Swedish 12-reactor



consumption has been evaluated for the following

two alternatives:

- Total
The complete BWR/PWR system as shown by
the examples in Figs 1 and 2

- Asymp
The ninth PWR recycle round and its
associated BWR operation (or its
associated input of enriched uranium).

The main terms in the resource consumption for

"Total" are the amounts of natural uranium and

separative work needed to produce the enriched

uranium for the non-recycle BWR and PWR opera-

tion involved - and in some cases the enriched

uranium makeup. These amounts were throughout

calculated on the basis of 0.2 w% U235 in tails.

To the natural uranium term was added the amount

of natural uranium used as base material in some

of the early rounds in the close-packed lattices

and in all nine rounds in the normal one. The

equivalent amounts of natural uranium and

separative work, corresponding to the uranium

recovered from the non-recycle BWR and PWR

operation, were then subtracted. Also subtracted

were the equivalent amounts of natural uranium and

separative work estimated (in an approximate and

somewhat arbitrary manner) for the plutonium

reocvered from the ninth round. Finally, for

systems with enriched uranium as makeup, the

amounts corresponding to the uranium recovered from

the PWR rounds were subtracted. Thus the net

consumption for "Total" was obtained.

The main terms in the resource consumption for

"Asymp" are the amounts of natural uranium and

separative work needed to produce enriched uranium

for the associated BWR operation - or in some

systems for direct input in the PWR recycle round.

For systems with such BWR operation the amounts

corresponding to the uranium recovered from this

operation were subtracted. For systems with

enriched uranium as makeup the amounts

corresponding to the uranium recovered from the

ninth round were subtracted. To the natural uranium

consumption for the normal lattice case was added

the amount of natural uranium used as base material

in the ninth round. No amounts corresponding to

recovered Pu should be subtracted for "Asymp".

Some results for the conversion ratio are presented

in Table III and some results for the amounts of

heavy nuclides in input and discharge fuel are

given in Table IV.

III.C Comments on the Results

As shown by cases 1 through 8 in Table II the

net consumption of natural uranium and separa-

tive work for close-packed lattices is fairly

sensitive to k_(EOC) and to the Pu loss, especi-

ally for "Asymp", of course. The results for the

normal lattice cases, on the other hand, are

less sensitive to the values of these parameters

- as shown in the table by cases 9 through 13.

Probably the larger k(EOC) value should be

preferred. This choice is, however, as just

indicated, not definite and there is, in addi-

tion, some uncertainty related to the leakage

reactivity. Concerning the Pu loss it might, in



68 Table III Conversion ratios for various recycle rounds.

CR1 = (Capture rate in U238 + Pu238 + Pu240)/
/(Absorption rate in U235 + Pu239 + Pu241 +
+ decay rate in Pu241)

CR2 = Ratio of discharge to input amounts of U235 +
Pu239 + Pu241.

The case identifiers from Table II, primarily labeling
the various net consumption evaluations, are also used
below. Two labels are given for round 9 because this
round is involved both in "Total" and, as the only one,
in "Asymp".

CR1

Case V /Vf Fuel Round k (EOC) E=0 E=33 CR2

1 0.464 Pu+depl U 4 1.027 0.863 0.895 0.937

1,5 9 1.030 0.907 0.911 0.952

3 4 1.055 0.803 0.854 0.918

3,7 9 1.059 0.849 0.869 0.933

3a Pu+enr U 4 1.054 0.700 0.761 0.879

3a,7a 9 1.052 0.753 0.807 0.897

3c 0.629 Pu+depl U 4 1.053 0.751 0.803 0.895

3c,7c 9 1.052 0.796 0.824 0.910

3d Pu+enr U 4 1.050 0.661 0.724 0.859

3d,7d 9 1.054 0.679 0.742 0.866

9 1.954 Pu+nat U 4 1.060 0.596 0.673 0.732

9,12 9 1.057 0.614 0.667 0.795

14 once-through PWR 1.06 0.460 0.705 0.463

Table IV Input and discharge amounts of heavy nuclides for various
recycle rounds. The case identifiers from Table II,
primarily labeling the various net consumption
evaluations, are also used below. Two labels are given
for round 9 because this round is involved both in
"Total" and, as the only one, in "Asymp"

Case R Input E Amount in % of HMi
o amount MWd/
u kgHMi kgHMi U235 U236 U238 Pu238 Pu239 Pu240 Pu241 Pu242
n
d

1 4 397150 0 0.18 - 87.23 0.19 7.03 3.82 0.88 0.63
33 0.11 0.02 83.85 0.18 6.62 4.01 0.86 0.57

1,5 9 397150 0 0.17 - 85.84 0.20 7.00 5.32 0.86 0.57
33 0.11 0.02 82.53 0.19 6.61 5.30 0.94 0.53

3 4 397150 0 0.17 - 86.08 0.20 7.67 4.12 1.01 0.70
33 0.11 0.02 82.89 0.19 7.11 4.33 0.91 0.64

3,7 9 397150 0 0.17 - 83.99 0.22 7.78 6.12 0.95 0.72
33 0.11 0.02 80.90 0.21 7.20 6.10 0.99 0.67

3a 4 830050 0 5.24 - 88.65 0.09 3.75 1.59 0.41 0.26
33 3.42 0.48 85.54 0.09 4.34 1.76 0.50 0.23

3a,7a 9 830050 0 3.15 - 88.04 0.12 5.35 2.56 0.54 0.22
33 2.01 0.31 84.87 0.12 5.45 2.73 0.64 0.22

3c 4 347750 0 0.17 - 84.92 0.23 8.06 4.56 1.18 0.84
33 0.11 0.02 82.04 0.22 7.20 4.65 1.10 0.76

3c,7c 9 397150 0 0.17 - 83.08 0.28 8.01 6.36 1.17 0.88
33 0.11 0.02 80.28 0.26 7.20 6.22 1.20 0.80

3d 4 830050 0 5.61 - 88.65 0.09 3.42 1.48 0.47 0.25
33 3.73 0.50 85.78 0.10 3.85 1.56 0.59 0.24

3d,7d 9 830050 0 4.32 - 88.11 0.14 4.58 2.00 0.59 0.23
33 2.86 0.39 85.24 0.14 4.66 2.10 0.70 0.23

9 4 276250 0 0.64 - 89.58 0.18 4.76 2.88 1.19 0.72
33 0.42 0.05 87.63 0.19 3.21 2.67 1.19 0.73

9,12 9 276250 0 0.60 - 83.68 0.44 6.31 5.57 1.80 1.51
33 0.43 0.04 81.91 0.42 4.74 5.09 1.76 1.42

14 once-through 0 3.25 - 96.75 - - - - -
PWR 33 0.84 0.41 94.34 0.01 0.54 0.22 0.13 0.05



reality, come closer to 0 than to 3 %. Further-

more, the ex-core time might become lower than 3

years. All in all it seems relevant to compare

results for high k_(EOC) and Pu loss zero.

Therefore this combination of parameters was

chosen for the rest of the cases (3a through

7d).

Results for a certain close-packed lattice case,

with high k (EOC) and Pu loss zero,should be

compared with the corresponding results for the

normal lattice, i.e. with case 9 for "Total" and

with case 12 for "Asymp". Such a comparison

is shown in Table V.

Whether the values for the savings given in

Table v can be obtained in reality will depend

on many factors and an assessment of uncertain-

ties for these values is not an easy task. Thus,

in spite of the good outcome of the test of

CASMO+UKLI69A for the main parameters C8/F9 and

F8/F9 (see Table I, core 1), there might be

errors due to other parameters, in particular

C9/F9 and C0/F9 - which could not be measured.

In addition one wonders what impact the bad

outcome in the test for F5/F9 might have had on

systems with "Pu+enr U". Furthermore there is,

as evident from the beginning of this paragraph,

an uncertainty in the choice of k (EOC).

Table V Savings of natural uranium and separative work
for Pu recycling in close-packed lattices
relative to the net consumption for Pu recycling
in a normal lattice. Values obtained from
results in Table II. The second line for case 7
is based on interpolation of results from that
table

Case Vm/Vf Fuel Alter- k (EOC) Savings, %
native Nat U Sep work

3 0.464 Pu+depl U Total 1.050 18.4 18.6

7 Asymp 1.059 36.1 32.8
1.053 39.6 36.4

3a Pu+enr U Total 1.053 25.0 21.2

7a Asymp 1.052 38.3 26.4

3c 0.629 Pu+depl U Total 1.053 11.8 10.6

7c Asymp 1.052 25.9 22.1

3d Pu+enr U Total 1.053 15.2 6.4

7d Asymp 1.054 20.7 0.3

A value of Vm/Vf as low as 0.464 is maybe not

realistic. For a regular triangular lattice it

means that the pins almost touch each other.

However, in a real lattice some positions have

to be reserved for control rods, which leads to

additional water, especially at EOC- if no

control rod followers are used.

So far we have only performed preliminary

calculations on the void reactivity - for a

change of coolant density from 100 % to 7 %. For

the fuel "Pu+depl U" it does not seem unlikely

that this reactivity will be positive in reality,

at least for the latter rounds with their large

content of Pu240. The other fuel type, "Pu+enr

U", gives less unfavourable void reactivity

prospects. A lattice with such fuel and with

Vm/Vf about equal to 0.55 may deserve a closer

examination.



70 On comparing the results in Table V for various

cases one should put the largest weight on

"Total" because this alternative in the calcula-

tions represents the complete system. We then

find that the savings of natural uranium are

larger for "Pu+enr U" than for "Pu+depl U" - for

both Vm/Vf values. An opposite outcome has been

obtained for the separative work for Vm/Vf = 0.629.

It might seem strange, by the way, that the

value for "Total", 6.4, is larger than the value

for "Asymp", 0.3. This effect is associated with

subtraction for "Total", but not for "Asymp",of

the value of Pu recovered from the last round

and will appear when the saving for "Asymp" is

low.

The power reactor calculations in this work were

all performed on PWR pin cells. The close-packed

lattices were fueled either with "Pu + depleted

U" or with "Pu + enriched U". Each of these

fuels was used in pin cells with the moderator-

to-fuel volume ratio, Vm/Vf, equal to 0.464 or

0.629. Reference calculations for a normal

lattice with V /Vf=1.954 were also done - with

"Pu + natural U" fuel.

The main result from the power reactor calcula-

tions is the net consumption of natural uranium

and separative work. This consumption has been

evaluated both for the complete system of the

BWRs and PWRs involved and for the asymptotic

(steady-state) situation. The results have been

expressed as savings relative to the consumption

for a system with Pu recycling in normal lattice

PWRs. The savings found for the complete system

are as follows:

IV. CONCLUSIONS

For applications on close-packed PWR Pu recycle

lattices the cell code CASMO has been tested

against data measured in the reactor PROTEUS.

These measurements comprise both unvoided and

voided cores. The outcome of the test is fairly

good for the unvoided core for the most signifi-

cant reaction rate ratios, especially with a

data library based on the UKAEA compilation. For

the completely voided core, a case for which the

code is not designed basically, the calculations

show an overestimate of about 5 % both for the

ratio of fissions in U238 to fissions in Pu239

and for k.. For cases where fissions in both

U235 and Pu239 are important there is so far no

test of the code for close-packed lattices.

Vm/Vf Fuel Savings, %

Nat U Sep work

0.464 Pu+deplU 18.4 18.6
Pu+enr U 25.0 21.2

0.629 Pu+depl U 11.8 10.6
Pu+enr U 15.2 6.4

In a real lattice with water holes for control

rod insertion the effective volume ratio will

probably have to be larger than 0.464. A value



of about 0.55 seems more likely. The savings of

nat U would then be about 20 % for "Pu+enr U"

and about 15 % for "Pu+depl U". The savings of

separative work would be about 14 % for both

fuel types. From these results one would prefer

"Pu+enr U". Concerning the void reactivity

preliminary calculations indicate that this

reactivity might be positive for "Pu+depl U", at

least after a couple of decades of recycle

operation. The chance for a negative void

reactivity is definitely greater if "Pu+enr U"

is used. Furthermore, this fuel means a much

lower Pu inventory than does "Pu+depl U". All in

all the use of plutonium + enriched uranium in

close-packed pressurized water reactor lattices

seems to be an alternative deserving further

investigations including, if possible, some

crucial measurements, for instance in the

PROTEUS reactor.
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Abstract

The work performed at the Karlsruhe Nuclear Center for the neutron

physics and thermohydraulic design of an APWR is described. Investi-

gations have been restricted to the uranium/plutonium fuel cycle

and to light water as coolant/moderator. The idea is to replace

the core of a KWU 1300 MWe PWR with a high converting- core with

only minor changes in the internals of the reactor pressure vessel.

Two reference designs - a homogeneous and a heterogeneous (seed

and blanket) one - are presented, which satisfy the requirement

of having a negative reactivity coefficient in case of complete

water loss from the core region. With the assumed plutonium vector

(PWR discharge and 10 years ex-core time), the conversion ratios

for the homogeneous and the heterogeneous reactor are 0.90 and

0.96 respectively. The net electrical plant output is only marginal-

ly lower than that of the PWR (1-2%). The target discharge burn-

up of 50000 MWd/thm may be reached with a 4-batch fuel cycle.

1. Introduction

creased by fuel reprocessing and plutonium recycling in light

water reactors up to about 1%. High converting thermal reactors,

such as the heavy water reactors, the high temperature reactors

and especially the fast reactors allow a much higher fuel utili-

sation. In 1975 Edlund suggested a different solution for impro-

ving uranium utilisation /1/. The idea was to replace the core

of a pressurized water reactor with a core formed by hexagonal

fuel elements containing fuel rods arranged in a tight triangular

lattice, the fissile fuel being plutonium discharged from light

water reactors. The hardening of the neutron spectrum given by the

reduction of the water volume fraction and the presence of a cer-

tain percentage of the isotope Pu2 4 1 in the plutonium allowed a

considerable increase in the conversion ratio. This type of reactor

is "homogeneous", in the sense that all the fuel rods have identi-

cal shape. Another way of achieving high conversion ratios in a

PWR was investigated in the United States within the frame of the

Light Water Breeder Reactor (LWBR)Project at Shippingport /27. The fuel

elements of the LWBR were made up of an internal region with

thinner fuel rods with a higher amount of fissile material and

thus higher power density (seed) and of an external region of

thicker fuel rods in a tighter lattice with a lower amount of

fissile material and lower power density (blanket). The reactor

control occurred by means of vertical displacement of the seed.

This type of reactor is generally called "heterogeneous".

Since a few years both types of Advanced Pressurized Water Reactor

(APWR) are being investigated in Germany. The organisations in-

volved in this work are the Karlsruhe and the Geesthacht Research

Centers, the Technical University of Braunschweig and the reactor

manufacturer Kraftwerk Union (KWU).

Today nuclear energy is based essentially on the pressurized and

on the boiling water reactors. In these reactors only 0.6% of the

available natural uranium is burned. Fuel utilisation may be in-

* Delegated from Euratom to the Karlsruhe Nuclear Center.

In the present paper we will shortly describe the work performed

at the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Center for the neutron physics

and thermohydraulic design of the APWR and the main conclusions

reached so far. Our investigations have been restricted to the

uranium/plutonium fuel cycle, with the fuel in form of mixed oxides



and to light water as coolant/moderator. Both the homogeneous and

the heterogeneous solution have been investigated. We retained

the original idea of Edlund of replacing only the core of a PWR

and some of the internals of the reactor pressure vessel, such as

the pressure vessel lid, the control rod drive and the control

rod systems. The steam generators, the turbines, the water pumps

and the reactor vessel should remain the same as those for-the

PWR. As a basis for our investigations we took the PWR of 1300 MWe

designed by Kraftwerk Union.

The computer code HADA developed in Karlsruhe allows to calculate

the main thermohydraulic parameters, to choose the size of the

core and of the fuel pins and to satisfy the above mentioned

boundary conditions. In Ref. /3/ the code structure is illustrated,

while Ref. /4/ shows the equations used and gives the calculation

results for about two hundred homogeneous or heterogeneous reactors.

The main assumptions for the present thermohydraulic calculations

are the following.

a) The maximum outer diameter of the core is equal or less than

405 cm (limitation due to the use of the PWR pressure vessel).2. Thermohydraulic Design

For both alternatives mentioned in the introduction the water

volume fraction in the core must be considerably smaller than

in the PWR. The pressure drop across the core becomes thus con-

siderably greater. The primary circuit water pumps are the same

as those used in the PWR, thus, to compensate for the higher

hydraulic resistance of the core, the water flow is reduced.

The resulting decrease of the reactor thermal output is partly

compensated by an increase of the water temperature rise across

the core. This means a decrease of the coolant temperature at

the core inlet, because, to avoid boiling, the core outlet

water temperature cannot be increased. A decrease of the water

temperature at core inlet means of course a corresponding de-

crease of the temperature of the water at the outlet of the

heat exchangers on the primary circuit side. As a consequence

of this, the boiling temperature and pressure of the water of

the secondary circuit must be decreased because we maintain

the same heat exchangers as in the PWR. The turbine gets the

same steam volume flow as for the PWR, but with a less dense

working fluid. Thus one can assume with good approximation that

the turbine power decreases proportionally to the steam pressure.

Furthermore the thermodynamic efficiency decreases slightly due

to the decrease of the boiling temperature. Thus the smaller water

73 volume fraction in the reactor core leads to a decrease of the

net electrical power of the plant.

b) The pressure drop of the fuel rod clusters with grid spacers

and with integral spiral rib spacers have been calculated

with the correlations of Ref. 5 to 7.

c) The critical heat flux correlation used is from Ref.8. This

correlation takes account of the beneficial effects of the

spiral rib spacers on the CHF.

d) No bulk boiling should occur in the hot coolant channels of the core.

I.e. the water enthalpy at the outlet of these channels should

be equal or less than the enthalpy of saturated water at the

core outlet pressure.

e) The average fuel rod linear rating is lower than in the case

of the PWR and it is a function of the ratio of the fuel rod

pitch to diameter ratio /4/. The choice is dictated by the

requirement of reflooding the core after a Loss of Coolant

Accident (LOCA) and keep the resulting core temperature below

the foreseen limits even for the tight fuel rod lattice of the

APWR.

f) For the heterogeneous design the water temperature rise across

the core in the seed and blanket regions are kept the same for



74 the same pressure drop, without the need of extra channel

gagging. This corresponds to the thermodynamic optimum. The

volume ratio between seed and blanket has been chosen equal

to 0.5 and the power density ratio between seed and blanket

equal to 2 /4/.

3. Fuel Element Design

3.1 Choice of the Cladding and Structural Material

Two possible materials have been considered: zircaloy, which is

used in the PWR's, and stainless steel, which is used in fast

reactors and was originally considered for the PWR's as well. Fig. 1. Fuel rods with six integral spiral spacer ribs.

Zircaloy has been chosen for the PWR's because it absorbs the

neutrons considerably less than stainless'steel. This effect

however is quite reduced with an epithermal neutron flux typical

for an APWR: a 0.6 cm thick cladding of zircaloy is roughly equi-

valent to a 0.4 mm thick cladding of stainless steel /9/. Stainless

steel is much stronger than zircaloy, thus a thinner stainless

steel cladding is sufficient. On the other end stainless steel

offers various advantages over zircaloy for an APWR application,

which we list below.

a) Subjected to high internal gas pressures, stainless steel

tubes have bursting temperatures 200°C higher than those of

zircaloy tubes. The stainless steel tubes with integral spiral

ribs have a maximum expansion at bursting of 20% as compared

to more than 100% for zircaloy /10/. These are important safety

advantages especially for the APWR where the coolant channels

are considerably smaller than in a PWR.

b) It is possible to fabricate stainless steel tubes with integral

spiral rib spacers (see Fig.1). It seeems very difficult to

manufacture these tubes in zircaloy. Besides the advantage

mentioned in the previous point a), integral spiral ribs offer

the advantage of a considerable increase in the critical heat

flux /8/. Furthermore, for small coolant channels, geometrical

tolerances are smaller for integral spiral ribs than for grid

spacers.

c) Stainless steel is much less subjected to corrosion by oxidation

from H20 at high temperatures than zircaloy.

d) The stronger material stainless steel probably allows higher

burn-ups than zircaloy. This is very important, especially for

the APWR, where the fuel cycle costs are relatively high due

to the use of plutonium /11/.

For all these reasons, we choose stainless steel as reference for

cladding and structural material. Zircaloy is considered as a

back-up solution because of the greater experience available for

its use in a PWR primary circuit and for its higher melting point.

3.2 Fuel Element Mechanical Design. Homogeneous Core

In the homogeneous reactor all the fuel rods have the same diameter.

For minimum distances between the fuel rods of less than 1 mm the



practical use of grid spacers becomes difficult because the cross-

pieces of the grid would be too thin and the grid too weak. Further-

more with tight lattices the solidity of the grid (ratio of the

cross section area of the grid to the cross section area of the

coolant channel without grid) becomes too high and the pressure

drop caused by the grid is excessively high. Thus for the homogeneous

reactor fuel rods we propose to use spacers formed by six integral

spiral ribs per rod (Fig.1). This type of spacer has been studied

in the frame of the fast reactor development /12/ and tubes of

stainless steel with integral spiral ribs have been manufactured

in sizes suitable for nuclear fuel rods.

The fuel rods in a PWR are usually arranged in a square array.

For a APWR, the triangular rod array is preferred because the

minimum distance between the rods is greater for a given water

fraction and rod diameter. The design of the fuel element has been

made by XWU /13/. Each element contains 313 fuel rods, 6 tie or

structure rods and 12 control rod guide tubes. The control rods

contain B4C. The fuel elements are shroudless. They are kept to-

gether by bandages fixed at the 6 structure rods at discrete

axial distances by means of hinge joints, the structure rods being

placed at the outer edges of the hexagonal fuel element (Fig. 2).

The fuel rods have six integral spiral ribs on the outside of the

cladding, while the structure rods and the control rod guide tubes

have outside diameters equal to those of the fuel rods inclusive

of the height of the spiral rib (= fuel rod pitch).

3.3 Fuel Element Mechanical Design. Heterogeneous Core

In the heterogeneous reactor the fuel elements are made up of

two portions:

- The "seed" with a higher amount of fissile material and thus

a higher power density. The high power density requires fuel

rods of small diameter and large coolant channels i.e. relative-

ly high values of p/d (p/d > 1.2). These high values of p/d

dictate the choice of the spacers, which have to be grid

spacers placed in discrete positions along the length of

the fuel rods.

- The "blanket" with a lower amount of fissile material and thus

a lower power density. The lower power density allows the use

of bigger fuel rod diameters. The cooling requirements are not

so stringent as in the seed case, thus the coolant channels

may be relatively smaller (lower values of p/d). This dictates

the choice of the spacers, which, as in the case of the homogene-

ous reactor, are integral spiral ribs.

While the function of the seed is mainly that of producing power

and fission neutrons, the function of the blanket is mainly that

of converting fertile into fissile material and thus of increasing

the overall core conversion ratio.

Our first investigations on the heterogeneous core were based on

a fuel element configuration similar to that of the Shippingport

LWBR /2/. The fuel element consisted of a central region containing

the seed rods surrounded by the blanket region. The seed region

could be moved in axial direction for reactor control and shut

down purposes. Seed and blanket were separated by a thick stainless

steel shroud, capable of sustaining the pressure difference given

by the core pressure drop in case of complete seed extraction.

Three different fuel compositions (UO2 with 16.5% PuO2 in the seed,

U02 and 6.2% PuO2 in the blanket, depleted U02 in the axial blankets)

FUEL ROD STRUCTURE ROD BANPAGE SLIDE PAD

Fig. 2. Homogeneous fuel element. Scheme of the holding system

for keeping the fuel rods together.



76 were present in each fuel element. At the beginning of reactor

operation with fresh fuel the seed was largely withdrawn from the

core region, so that the coupling between blanket and seed occurred

only for about 60% of the total length of the core. The resulting

decrease of 40% of the plant net electrical output was considered

unacceptable and this design was rejected /14/.

The subsequent investigations were devoted to a heterogeneous fuel

element with fixed seed, where the reactor control is operated by

axially moving absorber rods. Fig.3 shows a cross section of the

fuel element. Two thin hexagonal perforated shrouds separate seed

from the blanket, the inner shroud being fixed to the spacer grids

of the seed rods. No structure rods are required in the seed region

as the spacer grids are brazed to the twelve guide tubes of the

control rods. With this arrangement, it is possible to discharge

the seed from the core leaving the blanket in place. This is

convenient, as it is necessary to leave the blanket in the core

for a considerable longer time than the seed to achieve

a comparable burn-up. Calculations showed that with this design

it was possible to obtain 90% of the net electrical power as

compared to the PWR plant and a conversion ratio of about 1 /14/.

However the calculated void coefficient (reactivity change by

total water loss from the core region) at the end of cycle con-

ditions (EOC), i.e. taking into account the effect of the fission

products, although negative(/15/, see also Section 4) was not

negative enough to avoid considerable problems during an Anticipated

Transient Without Scram /16/.

We decided therefore to make a new heterogeneous core design with

an enlarged fuel rod lattice in the seed and in the blanket to

make the void coefficient more negative even if losing somewhat

in the conversion ratio, The modular elements with seed and blanket

were considered to be too heavy and perhaps not mechanically strong

enough, especially during fuel-discharge operations. Furthermore

it was feared that local radial flow of water at the border between

seed and blanket region would produce local hot spots in the fuel

rods. The new fuel element design is based on small hexagonal

elements, with a distance between the flats of 164 mm, contained

in closed shrouds. Some of these elements (about one third) con-

tain only seed fuel rods, the others only blanket rods. Both

elements have exactly the same outside size (Fig.4). The rods in

the seed elements are supported by spacer grids brazed to the

12 control rod guide tubes. The rods in the blanket elements have

six integral spiral ribs as spacers. The blanket elements do not

need structural rods because the blanket rods lean against the

wall of the closed shroud. Water is flowing in the gaps between

the fuel elements without any extra gagging. In this way, stresses

in the shroud walls caused by excessive pressure differences are

avoided and the shroud walls may be chosen rather thin.

SEED: 319 FUEL RODS
12 CONTROL ROD

GUIDE TUBES

BLANKET: 408 FUEL RODS
6 STRUCTURE RODS

Fig. 3. Horizontal cross section of heterogeneous fuel element

with control rods (dimensions in mm).



modified fast reactor methods and thermal reactor codes give

reasonable agreement with the results of the experiments per-

formed with light water moderated tight UO2 lattices and with some-

what wider lattices with mixed oxide fuel with relatively small

plutonium content. The comparisons for a theoretical typical APWR

lattice, however, showed larger discrepancies in the predictions

with the two calculations methods, especially for the void reacti-

vity coefficient.

Our design calculations published so far have been carried out

with the modified fast reactor methods for homogenized reactor

zones /18/. In the meantime we have analysed the problem with

more detailed APWR-neutron physics calculations /17/. We found

out that in the case of fuel with higher plutonium content it

becomes necessary to apply cell calculations like in the PWR-

codes because the strong spacial shielding of the low energy Pu-

resonances cannot be treated adequately in the modified standard

FBR-calculations for an homogenized reactor zone.

Fig. 4. Horizontal cross section of the reference heterogeneous

APWR core.

4. Neutron Physics Design

Exhaustive investigations have been carried out in order to gain

confidence in the results of the neutron physics calculations

/17/. The need of this work is due to the different spectral pro-

perties of the APWR compared to those of the PWR and of the fast

reactor (FBR). Both these reactor types may be satisfactorily

predicted but with different calculation methods.

Benchmark investigations in collaboration with Kraftwerk Union

77 and the University of Braunschweig /18/ have shown that both

The results of the present work have been obtained with cell cal-

culations in a 69 energy group structure as used in WIMS /19/.

The applied group constants have been calculated mainly from KEDAK4

/20/, without any adjustments. The calculations are performed

with a new developed procedure KARBUS /21/ within the FBR-code-

system KAPROS /22/. Because KARBUS could be validated for fast,

thermal and epithermal systems, we feel it is good tool for

APWR-investigations /17/. For the cell calculations the colli-

sion probability method from WIMS is used. For more details

concerning the preparation of zone dependant cross sections see

Ref. /17/.

The results of the more advanced method with the 69 group cell

calculation differ only little from the modified fast breeder

method for the calculation of the reactivity of the APWR-systems,

both for normal and voided conditions. However the conversion

ratio increases by about 0.05.



78 Shortly after the beginning of our neutronic APWR-calculations

we recognized two key problems: the void behaviour of the tight

APWR-core and the determination of the reachable burnup. These

problems are connected together because a higher burnup per

cycle needs a higher excess reactivity at cycle begin and there-

fore a higher fissile fuel enrichment. Higher fissile fuel en-

richment on the other hand results in a worse void behaviour /17/.

The various publications from the last years do not show a uniform

picture concerning both void and burnup behaviour of the APWR.

The void behaviour is claimed to be satisfactory in Ref. /23,24/

in contradiction with our results /15/. The reported burnup be-

haviour for the homogeneous reactor with tight lattice /13/

characterized by the reactivity loss per full power day (Ak/fpd),

shows large differences between the value O.5X10- 4 quoted in

Ref. /24,25/ and 1.3x10 - 4 to 1.5x10- 4 quoted in Ref. /15,23/.

The reactivity loss per full power day is a direct measure for

the reachable burnup.

Recent results show a trend to some convergence for both problems.

After taking into account reactor control and burnup and using

the same plutonium vector, void problems are expected for the

very tight APWR-lattices /9/. After the introduction of the new

calculation methods and some modifications in the treatment of

the fission products we obtain for the homogeneous reactor with

the tight lattice /13/ a burnup reactivity loss of about 0.9X10-4

Ak/fpd. This value is in good agreement with newer data from the

University of Braunschweig /26/.

Fig.5 shows the reactivity variation as a function of the in-

core water density at end of cycle conditions with KARBUS. As

one can see from the Figure only the cores with the wider fuel

rod lattices allow water density reactivity coefficients (dk/dp)

at nominal operation conditions sufficiently positive to avoid

major problems during the investigated ATWS accident /16/.
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Fig. 5. Reactivity change as a function of in-core water density

at end of cycle conditions (EOC). Calculation performed

with KARBUS.

5. Reference Designs of Homogeneous and Heterogeneous Core

As in the original KWU APWR-design /13/ the fuel element is

made up of 313 rods of 0.95 cm outer diameter arranged in a

triangular array, the contour of the fuel element being hexa-

gonal. The element contains 6 structure rods bounded by bandages

(Fig.2) and 12 control rod guide tubes. As for the heterogeneous

design, we decided to enlarge the fuel rod lattice to make the

void coefficient more negative at a cost of losing somewhat in the

conversion ratio. Our calculations show that for the reactor

design of Ref. /13/ the void coefficient at end of cycle conditions

is slightly positive (see Section 4). This would of course cause

considerable problems during an Anticipated Transient Without

Scram /16/. The new adopted p/d ratio of the fuel rods is 1.20

(p=1.14 cm). The resulting minimum gap between the rods of 1.9 mm

would allow the use of spacer grids, however we have opted for

maintaining the spiral rib type of support for the various reasons



mentioned previously (Section 3.1 points a) and b)). Steel tubes

of the required dimensions can be manufactured with integral

spiral ribs 0.95 mm high /27/.

Another important difference of the new fuel rod design is the

decrease of the axial pitch H of the spiral ribs. In the previous

designs we have kept the ratio between this pitch and the fuel

rod diameter equal to 50 /4/. It can be shown that a decrease of

the H/d ratio causes an increase in the critical heat flux /8/

and thus an increase in the net electrical output of the plant.

In the reference designs we have adopted a H/d ratio equal 20

for the homogeneous core as well as for the blanket of the

heterogeneous reactor.

The reference design of the heterogeneous core has been described

in Section 3.3.

Tables I, II and III and Fig.4 and 6 show the main geometrical,

thermohydraulic and neutron physics data of the reference de-

signs compared to those of a standard KWU PWR design of the

1300 MWe class. From the tables the following points are evident.

TABLE I: Geometrical Data of PWR and APWR Designs

Reference Homogeneous Heterogene-
PWR APWR ous APWR

Seed/Blanket

Equivalent core diameter (m) 3.605 3.86 3.85

Active core height (m) 3.90 2.206 2.183

Number of fuel elements in core 193 301 151/348

Distance between the flats of
fuel element (mm) 229.6* 211.8 164

Number of control rod guide
tubes per fuel element 20 12 12/0

Number of structure rods per
fuel element 20 6 0/0

Number of fuel rods per fuel
element 236 313 259/169

Total number of fuel rods 45550 94210 97920

Cladding material zircaloy 4 stainless stainless
steel steel
1.4981 1.4981

Fuel rod outer diameter (mm) 10.75 9.5 7.4/11.09

Cladding thickness (mm) 0.725 0.4 0.37/0.44

p/d ratio 1.33* 1.20 1.30/1.10

Spacer type grid spiral rib grid/
spacer rib

Axial distance of spacer grid
or axial pitch of spiral ribs
(mm) 535 190 150/243

Water to fuel volume ratio** 1.67 0.701 1.05/0.372

Square cross section. ** Square array.a) The APWR cores are about 40% shorter than the PWR one. This

has the advantage of making the reflooding of the reactor

after a LOCA easier. However the hydraulic resistance of the

APWR cores is higher than that of the PWR and this may out-

weigh the advantage given by the shorter core.

b) The number of fuel rods in the two APWR's is twice as high as

for the PWR core. This means higher fuel cycle cost for the

APWR's.

c) The relatively wider fuel rod lattices in comparison to pre-

79 vious studies /13,28/ and the use of shorter axial pitch inte-

Referred to fuel rod
unit cell.

gral spiral rib spacers in the fuel rods /8/ allow a plant net

electrical power very near to that of the PWR, both in the case

of the homogeneous (99%) and of the heterogeneous reactor (98%).

d) Even with lower linear power ratings in the fuel rods, the core

power density in the APWR cores, especially in the seed region

of the heterogeneous reactor, is considerably higher than in

the PWR.



TABLE II: Thermohydraulic Data of PWR and APWR Designs TABLE III: Neutron Physics Data of PWR and APWR Designs

Reference Homogeneous Heterogeneous
PWR APWR APWR

Seed/Blanket

Core thermal output (MWth) 3765 3730 3705

Plant net electrical power (MWe) 1300 1285 1275

Pumping power for primary
circuit water (MWe) 21.0 23.0 23.6

Primary circuit total water
mass flow (kg/sec) 18800 18190 17410

Water temp. at core inlet (°C) 291.1 290.3 289.6

Water temp. at core outlet (°C) 326.2 326.2 326.2

Water pressure at core outlet
(bar) 158.3 158.3 158.3

Secondary circuit saturated
vapor pressure (bar) 64.5 63.9 63.5

Average nominal rod linear
rating (W/cm) 208 180 195/159

Average volumetric core power 
density (W/cm

3
) 94.6 145 245 /124'

Power hot channel factor F 2.1 2.1 2.1
q

Water enthalpy rise hot
channel factor FAH 1.6 1.6 1.6

Maximum plant overload factor

FoP 1.12 1.12 1.12

DNBR=ratio between critical
heat flux and maximum hot
channel heat flux for F p=1.12 1.77" 1.31' 1.46/1.47

Average water velocity in core

(m/s) 4.47 5.89 6.46/6.69

Core pressure drop (bar) 1.25 2.28 3.22

Total pressure drop in water
primary circuit (bar) 6.54 7.11 7.64

Value referred to total core volume

Value referred to fuel rod unit cell

CHF calculated with correlation of Ref. 29

°° CHF calculated with correlation of Ref. 8

Reference Homogeneous Heterogeneous
PWR APWR APWR

Seed/Blanket

Plutonium vector (239,240,241, 57.8,26.6, 57.8,26.6,
242) (Weight %) - 9.5,6.1 9.5,6.1

Uranium vector (239,240)
(Weight %) 3.2,96.8 0.2,99.8 0.2,99.8

Number of radial regions
with different fuel compositi-
on 3 3 / 3

Average fissile percentage in
the core (%) 2.49 7.40 14.8/4.5

Fissile inventory (Pu 239-241,
U 235) (tHM) 2.57 8.02 8.41

Total fuel inventory (tHM) 103.5 111 121

Conversion ratio 0.55 0.90 0.96*

Ak per full power day -3x10 -1.28x10
- 4

-0.95x10 4

Number of fuel element cycles 3 3 3 / 6

Fuel cycle duration by first
core (full power days=FPD) 360 300 320

Av. discharge burn-up (MWd/t) 33000-35000 31000 41000

Axial power factor 1.3-1.2 1.48 1.54

Radial power factor 1.5-1.3 1.20 1.20

Doppler coefficient (BOC,900K) -2.1x10
5

-3.Ox10 
5

-3.0x 
5

Total void reactivity -2 -2
coefficient at EOC - -1.05x10 -1.34x10

Water density reactivity
coefficient: dk/dp (cm /g)
at nominal operation conditi- 2 

2
3 -2

ons, EOC 10X10 7
x
10 3x10

At the end of the first fuel element cycle (EOC)



g) The pressure drops across the core are higher in the APWR's

than in the PWR. This may imply a redesign of the core hold-

down system.

h) The APWR's require a considerably higher amount of fissile

inventory in the core (more than three times as much) than

the PWR.

i) The conversion ratios for the homogeneous (0.90) and for the

heterogeneous reactor (0.96) are higher than that of the PWR

and allow a considerably better fuel utilisation. The enlarge-

ment of the fuel rod lattice in comparison to previous APWR

designs causes a loss of conversion ratio of 0.05 for the

homogeneous and 0.04 for the heterogeneous reactor.

j) The desired high fuel burn-up of 50000 MWd/t can be achieved

by increasing the number of fuel element cycles above three.

k) The total loss of water reactivity coefficient and the water

density reactivity coefficient values obtained for both APWR's

are such as to avoid major problems during the ATWS (Anticipated

Transient Without Scram) accident so far investigated /16/.

Fig. 6. Horizontal cross section of the reference homogeneous

APWR core.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

e) The ratios between the critical heat flux and the maximum hot

channel heat flux at 12% plant overload are slightly lower for

the APWR's than in the PWR case. However they are both higher

than 1.30 and thus may be considered acceptable.

f) The APWR's require higher water velocities in the core

(5.9 to 6.7 m/sec) than for the PWR case (4.5 m/sec).

However, velocities of this order or higher have been

81 achieved in the KWU-designed reactor of Atucha in Argentina.

The present neutron physics and thermohydraulic investigations

have shown that it is possible to place either a homogeneous

or a heterogeneous reactor with control rods inside the reactor

vessel of a modern German 1300 MWe reactor with only a marginal

decrease (1.2%) of the extracted plant electrical output. With

the assumed plutonium vector composition, corresponding to the

plutonium discharged from a PWR and an ex-core and reprocessing

time of ten years, and the limitation in the fuel rod linear power

rating given by core-reflooding considerations after a LOCA, the

obtained conversion ratios are 0.90 and 0.96 for the homogeneous

and heterogeneous reactor respectively.



82 The fuel rod lattice of the present design is less tight than

in previous studies. This allows water loss reactivity coeffi-

cients sufficiently negative to avoid major problems during the

ATWS accident investigated so far.

The target burn-up of 50000 MWD/thm may be reached with a 4-batch

fuel cycle.

/4/ Dalle Donne, M., and Hame, W., "A parametric thermohydraulic

study of an Advanced Pressurized Light Water Reactor with a

tight fuel rod lattice", KfK 3453, EUR 7059e (1982).

/5/ Baxi, C.B., and Dalle Donne, W., "Helium cooled system: the

gas-cooled fast breeder reactor" in "Heat transfer and

Fluid Flow in Nuclear Systems" ed. by H. Fenech, Pergamon

Press, New York (1981).

Further work is still required in the following areas:

a) Theoretical studies to investigate the behaviour of the APWR

core during LOCA, reflooding and ATWS conditions.

b) Reflooding tests for typical APWR fuel element geometries.

c) Critical heat flux tests for typical APWR fuel element

geometries.

d) Neutron physics experiments with representative fuel in tight

water moderated lattices. From the point of view of core vali-

dation a series of measurements for various p/d-values

(1.10-1.30) is recommended. One of the measured parameters

should qualify the total reactivity balance of the reaction rates.

/6/ Rehme, K., "The pressure drop of spacer grids in rod bundles

of 12 rods with smooth and roughened surfaces", KfK 2697(1978).

/7/ Rehme, K., "Systematische experimentelle Untersuchung der

Abhangigkeit des Druckverlustes von der geometrischen An-
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abstandshaltern", KfK Externer Bericht INR-4/68-16 (1968).

/8/ Dalle Donne, M., and Hame, W., "A critical heat flux corre-
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84 BURNUP CHARACTERISTICS OF A TIGHT LATTICE
HIGH CONVERTING PWR

The above characteristics of high converting pressurized water reactors,
viz. the low net consumption of fissile material as well as the conser-
vation of plutonium quality, confirm that such reactors can be effective
in helping to stretch the fissile resources.

H.-D. BERGER, W. OLDEKOP, W. ZEGGEL
Institut fur Raumflugtechnik und Reaktortechnik,
Technische Universitat Braunschweig,
Braunschweig,
Federal Republic of Germany

Abstract

One measure to improve fuel utilization in light water reactors is to
increase their conversion ratio. Such high converting light water reactors
(LWrHCR), mainly advanced pressurized water reactors, have been investigated
in Europe and the United States for several years.
PWR-related R&D activities at the Technical University of Braunschweig,
FRG, started in 1978.

The main feature of a LWHCR is the undermoderated hexagonal fuel pin
lattice, which causes an intermediate neutron spectrum with more than
50% of the neutron reactions occuring in the resonance region.
U,'u mixed-oxide with an enrichment of 7-8Z fissile-Pu is used, the
uranium being depleted (0.2 w Z U 235 tails) and the plutonium being
LWR-discharged. The conversion ratios, achieved with such reactors,
vary between 0.85 and 0.95, dependent on the fuel-to moderator (F/M)
ratio realized in the lattice.

This paper deals with some of the burnup characteristics of a homogeneous
LWHCR-design with a F/M-ratio of 1.9 . As a consequence of the high
conversion ratio the reactivity change with burnup is very flat as
compared to that for conventional PWRs. The reactivity loss during
burnup is caused predominantly by fission-product absorptions, with
the relatively low consumption of fissile material being of minor
importance. A breakdown of the so-called burnup coefficient, which is
a direct measure of the reactivity change with exposure, enables a
quantitative discussion of the influence of individual nuclides.

The changes in fuel isotopic composition during burnup are characterized
by

- the decrease of the Pu 239 and Pu 242 content of the fuel and
- depending upon their initial concentrations, a slight or moderate

increase of Pu 240 and Pu 241.

The Pu 239 losses exceed the Pu 241 production, i.e. the plutonium
quality, defined as the fraction of fissile isotopes in the Pu,
decreases. This decline of plutonium quality is, however, small
(e.g. 0.653 at the end of equilibrium cycle (45 MWd/kgHM ) related to
0.673 at BOL), and, from the viewpoint of neutron economy, partly
compensated for by a more favourable Pu 2 41/Pu 239 ratio.

1. Introduction

One measure to improve fuel utilization in light water reactors is
to increase their conversion ratio. Such high converting light
water reactors, mainly advanced pressurized water reactors, have
been investigated in Europe and the United States for several
years (e.g. /1/, /2/). PWR-related R&D activities at the Technical
University of Braunschweig, FRG, started in 1979. These studies
comprise neutron physics and thermohydraulics as well as safety re-
lated and mechanical aspects (e.g. /3/). Some of these investiga-
tions have been performed in cooperation with Kraftwerk Union
(KWU) and the Nuclear Research Center Karlsruhe (KfK) and under
contract of the German utility Rheinisch Westfalisches Elektizi-
tatswerk (RWE).

The basic physical principle of light water high converting
reactors (LWHCR) is to harden the neutron spectrum, and thus in-
crease the conversion ratio by reducing the moderator-to-fuel
volume ratio from the present-day standard value of - 2 in square
lattices to value as low as 0.5 in hexagonal rod arrangements. In
order to guarantee sufficient excess reactivity, however, rela-
tively high enrichments of 7 to 8 % fissile plutonium are
required.

Most of the current LWHCR development efforts are based on the
idea that as much of the commercially proven system equipment of
conventional PWRs as possible, including the pressure vessel,
should be retained. Modifications to the power plant should thus
be restricted to the core itself, the pressure vessel internals
and the control rod system, which probably implies a reconstruc-
tion of the pressure vessel closure head (Fig. 1 and 2).

A comparison of basic technical data for a present-day (Grafen-
rheinfeld power station) PWR and a high converting PWR design is
presented in Table 1. The LWHCR fuel assembly under consideration
here offers an effective moderator-to-fuel volume ratio of 0.53 
Uranium-plutonium mixed oxide is used, the uranium being depleted
with a tails assay of 0.2 w% U 235 and the plutonium being dis-
charged from conventional LWRs. The Plutonium vector used in most
of the calculations (standard vector) corresponds to a PWR burnup
of 34 MWd/kgHM and an assumed excore and reprocessing time of ten
years. This assumption may be conservative, because nearly 40 % of
the valuable PU 241 has already decayed. However, no reliable time
schedules are currently available for setting up reprocessing in
Germany and therefore a pessimistic postulate is justified.



PWR LWHCR
Tab. 1 Comparison of PWR and LWHCR parameters

PWR -LWHCR

A Core

Thermal Power (MW) 3782 3782
Active length (cm) .390 230
Equivalent radius (cn) 182: 187
Heavy metal inv. (t) ' 103.5 120.0

Linear heat rate (W/cn) '206 160
Specific power (MW/t) 36.4 31.5

B Fuel assembly (FA)

Configuration square hexagonal
Number of FA 193 235

Fuel rods / FA 236 439
Guide tubes / FA 20 24
Structure rods / FA - 6
Spacer devices grids 6 helical fins

Rod diameter d (mn) 10.75 9.50
Rod pitch p (mr) 14.30 10.50
p / d 1.330 1.105

Canning material Zry-4SS 304
Canning thickness (rnm) 0.72 0.40

Eff. volume ratio :

Moder. / fuel 2.00 0.53
Struct. / fuel 0.375 0.255

C Fuel

Heavy metal isotopes U 02 W/PuO

U 235 / U (%) 3.20 0.20

Pu 239 / Pu (%) - 57.81
Pu 240/ Pu (%)- 26.57
Pu 241 / Pu (%) 9.47
Pu 242 / Pu (%) 6.15

Pressure vessel and core support structure of PWR and LWHCR

Fig. '1

Core cross section Fuel assembly

Fig. 2 LWHCR core cross section and fuel assembly



86 2. Spectral characteristics of tight UO2/PuO2 lattices

Before discussing the burnup behaviour, it is useful to recall
the spectral characteristics of tight, high converting PWRx
lattices. Fig. 3 illustrates the energy distributions for neutron
flux density, absorption rate and production rate, the reaction 5
rates being normalized to total absorptions of unity. The indivi-
dual contributions of the four most important isotopes (PU 239, 
PU 240, PU 241 and U 238) are indicated by means of different 
hatchings.

For neutron flux a maximum exists close to 200 keV. Towards lower
energies the flux decreases monotonically. The share of thermal
neutrons is as low as o.5 %. On the other hand there are three 
easily distinguished areas for the neutron reactions. Using the
energies of 100 keV and 1 eV as boundary values, one may make a
broad subdivision in.to fast, epithermal and thermal regions. The
following can then be observed: _ 0.15

P u 239
- 15 % of the absorptions and 28 % of the neutron productions 

take place in the fast interval m Pu240
- neutron reactions at epithermal energies, mainly in the eV- 0.10 Pu24 
resonance region, account for 73 % of the absorptions and 
57 % of the productions, and

- despite the low level of thermal flux, as much as 12 % of 
the absorptions and 15 % of the neutron productions occur , 0.05
in this energy region.

With regard to the burnup behaviour of a LWHCR these energy dis-
tributions indicate, that fission products with high thermal cross 0
sections, e.g. Xe 135, will be of minor importance in high con-
verting PWRs. For fission products with large epithermal resonan-
ces, however, the opposite is true. 0.15

To ensure a proper treatment of fission products as well as of
heavy metal isotopes in burnup calculations, sophisticated burnup E
schemes are required for tight lattices. The depletion module of
our pin cell code SPEKTRA /4/, employed for this study, treats 135 0.10
fission products with different saturation behaviour in 21 trun- Ga
cated chains. The relatively large number of fission product nu- d
clides represented avoids the need to use lumped pseudo fission 
products. Burnup of fuel isotopes is calculated in a single chain X 05l
of 18 heavy metal isotopes, Thorium 232 being the first and 
Curium 244 the last one.

04 10- 3 10o2 101 100 101 102 1 3 105 16 1073. Results of burnup calculations Neutron energy leVNeutron enegy leV]

Figure 4 shows the basic results, derived from fundamental-mode
burnup calculations using three different plutonium-fissile con- Fig. 3 Neutron fluxes and reaction rates in a LWHCR lattice with
tents (7.0, 7.5 and 8.0 %, respectively). In the upper part the
variation of multiplication factors with burnup is shown. In the a fissile content of 7.5 % Pufss



lower part two different definitions of conversion are plotted
1.1D- versus exposure. The curves labeled C represent the conversion

ratio, defined as the ratio of fertile captures to fissile ab-
Plutonium :Standard sorptions. Because C-values vary with burnup, the conversion ratio
Ex-c.time :10y is not an appropriate measure for estimating the fissile require-

:70% PUfis ments of a certain reactor design. For this purpose the informa-
\~, --- :7.5%PUf tion provided by the CF-plots is of greater significance. The

£O \tD~___ :7.0%Pufis conservation factor (CF) is defined as the fissile content of the
£U~~~ ~~\ ~~\^. s fuel at a specific burnup state, relative to the corresponding BOL

c 10s5 k A ' value. It thus represents conversion in a time-integrated sense..J2 \ "t\en

|~U ~~~~~~ \ \~~ff~~ ~As a consequence of the high conversion in LWHCRs the reactivity
S,~-~~~~ \ /* ~ \N~ ~change versus burnup is relatively flat. The reactivity loss due

c \ keff\ to the rapidly saturating fission products (e.g. Xe 135) is, in
^ * U~~~~~\ \ \^~ ~particular, an order of magnitude smaller than in conventional

_. .d \ \< PWRs. Despite the fact that the conversion ratios achieved with
o keff \ \f the three enrichments are significantly different, the slopes of
ot s \ the corresponding k effcurves are nearly identical. This indicates

| 'Dt rat y \s that the reactivity loss during burnup is caused predominantly
'~ · \ s \ by increasing fission product absorptions, with the low net con-

> \'.. \ s\ \ sumption of fissile material being of minor importance.

_Z \ \ .-. \ \ \s Comparing the conservation factors, however, the differences in
2. \' \ st the conversion ratios become obvious. For a burnup of 15 MWD/kgHM

'^o~ \*~~~ _N~~~. '~--~ \ \ for example, i.e. the EOL value for a single batch core with
"§ ~ .--V . '~ .CF \^ 7.0 % fissile plutonium, only 2.4 % of the initial fissile inven-

0.5 .0.' \ .d tory has been consumed (CF = 0.976). For an 8 % enrichment the
- C corresponding value is 3.6 %, i.e. a consumption of fissile mate-

|s §^ \fJ'~ __-"'£~ /~ ~rial ~ 50 % higher than for the 7.0 % case. On the other hand the
a \ \ _-' highly enriched core still has enough excess reactivity for

another 15 MWd/kgH of operation time. In order to have a reliable
G ,- 'Sg' /CF basis for intercomparison, therefore, it is necessary to consider

both fuel conservation and achievable discharge burnup.

090- Table 2 presents the EOC burnup values corresponding to the con-
servation factors and specific fissile consumptions for the three

/\ CF \ rcases of Fig. 4, when operated as single-, three- or five-batch
cores. The latter two results are derived from the linear burnup
model /5/, which relates the results of fundamental-mode calcu-

*y~g~~~~~~~~~~ ,-*lations with those valid for a core consisting of N batches.
Although the linear model is known to yield optimistic results,
its EOC burnup values are not too far from what skilled fuel

.BS management in a real core can achieve.

0 10 20 30 40 SO 60 The most favourable conservation factors and the lowest fissile
Burnup [MWd/kgH] consumptions were achieved with the smallest initial fissile in-

IM~d~kHM ~ventory. However, the EOC burnup values of these cores
(B < 25 MWd/kgHM) are not sufficient from the viewpoint of fuel

Fig. .4 Burnup performance of LWHCR cores with plutonium of cycle economics. Increasing the final burnup by raising the en-Fig. 4 Burnup performance of LWHCR cores with plutonium of richment results ingsomewhat higher specific consumptionsrichment results in3somewhat higher specific consumptions
standard ( cf. Tab. 1 ) isotopic composition (0.14 to 0.18 * 10- kgf /MWd). Nevertheless, an improvement by a

factor of three to four, as compared to the fissile consumption of
conventional PWRs, is obtained.



88 Tab. 2 Conservation factors and consumption of fissile 70

68i:material in differe nt light water reactor cores

Reactor core N Burnup B C. factor CF Consumption

(MWd/kg& (10- 3 Akgfis/MWd)

.LWHCR

7.0 % Puf 1 14.8 0.9765 0.1140

3 22.2 0.9658 0.1106

5 24.7 0.9623 0.1096

7.5 % Pufi 1 23.6 0.9530 0.1529

3 35.4 0.9326 0.1462

5 39.3 0.9263 0.1440

8.0 % Pufi 1 31.8 0.9268 0.1882

3 47.7 0.8970 0.1766

5 53.0 0.8881 0.1726

PWR- BIBLIS

3.2 % U 235 3 33.0 0.4644 0.5194

3.6 % U 235 3 40.0 0.4097 0.5313
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lith regard to plutonium self-recycling in LWHCRs, not only the
net consumption of fissile material but also the changes in fuel
isotopic composition during burnup are important. Figure 5 illu-
strates the variation of plutonium isotopic concentrations as a
function of burnup. In addition to the standard composition
(cf. Tab. 1) results for a second plutonium vector (Pu-33),
characterized by a lower initial Pu 240 content and consideration
of the finite Pu 238 fraction, are included.

The isotopic variations for both vectors are quite similar and may
be summarized as follows:

2-

1-

0-
0 10 20 30 40 S 

Burnup IMWd/kgHn 1
60

Fig. 5 Variation of plutonium isotopic concentrations in a LWHCR

core as a function of burnup

- decrease of the Pu 239 concentration as well as a slight
reduction of the Pu 242 and Pu 238 content, and

- depending on their initial concentrations, a slight or
moderate increase for the isotopes Pu 240 and Pu 241.
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The Pu 239 losses exceed the Pu 241 production, i.e. the Plutonium
quality, defined as the fraction of fissile isotopes in the Pu,
decreases. This decline of plutonium quality is, however, small
(e.g. 0.653 at the end of the equilibrium cycle (45 MWd/kgH )
compared to 0.673 at BOL for the standard case), and, from %he
viewpoint of neutron economy, is partly compensated for by a more
favourable Pu 241/Pu 239 ratio.

As indicated in Fig. 4, the decrease of reactivity during opera-
tion is not very sensitive to the fissile consumption but is
strongly affected by the fission product absorptions. More than
85% of these parasitic neutron absorptions are accounted for by as
few as 25 individual fission products. Their contributions to the
overall fission product absorption are given in Fig. 6, confirming
the former statement that fission nuclides having large resonances
in the epithermal energy interval (e.g. Rh 103) become dominant
for LWHCR spectral conditions.

A breakdown of the so-called k, burnup coefficient aB' which is a
direct measure of the reactivity change versus exposure, enables a
quantitative discussion of the influence of individual nuclides.
The definition of aB as well as an outline of the breakdown pro-
cedure is given in Fig. 7. For a LWHCR lattice with 7.5 % fissile
plutonium of standard isotopic composition, aB and the most
important individual contributions are illustrated in Fig. 8,
where F denotes fissions and C denotes captures.

According to this figure, fission product captures contribute
more than 80 % to the burnup coefficient, i.e. to the reactivity
loss during burnup. Among the fuel isotopes effects due to Pu 239
are the most significant, the negative F contribution (reduced
fissions due to decreasing concentration, cf. Fig. 5) being partly
compensated by the positive C term (reduced captures). The con-
tributions of the remaining isotopes (including those not presen-
ted in Fig. 8) are either of positive sign or have only small ne-
gative values.
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Fig. 6 Percentage contributions of the important individual

nuclides to the total fission-product absorption

( LWHCR with 7.5 % Pufss )
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Fig. 8 Burnup coefficient aB and individual contributions of the

fission products and the most important fuel isotopes

( LWHCR with 7.5 % Pufuss)Fig. 7 Breakdown of the k, burnup coefficient



4. Conclusions

It has been shown that due to the high conversion ratio (caused by
the epithermal neutron spectrum) LWHCR fissile consumption per
unit energy produced is lower by a factor of three to four as
compared to that of conventional PWRs. Besides this fairly good
fuel economy, changes in the isotopic composition of discharged
fuel (in terms of the plutonium quality, which undergoes only
slight variations during operations, and the high Pu 241/Pu 239
ratio) appear favourable in the context of multiple plutonium re-
cycling. However, these advantages can be realized only, if the
out-of-core and reprocessing time is reduced to about two or three
years instead of the conservative assumption of ten years postu-
lated for the start-up.

In such a situation, high converting pressurized water reactors
can be effective not only in helping to stretch fissile resources
but also as an active stockpile for plutonium, keeping all options
for the future use of this fissile material open.
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ADVANCED URANIUM UTILISATION IN LWR
BY RECYCLING OF URANIUM AND PLUTONIUM

O. BEER, G.J. SCHLOSSER
Kraftwerk Union AG,
Erlangen,
Federal Republic of Germany

Abstract

In the long term the optimum utilisation for plutonium will

be in fast breeder reactors. However, as long as the plutonium

supply from reprocessing plants exceeds the plutonium demand

of fast breeder reactors, recycling of plutonium in light water

reactors is a convenient interim solution by which a significant

advanced uranium utilization is achieved.

The demonstration of plutonium recycling performed to date

in the Federal Republic of Germany in BWR's and PWR's shows

that thermal plutonium recycling on an industrial scale is

feasable and that the usual levels of reliability and safety

can be achieved in reactor operation. The successful use of

mixed oxide fuel assemblies is demonstrated by the large-scale

recycling programmes in PWR's of 345, 810 and 1300 MWe.

The recycling of reprocessed uranium is presently demonstrated

in the Obrigheim nuclear power plant.

As regards fuel cycle economy thermal recycling allows savings

in natural uranium and separative work not to mention avoidance

of plutonium storage costs. Already under present cost conditions

the fuel cycle costs for mixed oxide or enriched reprocessed

uranium fuel assemblies are equal or even lower than for "usual"

uranium fuel assemblies.



92 1 Introduction

In many countries waste management for nuclear power plants

includes the reprocessing of irradiated fuel assemblies. The

uranium and plutonium produced can be reused in nuclear reactors.

There is no doubt that in the long term the optimum use of

plutonium lies in fast breeder reactors, where the energy utilisat-

ion of natural uranium is 60 times better than in light water

reactors /1/.

Owing to the delays in the development of fast breeder reactors,

only a fraction of the plutonium gained by reprocessing of

irradiated fuel assemblies will be used in fast breeder reac-

tors. This situation is expected to continue for some time

as increasing amounts of plutonium will become available by

reprocessing in the near and medium-term future. To illustrate

this, the plutonium situation of the Federal Republic of Germany

is shown in Fig. 1.

The question of what to do with the "excess" quantities of

plutonium arises not only for nations with insufficiently im-

plemented fast breeder projects but also for countries that

do not have a national fast breeder program. The sale of plu-

tonium by nations without a fast breeder program to nations

with a fast breeder program, which was frequently possible

in the past, will become more difficult if not impossible.

Plutonium not required for fast breeder reactors may either

be stored for an interim period or used for thermal recycling

in light water reactors.

The storage of plutonium is undesirable for technical and com-

mercial reasons. The technical reasons against storage consist

in the gradual build-up of y-emitters (e.g. Am241). The radiation

occurring, for example, in the decay chain of Am241 creates

difficulties in further processing as the storage period increases.

For this reason, after several years of costly storage of PuO2

expensive plutonium purification will be necessary prior to

further processing. Furthermore, the longer the storage period

the lower the proportion of fissile isotopes becomes in the

plutonium stored.

In addition to the technical and commercial aspects, the storage

of large quantities of plutonium would raise questions of public

acceptance.

Thermal recycling of plutonium presents a convenient interim

solution because on the one hand it is economically attractive

due to savings in natural uranium and separative work, not

to mention avoidance of plutonium storage costs, and on the

other hand it obviates the problems connected with the storage

of plutonium.

Also with respect to reprocessed uranium, early thermal recycl-

ing is convenient both for technical and commercial reasons.

Pu quantlty
Cumulated
(t Pufss)

¶ ' || l l demand for fast breeder

40
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30

20
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FIG. 1.Pu - Balance of FR Germany



The technical reasons are connected with the continuous build-up

of r-emitters in the decay chain of U232. The commercial reasons

are related to savings in the demand for natural uranium and

to avoidance of storage costs for the reprocessed uranium.

It is worthwhile mentioning that the use of reprocessed uranium

and plutonium in light water reactors presents no new factors

in LWR technology. Fig. 2 shows the energy produced by the

uranium and plutonium isotopes of a fuel consisting initially

of pure uranium. At high levels of burnup more than 50 % of

the energy produced is generated by plutonium isotopes. The

use of fuel assemblies containing plutonium from the start

need therefore only take into account second order effects,

such as

Normalized Energy Generation
in a U Fuel Assembly

50-

235Isotopes

U235

1 10 20 30 4020 30 40 50 60
--*Bumup

[GWd/tU]

- quantities of plutonium involved and less homogeneous distri-

bution of plutonium in the core, and

- the microstructure of the fuel.

Comparison of Energy Generated in U Isotopes
and Pu Isotopes in Initially Pure U Fuel

Fissile Material Inventory

FIG. 2.

The increase in the plutonium inventory of an LWR core when

plutonium is being recycled is shown in Fig. 3. The plutonium

inventory increases continuously during the gradual transition

from the "uranium" core to a core where all self-generated

plutonium is recycled. It is worth noting that the amount of

plutonium in the equilibrium "uranium" core is already con-

siderable. Also seen from this point of view it can be said

that plutonium recycling does not pose any new problems and

that the effects to be considered are those of quantity alone.

2 Fuel Assembly and Core Design

To meet the requirements of compatibility of recycling fuel

assemblies with the other fuel assemblies in the core, MOX

fuel rods and assemblies are subject to the same thermohydraulic,

93 thermal and mechanical design limits as uranium fuel assemblies.

Number o!
MOX Fuel Ass. 0 4 12 28 40 48 48
in the Core

Development of the Fissile Material Inventory in a 1300 MWe Plant with PWR
by Pu Recycling FIG. 3.



94 The mechanical design of uranium/plutonium mixed oxide (MOX)

and enriched reprocessed uranium (ERU) fuel assemblies is identi-

cal to the mechanical design of uranium fuel assemblies with

the exception of the fissile material. In particular the same

geometry and structural materials are used /2, 3/.

In the case of MOX fuel assembly design large thermal capture

and fission cross-section of the plutonium isotopes and important

resonances have to be considered. The thermal flux within the

uranium core would induce a high power peaking, especially

within the edge pins of the MOX fuel assemblies or MOX islands.

To avoid this power peaking, the plutonium enrichment of these pins

has to be lowered appropriately. Therefore, two design aspects

have to be balanced:

- the power distribution within the MOX areas surrounded by

uranium rods must be flattened out by adjusting a minimum

of two plutonium enriched rods and distributing their pins,

- the reactivity and burnup potential of the MOX fuel assemblies

have to be matched to those of the uranium fuel assemblies

by determining an appropriate mean enrichment.

Two types of plutonium bearing fuel assemblies for PWR and

BWR have been investigated:

- one that contains plutonium in all rods, called the "all-Pu"

design

- one that features plutonium in the center region of the

rod bundle only, whereas the fuel rods in the outer region

of the bundle are enriched with U235. This type is called

the "island" design.

Extensive design studies showed that the use of all-Pu MOX

fuel assemblies in the PWR and the employment of the Pu-island

concept in the BWR best achieve the objective of providing

high plutonium concentrations for an economically attractive

design. The difference is due to the fact that the fuel rods

adjacent to the water gaps of the BWR lattice must have very

low plutonium concentrations because of the high thermal neutron

flux in the water gaps.

The design studies show a rather wide range of models for pluto-

nium use in LWR's. First of all, there is the so-called self-gene-

rated recycling mode (SGR). In this case it is assumed that

only the previously generated plutonium of the same power station

will be recycled. It was found that economy and operation are

fostered if the plutonium bred in a number of reactors is burnt

in only some of them. This mode is named open market recycling(OMR).

The German utilities have decided to concentrate plutonium

recycling on PWR's in the near future. However, at KWU a lot

of experience in design, fabrication and irradiation exists

also for MOX fuel assemblies in BWR's. Therefore recycling

in BWR's can be restarted if required.

The design procedure for PWR MOX fuel assemblies uses a macro-

cell model of a pattern of one MOX fuel assembly surrounded

by three uranium fuel assemblies. The result of the optimization

with the MEDIUM-/FASER-programme complex is the enrichment

and the power density distribution of a MOX fuel assembly and

part of its uranium environment as depicted in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 shows a typical design of a PWR MOX fuel assembly, type

16x16-20. With only two different plutonium enrichments, a

sufficiently flat power density distribution is achieved.

Shuffling studies for such MOX fuel assemblies exist also for

1300 MWe power plants containing in total 193 fuel assemblies

for SGR and OMR with reloads containing 24 and 48 MOX fuel

assemblies, respectively.
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An example with a loading of 3x16 MOX fuel assemblies is given

in Fig. 5. Reactivity coefficients, kinetic data, hot channel

factors and the worth of the shutdown system meet the design

criteria and fulfill requirements for safe reactor operation.

The fuel management schemes are nearly identical to those of

the uranium fuelled cores. It is easy to insert the MOX fuel

assemblies in such a way that a potential control rod worth

reduction is minimized. The fresh MOX fuel assemblies are located

so that their ratings are sufficiently high during the first insert-

ion period. During the third cycle MOX fuel assemblies are signi-

ficantly more reactive than corresponding uranium fuel assemblies;

this flattens out the power distribution over the whole core.

The design of ERU fuel assemblies has to take into account the

neutron poisons U234 and especially U236. For handling and fa-

brication U232 and its daughter nuclides have to be taken into

account. The same design criteria, same burnup and equivalent

power as uranium fuel assemblies are requested. As no significant



96 differences in neutron spectra exist ERU fuel assemblies for PWR's

contain only one type of fuel pin. An additional U235 enrichment

of about one third of U236 content is needed. In the case of using

refabricated uranium as carrier material for MOX fuel assemblies

usually no change of Pufis content compared to of use of natural

uranium is necessary.

Shuffling studies for ERU fuel assemblies prove that no problems

arise up to very high ERU loadings in the core. The effects on

moderator temperature coefficient, critical boron concentration

and on the worth of the control rod system are marginal. There

is hardly any influence on core performance and safety-related

characteristics no matter what amount of ERU fuel assembly is

loaded.

Future development

Following the development of the uranium fuel assemblies to higher

burn-ups, higher burn-ups and therefore higher plutonium contents

are to be achieved also for MOX fuel assemblies. Equivalent to

expected U235 enrichments of 4 % in the uranium fuel, plutonium

contents of 3,7 % in natural uranium matrix are expected for

MOX fuel. Such MOX fuel assemblies (18x18-24) may contain rods

with only 2 different Pu-contents and additional water rods /2/.

3 Status of recycling

Small-scale plutonium recycling was initiated as far back as

1966 with the insertion of MOX fuel assemblies into the small

prototype reactor at Kahl (VAK) (Fig. 6). In the years that

followed, test MOX fuel assemblies were used in VAK, Lingen (KWL)

and in the MZFR(multipurpose research reactor). In VAK the

core consisted, for a certain time, of island type MOX fuel

assemblies only.

Number of Inserted Fuel Number of IrradiaIrradiationReactor Assemblies Inserted r
all Pu Concept Island Concept Fuel Rods

VAK (Kahl) 7 88 989 1966 - 1982

MZFR (Karlsruhe) 8 - 296 1972

KWL (Lingen) - 1 (Pu/Th) 15 1970

KRB (Gundremmingen) 64 - 2240 1974 - 1976

KWO (Obrigheim) 38 - 6840 1972-

GKN (Neckar) 16 - 3280 1982 -

KKU (Unterweser) 4 - 944 1984 -

Total 137 89 14604 

MOX Fuel Assemblies
Recycled in the Federal Republic of Germany (Status Sept.1984) FIG. 6.

After this test period the large-scale thermal recycling of

plutonium in commercial German nuclear power plants was initiated:

For BWR commercial thermal recycling started in 1974 at the

250 MWe Gundremmingen plant (KRB). For PWR large-scale thermal

recycling started in 1972 at the 345 MWe Obrigheim plant (KWO),

in 1982 in the 805 MWe Neckarwestheim plant and in 1984 at

a 1300 MWe plant at Unterweser (KKU). Up to now a total of

226 MOX fuel assemblies with altogether more than 14 600 MOX

fuel rods designed and manufactured within the KWU group have

been inserted into German power plants. In no case has plant

operation ever been adversely affected by the presence of MOX

fuel assemblies in the core.

KWU's experience with the commerical use of MOX fuel assemblies

is complemented by vast experience with incore fuel management,

influences on core behavior, test programmes, post irradiation



examinations and fuel service. It is worth noting that this

experience has to be compared with the corresponding experience

gained with commercial uranium fuel assemblies irradiated in

the respective nuclear power plants. On the basis of this com-

parison, it can be ensured that the same levels of reliability

and safety exist in reactor operation with MOX fuel assemblies

as with uranium fuel assemblies.

For technical and economical reasons KWU has realized at an

early stage a design with all Pu MOX fuel assemblies, where

all rods within the assembly contain plutonium. More than 60 %

of KWU's experience is related to MOX fuel assemblies with

all Pu design, which is the basis for commercial thermal re-

cycling in PWR's.

For the reasons mentioned above and on the basis of the hitherto

positive experience the German electric utilities plan to use

plutonium recycling in light water reactors for a transition

period. The agreement reached between the German electric uti-

lities and the KWU Group provides on the one hand for establish-

ment of a sufficient MOX fuel assembly manufacturing capacity

to process the expected future plutonium supply and on the

other hand for the fulfilment of the German licensing condi-

tions for plutonium recycling in a number of PWR's.

After a running-in period for thermal plutonium recycling last-

ing until about 1988 (Fig. 7), the following results are ex-

pected:

- Large-scale demonstration that the technical and especially

licensing criterion are fulfilled, namely that the properties

of the core should not be significantly altered by extensive

plutonium recycling.

- Economically and technically optimum thermal plutonium re-

cycling scheme.

- Adequate thermal manufacturing capacity at ALKEM.

With respect to uranium recycling it should be noted that a

demonstration program was initiated in the KWO plant in 1983.

MOX Fuel Assemblies
Reactor

Number t HMkg Pufs

MOX Fuel Assembly 1981 KWO 1 0,3 8

deliveries within 1982 KN 1,4 40

the frame of the 1983 GKN 8 2,8 80
KWO 4 1,2 30

German Program KKGf 4 2,1 1 60

1984 KKU 4 2,1 60
GKN 4 1,4 40

Further orders 1984 KKGf 4 21 60
KKU 8 I 4,2 120

of German program 15 B 21 
1985 KWB 4 2,1 ] 60

l I
Scheduled continuation 1985 KN 8 2,8 80

KWO 8 2,4 60
of German program KKGf 8 4.2 | 120

1986-1989 approx. 20/y 10/y 300/y

Orders from 1984 NOK 4 1300 36

abroad 1985-1989 NOK 24 7800 288

Performed and planned MOX Fuel Assembly deliveries since 1981 FIG. 7.

4 Experience with recycling

The success of the neutron physics design of MOX fuel assem-

blies is demonstrated by the core behaviour during the recycle

programme as predicted and as verified by incore measurements

at the startup and during the cycle. This experience is com-

pleted by some special experiments which cannot be conducted

in power reactors. Some further verification of neutron physics

design stem from post irradiation examinations as gamma-scans

and isotopic composition and burnup measurements /3, 4, 5, 6/.
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1 t1Q

Burnup behaviour: The natural cycle length is the most interest-

ing for fuel shuffling planning and economy. During the German

plutonium recycling programs it was shown that the predicted

results with changing amounts of MOX fuel assemblies were as

good as for pure uranium cores. The cycles show that fresh

MOX fuel assemblies have the tendency to shorten the cycle

by about 1 - 2 days related to different design and plutonium

composition per MOX fuel assemblies. By appropriate design

this effect can be outweighed during the second and especially

the third irradiation period.

\ MOX Fuel Assemblies
< \ in Core for One Cycle

(KWO)

BOCE 7 \s\

Exp.

\~-Theor. Tr.

Exp.~s '-Thoeo\

Fresh MOX -
Fuel Assemblies
(KRITZ)

l ________ 1 A _._ .__ _,

0.90

0.80
Power density distribution: The control of power

stribution is done by aero-ball measurements. No

are to be seen between the interpretation of the

measurements in, near and far away from MOX fuel

density di-

differences

activation

assemblies.

0 100 200 °C 300
oh 

Control rod worth: MOX-fuel assemblies can be loaded at any

core position. It has been shown by means of experiments at

KWO and at the KRITZ facility that the control rod worth is re-

duced significantly by fresh MOX fuel assemblies and at high

coolant temperature. This is shown in Fig. 8. As the stuck

rod worth is reduced by the presence of MOX fuel assemblies

in the core in most cases, no restrictions for their loading

scheme result.

Burnup and isotopic composition measurements: Isotopic analyses

have been carried out on several MOX fuel samples with an ini-

tial Pufiss-content of 2 % and 3.2 % covering a range of burn-

up of up to 40 MWd/kg. The comparison of predicted and measured

isotopic compositions can be considered highly satisfactory

for all Pu-isotopes. Higher actinides as Am- and Cm-isotopes

which are of special interest related to waste disposal are

also treated well by the calculations.

Ratio W of the Reactivity Worth of Control Rods in MOX Fuel Assemblies
to that in U Fuel Assemblies versus ModeratorTemperature FIG. 8.

Operating experience /4, 5, 6/ with MOX fuel was acquired by

the plutonium recycling demonstration by continuous pool site

inspections. Wet sipping and visual inspections with the TV

camera confirmed the excellent behaviour of the MOX fuel as-

semblies.

For more detailed examinations, MOX fuel rods with burnups

from 7 to 37 MWd/kg (M) have been investigated in the KWU Hot

Cells at Karlstein.

The Hot Cell examinations showed no significant differences

in material performance of MOX fuel rods as compared to UO2

fuel rods as they behaved identically with regard to changes

in outer diameter (cladding creep down) and length increase

(irradiation growth).



Related to the average burnup the integral volume changes of

the MOX fuel due to densification and later on swelling are

smaller compared to that of UO 2 fuel.

The fractional fission gas release in the MOX fuel rods fa-

bricated up to 1978 was found to be higher compared to UO 2.

The data base for the improved MOX fuel (AUPuC, OCOM) /7/ will

be continuously increased by the results from the running re-

cycling programmes.

Testing of uranium recycling was started by the fabrication

of 108 ERU rods of 3.5 w/o U235 with a U232 content of 0.11 ppm

U232/U235. They were inserted in 1983 in one fuel assembly

in the core of KWO (Obrigheim). No activity problems were found

during fabrication, transport and handling at the power station

caused by the natural decay of U232 and U234 and their especial-

ly -active daughter products /8/.

A central cross-shaped opening in the top plate of the test

fuel assembly allows individual fuel pins to be pulled out

during outages for fuel shuffling. After 1 - 3 irradiation

periods such fuel pins shall be removed and examined in hot

cells to acquire information on fuel and canning technology

and isotopic composition.

5 Resource utilization improvements and recycling strategy

proposals

In order to close the fuel cycle one has to think of plutonium

recycling but also to include the recycling of reprocessed

uranium. An optimized recycling strategy should try to

- reduce possible radiological hazards due to U232 and U234

decay products

- reduce the amount of U236 and Pu238 in the fuel cycle and

- allow to save the whole potential of natural resources which

can be obtained in thermal reactors.

With the decision for reprocessing and closed fuel cycles one

can ask for the amount of fissile materials available during

succeeding recycling generations. Clear answers to these quest-

ions are possible on the basis of fissile materials supplied

during e.g. three recycling generations by starting with one

uranium fuel assembly of a mean burnup of about 34 MWd/kg.

Separate reprocessing of MOX and ERU fuel assemblies and separate

use of the products are the basis for the data in Fig. 9. One

can see that plutonium separated from the uranium fuel assemblies

is sufficient to fabricate in the first recycling generation

MOX fuel assemblies in a quantity of 21 % related to the quantity

of initial uranium fuel assemblies. (Reprocessing losses and

the decay of Pu241 during a reprocessing delay of 6 years are

included and the use of natural uranium as carrier material

is assumed.)

Appreciable amounts of MOX fuel assemblies of higher recycling

generations will stem from the previous MOX generation. The

degradation of the plutonium is included in the results given

by Fig. 9 which shows that the amount of MOX fuel assemblies

is cut in half for the next generation.

The recycling of uranium by separate re-enrichment, without

adding fresh natural uranium, amounts to ERU fuel assemblies

in a quantity of 13 % related to the quantity of initial uranium

fuel assemblies. Early separate enrichment in centrifuge enrich-

ment plants can help to reduce the activity burden by decay

products of U232 and avoids the spread out of activity.

The result is impressive: By the decision on reprocessing one

opens a ressource potential of about 48 % of natural uranium

during three recycling generations. The savings of separative

work amount to about 38 %.
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Laser enrichment processes would be particularly interesting

for uranium recycling. In this case the enrichment process

would only apply to the isotope U235 and avoid parallel enrich-

ment of the isotopes U232, U234 and U236. Thus detrimental

effects of these isotopes on multiple recycling would be largely

eliminated.

In addition to these numbers valid for the range of present

burnup values one can state that a higher burnup does influence

significantly only the savings related to uranium recycling,

whereas only minor reductions of the recycling potential of

plutonium arise.

With these results in mind one can answer the questions

- on an optimized recycling strategy and

Fig. 10 starts with a uranium reload as initial generation.

The given proposal suggests the use of reprocessed uranium

as carrier material for MOX fabrication instead of natural

uranium. There one would not face untolerable activity problems.

Only the remaining part of reprocessed uranium is used for

ERU fuel assemblies after enrichment. For the reloads during

first recycling generation a quantity of only 69 % fuel as-

semblies is needed, compared to the initial reloads.

The whole reprocessed uranium obtained from (separate) ERU

reprocessing is used for MOX fabrication. No second genera-

tion ERU fuel assemblies are proposed but the small residual

resource potential of the uranium is fully utilized. One should

propose a separate reprocessing campaign for the second gene-

ration MOX fuel assemblies which contain the reprocessed uranium

of ERU fuel assemblies to extract significant amounts of U236

from the fuel cycle.- the composition of reloads during some recycling generations.



The amount of recycling fuel increases to 36 % at the time

of second generation reloads. One would expect some further

increase in recycling fuel in the following recycling generations

until an equilibrium is asymptotically reached.

Fuel Cycle Costs
(Dof/IWh)
2,5

2.0 -

BacK End

1,5 -
6 Economics

1,0 -

Thermal plutonium recycling becomes economically viable if

the fuel cycle costs for MOX assemblies are lower than for

uranium fuel assemblies.

Fab.

Enr.

Unat
(30 $/lb)

0.5 -

0

A comparison of fuel cycle cost for uranium and MOX fuel as-

semblies is shown below for various situations. In Fig. 11,

it is assumed that disposal of spent uranium and MOX fuel as-

semblies is effected only via the reprocessing path. This si-

tuation is valid in particular for uranium fuel assemblies

for which reprocessing contracts exist. Taking into account

the present known cost components in the nuclear fuel cycle

and assigning plutonium the value 0, thermal plutonium recycling

becomes economical at MOX fuel assembly fabrication prices

of about 2900 DM/kg HM. Lower MOX fuel assembly fabrication

prices and higher prices for natural uranium and separative

work give positive plutonium values and thus improve the eco-

nomics of thermal plutonium recycling.

In the following it is assumed that the plutonium value result-

ing from thermal recycling will be identical to the market

value, i.e. market price of the plutonium.

In many cases there still exists the possibility that the dis-

posal of spent fuel assemblies may be effected in either of

two ways: Firstly via the reprocessing path and secondly by

conditioning of irradiated fuel assemblies and final disposal

of conditioned fuel assemblies ("once through path"). Further

101 it is assumed that the fuel assembly disposal costs related

100c 300 MOX-FA-Price
(SMkAg m)

Uranium Fuel Assemblies MOX-Fuel Ass.
Once through Reprocessing Reprocessing

Pu-Remuneratlon = Pu-Price = 0

Economy of Pu-Recycllng In LWRs (1300 MWe PWR) FIG. 11.

to the once through path lie clearly below those of the re-

processing path. The cost assumptions used in this example

correspond to the present market conditions for the reprocessing

path and to published information with respect to a final dis-

posal concept of the once through path /9/.

The two disposal paths are economically equivalent if the extra

costs for the reprocessing path are compensated by remuneration

for the uranium and plutonium gained from reprocessing.

After these extra costs have been partially offset by uranium

remuneration (present price for natural uranium, present known

penalties for reconversion, enrichment and fuel assembly fabri-

cation) the remaining extra cost must be compensated by the

remuneration for the plutonium. In the present example given

in Fig. 12, this remaining extra cost is fully compensated

if the plutonium is given a value of 29 $/g Pufiss. On the

basis of present prices for natural uranium and enrichment
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services, this plutonium value is attained at MOX fuel assembly

fabrication prices of about 1550 DM/kg HM. These MOX fuel as-

sembly fabrication prices seem feasible at throughputs in the

order of 100 tHM/a, corresponding to the yearly plutonium output

of a reprocessing plant with a capacity of 500 tHM/a.

The expenditure on the plutonium contained in the fresh MOX

fuel assembly and the remuneration for plutonium obtained from

reprocessing of MOX fuel assemblies are based on the same spe-

cific plutonium price and are included in the fuel cycle costs.

When increasing uranium prices are taken into account, then

the reprocessing path overtakes the once through path at even

lower plutonium values, which would allow for higher MOX fuel

assembly prices. In the case that the above mentioned MOX fuel

assembly prices can be achieved, the resulting plutonium value

would increase and an increasing economic advantage in favor

of the reprocessing path would result.

Economy of Thermal Pu-Recycling

(1300 MWe PWR. Pu of first generation) FIG.13.

The examples given in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 are special cases

for given cost situations. The general relationship between

the parameters entering into the economic comparison of the

disposal paths are presented in Fig. 13 in the form of a nomo-

gram.

The plutonium separation cost can be read off in the lower

half of the nomogram. These costs are defined as the extra

costs for the reprocessing path as compared with the disposal

cost of the once through path minus remuneration for the re-

processed uranium, all normalized to cost per g of fissile

plutonium.

The upper half of the nomogram gives the resulting plutonium

value when the fuel cycle costs for uranium fuel assemblies

equal those for MOX fuel assemblies, where the reprocessing

path is applied for both types of fuel assembly. This plutonium

value is given by the economics achieved by balancing savings



of natural uranium and separative work on the one hand and

the MOX fuel assembly prices on the other hand.

The reprocessing path presents economic advantages over the

conditioning path when the overall cost situation yields plu-

tonium values that are higher than the plutonium separation

costs.

In Fig. 13 the plutonium separation costs relate to reprocessing

of uranium fuel assemblies. The plutonium separation costs

of MOX fuel assemblies, if multiple recycling is considered,

would be substanially lower due to the higher content of fissile

plutonium in irradiated MOX fuel assemblies, which is more

important than the somewhat lower plutonium quality.

7 Conclusions

Thermal recycling of uranium and plutonium is a technically

and economically convenient solution for utilizing the fissile

materials gained by reprocessing. This is demonstrated by the

existing recycling experience in the Federal Republic of Germany.

This conclusion remains valid if further improvements in uranium

fuel assembly and core design were to be applied also to the

closed fuel cycle.
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Abstract

The principle of the spectral shift reactor is to avoid
parasitic loss of neutrons by absorption in a control
material. This is done by reducing the degree of moderation
so that neutrons are instead absorbed in the fertile species
early in the cycle, and the loss of reactivity with burnup is
compensated by increasing the level of moderation and so
raising reactivity. One of the problems has been that the
system also results in a very large leakage of neutrons.
Many practical proposals have started with a start of cycle
D20 content of around 50% which gives adequate reactivity for
a one year cycle. However, real gains in the system are
achieved by having very much higher D20 levels. The gains in
convergence ratio are very considerable above 80% D20.
Starting with 100% D20, high enrichments are needed, but very
long cycles can, in principle, be obtained especially if the
lattice is close packed to avoid the leakage problem.

This paper reviews some calculations of spectral shift
reactors with a range of heavy water concentration at start
of cycle, of fuel to coolant ratios and of fissile/fertile
combination.

Normal Reactor Control

Long term reactivity control of PWRs is normally achieved by
means of changing the level of boron dissolved in the moderator.
As with all reactors where control is achieved by absorption of
neutrons in parasitic absorbers, whether liquid or solid, this is
wasteful of a valuable resource - the neutrons which are lost.
The efficiency of a reactor in its use of natural uranium is
dependent only on its ablity to use neutrons to convert fertile
atoms into fissile ones. Parasitic absorption by the control
system goes against efficient use of this natural resource.

As irradiation proceeds, a number of things happen.

a the fission cross section reduces (normally) as the
fissile material depletes. The neutron flux is
therefore increased to maintain constant power.

b the increased flux causes further absorption in
parasitic materials including fuel element components.

c fission products, which give rise to further absorption
of neutrons, build up.

d the control absorber is reduced to compensate for the
increases in b and c.

The reactor will continue to operate until items b and c
above absorb all the neutrons not needed to continue the chain
reaction and there is no further control absorber left in the
reactor.

The above description is of course somewhat simplified since
it ignores leakage and the need to maintain operational control to
the end of cycle.

Spectral Shift Reactors

The aim of a spectral shift reactor is to use the fertile
species as the control absorber. Control is exercised, not by
removing the absorber, but by altering the rate at which neutrons
are absorbed in it. The absorption thus becomes useful rather
than wasteful since it results in the conversion of fertile atoms
into fissile ones. Since out of 2.5 neutrons born in fission,
only one is needed for the chain reactor, the possibility of
absorbing one of the spare 1.5 neutrons in the fertile material,
at least at the start of life, gives the prospect of near
breeding.

The usual approach to adjusting the absorption rate in the
fertile species is to alter the neutron spectrum by changing the
degree of moderation. This can be achieved by displacing light
water from a PWR to increase neutron absorption in the epithermal
region. Heavy water is the obvious material since it has
virtually identical physical properties. Its price and the
difficulty of separating it again for use in the next reactor
cycle mitigate against the spectral shift concept.

Long Cycles

We take as the starting point of the study a standard PWR
lattice structure. With UO 2 fuel and light water coolant at
normal operating conditions the ratio of moderator hydrogen atoms
to fuel atoms (Nm/Nf) is 4.

Fig 1 shows how the infinite multiplication constant, ko,
and the initial conversion ratio, ICR, vary with the percentage of
D20 in the moderator. This figure refers to fresh fuel enriched
to 3.2% U235. At its operating point, a PWR is slightly
undermoderated. Therefore, increasing D20 fraction causes a
reduction in ke. A range from 0 to 50% D20 would give a change
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in kc of about 0.1 which is about the reactivity change needed
to cover a year of operation of a normal batch fuelled PWR.
Higher D20 levels would give sufficient control to cover much
longer cycles. The Vulcain reactor started with an initial D 20
level of 80% and ran for 20,000 tWd/t in a single cycle. A
starting level of 100% would give an even longer cycle.

The conversion ratio for a PWR is low, around 0.5.
Increasing the D20 level to around 50% gives a modest improvement.
A three batch RPR controlled by spectral shift would give a small
reduction in uranium ore requirement as a result. It is not until
the D20 level reaches around 80% that the conversion ratio
approaches unity, and above that level it rises very rapidly.

There is thus a potential for slowing down the decrease in
macroscopic fission cross section due to depletion and also
slowing down the decrease in k,. If this happens the D20 level
can be kept up for longer and high conversion rates maintained for

105 an appreciable part of the cycle.

The fuel cycles described in this paper are intended to be
illustrative of possibilties and were based on infinite lattice
calculations. For a given initial D20 concentration (usually
100%), the enrichment was increased to give a k, of around 1.05
to allow for leakage and operational manoeuvrability. The fuel
was then burnt up and the ko level kept aproximately constant by
increasing the proportion of H20. End of cycle was the point at
which 100% H20 was achieved.

The standard PWR lattice required on
to satisfy the start of life conditions.
MWd/t. At normal rating this corresponds
operation without refuelling. One of the
system would be the greatly reduced level
necessary.

enrichment of 9.5% U235
It burnt to 92,000
to over eight years of
advantages of such a
of fuel handling

At the end of cycle, there is a very heavy burden of fission
products requiring a high fissile content for criticality. The
U235 enrichment on discharge is 2.6% to which is added 2.1% of
fissile plutonium. In spite of the build up of plutonium, this
system requires 16% more natural uranium than the normal PWR
cycle. Such a high discharge irradiation would make it worthwhile
to recover the uranium for re-enrichment and use in subsequent
cycles. This would result in a saving of 13% of uranium ore
compared with the normal throw-away PWR cycle.

Parameter Variation

The principle variables in this study are the initial D20
level and the fuel to moderator ratio. The studies have been
carried out on different fissile/fertile combinations but the
general conclusions are applicable to all combinations. The
results are summarised in Table 1. The last columns show the net
consumption of U233 and of all fissile isotopes allowing credit
for content of the discharge fuel.

The initial D20 level has a marked effect on the achievable
cycle length as is shown by the first three entries in Table 1. A
drop of only 3% in D20 concentration results in a loss of around
25% in cycle length. This is not surprising in view of the strong
dependence of kO and ICR on D20 concentration noted on fig 1.

The effect of changing the ratio of moderator to fuel is
demonstrated in the second half of Table 1 for a U233/U238 cycle
and in fig 2 for a U232/U238 cycle. The table shows that going
from Nm/Nf of 4 to 2 produces little effect except for a
greater production of plutonium evidenced in the final column. At
Nm/Nfof 0.5 the reactor acts as such an effective convertor
that a very long cycle is possible. The calculation indicated
over 400,000 MWd/t and net breeding but with a high uncertainty
level. Fig 2 shows how the rise in enrichment needed to maintain
kc as Nm/N f falls also results in a near constant value of
ICR over much of the range. It is not until Nm/Nf of near



Table 1 Long Cycle Spectral Shift Reactors.
Parameter Variation

Initial D Fissile Flow~______ _~______ ~Discharge kg/GW(e) year
Nm/Nf Irradiation kGe year

% D 0 Enrichment MWd/t - - T Fissile
2 % U233 U233 Total Fissile

U233/Th 232

4 100 4.82 80,000 326 
4 97 4.00 60,000 323 
4 80 2.20 15,000 258 -

U233/U238

4 100 4.42 70,000 596 259
2 100 5.77 60,000 774 145

0.5 100 6.25 410,000 165 -289

unity that the substantial gains in conversion needed to attain a
very long cycle can be achieved.

A value of Nm/Nf of 0.5 is of academic interest only. At
this level, there would be inadequate cooling and the cans, with
their normal thickness, would be touching. There is indeed so
little moderation that the spectral shift operation of changing
the D20/H 20 ratio has very little effect and the nuclear
performance would be very similar with constant coolant
composition. To go to these extremes of moderation but yet to
maintain coolability it would make more sense to go for gas
cooling where moderation and cooling are dealt with by different
materials.

Conclusion

It has been shown that single batch spectral shift operation
of a P7R type reactor started with a high enrichment and high D 20
purity results in very long operating cycles. A U235/U238 with
the current PWR lattice design could operate for over eight years
resulting in reduced handling and reprocessing throughput or
storage requirements. Improvements to the cycle by tightening the
lattice appear to be not worthwhile until there is so little
moderator that there would be cooling problems. Alternative designs
using gas cooling would be more feasible and have the potential of
operating the reactor for a very long period on a single charge of
fuel.
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BR3 VULCAIN SPECTRAL SHIFT EXPERIENCE

D. HAAS, C. VANDENBERG
Belgonuclaire,
Brussels, Belgium

Abstract

The paper contains a description of the operating experience with

the spectral shift reactor BR3/VULCAIN and the associated experimental

programme. The BR3 reactor was originally designed as a pressurized water

reactor and was modified to a spectral shift reactor after the unloading

of the first core.

2. THE JOINT ANGLO-BELGIAN RESEARCH PROGRAMME

The VULCAIN programme has been organized in three phases [1 to 4] :

Phase I

Theoretical and experimental reactor physics and thermal
performance and kinetic studies for an experimental core of the
VULCAIN type for a power demonstration experiment in the Belgian
BR3 PWR, and for a ship prototype core. Theoretical work was
backed on the physics side by subcritical and critical experiments
at Winfrith and by a mock-up for the BR3 core in a physics assembly
at Mol, Belgium.

Phase II

Engineering design and component development for a prototype reactor
of 60 MW (th). The development work associated with these
investigations was divided between UKAEA and BELGONUCLEAIRE as
follows :

1. INTRODUCTION

BR3 is a pressurized water reactor, the first one built in Europe,
producing 11,2 MW electrical corresponding to 40.9 MW thermal.
Ordered in 1956, it was firstly intended to be installed at the
World Fair of Brussels in 1958, but it was finally erected at the
CEN/SCK, Mol where it became critical in August 1962 and was
operated as PWR of the first generation (controlled only by
cruciform absorbing plates) until July 1964, producing about
100,000,000 kWh to the Belgian grid.

After the unloading of the first core, the vessel and the core
geometry were modified to irradiated the core 2 designed on the
sepctral shift concept, i.e. moderated and cooled by a pressurized
mixture of heavy and light water (the H20 concentration increasing
as the core burnup proceeds). This experiement was performed in
the frame of the common VULCAIN program between the UKAEA and
Belgium.

The joint VULCAIN research programme has concentrated on the
development of an economically competitive power unit in the range
of 60 to 100 MW (th) output of general application both to ship
propulsion and to small civil power stations. A highly economic
fuel cycle and a very substantial reduction of plant and equipment
costs compared with other projected small reactor design were
requested to be competitive. One of the essential feature of the
joint programme was the development of a very small, high
performance core capable of achieving a fuel burnup much in excess
of previously proposed designs. Basic changes in engineering
designs were also required.

- in-core flow distribution
- fuel element endurance and thermal cycling tests
- pump development

- internal pressuriser development
- water treatment
- control and shut-off rod development
- design and development of heat exchanger, pressure vessel

and auxiliary systems.

A.E.A.

BN

Phase III

- the modification of the BR3 reactor at Mol for the full power
testing of a VULCAIN core (Fig.l),

- design, manufacture and testing of fuel element assemblies and
shut-off rods, to study vibration and wear under static and dynamic
flow conditions and the development and manufacture of a VULCAIN
core for BR3,

- the operation to high burnup of the VULCAIN core in BR3.

Details on this joint research programme have been reported in [4].

3. CORE DESIGN STUDIES

Design studies in the core performance field have concentrated on
producing an aceptable core layout and fuel element configuration for
the VULCAIN core in the Belgian BR3 reactor.

The core itself is an assembly of hexagonal fuel modules and moderator
tubes incorporating circular flux-trap shut-off rods (Fig.2). The
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assemblies are of identical dimensions and are interchangeable thus 
giving considerable flexibility in number and position of absorber
rods. /

Since the reactor is temperature controlled within the normal range of
power changes and reactivity compensation for fuel burnup is provided
by step by step addition of light water (the heavy water content is TUBE MODERATEUR
decreased from about 80 % to practically nul at end of cycle) the main 
requirements of the control system are to provide :

I controlled reactor start-up, ' 
II compensation for reactivity transients due to xenon, / .

III fast "scram" to the cold shut-down condition, / 
IV additional shut-down capacity for the light water accident at \

beginning of core life. 

For simplicity of the D20 auxiliary systems, burnup control is 
achieved by the simple addition of light water to the coolant
moderator. Thus the system does not require to be reversible, and no
additional D20 is required during the life of the core. Reactivity
changes due to xenon poisoning are provided by reduction of moderator
operating temperature below the normal design range for occasional
transient conditions exceeding the steady state value.

ASSEMBLAGE DE \ \REFLECTEUR

The fuel pin consists of UO0 pellets stacked in a 8.5 mm O.D. free
standing can made of AISI 304 cold worked seam welded stainless steel.
Two can thickness, 0.50 and 0.38 mm were tested in BR3/lVLCAIN. To

. . ............ allow for fuel swelling the pellet density has been limited and a

dimple recess has been provided at both ends of the pellet to give

greater voidage. This design should avoid straining of the can until
the pellet reached a peak burnup of at least 40 000 MWd/te U. The

FIG. 3. enrichment in BR3 is 7 %.
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110 The general arrangement of the fuel assembly consists of a hexagonal
cluster of 37 pins supported on a 13.7 mm pitch by a bottom plate
perforated to locate these pins and to provide an optimized coolant
flux distribution (Fig.4). The bottom plate and the five anti-bowing
grids are welded inside a perforated hexagonal shroud made of
cold-worked stainless steel. The assembly design has been selected as
giving the optimum combinaison of mechanical strength and fluid flow
characteristics based on proving tests, while at the same time the
total amount of structural material within the active fuel length does
not exceed 20 % of the cladding. Two fuel assemblies were endurance
tested for many months in reactor flow and temperature conditions in a
test rig at Risley Laboratories.

One of the 73 fuel assemblies was enriched to 6 % with plutonium
oxide. Half of the pins were filled with pellets, the other half
containing vibrocompacted powder. The use of plutonium enriched fuel
in a VULCAIN core presents some advantages in comparison to U235
enrichments : it leads to a reduced D20 content at the beginning of
core life and the utilization of plutonium is more effective in a
harder neutron flux (Fig.3 ref 5 ).

4. OPERATING EXPERIENCE

Table 1 gives the main characteristics of the BR3/VN project, compared
with the one of the VULCAIN Mk-1 reactor.

The reactor operation was undertaken between November 1966 and
November 1968 (corresponding to 581 EFPD) without any major technical
difficulty. Table 2 compares some operating data of this core with
the other cores of BR3 (core 1 and all successives cores 2B, 3A and
3B, 4A through 4D). The VULCAIN core produced the highest
electricity energy production of BR3 during one continuous operating
cycle.
Neutronic calculations and posterior post-irradiation examinations
have provided many useful data (both for U and Pu rods), concerning
mainly the Pu build-up and fission, the neutron fluence, the
modification of Pu isotopic composition, as compared to a purely light
water moderated BR3 core. These data can we summarized as follows :

- the Pu build-up in an uranium fuel rods contains about 80 % Pu
fissile in VULCAIN, compared with 70 % in a LWR (neutronic
calculation result),

- PIE have shown that a local burnup of about 50,000 MWd/t has been
achieved on a Pu irradiated in the VULCAIN core. This rod contained
6 w/o Pu fissile initially and the net consumption was only 1 w/o Pu
fissile (taking into account the neutron absorption in Pu 240), in
comparison, a Pu rod has been irradiated at a local burnup of 42,000
MWd/t in core 3 of BR3 (LWR), with a net consumption of fissile
isotopes of Pu of 1.8 w/o,

- calculations have shown that the fast neutron dose at the level of
the reactor vessel is larger by about 30 % in a heavy water
moderated BR3 core than in the same core moderated with light
water.

Table 1

Main characteristics of the Vulcain Mk-1 reactor [4]

Reactor type Integral type PWR with mixed
D20 H20 moderator and

primary coolant

Core performance Mk-1 BR3 VN
prototype Experiment

Power MW (thermal) 72 40
Core power density

Kw/litre 100 80
Kw/kgU 60 40

Reactor full power days 560 581
Fuel burnup (MWd/teU)

average 30,000 23,000
maximum 50,000 40,000

Core data

Fuel inventory
te(U) 1.35 1.0
enrichment 7.25 7.0

Active fuel length (m) 1.0 1.0
No. of fuel assemblies 97 73
No. of modeator tube

assemblies 30 18
(incl. shut-off rods)

No. of pin per assembly 37 37
Stainless steel cladding 0.38 0.5 0.38

thickness (mm)

General information

Primary coolant pressure (psi) 2,000 2,000
Mean temperature (°C) 300 260
Specific weight (reactor only)

kg/Kw (th) 1.0 2.5
Reactor vessel - diameter (m) 2.0 1.7

- overall height (m) 5.5 5.8
- max. size of openings (mm) 250 400



Table 2

History of the operation of the BR3 plant

Electric energy in
Exploitation period in millions of kWh

Denomination of (from the ist grid
the successive Principal characteristics upng to the Net (fed EFPD*

~~~~cot ~r~es ~final shut-down) ro into the
(produc. g

BR3/1A Uranium oxide core, stainless steel clad, cooled 10/10/62 to 21/08/63 45.8 40.8 167
E1 _ ' and moderated by light water, controlled by rods 

o B (one fuel -ssembly enriched with plutonium in 02/12/63 t 31/07/64 55.5 50.1 202Um BR3/IB 021263 to 310764 55.5 50.1 202
PM s core IB)

Uranium oxide core, stainless steel clad, cooled

Core BR3/2 and moderated by a mixture of H20/D20, spectral 2911/66 to 1811/68 159.9 142.9 581
shift reactor (VULCAIN project) ; one fuel assem-
bly enriched with plutonium

Uranium oxide core, stainless steel and Zircaloy

Core BR3/2bis clad, cooled and moderated by borated light wa- 31/07/69 to 20/12/70 79.2 67.1 306
ter ; three fuel assemblies enriched with plu-
tonium

BR3/3A Uranium oxide core, Zircaloy clad, cooled and 25/09/72 to 11/0174 89.4 78.7 331
moderated by borated light water ; 24 (3A) and11/01/74 

8 BR3/3B 22 (38) fuel assemblies enriched with plutonium, 02/07/74 to 27/06/75 47.9 40.2 184
os out of a total of 73 assemblies

BR3/4A

Uranium oxide core, Zircaloy clad, cooled and
moderated by borated light water ; 73 fuel assem-
blies containing 1963 fuel pins made up of 1210

UO 2 630 UO2-Pu 2 and 123 UO -Gd203

15/07/76 to 15/04/78 132.0 117.1 496

I-

0
0

Idem as BR3/4A ; 73 fel alsssmhlicn, contnlJnng
BR3/4B 2072 fuel ptnq, 1410 U1O2, 478 IUno -rPt2 otd 11,0 22/06/79 to 26/09/80 97.5 87.2 361

UO2-d203

Idem as BR3/4B ; 73 fuel assemblies containing 21/09/81 to 01/04/83

BR3/4C 1962 fuel pins, 1410 UO2, 412 UO2-PuO2 and 140 (with intermediate 98.0 86.3 360
8 4 UO2 U-Gd203 2 2TRIBULATION shut-dow

UO 2 ~~~-Gd2 0~ 3 -from 16/05/82 to
(International programmes : TRIBULATION and HBEP) 14/07/82

BR3/4D

Idem as BR3/4C ; 73 fuel assemblies containing
1993 fuel pins, 1241 U02, 614 U 2-PuO2 and 137
UO 2-Gd203

(International programmes : TRIBULATION, HBEP,
GAIN)

from July 1984 fore-
seen to August 1986

Total 805.2 710.4 2988

*Equivalent Full Power Days (Ful Power - 40.9 MWth).



112 5. CONCLUSION

The technical experience of VULCAIN has been successfull since the
objectives of the operation (fuel utilization, thermal output) were
achieved. However, due to the political and economical situation
prevailing at that time, this project was no longer extended. For
BELGONUCLEAIRE, however, it allowed to accumulate new experience both
in the reactor engineering field and in the use of neutronic tools :
the fact that an assembly made entirely with mixed oxide fuel rods
provided us very early an experience in the field of fuel utilization
improvement in water reactors.
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EMERGENCY CORE COOLING EXAMINATIONS FOR THE
LIGHT WATER HIGH CONVERSION REACTOR (LWHCR)

S. SCHUMANN
Kraftwerk Union AG,
Erlangen,
Federal Republic of Germany

Abstract

The essential features of a Light Water High Conversion Reactor
(LWHCR) are the tight hexagonal lattice with a water-to-fuel-ratio
of about 0.5 and a short core with nearly half of the PWR-length.
The KWU-concept of the LWHCR is scheduled to use as many components
of a conventional PWR as possible. For the realization it must be
demonstrated that an unchanged ECC-system can control all accidents
which are required in normal PWR-licensing. The purpose of this
contribution is to examine the efficiency of ECC in comparison to
the PWR.

A double ended rupture of the main coolant line between the reactor
pressure vessel and main coolant pump norrally results in the highest
canning temperatures. Therefore, this accident is the basis used for
the present analysis. The 1300 MWe-Philippsburg-2 plant serves as the
PWR-reference.

Calculations for the blowdown, the refill and the reflooding phase with
combined coolant injection were performed with the KWU-codes used
for licensing analyses.

The essential differences between a PWR and a LWHCR that are relevant
for the ECC are the lower linear rating, the reduced core-flow area
as well as the short core height. Their influence on emergency core
cooling behavior is discussed. In general, very encouraging results
were obtained.

Decisive for the favourable temperature course during blowdown
are the lower stored heat and the better heat transfer. While the
core upstream line contains some more resistances beside the core,
the higher LWHCR-core resistance reduces the massflow only about
25 %. Therefore the flow velocity remains still higher in the
LW.CR and with that the heat transfer. After blowdown more stored
heat is removed and the core has lower temperatures than the PWR.
That defuses the refill- and refloodphase of the LOCA. Although
the flow rate from the upper plenum to the core is reduced compared
to the PWR, because of the smaller hydraulic diameter, the short
core ensures an overall earlier quenching.



A likewise favourable result was obtained with regard to the
hot spot cladding temperatures. They are considerable below
the values for PWR with 16 x 16 type fuel elements. Because
of the changed thermohydraulics the only partly modified
PWR-codes must be verified by experiments. Nevertheless it
seems that the ECC of the LWHCR is less difficult than
originally thought.

1. Introduction

The essential features of a Light Water High Conversion Reactor
(LWHCR) are the tight hexagonal lattice with a water-to-fuel
ratio of about 0.5 and a short core with nearly half of the PWR-
length (fig. 1). The KWU-concept of the LWHCR is scheduled to
use as many components of a conventional PWR as possible. For
the realization it must be demonstrated that an unchanged ECC-
system can control all accidents which are required in normal
PWR-licensing procedures. The purpose of this contribution is to
examine the efficiency of ECC in comparison with the PWR.

A double ended guillotine break of a reactor coolant line between
the reactor pressure vessel and main coolant pump normally results
in the highest cladding temperatures and the longest quench times.
Therefore, this accident is the basis used for the present analy-
sis. A 1300 MWe-4-Loop plant (typ KKP-2) serves as the PWR-
reference.

To begin with, the essential differences between LWHCR and PWR
as they are relevant for ECC are briefly explained (fig. 2).
With regard to safety aspects and due to the lack of a sufficient
CHF-databasis, the linear heat rate was reduced by about 25 % to
165 W/cm. The fuel pin diameter is also reduced, from 10.75 mm
to 9.5 mm. The proposed stainless steel cladding allows thinner
walls (0.5 mm). With nearly the same thermal power of the reactor
and the above described changes we obtain an active core length
of 2.0 m, that's nearly half of the PWR core height.
Because of the low water-to-fuel ratio, the flow cross section
per rod is only 22,6 mm 2 (for an average flow channel only
11,3 mm 2 ). The hydraulic diameter of the LWHCR coolant channels
is five times smaller. The relation of the heated fuel rod
surface to channel area increases by a factor of 2,2 for the
LWHCR. It's a measure of the heat load to the fluid and a sign
for greater volumetric steam fraction.

PWR LWHCR

PWR LWHCR

4-Loop homogeneous
(Typ KKP-2) design

Water-to-Fuel Ratio 2.06 0.52

Average Linear Heat Rate (W/cm) 207 165,4

Pin Diameter (mm) 10,75 9,5

Cladding Thickness (mm) 0,72 0.5

Thermal Power (MW) 3765 3614

Active Core Height (m) 3,9 2.0

Flow Cross Section per Pin (mm2) 113,6 22,6

Hydraulic Diameter (mm) 13,62 2.6

Ratio: Heated Surface to Flow
1,16 2,64

Cross Section

Core Flow Cross Section (m2) 5,6 3,25

Effective Downcomer Water

Height (m) 5,4 5,1

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN LWHCR AND PWR RELEVANT FOR ECC Fig.2

0000

d:10,75mm p 11l,3mm

Water-to-rTuei

volume ratio: a? *0,5

Core Arrangement and Rod lattice for PWR and LWHCR Fig.l



114 Although the individual coolant channel area is very small,
the overall core flow cross section is only reduced to roughly
half the size of that of PWR, because of the larger number of
fuel rods.

On account of the fuel element design, the effective downcomer
water height during reflooding is somewhat decreased.

2. Calculations

Calculations for the blowdown, the refill- and the reflood phase
and for the hot-spot temperatures were performed with KWU-Codes
(fig. 3) used for licensing procedures with the following initial
and boundary conditions: combined coolant injection with the
same injection rates as for the reference PWR. Double ended
guillotine break of a cold reactor coolant line.

2.1 Blowdown

The LECK-4 code system calculates the transient thermodynamic
behavior of a LWR-system during a loss of coolant accident (LOCA).
The reactor coolant system is therefore subdivided into 24 nodes,
which are connected by 27 flow paths (fig. 4).

The describing equations are basically the conservation laws for
mass and energy applied to each control volume and the conserva-
tion of momentum equation for each flow path. In addition, the
thermal state of fuel rods, heater tubes, operating status of
reactor coolant pumps and valves are computed. For the LWHCR
analysis only the conditions and the data of the upper plenum,
core and lower plenum were modified.

The pressure in the core of PWR and LWHCR (fig. 5) shows only very
little differences. That's not surprising, because the system
behavior is essential determined by the pressure difference
between the reactor coolant system and the containment and by
the break discharge rate respectively. But the critical discharge
rate depends mainly on the thermodynamic conditions in the leak,
therefore it is only little influenced by the higher void frac-
tion and resistance of the core.

I<
Programsystem
Leck-4/MOD 2

1

11

,il
I Blowdown

II Rerill and Rerlood

III Core Heat Up

Flux Diagram between the different Programs for
Calculating the LOCA (2A- Leak) Fig.3 Nodalizatlon for the Calculation of the Blowdown Process Fig.4
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The core massflow for LWHCR and PWR (fig. 6) are also very similar,
that means the stagnation phase and the turnaround points of the
courses are alike. But a reduction of about 20 to 30 % for the
LWHCR is noticable. The reduced LWHCR-massflow can be explained
if we look at the flow in the system at a time beyond the stagna-
tion point. At that time the mass is flowing to the leak in two
ways; first from the upper plenum through the steam generators to
the leak and second in a reverse way through the core and the down-
comer to the leak. Core and steam generators are therefore parallel
upstream lines. Since the pressure loss of the two upstream lines
are equal, the corresponding mass flows can be estimated by the
line resistances. By that way we get the relation:

0,0 4.0 8,0 12.0 16.0 20,0 24.0 28.0 32.0 36.0

Time, sec

tCLC / CpW
LWHCR PWR

0,7

Pressure In the Core During Blowdown after 2A- LOCA Fig.5

In the core upstream line there is not only the nearly three to
four times greater core resistance, but also the relative high
vessel resistances (downcomer, outflow, lower plenum). If this
mass flow ratio is applied to the film boiling correlation of
Dougall-Rohsenow / 1 /, which is used in the licensing procedures,
a heat transfer ratio of about 1.6 results. That means, although
the core massflow is reduced for the LWHCR, a better heat transfer
has to be expected, because of the nevertheless higher velocities.
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116 In fig. 7 the improvement in core heat transfer is seen clearly.
The lower fuel temperatures because of the reduced linear heat
rate, result in less stored energy. These positive differences
to the PWR and the just before discussed better heat transfer,
explain the favourable cladding temperatures for the LWHCR, as
can be seen for the end of blowdown in fig. 8. The likewise low
temperatures of the PWR are confirmed by the PKL (Primarkreis-
laufe) facility / 2 /. The PKL-tests as well as LOFT- and LOBI-
tests showed that at the end of blowdown parts of the core are
quenched already.

Fig. 8 shows the cladding temperatures for an average rod of
LWHCR and PWR. The first increase in temperature is due to the
very low heat transfer during the refill phase when the core is dry.
As soon as the injected water reaches the core, the heat transfer
conditions are improved considerably. Similar to the blowdown we
find a better cooling for the LWHCR (fig. 8). Due to the reduced
core flow area the nearly similar steam rate results in higher
velocities and higher water entrainment which improves the heat
transfer.

At the beginning of the reflood phase the steam rates for both
reactor types are high, so that the amount of water which can
flow down from the upper plenum into the core is still small.
With decreasing steam rate the negative influence of the tight
lattice increases. Because of the very small hydraulic diameter
considerably less water, compared with the PWR, can flow down. But
this negativ influence has greater effect only at about 70 seconds
after. begin of LOCA. But at that time much of the stored heat of
the core is already removed and temperatures are low. The midplane
position is cooled down to saturation temperature for LWHCR and
PWR in nearly the same time (fig. 8). This figure also shows that
for the LWHCR the swell-level (two phase water level) is rising
somewhat slower, which results in nearly the same overall cooling
times for the whole core of both reactors. Finally, it has to be
mentioned that the lower temperatures at the end of blowdown
improves the refill- and reflood phase of the LOCA considerably.
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2.2 Refill- and Reflood-Phase

The WAK-3 code is used to calculate the thermohydraulic behavior
of the reactor coolant system during the refill and reflood phase
of a LOCA. In principle its basis is a one dimensional single
channel model. It simulates the behavior of an average channel
with its corresponding fuel rod and the feed back of the reactor
coolant system on the core.

For this, the flow channel and the rod are subdivided into an
equal number of axial nodes. The used heat transfer logic and
the heat transfer correlations are a function of void, massflow,
quality, fluid- and wall temperature.

2.3 Hot channel analysis

The BETHY- AZ-code is used for calculating the transient fuel rod
temperatures at the hot spot. For this the core pressure, the rod
power, the mass flow and the quality as well as the swell-level
are required from the average channel analysis mentioned before.

There are several reasons for the overall considerable lower
hot spot temperatures of the LWHCR (fig. 9):
The about 25 % lower linear heat rate yields corresponding lower
decay heat for the hot spot. It is also the reason for the lower
fuel center temperatures (about 2800C). Because of the lower fuel
temperatures and because of the smaller LWHCR rod diameter there

is considerably less stored energy in the single fuel rod and
in the whole core even though there are many more rods in the
core. The ratio of heat transfer surface to rod mass is about
13 % higher than for a PWR. Therefore in connection with the
above mentioned improved heat transfer the lower hot spot tem-
peratures can be explained quite well.

Even if the PWR blowdown end temperatures were assumed for the
LWHCR the results were favourable. The overall better ECC behavior
is confirmed also by other calculations done with different
reflood-codes / 3 /.
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3. Summary

The essential differences between a PWR and a LWHCR that are
relevant for the ECC are the lower linear heat rate, the reduced
core flow area as well as the short core height. Their influence
on ECC-behavior was discussed. In general, very encouraging
results were obtained. This, in connection with the equally positive
results of other calculations done with different codes, / 3 /,
makes us believe at KWU that ECC of the LWHCR is less difficult
than originally thought.

However, some remarks have to be made on the employed codes. They
are conservative licensing codes with several conservative initial-
and boundary conditions developed for PWR conditions and verified
only by PWR-ECC-experiments. Although these codes were partly
modified for the use on LWHCR (entrainment, CCFL-correlation),
the changed thermohydraulic of the tight lattice needs special
LWHCR-ECC-experiments for verification and for covering the
shown results.

Experimental work in this field is under way at KfK (Germany) and
117 EIR (Switzerland).
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Abstract

A new design concept of a BWR fuel bundle for extended burnup was proposed in

order to improve the capacity factor without increasing the fuel cycle cost. Some

effects which are raised from higher burnup, such as strong pellet-cladding interaction

due to enhanced fuel swelling and changes in neutronic characteristics due to

increased fuel enrichment, are minimized by a reduction in the maximum fuel

temperature to below 1200°C and reduction in heterogeneity of fuel bundle design. To

realize these concepts, a 9 x 9 lattice design with an increased number of water rods

and either annular or dual pellets was proposed. The proposed fuel bundle design

offers advantages in fuel cycle improvement through extension of achievable burnup

and flattening the thermal neutron flux across the fuel bundle.

The core, loaded with the proposed fuel bundles which achieve about 30% higher

burnup by the full power month, has a potential for natural uranium savings of more

than 20% per unit power and a reduction in the amount of reprocessing of about 24%

per unit power, compared with the current BWR design when coupled with other

improvements such as refueling pattern optimization, natural uranium axial blankets,

and spectral shift with flow control.

I. INTRODUCTION

The current trend of nuclear reactor design is toward reduction of power cost,

i.e. plant cost plus fuel cycle cost. Plant cost, which accounts for about 75% of power

cost, is inversely proportional to the capacity factor. Several investigationsl- 5 have

been carried out to improve the capacity factor in BWRs. One approach is

simplification of reactor operation. We previously proposed a core design concept 4,

which is a combination of reload fuel bundles, with axial enrichment difference 1, and

control cells5 , composed of special low-reactivity fuel bundles. The increase in

capacity factor is realized by reduction of the annual inspection period due to

minimization of fuel bundle shuffling and by reduction of control rod pattern swaps.

Another approach to improve the capacity factor is an extension of the

operational cycle length. Presently, this is accomplished by increasing the number of

reload fuel bundles in the batches with no increase in fuel enrichment. But this

method does not offer advantages in fuel cycle improvement. In order to improve the

capacity factor and the fuel cycle economy, this paper deals with a conceptual fuel

design for BWRs, which has a potential for higher burnup with an increase in fuel

enrichment, while providing the same fuel characteristics during irradiation as the

current fuel design.

Natural uranium savings due to extended burnup are studied in Section II. New

design concepts for extented burnup are proposed in Section III, and a fuel bundle

design based on the proposed concepts is presented in Section IV. Finally, Section V

describes the core performance when loaded with the proposed fuel bundles and

compares it with that of the current design.

II. FUEL CYCLE SAVINGS DUE TO EXTENDED BURNUP

To improve the capacity factor, the extended operational cycle length was

studied. This extension requires increased excess reactivity in the core at the

beginning of cycle (BOC). This can be accomplished either by increasing the number



of reload fuel bundles in the batches with no increase in fuel enrichment, or by

extending burnup with an increase in fuel enrichment.

However, the former alternative does not improve the fuel cycle cost.

Fig. 1 shows typical neutron infinite multiplication factors (ko ) as a function of

burnup. The dotted line describes the case of a 9-month cycle with four batch

strategy and the solid line, a 12-month cycle with three batch strategy. Fuel life for

both is 36 months. Each point on the lines shows ko at the end of each cycle of

residence (EOC). Their average for each line must be same, in order to satisfy the

critical condition. Considering the effect of neutron leakage, the critical condition is

ko of 1.05. Consequently, the fuel enrichment of the 12-month cycle must be higher

than that of the 9-month cycle.

On the other hand, the latter alternative realizes the increase of excess

reactivity at BOC by increasing the fuel enrichment. Fig. 2 shows the relation

between bundle-averaged enrichment and fuel life. The fuel life for bundle-averaged

enrichment of 2.8 w/o with four batch strategy is taken as the standard in Fig. 2.

Increase in fuel life by 50%, for example, is realized by increasing the bundle-averaged

enrichment from 2.8 to 4.0 w/o. The needed natural uranium is increased by about

46%, since the feed component is increased due to increased the fuel enrichment.

Therefore it is seen that the needed natural uranium per unit power is reduced by

adopting the latter alternative. The increased fuel enrichment offers a potential

natural uranium savings as the reactivity of the discharged fuel can be decreased by

the presence of fresh fuel with higher reactivity. In other words, fuel utilization in

the core is improved.
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120 "11. NEW DESIGN CONCEPTS FOR EXTENDED BURNUP

It is commonly recognized that there are some effects raised from higher

burnup.

(I) Changes in fuel mechanical characteristics

As the burnup is extended, the level of fuel swelling becomes larger than the

current level. As a result, pellet-cladding mechanical interaction (PCI) becomes

stronger. Furthermore, the fission product (FP) gas pressure inside the fuel rod is

higher than that of current fuel rods. These changes in fuel characteristics may

decrease the margin for fuel rod integrity.

(2) Changes in neutronic characteristics

Fig. 3 shows dependencies of the void coefficient and the control rod worth on

the fuel enrichment. Respective values at a fuel enrichment of 2.8 w/o are chosen for

the current values.

As the relative amount of 2 3 5U to 2 3 8U increases, the neutron absorption cross

section in thermal region becomes larger. Consequently, the thermal neutron flux

decreases and the average neutron energy in the fuel bundle increases. This latter

increase raises the absolute value of the void coefficient and reduces the control rod

worth.

Basic concepts to overcome these changes are as follows:

(1) Reduction in maximum fuel temperature to below 1200 0 C

This reduction restrains the FP gas release from the fuel and the growth of FP

gas bubbles at higher burnup so that the cladding circumferential creep strain due to

fuel swelling and the FP gas pressure inside the fuel rod can be maintained below the

current value.

(2) Increase in neutron slowing down near fuel rods

This increase prevents changes in neutronic characteristics and improves the

fuel utilization.

To realize these concepts, a 9 x 9 lattice fuel bundle, which is characterized by

an increased number of. water rods and either annular or dual pellets, is proposed,in

place of the current S x 8 lattice fuel bundle. The geometric dimensions of both fuel

channels are the same to allow backfitting to current BWR cores.

In general, the amount of fuel swelling is determined exclusively by the growth

of FP gas bubbles on grain faces at higher burnup. 6 This growth depends on the

diffusion coefficient of the FP gas in U0 2 pellets. Using diffusion coefficients

obtained by Cornell7, the value at the maximum fuel temperature of 1200°C is

predicted to be about 10- 3 times as large as that of the current maximum fuel

temperature, 16000C. Therefore bubble growth is restrained by a reduction in

maximum fuel temperature to below 1200°C, thereby decreasing the fuel swelling.

On the other hand, the FP gas pressure inside the fuel rod is reduced by

decreasing the FP gas release from the fuel. Using empirical FP gas release models
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presented by Vitanza et al. , the FP gas release rate at a maximum fuel temperatur of

1200°C is reduced by about one-tenth in comparison with that at 1600°C.

Therefore, a reduction below 1200°C is desirable in restraining both fuel swelling

and FP gas release. This maximum fuel temperature is realized by reducing the linear

heat generation rate due to the adoption of 9 x 9 lattice design and use of annular

pellets or dual pellets which consist of the enriched uranium in the outer region and

the depleted uranium in the inner region.

Each fuel channel is surrounded by a water gap, and the average neutron energy

in the bundle center region is higher than that in other regions. A more homogeneous

fuel bundle design, in which the neutron slowing down is enhanced in the boundle

center region, decreases the average neutron energy near fuel rods. This decrease

offers the possibility that the neutronic characteristics at higher enrichment are the

same as those of the current fuel design and the fuel utilization at higher enrichment

is improved. The more homogeneous fuel bundle design can be achieved by increasing

the number of water rods.

Heat flux and linear heat generation rate are decreased by adopting the 9 x 9

lattice design. This increase in thermal margin can compensate for the loss of thermal

margin due to the increased number of water rods and decreased number of fuel rods.

When each fuel channel has the same geometric dimensions, and the fuel

inventory of each bundle is the same as the current fuel bundle, the increase in the

number of water rods and the use of annular pellets result in decrease in the coolant

flow area and increase in the flow pressure drop through the core. Reducing this flow

pressure drop can be achieved by using fuel rod spacers of low pressure drop

characteritics or using fuel channels of a larger inner size with reduced water gaps.

By specifying the number of water rods and outer and fuel pellets dimensions,

the proposed fuel design offers advantages in fuel cycle improvement through

121 extension of the achievable burnup and in its ability to be backfitted to current BWR cores.

IV. FUEL BUNDLE DESIGN BASED ON PROPOSED CONCEPTS

The fuel bundle design, based on the proposed concepts, is performed for BWR

cores with an electric power of 1100 MW. The main core parameters are listed in

TABLE I.

The design targets are as follows:

(I) Extension in the operational cycle length from 9 to 13.5 months

This cycle length is 1.5 times as long as the current design, and is obtained

without increasing the current number of reload fuel assemblies in the batches.

(2) Backfit to current BWR cores

The target for fuel life is about 56 months. The operational cycle length of 13.5

months is also realized by using the current fuel design and decreasing the number of

batches from 4 to 3. The fuel life for this case is about 42 months. This core is

chosen as the reference core to evaluate the core performance.

For numerical evaluation of fuel bundle designs, a two-dimensional infinite

lattice transport-diffusion theory code with ENDF/B-IV nuclear library data is used,

TABLE I

Main core parameters of BWR
plant studied

Parameter Value

Electric power 100MWe

Number of bundles 764

Bundle pitch 15.2 cm

Operating pressure 71.7 kg/cm2

Core flow rate 48300 t/h



122 which generates nuclear cross section data for fuel bundles as a function of void

fraction and exposure.

In order to extend the achievable burnup to 56 full power months, which is about

30% higher than the reference design of 42 full power months, a higher bundle-

averaged enrichment of about 4 w/o is required. The maximum fuel temperature is

determined mainly by the number of water rods and either the center hole diameter of

annular pellets or the inner boundary diameter of dual pellets. The more the number

of water rods increases, the highter the maximum fuel temperature becomes. On the

other hand, when the fuel inventory of each bundle is the same as the current 8 x 8

lattice design, the more the number of water rods increases thus resulting in increase

in moderator to fuel ratio, the more the fuel utilization is improved.

Based on these consideration, the fuel rod dimensions and the number of water

rods are specified. These proposed specifications are compared with those of the

current fuel bundle in TABLE II. Type A shows the case for using annular pellets and

type B, for using dual pellets.

The fuel characteristics during irradiation are evaluated by using a fuel characteristic

evaluation code 'BEAF'. 9 The BEAF code includes empirical models of fuel swelling

and FP gas release which were recommended by EPRI. 1 0 The NRC FP gas release

enhancement factorI l can be used optionally to consider the possibility of enhanced

FP gas release at higher burnup.

Fig. 4 and 5 show changes in the maximum fuel temperature and cladding

circumferential creep strain during irradiation in comparison to the current fuel

bundle. Both maximum fuel temperatures of the proposed fuel bundles are maintained

below 12000C. Both cladding circumferential creep strains are maintained below the

value of the current fuel bundle at 42 full power months until the time of the 56-full

power month is reached. Fig. 6 and 7 show the FP gas pressure inside the fuel rod

evaluated using the BEAF code. The FP gas pressures inside the fuel rod of type A

TABLE II
Specifications of Fuel Bundles

Parameter

Number of fuel
rods
Number of water
rods
Fuel rod outer
diameter (minn
Clad thickness

(mnn
Fuel pellet outer
diameter (mnrr
Fuel pellet center
hole diameter Qnrrn
Dual pellet boundary
diameter (mnn
Fuel rod pitch

tnrrn

Current 8x8 Proposed 9x9
lattice fuel lattice fuel
bundle bundle (A)

62

2

12.3

0.86

10.3

0

16.2

72

9

11.9

0.84

10.0

3.0

Proposed 9x9
lattice fuel
bundle (BI

72

9

11.4

0.80

9.6

0

3.0

14.3
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and B fuel bundles are about 28 and 15 kg/cm 2, respectively, which are much less than

the coolant pressure of about 70 kg/cm 2. Accordingly, the FP gas pressure inside the

fuel rod will not cause problems to fuel rod integrity.

V. CORE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Performance of the improved core, loaded with the proposed fuel bundles, is

compared with that of the reference core in TABLE Il. The improved core A and B

are loaded with the type A and B proposed fuel bundles, respectively, and coupled with

other modifications, including refueling pattern optimization, natural uranium axial

blankets, and spectral shift with flow control.

Loading with.the type A and B proposed fuel bundles have a potential for natural

uranium savings by about 13 and 15% per unit power, respectively, compared with the

J n
u u0 20 40 60

Irradiation Time (month)

Fuel pellet FP gas release rate and pressure inside the fuel rod in the

proposed 9 x 9 lattice design (AI

Fig.6.



124 TABLE 11
Comparison of Core Performance Values

Reference Improved core
core_ ~core __ A I B

Thermal power (MW) 3293 3293

Core height (cm) 371 381

Power density (kW/) 50 48.7

Fuel bundle type 8 x 8 9 x 9

Full power month (month) 42 56

Fuel inventory (t) 133 137
(1.0) (1.03)

Needed natural uranium 70 55 54
(ton/GW-yr) (1.0) (0.79) (0.77)

E 1.Extended burnup - 13 15

2.Refueling pattern - 3
-a optimization
~, 3.Natural uranium - 3

=c axial blanket
> 4.Spectral shift with - 2

ZJ n flow control

Reprocessing 116 8.8
(MTM/GW yr) (1.0) (0.76)

Numbers in parentheses are relative values.

reference core. Natural uranium savings are realized through fuel cycle economy by

extending the fuel life and flattening the thermal neutron flux across the fuel bundle

which have larger effects than that of increased the fuel enrichment. Loading with

both proposed fuel bundles have a potential for reduction in the amound of

reprocessing by about 26% per unit power.

A typical fuel loading pattern for the improved equilibrium cycle core is

illustrated in Fig. 8. Fresh and exposed fuel bundles are uniformly distributed in the

main part of core, when a four-batch refueling strategy with no fuel bundles shufflingl

is applied. The fifth cycle fuel bundles, which are discharged from the center region
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Fig. 8. Typical fuel loading pattern for the improved equilibrium cycle core

of core, are replaced on the core periphery. Natural uranium savings are improved by

about 3% per unit power due to increased radial power peaking within permitted limit

The axial blanket concept utilizes natural uranium pellets instead of enriched

uranium pellets in the low reactivity region at the top and bottom of the fuel column.

Core height is increased because the maximum linear heat generation rates are

maintained the reference core. Fig. 9 shows the core averaged relative power axial

distribution. The power density in the high reactivity region of the axial blanket core

is higher than that of the core without an axial blanket, thereby improving the neutron

utilization. Natural uranium savings are about 3% per unit power.

Furthermore, the core flow rate is reduced through the operational cycle and

then increased to a maximum at EOC. For example, for the spectral shift with 90 to

105% flow range, the natural uranium savings are improved by about 2% per unit

power. Based on these results, both improved cores have a potential for natural

uranium savings by more than 20% per unit power and reduction in the amount of

reprocessing by about 24% per unit power, respectively, compared with the reference

core loaded with current fuel bundles.
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VI. CONCLUSION

A new design concept for extended burnup was established in order to improve

the capacity factor without increasing the fuel cycle cost. Basic concepts to minimize

effects due to higher burnup and enrichment were as follows:

(1) Reduction in maximum fuel temperature below 1200°C in order to restrain the

FP gas release from the fuel and growth of FP gas bubbles at higher burnup.

(2) Increase in neutron slowing down near fuel rods in order to prevent changes in

neutronic characteristics and improve the fuel utilization at higher enrichment.

To realize these concepts and still provide the same fuel chareacteristics as

current designs, a 9 x 9 lattice fuel bundle with an increased number of water rods and

125 either annular or dual pellets was proposed.

The conceptual fuel bundle design was performed for the achievable burnup of 56

full power months, which is about 30% higher than the current design. The design

allowed backfitting to current BWR cores. The number of water rods of the proposed

fuel bundle is 9 and the fuel inventory of each bundle is the same as the current fuel

bundle.

It was shown that an improved core, loaded with the proposed fuel bundles, and

coupled with other modifications including refueling pattern optimization, natural

uranium axial blankets, and spectral shift with flow control, has a potential of natural

uranium savings of more than 20% per unit power and reduction in the amount of

reprocessing of about 24% per unit power, respectively.

The proposed fuel bundle design concepts are applicable to BWR plants of any

power level or power density.
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Abstract

The reactor calculation results for several low-leak-
age loading patterns for two-loop PWR core (NPP Irsko)
for cycle three are presented.

Comparisons are made between LLLP and standard loa-
ding pattern for the most important reactor physics core
parameters (distributions, peakings, control rod worths,
moderator temperature coefficient, etc.). Results can
be useful for all 2-loop PWR-s of Westinghouse type.
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1. Introduction

The possibility of introducing the "Low Leakage Loa-

ding Pattern" (LLLP) for Krsko NPP was studied to impro-

ve the fuel utilization and economy. Due to relatively

small reactor core (2-loop PWR-Westinghouse type, 632 MWe,

121 fuel elements) considerable savings of the fuel costs

are expected. However the aim of our investigation is not

to consider the economic aspects of LLLP (which are re-

latively clear), but to study the influence of the LLLP

on some important operational and safety parameters of

the core, before we proceed to the detailed determination

of the LLLP and nuclear design calculations for an actu-

al reactor core.

The first loading in the chain of the low leakage

fuel cycles is studied, starting after two standard

out-in-in 12 month cycles. The LLLP schemes for the third

cycle are derived for the same reload fuel, as would be

used for the standard loading (3.4 % enriched). The ac-

tual operating history of both previous cycles is taken

into account for once and twice burnt fuel. Most of the



results, presented in this report, are calculated for

the beginning of the third cycle at hot zero power. Reac-

tivity parameters, calculated under these conditions

are representative also of all other operating conditi-

ons in the same cycle.

In order to study the effects for realistic LLLP

schemes, we first had to generate them. A large num-

ber ( O100) of possible LLLP schemes were calculated and

the best three were selected for further investigation.

It is difficult to decide, which of them is optimal. To

answer this question it would be necessary to perform

complete core design calculations. For present purposes it

is only important to show that the selected schemes sa-

tisfy all important operating and design criteria, reques-

ted for the standard cores and are therefore realistic

in every respect.

2. Calculational Method

For calculations of the LLLP cores we applied the

computer programme package, which was developed at the

"J.Stefan" Institute for PWR core design calculations.

At present it allows the calculation of the most impor-

tant parameters for the reactor core design:

- criticality, power and burn-up distributions,

- reactivity coefficients (Dopple' moderator, boron)

- control rod worths,

- Xe/Sm worths,

- isotopic inventory.

The programme package consis.ts of the following main

modules:

- FEDGROUP/FLANGE: generation of multigroup x-section

libraries,

- WIMS: multigroup lattice code,

- FASVER/AXIAL: two group diffusion codes, x-y and z

geometry, finite differences or response matrices,

- CONAX: two group diffusion code, x-y-z flux space

synthesis, finite differences,

- CTEMP: fuel and coolant temperature calculations.

The detailed description of the programme package is gi-

ven in references (1), (2), (3), (4). The programs are

operated on CYBER 72 or VAX-750 computers.

The programme package was used for the core design

verifications for the first two Krsko NPP fuel cycles.

The results are in good agreement with experiments and

with original Westinghouse design data and meet all accep-

tance criteria for both cycles. The programme package is

expected to be used for independent core design in the

near future.

3. Low Leakage Loading Patterns

Starting from the criteria that:

- the design criteria valid for the standard loading

scheme shall not be violated,

- significant reactivity gain must be obtained

the LLLP schemes 1, 2 and 3, which are shown on Figs.

2, 3 and 4, respectively, were selected. For comparison

the standard loading scheme is given on Figure 1.

By shifting the fresh fuel elements from the core

periphery towards the core centre they are placed on the

positions of higher importance.

The neutron economy is improved and the reactivity

of the system is increased more than it would be expec-

ted, due to the leakage reduction. The results, presen-

ted on Table I. and Figs. 5 and 6 show, that the fresh
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Fig.3: LOADING SCHEME LLLP-2
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130 Table I.: Relative importance averaged over fuel regions
for the standard and LLLP loading schemes

mLmdirg -Standard LLLP-1 LLLP-2 LLLP-3

Fuel sc hee\ Region averaged relative importance

1 0.83 0.77 0.65 0.79

3 1.00 0.73 0.70 0.94

4A 1.04 1.20 1.24 0.72

4B 1.25 1.34 1.34 1.07

5 0.75 1.03 1.03 1.20

fuel neutron importance is increased significantly for

the LLLP schemes. The total reactivity gain resulting

from lower leakage and power redistribution (which con-

tribute 30 % and 70 % respectively), is shown in Table II.

Relatively high reactivity gain is typical only for the

first fuel cycle, using LLLP, and is reduced for follow-

ing cycles. In equilibrium fuel cycle the reactivity

gain is obtained due to the reduced leakage only.

For the selected LLLP schemes the total neutron

current through the core-reflector boundary is approxi-

mately 20 % smaller than for the standard scheme, as can

+
02

x\
Fig.5: x-y thermal neutron importance distribution (0f) for stanaaed

loading scheme. One quadrant of the NPP Krsko core is shown
Fig.6: x-y thermal neutron importance distribution (02) for LLLP-1

loading scheme



Table II.: Comparison of

LLLP schemes

physical parameters for standard and be seen from Table III. As expected the ratios of neutron

currents correspond well to the ratios of power genera-

ted in the peripheral fuel elements.

Standard L3P - 1 L3P - 2 L3P - 3

Number of BP's in core 0 128 96 96

Critical boron concen-
tration in ppm, HZP, 1639 1782 1875 1781
ARO, peak Sm

Moderator temperature
coefficient (pcm/°K) -8.3 -6.8 -6.1 -6.8

Peak FNH 1.32 1.35 1.38 1.39

Reactivity gain 0.000 0.024 0.030 0.021

Holdup reactivity 0.000 0.0023 0.0017 0.0017

Table III.: Ratios of integrated total currents through the radial

core-reflector boundary compared to ratios of total

power generated in fuel assemblies, adjacent to reflector

boundary, relative to the standard loading scheme.

Standard LLLP-1 LLLP-2 LLLP-3

Ratio of radialRatio of radial 1.00 0.81 0.78 0.84
leakage

Ratio of power genera-
ted in assemblies ad- 1.00 0.82 0.79 0.81
jacent to core surface

From the Pressure Vessel Radiation Embrittlement

Surveillance (PVRES) point of view it is of interest to

know also the distribution of neutron current along the

core surface. These distributions for the LLLP schemes

are compared with the corresponding distribution for the

standard scheme on Figures 7, 8 and 9 for the LLLP-1,

LLLP-2 and LLLP-3 respectively. Our previous calcualtions

performed in the frame of PVRES showed (Ref. 5) that on

the pressure vessel inner wall the fast neutron flux has

relatively sharp peak on the core axis through the core

flat. By taking this into account it is possible to de-

sign the LLLP scheme which would not only satisfy the

previously stated design objectives, but also lower this

peak, as can be seen from Figure 9. This can be done by

placing burnt fuel element on the core flat.

The penalties for the reactivity gain of the LLLP

schemes are increased power peakings and critical boron

concentration.

In order to keep the boron concentration low enough

to keep the moderator temperature coefficient negative

and to keep the peaking factors within the design limits

it is neccessary to introduce the burnable absorbers.

In principle, two types of burnable absorbers could

be used: cluster or homogeneous type. It is typical for

the former, that their hold-up reactivity does not vanis h

with burn-up, but remains constant near the end of the

fuel cycle, in contrast to the homogeneous type (see Fi-

gure 10). For practical reasons we decided to use the

cluster type absorbers since at present they are the only

absorbers compatible with the Westinghouse 16 x 16 fuel

elements.
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Relative total current through the core-reflector boundary
(for standard ( o ) and LLLP-1 (o) schemes)). x is the path
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Fig.9: Relative total current through'the core-reflector boundary
(for standard (a ) and LLLP-3 (o) schemes)). x is the path
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We applied the 128 = 8x16, 96= 8x12 and 96= 12x8

burnable poison rods to the LLLP-1, LLLP-2 and LLLP-3

core, respectively. Their positions are shown on Figs.2,

3 and 4. Thus we reduced the peaking factors below the

limits and we obtained the critical boron concentrations,

which give negative moderator temperature coefficient.

The moderator temperature coefficient is increased for

approximately 2 pcm/K, compared to the standard loading

scheme, as can be seen from Table II.

L^L_

'0.00 20.00 N40.00 60.00 80.00 100.00 120.00
XECM]

Fig.8: Relative total current through-the core-reflector boundary
(for standard (C ) and LLLP-2 (o) schemes)). x is the path
along the core perimeter, starting from the centre of the
flat edge
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Table IV : Control rod worths for STANDARD and LLLP

loading schemes

Loading Standard LLLP-1 LLLP-2 LLLP-3
Control scheme -------------------------
rod bank Control rod worthsK in pcm

D" 828 776 754 874

C (D + in) 1231 1126 913 1268

B (D+C-in) 888 911 1019 1073

A (D+C+B-in) 1767 1670 1781 1454

S (D+CB+A-in) 3337 3275 3599 3706

D+C+B+A+S 8051 7758 8066 837500

Fig.10: k of the fuel element (e=3.4) as a function of burn-up
tRree cases:
0 - no burnable absorbers,

o - 16 boron burnable poison rods inserted,

A - homogeneous Gd burnable absorber, mixed to 16 fuel rods.

The amount of Gd was adjusted to give the same hold-up
reactivity at the beginning of cycle as boron absorbers

The control rod worths for the standard and LLLP

schemes are presented in Table IV. It can be noticed,

that the bank worths change significantly from scheme

to scheme even up to + 20 % but the variations are oppo-

site for different banks. So,when summed the reactivity

value of all the banks is just slightly dependent on the

loading pattern (- 4 %). Furthermore, no systematic

effect of the LLLP scheme on the control rod worths can

be derived.

The critical boron concentration was held constant at the ARO,
HZP value after each insertion.

KControl rod bank positions

B^J

D

S

C

S

A



134 4. Conclusions

For the two-loop PWR the transition from standard

to LLLP loading scheme would result in the following:

- the reactivity gain of the first LLLP cycle would be

in the range of 2 - 3 % AJ, resulting in at least 10 %

longer fuel cycle, if the fresh fuel with the same

enrichment would have been used, and clustertype burnable

absorbers were applied,

- the moderator temperature coefficient would be

negatiie for all operating conditions for 12 months

fuel cycle,

- the total control rod reactivity worth would not

change significantly,

- maximum fast flux at the pressure vessel inner

surface could be significantly reduced, resulting in

a decrease of pressure vessel radiation embrittlement.
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Abstract

The joint Cooperative program /1/ initiated between KFA Julich

and NUCLEBRAS in 1979, with the participation of KWU and NUKEM

covers the following topics:

(1) nuclear design of Th-based fuel assemblies and PWR cores

(2) fabrication and testing of pellet type Th fuels

(3) spent fuel treatment of Th-based fuels.

The paper presents the current status of the ongoing investi-

gations related to (1), whereas (2) will be presented at the

Wurenlingen meeting in December 1984 /2/.

The KWU standard 1300 MWe PWR is the reference reactor for the

study /3/. The results of nuclear core design are based on Th-fuel

cycles using highly enriched uranium (HEU) or LWR Pu as initial

fissile material. It was found that the present design KWU-type

PWR can be operated without changes and restrictions with 3 and

4-batch loadings in open and closed fuel cycle modes with all

types of fissile materials investigated. It was admitted that
135 the initial cores are loaded only with Th fuel: Th/HEU or Th/Pu-MOX.

Recycling modes are started in cycle 4; the fissile make-up to

be added to the fissile material to be recycled is new HEU or

Pu from reprocessed U fuel assemblies. Reload enrichments and

shuffling plans are calculated up to equilibrium cores and include

second generation recycling, too. The results concerning nuclear

safety aspects and licensing are based on reactivity coefficients

and reactivity balances.

It is to be anticipated that the realistic way of introducing

Th fuel cycles to PWR would be via partial and later full Th fuel

assembly reloads. Results of the present phase 2A of the coopera-

tional program show that no change of the Th/HEU fuel assembly

design to be loaded into a U core is necessary. Th/Pu-MOX fuel

assemblies - as used for Pu recycling via U/Pu-MOX fuel assem-

blies - need at least two types of fuel pins with a different

fissile material content to avoid local power peaking when loaded

adjacent to U fuel assemblies.

Strategy investigations included in the program are based on

the need for natural uranium and separative work, calculated

from the fuel cycle data of nuclear core design. Recycling is

found essential for Th/HEU to achieve substantial savings in

natural uranium and separative work, but there exists no direct

need for these natural resources in the case of Th/Pu fuel cycles.

Considerable savings of uranium and separative work stem from

Th/Pu fuel via the replacement of U-fuel in existing reactors.

The Th/Pu fuels may offer the potential of extending burnup to

values where the need for early closure of the fuel cycle by

reprocessing Th fuels could be avoided.

1 Introduction

Utilization of thorium-based fuels in thermal reactors is aimed

at the production and fission of U233. Due to its high 2-value

one can expect conditions which procure high conversion factors

or even breeding ratios. These could be



136 - good neutron economy with reduced neutron absorption in struc-

tural materials and in the moderator

- low specific power to avoid losses of fissile material by trans-

mutation of Pa233 into U234

- low burnup which implies reduced parasitic absorption by fission

products and lower initial fissile content.

The application of these design principles for high conversion

would result in significantly worsened economy related to the

costs of the power plant and the fuel cycle. The opposite assess-

ment is to look for the most economic way of testing and imple-

mentating the thorium fuel cycle. It is proposed to perform such

an assessment for the commercially proven PWRs. Improved resource

utilization is then attained especially by the better conversion

compared to the U/Pu fuel cycle. The reductions in conversion

at high burnup are partly compensated by lowered reprocessing

losses of the closed fuel cycle.

It would be expedient to have the same or a nearly unchanged

PWR geometry and reactor behaviour and, following the trend for

maximum burnup and minimum efforts in the fuel cycle and for

reprocessing, it would be possible to achieve the present opti-

mum in power generating costs. High in situ utilization of the

bred U233 connected with high burnup and long fuel insertion

times are economically much more advantageous than higher con-

version ratios.

To utilize the available know-how and research capacities, a

joint cooperative program was initiated in 1979 between KFA JUlich

and NUCLEBRAS, with the participation of KWU and NUKEM. On the

German side work is being sponsored by the Federal Minister

of Science and Technology /1/.

The objectives of the program are nuclear design and strategies,

fuel fabrication technique and fuel testing as well as repro-

cessing and recycling. This paper covers especially the results

on nuclear fuel assembly and core design obtained since 1979

/3/ and intends to give a survey of the planned future work and

on fuel-cycle strategic aspects and resource utilization topics.

2 Fuel cycle alternatives

The utilization of thorium as fuel implies the need for initial

fissile material. This may be U235, the only natural fissile

material for thermal fission. From a neutron physics standpoint

U235 would be best suited in the form of highly enriched uranium

(HEU) since U238 may be seen as a parasitic absorber or, seen

less negatively, as a not so efficient breeding material. Starting

with MEU (medium-enriched uranium); proposed for non-proliferation

reasons, implies that the thorium fuel cycle to be initiated

tends to phase out during some recycling generations at system

conversion rates less than unity. The artificial nuclides Pu239

and Pu241 can be used as alternative fissile materials. They

are contained in the mixture of Pu isotopes bred and reprocessed

out of burnt uranium-based fuels. The recycling of Pu with thorium

as carrier material is the next most effective use after future

use in fast breeeder reactors.

Both alternatives for initial and make-up fissile materials are

investigated in the program. HEU was chosen to be investigated

first. In connection with the reprocessing of normal U fuel,

the intentions of Brazil have been to include from the very beginn-

ing Pu as the more interesting choice for the initial fissile

material. No work is planned on segregated feed - breed fuels,

as this would cause a significantly loss in mean power density

which would result in increased costs which cannot be outweighed

by a potential for better conversion in the breeding zones.

3 Design of fuel assemblies for thorium cores

The KWU standard 1300 MWe PWR (Angra-2 type) was chosen as re-

ference reactor for the study. In view of the results of previous



Table 1: Design Data of a KWU Standard 1.300 MWe PWR sional XY representation was applied. Normally 1/8 core was

treated with a 2 x 2 box representation for each fuel assembly.

Fuel rod diameter / mm /
Lattice pitch / mm /
Number of fuel rods per fuel assembly
Fuel assembly pitch / mm /
Fuel rod linear power / W/cm /
Number of fuel assemblies
Fuel rod active length / mm /
Cladding wall thickness / mm /
Cladding material
Control rod guide tube material
Spacer grids material
Heavy metal mass per fuel assembly / kg /

10.75
14.30

16x16-20 (=236)
231.11
211
193

3.916
0.725

Zry-4
SS-4550

Inc-718
485

- With heterogeneous form functions calculated using MEDIUM for

the fuel assemblies, the code PINPOW determined pinwise power

distributions from the coarse mesh results of MEDIUM for the

cores.

To study the properties of some typical Th-based fuels some Th-FASER

results are depicted in Fig. 1 and 2. Fig. 1 gives the multiplication

factor ko as a function of burnup at a mean boron concentration

of 500 ppm B. The three fuels Th/HEU at 4.8 % U235, a first gene-

ration recycling Th fuel (Th/HEU+Urecycle) with 4.5 % U233+U235,

and Th/Pu fuel with 5.0 % Pufis will reach about the same mean

burnup of more than 40 MWd/kg in a 4 batch core. One can see from

the figure, that - as a result of the better conversion compared

to U fuel - the curves there are much less steep with burnup.

There is no greater difference between Th/HEU and Th/HEU+Urecycle
results. The use of Pu as initial fissile material makes the

curve significantly more shallow with burnup.

For the Present Study

Mixed oxide density / g/cm3 /

HELl Isotoplc vector / w/o /
Pu Isotopic vector / w/o / (fresh PWR-Pu)

9.4 (Th/Pu)
9.5 (Th/HEU)

U235/U238= 93.0/7.0
Pu239/Pu240/Pu241/Pu242 =

60.1 /23.4/12;4/ 4.1

studies, no need was seen to change the geometry of fuel pins

and lattice. The main data for that reactor are presented in

Table 1.
1.25

For the design calculations the main codes of the KWU program

system were used in Brazil and Germany:
-- Th/HEU, once through

-- Th/HEU + U recycle

-.. Th/Pu, once through
- Pin cell spectral burnup calculations using the Th-FASER code,

a LASER type code which includes the nuclides of the Th evolu-

tion chain with cross-sections based on ENDF/B-4. Th-FASER

was employed to generate 2-group cross sections dependent on

fuel composition, burnup, boron concentration, fuel tempera-

ture, moderator density and temperature, and for the effects

of control rods.

1.00

0.75

--- Burnup
- Fuel assembly and core calculations using the MEDIUM code.

No modification was needed in this coarse mesh burnup code

137 as the thorium fuel chain can be defined by input. A two dimen- Evolution of kooin Different Thorium-Based Fuels in PWRs Fig. 1



50
g/kg HM

The loadings and power distributions of equilibrium once-through

cycles are depicted in Fig. 3 - 6 and equivalent information re-

lated to recycling cores can be found in Fig. 7 - 10. Some more

data on these cycles are shown in Table 2.

t

C--

L,

- Th/HEU, once through

--- Th/HEU + U recycle
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Fig. 2 shows the evolution of the fissile materials with burnup

for the same fuels. Besides the decline in the total amount of

fissile material, one can see that saturation in U233 content

is not yet reached during once-through fuel utilization and that

the harder spectrum caused by Pu use causes a lower U233 produc-

tion. During first generation recycling a maximum of 1.6 % U233

is reached in Th fuel with HEU as make-up.

In all cases of fuel shuffling studies, it was admitted that

the initial cores are fully loaded with thorium fuel: Th/HEU

or Th/Pu according to the case on hand. To avoid the need for

burnable poisons one could design a first core of limited cycle

length. This could be a 3 region Th/HEU core of 2.9/3.6/4.2 % U235

(with e.g. 69/68/56 fuel assemblies = FAs) of 382 full-power

days with an initial boron concentration of 1190 ppm B at full

power. An initial Th/Pu core could contain e.g. 65 FAs of 2.8 %

Pufis, 64 FAs of 3.6 % Pufis, and 64 FAs of 4.4 % Pufis.

Power Distribution at Beginning of Cycle
Th/HEU Core, 3 Batch Once-Through Equilibrium

Fig. 3
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.79 1 .060.99 1.120.95 1.06 0.96 0.88
Table 2: Data of Typical Thorium Fuel Cycles for Large PWRs

Type of loading Th/HEU Th/Pu Th/H EU+Urec Th/Pu+Urec

0 .96
3

1.17
2

1 .05
3

1 .02
3

1 .06
2

0 95 1 .26
3 t

0.88

0.81
l

1 .22
2

1 .00
3

1 .09
2

0.94
3

Reload enrichment

Reload batch

Initial boron
concentration

Cycle length

Av. burnup of
unloaded batch

no. of.

%
FAs

ppm

4.2 4.8

64 48

1013 988

4.4 5.0

64 48

1138 1038

3.9 4.5

64 48

1138 1038

306 293

32.9 42.4

4.2 4.6

64 48

1521 1514

287 281

35.2 44.3

1 .21
2

1 .07
2

0 9311
3

210.63
1 1

d

MWd/kg

319 310 287 278

33.7 43.7 34.6 44.6

0.97
3

1 09 0
2

95

1.13
1
0.66

1
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Power Distribution at Beginning of Cycle
Th/Pu Core with Recycling, 3 Batch

Fig. 9
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In all recycle cases the recycling was started at the beginning

of cycle 4. A period of 2 years was assumed for spent fuel cooling,

reprocessing and refabrication. The complementation of fissile

material for the reloads is performed in the case of the Th/HEU

cycle by the addition of new U235 (HEU), and in the case of the

Th/Pu cycle by the addition of Pu from a PWR operating in the

uranium once-through mode. The calculations were performed cycle

by cycle, in some cases up to cycle 15. The fuel balance took

into account losses of 5 % for the first recycled batch and later

2.5 % losses in reprocessing alone. As only a smaller part of

the reloads needs to be furnished with make-up fissile material

it was decided to mix reprocessed and fresh fissile materials

and to fabricate only one type of fuel for the recycling reloads.

Some typical results for compositions of fresh and burnt fuels

are shown in Table 3.

To assess the reactivity behaviour of the cores, reactivity coef-

ficients of moderator and fuel temperature and the boron worth

have been calculated for selected fuel cycles. It is of interest

for control purposes to have negative moderator temperature coeffi-

cients at the high boron concentration at the beginning of cycles.

Calculations have shown that the moderator temperature coefficient

becomes more negative with increasing mean core burnup at the

beginning of life (BOL) and with higher Pu content. This indicates

1 .07
3

0.93
3

0.89
2

0.65
3

0 .98
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1 22
2

1 .29
1
0.71
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Power Distribution at Beginning of Cycle
Th/Pu Core with Recycling, 4 Batch
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Table 3: Composition of Typical Thorium Fuel Reloads in Large PRs -r Coolant temperature drop - Coolant teomerature drop

TyDe of fuel

No. of FAs per reload

Th/HEU

64 1 48

Th/Pu Th/HEU+Ure

64 148 64 1 48

Th/Pu+Urec

641 48

Loading U233+Pu233 - - 1.35 1.27 1.35 1.27 1.08 1.31

U235 4.2 4.8 2.55 3.23 2.55 3.23 .01 .02

U238+U234+U236 0.30 0.36 1.08 .96 08 .96 .08 .11

Pu239- - - - - - 19 2.26

Pu241 - - - - - .93 1.02

Pu240+Pu242 - - - - - - 1.97 2.22

I-5

-10
Unloading U233+Pu233

U235

U238+U234+U236

Pu239

Pu241

Pu240+Pu242

1 .46

1.01

1.04

1.58

0.85

1.26

1.32

.02

.10

.64

.74

1.56

1.51

.02

.14

.51

.76

1.66

1.72

.72

1.53

1.75

.66

1.58

1.89

.05

.25

.22

.64

1.63

1.90

.08

.31

.12

.72

1.51

3 - batch core 4 - batch core

Comparison of Reactivity Balances at End of Cycle
Th/HEU Cores with Recyclina

Fig. 11

that one has to face problems emanating from slightly positive

coolant temperature coefficients only at zero power conditions

for initial cores which may cause the need for e.g. burnable

poisons. The problems may not arise when the switchover from

a U core to succeeding Th fuel reloads is intended.

--- Coolant teperature aop
-- Coolant temperature drop

50 inn 0 50 100 K

-1

The lower boron worth especially with higher Pu quantities in

the core causes no problems as long as they can be managed by

the boron systems.

Another point of investigation had been to calculate reactivity

balances to show that a sufficient shutdown is reached by control

rod insertion at the end of cycle. Some reactivity balances are

shown in Fig. 11 and 12. They contain a control margin, the reac-

tivity released by the transition from full to zero power (Dopp-

ler) and the reacitivity due to coolant temperature drop as a

141 function of cooling down e.g. after a steam line break accident.

t -5

control margin - - -
doppler

reactivity due to coolant

temperature drop

shutdown margtc

stuck rod

4 -batch core

-10

3 - batch core

Comparison of Reactivitv Balances at End of Cycle
Th/?u Cores with Recycling

Fig. 12



142 The resulting shutdown margin is formed by the above-mentioned

reactivity released and the worth of the control rod system with

the most effective rod as stuck rod. Fig. 11 shows that, for

Th/HEU cores with U recycling, no return to criticality can be

derived from these two-dimensional calculated steady-state reac-

tivity balances for coolant temperature drops of more than 100

degrees. For Pu containing Th cores this temperature difference

is decreased (see Fig. 12) and more detailed investigations will

be necessary to assure that the reactor can be brought safety

to subcritical conditions after hypothetical steam line break

accidents.

The nuclear core design calculations indicate that the insertion

of full cores of Th/U and Th/Pu FAs into the PWRs of present

design is possible for open and closed fuel cycle operation without

any restrictions. As can be seen from all the given shuffling

plans (Fig. 3 - 10), both 3 and 4 batch loadings fulfill the

requirements for maximum local power and safe reactor operation.

Further investigations on the use of burnable poisons are ne-

cessary to show the potential for lowering the initial moderator

temperature coefficient and for application of low leakage loadings,

longer cycles, and higher burnup.

- design of fuel assemblies in a typical surrounding

- investigation of the fuel assembly in a core.

These design procedures have been used and tested by KWU within

the framework of the German Pu recycling programs /4/.

The first step is a pinwise calculation for one e.g. Th/HEU or

Th/Pu fuel assembly which is surrounded by 3 U fuel assemblies.

This arrangement, named macrocell, is covered by the MEDIUM code

and shows the evolution of the pin powers for the whole burnup

range. It is necessary to perform the calculations in such a

way as to obtain realistic boron concentration to avoid misleading

results due to a different boron reactivity worth for the diffe-

rent fuel assemblies. Figs. 13 and 14 show the results of such

calculations.

.8 0.86090 0. 9 4 .9 1 0 .8 9

0.88 0.93 RCC 0.960.95

0.8910.950 .92 0.9610.99

50.920.96[0.93 0.98 1 .04
-- 

0.97jRC .960.970.930.97 RCC 0.960.97|0.9; 1.021 RCC

O.91 0.92 0.95

0.92 0.95
J

0 .930 .97 0.94 0.991 .05

0.93 0.9710.9411 .00 I .04
4 Insertion of Th fuel assemblies in U cores

Th/HEU, 4.2 w/o U235

U, 3.4 w/o U235

Burnup 0 MWd/kg

no Xe

500 ppm B

RCC 0.9

0.95

3.9810.9411 .02 RCC

It is to be anticipated that the realistic way of introducing

thorium fuel cycles to PWRs would be via partial, and later full

thorium fuel assembly reloads. Therefore, suitable plans for

transition from U cores to Th/U and Th/Pu cores have been under

investigation in the second phase of the cooperational program

beginning of 1984.

In as far as fuel assemblies with rather different neutron spec-

tra are to be loaded in one core, nuclear design is to be per-

formed in two steps:

.990.95/ I.00.990 .95j1.00j1.04

H Pinpower
1.03 0.97

0.99

RCC-Position

0.99

1 .00

1.02

.OC

1.01

1.05

RCC

Power Distribution in a Th/HEU Fuel Assembly
Surrounded by U Fuel Assemblies

Fig. 13



As can be seen from Fig. 13, Th/HEU fuel assemblies with 4.2 %

U235 cause only minor perturbations compared to a nearly flat

power distribution in an arrangement of U fuel assemblies alone.

It is not considered necessary to have pins of different HEU

content to avoid power peaks. During burnup the higher conver-

sion in the Th/HEU fuel assembly, compared to the U fuel assem-

blies of 3.4 % U235 enrichment, causes some power increase in

the central region of the Th/HEU fuel assembly, but no new peaks

are created. On the basis of these results, it may be concluded

that no problems exist as regards the insertion of Th/HEU assem-

blies into a U core.

The thermal capture and fission cross-sections of the Pu isotopes

are much larger than those of the isotopes U233 and U235. The

thermal flux within the U core would induce high local power

peaking, especially within the edge pins of a Th/Pu fuel assem-

bly. To avoid this power peaking, the Pu enrichment of these

pins must be lowered appropriately. Therefore two design aspects

have to be balanced:

0.81 0.83 0.88 0.95 0.90 .901 .01 0.8.81 0.91 0.97

o .84 0.94 RCC 0 .99.99 1. 05 0.8910 .8210.9311.02

0 .92.9 I r 0 0 I RC
0.920. 971 00 RCC 11310.901 .8310 .97 RCC

0 .89 093 .031 .11 0.92 0.83 0.95 1.03

.96 l.09[ 0.74 0.95O.84 .95 1,.03

RCC r0 .8o3 .9 0.8510 .98 RCC

1.03 Th/Pu, 5.2 w/o Pufiss

H.0l Th/Pu, 2.8 w/o Pufiss

1i.0 U, 3.4 w/o U235

Burnup 0 MWd/kg
no Xe

1500 ppm B
Ki8 Pinpower

0 .86 1 .0210.8710.9711 .03

1.16 0.92

0.97
1RCC RCC-Position

0.98

1.00

1 .02

1 .01

1.02

1 .06

RCC

Power Distribution in a Th/PU Fuel Assembly
Surrounded by U Fuel Assemblies

Fig. 14

- The power distribution within the Th/Pu areas surrounded by

U rods must be flattened out by adjusting a minimum of two

types of Th/Pu rods of different fissile content.

- The reactivity and burnup potential of the Th/Pu fuel assem-

bly have to be adjusted with respect to the U fuel assemblies

via mean enrichment.

An expedient design of a Th/Pu fuel assembly for insertion in

a U core is depicted in Fig. 14. Only two different types of

Th/Pu pins are arranged such that the power peaking is limited

to as low values as to avoid limitations with their reload and

shuffling. As can be seen for the central part of the assembly,

a third much higher Pu content seems possible in e.g. 36 rods.

This measure is intended to produce a higher mean initial content

of fissile material. This may be necessary to avoid cycle length

reductions connected with the insertion of such fuel assemblies

in a 3 batch core of U fuel assemblies of 3.2 % U235 enrichment.

It was demonstrated that a design with a third type of Th/Pu

pin (6.0 % Pufis) would avoid the valley at the beginning of

life. Enrichment zoning of this kind will cause power peaks at

the edge of the innermost boundary which would forbid free posi-

tioning of these assemblies during their second and third inser-

tion period. This is caused mainly by the reduction of self shield-

ing of Pu caused by a stronger burnup of the outer regions of

the Th/Pu assembly, but also by the improvement in the fission

properties of U233 due to increasing thermal fluxes.
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5 Resource utilization effects

The intentions for establishing the thorium fuel cycle stem from

wishes to

- utilize the large resources of thorium and to achieve

- improved system conversion rates e.g. without addition of fast

breeder reactors to the installed nuclear capacity of Brazil.

1U
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The utilization of thorium as fuel implies the need for an ini-

tial fissile material. It is therefore not surprising that ini-

tiation of the thorium fuel cycle is linked with a higher need

for natural uranium and separative work than for the uranium

fuel cycle. This is also true of the indirect needs for natural

uranium and initial separative work in the case of thorium cycle

start up by plutonium application. But there is a possibility

of reducing or avoiding this drawback at very high burnup and

improved in situ burning of U233.

Power Distribution at Beginning of Cycle
Equilibrium Core with a Reload of 48 U-FAs and 16 Th/Pu-FAs

Fig. 15

A more or less iterative procedure for fuel assembly design,and

fuel shuffling study is needed. Fig. 15 gives an example of such

an investigation. Reloads composed of 48 U-FAs of 3.2 % U235

and 16 Th/Pu-FAs of 4.4 % Pufi s were calculated until an equi-

librium cycle was reached. The first reload containing 16 Th/Pu-FAs

causes a reduction of the cycle length from 324 to 306 full-power

days. The negative effect of fresh Th/Pu-FAs on core reactivity

is reduced during the following insertion periods. This can be

deduced from the equilibrium cycle length with 3 x 16 Th/Pu-FAs

of 316 full-power days.

The evaluation of these data calls for a higher fissile content

of the Th/Pu fuel assemblies and in better flattening of the

associated power distribution, especially during burnup. Enough

scope is available for further optimization to overcome these

contradicting intentions.

The natural uranium and separative work requirements can be cal-

culated from the fuel cycle data of the given nuclear core designs

for once-through fuel utilization and recycling modes, respecti-

vely. These results are presented in Fig. 16. In the upper part

one can compare the consumption of natural uranium to fabricate

enriched material for U and Th/HEU fuel assemblies to be inser-

ted in a 3 batch PWR core. The recycling potentials of reprocessed

U fuel assemblies are shown in the middle part. In any case the

reprocessed uranium can be used after reenrichment to fabricate

so-called WAU fuel assemblies. The higher initial fissile content

of Th/Pu compared to U/Pu (=MOX)FAs is obvious. The amount of

Pu produced by the reprocessing of MOX-FAs of the first recycling

generation is sufficient for about half the quantity of second

generation MOX-FAs /4/. This is by far less than the recycling

potentials of reprocessed thorium fuel assemblies, as shown in

the lower part of Fig. 16. It can be concluded that the application

of the closed thorium fuel cycle, started and supported by HEU



program may include future investigations on tight lattices directed

towards further improvements of the conversion rate in an epithermal

neutron spectrum.

Strategy calculations have to answer as early as possible the

questions as to the most expedient fuel cycle mode, reactor mix,

and the opimum time of introduction for the thorium fuel cycle

in PWRs.
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closing the fuel cycle by reprocessing could be avoided.

/2/ M. Peehs, W. DSrr, M. Hrovat: Development of a pelletized

(TH,U)02 fuel for LWR application.

Paper to be presented at: IAEA Advisory Group Meeting

on Advanced Fuel Technology and Performance,

WUrenlingen/CH, 4 - 6 December 1984

/3/

/4/

Program of Research and Development on the Thorium

Utilization in PWRs. Final Report for Phase 1 (1979-1983).

JUL-SPEZ-266, May 1984

O. Beer, G. Schlosser: Advanced Uranium utilization

in LWR by recycling of U and Pu.

Paper to be presented at: IAEA Technical Committee on

Advanced Light and Heavy Water Reactor Technology,

Vienna/Austria, 26 - 29 November 1984

It was not considered necessary to change the lattice and thermal

reactor systems could be retained.-The ongoing investigations

on the field of nuclear core design are related mainly to the

145 switchover from U to Th cycle operation and safety aspects. The
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Advanced Heavy Water Reactors Abstract

The pace and focus of the CANDU advanced fuel cycle program is influenced

by a number of considerations, including the current status and future
prospects for the nuclear fuel supply industry, both in Canada and the rest

of the world. Important components of the analysis are the uranium mining

industry, the reprocessing industry, competition from fossil fuels, and the
status and prospects for the liquid metal fast breeder reactor. Current

assessments indicate a significant future market for a CANDU advanced

converter reactor which will exist for many decades.

The CANDU concept is well poised for development in an advanced converter
role since the fuel cycle characteristics of the current commercial version

of CANDU are those of low fissile inventory and high conversion ratio.
Consequently, no major design changes would be required to the reactor
design or method of operation, and the research and development program can

focus on fuel performance characteristics, future improvements in neutron

economy, and the technology required to permit recycle fuelling of CANDU.

In all areas the focus of the program is to achieve the highest levels of
efficiency in fuel usage together with minimum costs.

The R&D program may be roughly divided into two components which have a
near- and long-term focus, respectively. The near-term focus is on the

technology to implement improved once-through cycles and mixed oxide
(plutonium-uranium oxides) recycle in CANDU and on technologies to separate
zirconium isotopes. Included is work on those technologies which would
allow a CANDU-LWR strategy to be developed in a growing nuclear power
system. For the longer-term, activities are focused on those technologies

and fuel cycles which would be appropriate in a period when nuclear fuel

demand significantly exceeds mined uranium supplies. Fuel cycles and
systems under study are thorium recycle, CANDU fast breeder systems and
electro-nuclear fissile breeders.

The paper will discuss the rationale underlying these activities, together

with a brief description of activities currently under way in each of the

fuel cycle technology areas.



INTRODUCTION

The pace and focus of the CANDU advanced fuel cycle program is influenced
by a number of considerations including the current status and future
prospects for the nuclear fuel supply industry, both in Canada and the rest
of the world.

The past decade has seen large changes in these prospects. The oil shocks
of the 1970s led many nations to introduce policies which promoted the
replacement of oil by fission energy and resulted in projections of high
growth rates for installation of nuclear power stations. In parallel, the
extent of natural uranium resources and supply appeared inadequate to fuel
this rapidly expanding system and significant demand/supply imbalances were
anticipated in the early decades of the next century. Consequently, many
nations accelerated their research, development and demonstration (RDD)
activities on programs for spent fuel recycling and on Fast Breeder
Reactors (FBR) in order to enhance the security of their future nuclear
fuel supplies.

The actual growth in installed nuclear power has fallen far short of the
projections of a decade ago and current projections of future growth are
the lowest of the past decade. Concurrently, increased uranium exploration
activity has defined large new deposits, for example in Australia and
Canada and world supplies appear adequate for many decades. In addition,
these supplies will be enhanced in the 1990s by increasing annual amounts
of recovered uranium and plutonium from reprocessing plants, which are
either planned or under construction in France, United Kingdom, Federal
Republic of Germany and Japan. As a consequence, there is a growing
appreciation that the need for the commercialization and large-scale
deployment of FBRs has receded by a number of decades into the future. The
economics of FBRs also appear less favourable than originally hoped. Both
capital costs and initial fissile inventory charges appear significantly
higher than those for the current generation of thermal reactors, and FBRs
will not be economically attractive until natural uranium is several times
more expensive than current levels, perhaps in excess of $500 US/kg U.

Finally mention must be made of increasing competition from coal-fired
generation. The past decade has seen a rapid increase in the capital cost
of nuclear plants in many countries. This increase has been far greater
than inflation and also greater than the increase in the capital cost of
fossil-fuelled plants. The result has been a narrowing of the economic
advantage previously enjoyed by nuclear power and increasing competition
from coal in many areas.

The previous discussion indicates that there could be a significant future

market for an advanced converter reactor provided the reactor and fuel
cycle meet certain conditions. The desirable characteristics are:

- its associated capital costs should be no higher, and if possible
less, than the costs of the current generation of reactors.

- net fissile consumption during operation should be significantly
less than that for uranium, once-through fuelling.

- initial fissile inventory requirements should be similar to or
lower than the needs of current once-through fuelling.

- the reactor should be capable of changing from operation with
once-through uranium fuelling to recycle fuelling during its
life-time.

While such characteristics appear self-evident, as being desirable, they
have been detailed to emphasize that the advanced converter system must

provide a bridge from the current industrial situation and that the system
will only last as long as it can be seen that it offers a significant

economic advantage relative to the FBR. In particular, the investments in

the necessary RD&D and industrial infrastructure will not be made if the
perceived "window" for viable deployment and operation appears short

because of limited flexibility to respond to changing resource and economic
situations.

The above characteristics are also desirable for the long-term future in

which the challenge of high uranium prices is met by mixed advanced

converter - FBR strategy. In this case, the FBR plays the role of a
"fissile" factory rather than a primary power producer. The basis for the

mixed strategy is that the advanced converter will be the lower cost,
long-term power producer while the FBR would be optimized for maximum

fissile material production and would constitute part of the fuel supply
industry. Deployment of the FBR would then be governed by fuel supply
needs rather than directly by power needs and would avoid the conflict
inherent in attempting to design for both minimum power costs and maximum

fissile material supply. Obviously the advanced convertor could also
operate with other methods of fissile supply e.g. accelerator breeders or
fusion breeders.

THE CANDU REACTOR

The CANDU reactor is well poised for development in an advanced converter
role since the fuel cycle characteristics of the current commercial version

of CANDU are those of low fissile inventory and high conversion ratio. A
major criterion during the development program was that of "nuclear

economy" i.e. to ensure that the maximum number of fission neutrons were

captured in the uranium fuel and that parasitic losses by absorptions in

structural materials, coolant etc., and by neutron leakage, were kept to a
minimum. This was accomplished by the use of zirconium alloys for all

in-core structural and fuel bundle materials, the use of high purity heavy

water for both coolant and moderator, and by adopting on-power refuelling
to minimize reactivity hold-down. This allowed the use of natural uranium

oxide as fuel with resulting low fissile inventories and the highest
uranium utilization of all current commercial reactor types (Reference 1).

The use of pressure tubes and the consequent hetergeneous nature of the

reactor lattice also allows the use of fuels other than natural uranium,
including low enriched uranium (LEU) plutonium-uranium (Pu-U) and thorium
(Th) fuels. A comparison paper (Reference 2) describes some of the studies
conducted on this topic over the past ten years and concludes that no

aspects have been identified which would prevent their introduction and use



148 in CANDU. Consequently, no major design changes have been identified which
would be required for either reactor design or method of reactor operation
and the current design of CANDU has been used as the basis for the advanced
converter concept.

THE CANDU STRATEGY

CANDU ADVANCED FUEL CYCLE PROGRAM

There is a wide range of fuel cycles which could be implemented in CANDU
and these are illustrated in Figure 1, together with corresponding fuel
cycles for the light water reactor (LWR). The cycles have been arranged in
order of increasing efficiency in resource utilization and in possible
order of implementation in the future. Implementation of the LEU cycle
would result in approximately 30% reduction in uranium requirements. A
system of CANDU reactors using uranium once-through and Pu-U recycle would
reduce requirements by approximately 50%. Introduction of thorium cycles
would reduce requirements by approximately 70-90% with the ultimate
potential of near-breeder cycles where equilibrium fuelling requires only a
thorium supply and no external fissile make-up.

The figure also indicates possible LWR-CANDU mixed strategies. The neutron
economy of CANDU is such that LWR spent fuel could be irradiated in the
reactor, without removal of fission products, and produce additional energy
in the range 11,000 - 16,000 MWd/MgHE. Obviously there are significant
practical problems to be overcome in reconfiguring or refabricating the
fuel before such a cycle becomes possible. However, this illustrates the
potential for CANDU to burn the fuel materials recovered by reprocessing
LWR spent fuel. Either the recovered uranium alone or the uranium-
plutonium mixture could he used in an economic cycle without the need for
uranium re-enrichment or adjustment of the plutonium-uranium ratio. The
subsequent irradiation in CANDU reduces the uranium-235 content below the
level of enrichment plant tails. Consequently there is no economic
incentive for further recycling and this removes uranium-236 and
uranium-232 from the fuel system (Reference 3).

The R&D program which is being pursued may be roughly divided into two
components which have a near- and long-term focus, respectively. The
near-term focus is on the technology to implement improved once-through
cycles and mixed oxide (plutonium-uranium oxides) recycle in CANDU.
Included is work on those technologies which would allow a CANDU-LWR
strategy to be developed in a growing nuclear power system. Some work is
also being devoted to examining methods by which zirconium isotopes could
be separated in an economical manner. Removal of the isotope zirconium-91
would significantly reduce the absorption cross-section and so increase the
neutron economy of the fuel cycle. This material has a potential use as
structural material i.e. pressure and colandria tubes, which remain in the
reactor for its life. It is not anticipated that the cost could be reduced
enough for use as a fuel shealth material.

For the longer-term, activities are focused on those technologies and fuel
cycles which would be appropriate for a period when nuclear fuel demand
significantly exceeds mined uranium supplies. Activities are focused on
demonstrating the technical and economic viability of thorium fuel cycles
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and there is also work evaluating the potential of electro-nuclear
(accelerator breeder) systems for producing fissile material
(Reference 4).

In all areas, the focus of the program activities is to develop appropriate
technologies which will achieve the highest levels of efficiency in fuel
usage together with minimum costs, by exploiting the unique characteristics
of CANDU fuel. In this regard, the CANDU fuel design (50 cm long, simple
construction) appears particularly appropriate for application of the
remote, automatic technologies which will be required to handle advanced
fuel types containing either plutonium or thorium.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES

SUMMARY

The changing perspectives of the past decade lead to the conclusion that a
significant future market for a CANDU advanced converter reactor will exist
for many decades. Such a reactor could operate in a stand-alone strategy
or integrate with a mixed CANDU-LWR or CANDU-FBR strategy.

The existing characteristics of CANDU fuel cycles are those of low fissile
inventory and high conversion ratio. No major design change to the reactor
will be required to allow the use of a wide range of advanced fuels.
Consequently, the research and development program can be focussed on fuel
cycle topics, including fuel performance characteristics, future
improvements in neutron economy and the technology required to permit
economic recyle fuelling.

Research and development activities are being conducted on all aspects of
the fuel cycle, with varying degrees of intensity. Of prime concern is the
development of those technologies and concepts necessary for the disposal
of nuclear fuel wastes. Both the needs of the nuclear industry and the
significant social disquiet on this topic, demand a timely resolution of
this issue. Activities in Canada have focused on providing convincing
evidence for the proof-of-concept for disposal of these wastes in deep
geological repositories in the Canadian Shield. Technologies for disposal
of immobilized spent fuel and immobilized reprocessing wastes are under
development and the program is strongly linked to other national and
international programs in this area (Reference 5). Topics covered include
spent fuel storage and transportation, immobilization technologies and the
necessary understanding of all aspects of the potential disposal medium.
The near-term focus for this work is a series of regulatory hearings to be
conducted at the end of this decade.

The thrust of the program is on enhanced efficiency of resource utilization
combined with economic targets, and the anticipated resulting technology
should provide sufficient flexibility to maintain CANDU as a viable power
producer for both the medium- and long-term future.
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Although much of the technology required for CANDU fuel reprocessing is
similar to that already established i.e. the PUREX process, attention at
the Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment has focused on those aspects
unique to CANDU strategy. A laboratory-scale facility was constructed and
operated to investigate the flow sheet for the "modified THOREX" process
which is capable of separating the components of irradiated uranium-
plutonium-thorium fuels. Future attention will be focused on uranium and
plutonium-uranium fuels, to develop alternative and more economic processes
for the recovery of fissile material.
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Abstract

The KWU type PHWR was developed using natural uranium as fuel.

Therefore, many design features of this reactor type are in-

fluenced by the principle of neutron economy. One characteristic

is onpower refuelling and fuel shuffling. Excellent fuel util-

ization is also met with the pressure vessel concept of the KWU

type PHWR allowing for low inventory of structural materials

and maintaining high-purity of heavy water. Successful operation

of the 367 MW Atucha I power plant during the last 10 years

has shown the achievement of commercial viability.

A consistent design, derived from Atucha I, was made for Atucha II,

a 750 MW PHWR, which has been under construction since 1979.

Furthermore, KWU has developed a 1000 MW and a 1200 MW heavy water

reactor. Ultimately, advanced design has been made for a 300 MW

and a 750 MW PHWR.

- Once-through natural uranium as the reference case. In this

fuel cycle the uranium consumption of the PHWR is 80% of

the consumption of thermal LWRs.

- Once-through cycle using low enriched uranium (LEU-cycle). This

cycle offers further reduction of uranium consumption and in-

creasing economy.

- Recycling of plutonium offers the advantage of reduced natural

uranium consumption and lower fuel cycle costs without en-

richment services.

- Recycling of thorium together with high enriched uranium as

make-up fuel. This alternative offers further expanding of

nuclear fuel resources.

- Tandem principle. Insertion of fuel assemblies consisting of

fuel rods discharged from spent LWR assemblies.

The technical concept of KWU's PHWRs does not require important

changes on systems or components when changing from one fuel

cycle to another. However, in many cases an optimum economical

result can be achieved only when the design is made for a

specific fuel alternative.

1. KWU Pressurized Heavy Water Reactor

The safety concept, in principle, is derived from the PWR tech-

nology, considering the special features of heavy water reactors.

The high safety level is documented by risk studies.

The design trends today are directed to high specific power and

low specific investment costs. These trends may change with in-

creasing uranium costs towards high fuel burnup.

For many years KWU has been devoted to investigation on alter-

native fuel cycles with more efficiency in their use of uranium.

In this paper are considered the following main types of in-

vestigated fuel cycles:

In early 1962 construction of the first representative of this

reactor line started on the Multipurpose Research Reactor

(MZFR, 57 MW e ) which went into operation in 1966. As a further

development of the MZFR the 367 MW e Atucha Nuclear Power Plant

(CNA I), construction of which started in Argentina in 1968, was

handed over in 1974. In 1979 KWU received a follow-up order for

a 750 MW e PHWR, Atucha II (CNA II), in Argentina. Successful

operation of the MZFR over 19 years and of the Atucha I Power

Plant since 1974 justify the use of the description "commercially

proven reactor".



The KWU Pressurized Heavy Water Reactor (PHWR) is of the pres-

sure vessel type. Thus there is a high degree of similarity with

the Pressurized Light Water Reactor (PWR): The reactor pressure

vessel, components and functions of the reactor coolant system

are either identical or very similar to those of PWRs. The reactor

building is enclosed by a spherical full pressure steel contain-

ment and an outer concrete shield building (Fig. 1).

Main Similarities with KWU PWR

* Reactor Pressure Vessel

· Coolant Loops

* Pressurizer System

* Spherical Steel Containment

* Concrete Shield Building

* Annulus

* Active Engineered Safety Features

* I & C Concept

coolant and moderator are kept at the same pressure, the coolant

channel walls do not need to be thick. Another characteristic is

continuous on-load refuelling. Withdrawal and insertion of fuel

assemblies from and into the vertical coolant channels are per-

formed by a refuelling machine located above the reactor pressure

vessel. Thus only one refuelling machine and one closure plug for

each channel are required.

2. Development Potential of KWU Type PHWRs

A consistent design derived from Atucha I was drawn up for

Atucha II, a 750 MW PHWR, which has been under construction

since 1979. Furthermore, KWU has developed a 1000 MW e and a

1200 MW heavy water reactor (4 Loop-PHWR). Ultimately, ad-

vanced designs have been elaborated for a 300 MW e and a 750 MW e

PHWR (1).

The main features are briefly summarized as follows:

- Spent fuel pit. Contrary to CNA I, which has two separate pit

buildings for intermediate storage of spent fuel in the PHWR-300,

storage is provided inside the containment. Use of a compact

storage system afford adequate capacity for 40 years of opera-

tion. This concept permits development of a disposal strategy

in parallel to commercial plant operation.

Fig. 2 shows a vertical cross-section through the building of

an advanced-design PHWR.

Fig. 3 shows the corresponding horizontal cross section.

- Pipe rupture concept. In the CNA I design, the maximum credible

accident concept was followed. Advanced concepts place emphasis

on high quality and reliability of piping systems so that double-

ended pipe ruptures are extremely improbable and therefore need

not be postulated in the design of safety-related systems. This

philosophy can even be construed as promoting safety, because

ATUCHA II PHWR 745 MW Fig. 1

Contrary to the PWR the PHWR was developed with a view to use

natural uranium as fuel. Therefore, neutron economy is of

major relevance to fuel management and plant operation, and many

design features of the PHWR are influenced by the demand for high

fuel utilization. Neutron economy is obtained by the heterogeneous

fuel arrangement. Fuel assemblies consisting of 37 fuel rods are

enclosed in coolant channels. Coolant and moderator are separated.

High fuel utilization is also achieved by the use of low-absorp-

tion zirconium alloys as structural materials and by the use of

151 high-purity heavy water as both coolant and moderator. Since
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the previously required piping supports and restraints are no

longer necessary, and therefore access to the systems for main-

tenance and inservice inspection is considerably improved, thus

decreasing the occupational radiation exposure of personnel.

Justification for the preclusion of double-ended breaks is pro-

vided by comparison with standard piping (Fig. 4) and by proba-

bilistic fracture mechanics (Fig. 5).

- Hydraulically driven control rods. A newly developed control

rod concept permits enhanced control of power distribution

over the core thus providing high load flexibility for the

plant.

The conceptual flow diagram of this control system is shown

in Figure 6.

Together with the design of emergency power generating equip-

ment for self-powered start-up independent of an offsite grid,

the PHWR-300 is well suited to unstable grids even of low capa-

city.

- Layout. The layout provides good accessibility to the various

buildings for construction purpose thus permitting short con-

struction periods; the result is low interest payments during

construction (Fig. 7).
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The safety concept is derived in principle from PWR technology,

but is geared to the special features of heavy water reactors

(Fig. 8).

The high safety level is documented by a preliminary risk study.

Figure 9 shows the results obtained for CNA II and the Argentine

limiting criteria wnich must be fulfilled.

Design trends today are directed to high specific power and low

specific investment costs. These trends may change toward high

fuel burnup, if uranium costs increase.

In principle, an increase in discharge burnup could be achieved

at the expense of decreasing the reactor power, if certain design

features are changed as follows:

- Increase in the moderator-to-fuel volume ratio by enlarging the

pitch of the coolant channel lattice

- Reduced neutron leakage by means of steeper radial power dis-

tributions

- Improved moderation by decreasing the moderator temperature



This potential for increasing fuel utilization was considered

in the design of an advanced 300 MWe pressurized heavy water

reactor, which was developed by KWU on the basis of the experience

available from all KWU PWRs and PHWRs constructed to date.

The effect of coolant channel pitch and radial reflector thick-

ness on average discharge burnup and reactor power is shown in

Figure 10.

It is apparent that assuming unchanged reactor dimensions variation

of the coolant channel pitch has a large effect on both discharge

burnup and reactor power. A maximum burnup is reached for pitch

sizes of about 35 cm.
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3. Natural Uranium Feed Cycle

An essential factor in obtaining high neutron utilization is the

optimization of the loading scheme to achieve minimum fuel feed

rate. This is equivalent to finding an optimum burnup distribu-

tion which will maximize the average discnarge burnup subject

to existing power limits and certain restraints in fuelling ma-

chine operations. The loading schemes developed for KWU PHWRs

(Fig. 11) consider both requirements. Fresh fuel assemblies are

inserted at mean radial positions, whereas partly burnt assemblies

are shuffled to the centre and periphery of the core, from which

the assemblies with highest burnup are removed.

As result, average discharge burnups of 7500 MWd/t HM are attain-

able in Atucha II with natural uranium as fuel, but the fissile

uranium content of the spent fuel reaches an amount less than the

tails of enrichment plants.
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Atucha II: Coolant Channel Lattice (1/6 Core) with Loading Scheme on
Natural Uranium Once-Through Cycle

Fig. 11
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The excellent neutron economy of natural uranium fuelled PHWRs kgU 

entails that their consumption of natural uranium only amounts

to approx. 80% of that of PWRs. However, there are fuel cycles

which are more efficient in their use of uranium. Therefore, KWU 10

has devoted its effort to investigating alternative fuel cycles U235 Enrichment of production line fuel in the core

for many years. Four different main types being investigated can 0.710.85% 0.85% 0.85/1.000/ 1.00%

be distinguished: once-through cycles using low enrichment uranium

(LEU) (2), plutonium recycle with MOX spiking (3), thorium fuel

cycles (4), re-insertion of spent PWR fuel (tandem cycle). .--
0 5 10

-- Full power years since 1974
Low-enriched uranium cycles

Development of MZFR Fuel Discharge Burnup Flg. 12
During the Increase in Reload Enrichment

It is well known that the discharge burnup can be dramatically

increased by using slightly enriched uranium fuel; this results

in a reduction of both natural uranium consumption and fuel cycle

costs. For instance, only a small increase in enrichment to 0.85%

yields nearly double the natural uranium discharge burnup. Long

term experience with use of slightly enriched fuel was obtained

from the MZFR. After the introduction of 0.85% enriched fuel in Me k

1974, the burnup of the discharged natural uranium assemblies in-

creased to a maximum of 10 000 MWd/tU with a corresponding in- 

crease in residence time. The slightly enriched assemblies reached

approx. 12 000 MWd/tHM. The second step to the use of 1.00% en- O 

richment in 1980 again increased the average discharge burnup to

a maximum of 16 0000 MWd/tHM just before this reactor was closed

down in May 1984. The overall development of discharge burnup O 

since 1974 is shown in Figure 12. C ( O
Central channel

One important result of the transition to low-enriched fuel cycles * 0 0 

in the MZFR is the fact that no changes to the thermal hydraulic
Zonel Zone2 Zone3

design or fuel design were necessary. Therefore, a switch back to

natural uranium operation would have been possible at any time. MFR:CoolantChannelLattice 3Core)withTypicalShuffling g 
MZFR: Coolant Channel Lattice 1/3 Core) with Typical Shuffling Fig, 13

It was possible to keep within all power limits simply by in- Operationson LEU .0 w/oU235) Once-ThroughCye

serting fresh fuel assemblies nearer the core periphery and by



performing repeated radial shuffling operations. Since the reload

frequency decreases significantly to about once a week, there was

ample time for additional shuffling operations. Typical shuffling

operations for a 1.0% U235 once-through cycle are shown in Fig. 13

Investigations performed for Atucha II show that a broad minimum

of natural uranium consumption is obtained at an enrichment level

of about 1.2% U235. The corresponding burnup amounts in this case

to 20 600 MWd/tHM.

If an enrichment facility is available in the user's country,

it could be more economic to use the 4 Loop PHWR. This reactor

does not have the moderator cooling systems of the normal PHWR

to maintain the moderator at a lower temperature than the coolant.

Its primary system is practically identical to that of the normal

light water reactor.

The increase of discharge exposure in burnup equilibrium with

increasing enrichment for different KWU-type PHWRs is shown in

Fig. 14. The highest discharge burnups are obtained for CNA II

owing to the wider lattice pitch of 27.2 cm compared with the

1000 MW PHWR (26.2 cm) and the 4 Loop PHWR (25.7 cm). With the

4 Loop PHWR a further burnup decrease results from the higher

moderator temperature level.

Plutonium Spiking

Discharge bumup (MWd/kg)

p., -- i-

The use of enriched uranium fuel detracts from one of the most

important advantages of the PHWR: independence from foreign enrich-

ment services. Another way to achieve lower fuel cycle costs with-

out losing this independence is the use of natural uranium together

with the bred plutonium.

Spent PHWR fuel contains significant quantities of fissile pluto-

nium. PHWRs generate 380 kg Pufiss/GWe-year, which is nearly

double the yield from a PWR.

In principle, there are two methods of Pu-recycling:

- homogeneous distribution of Pu over all fuel assemblies in the

core

- concentration of Pu in a certain percentage of all fuel assemblies

only, in so-called "spike elements".

The first alternative is ruled out for economical reasons since the

radiotoxicity of Pu demands the taking of elaborate precautions

which cause a considerable increase in fabrication costs of Pu-

containing fuel assemblies which to a large extent cancels out

the gain achieved by increasing the burnup.

In the second alternative only the spike elements involve in-

creased fabrication costs. Their number should, therefore, not

exceed a reasonable limit.

On the other hand it is precisely the Pu in these spike elements

which causes the increase in burnup, not only of these elements

but also of the natural uranium elements. That means the amount

of Pu inserted in the spikes should be as large as possible within

25 - --- -

20- _ --- 

15- _ _,-/ 17.9 MWd/kg
15 ______

10,. -__ _ - ~-CNA 2
, -^ -~ ~--- PHWR-1000 MW

5 -_ _ _ _ __ -- PHWR-4 Loop __

0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8
-- Enrichment (W/o-U235)

7 Heavy Water Reactor Nuclear Power Plant
Discharge Burnup vs. Enrichment

Fig. 14



158 the thermalhydraulic and technological limits. Therefore, Pu re-

cycle with mixed oxide (MOX) spiking requires

- a macroscopic power distribution which is not too flat and radial

shuffling fuel management operations

- fuel assemblies without bundle interfaces along the coolant

channel, because Pu enrichment leads to an undue increase in

the local power density peaking near the bundle end pieces.

With the exception of the MZFR, both requirements are met by KWU

PHWRs.

The shuffling scheme to be applied for the spike fuel elements

is shown in Fig. 15. - Fresh Pu fuel assemblies are charged into

coolant channels at the very edge of the reactor core. Once they

have accumulated a burnup increment of 5500 - 7000 MWd/t HM, they

are shuffled altogether three to four times; then, having reached

an exposure of 28000 MWd/t HM, they are discharged. The average

rating of a spike element during its lifetime is about 6 MW. The

in-core residence time amounts to 870 full power days, and the

fraction of the discharged spike assemblies relative to all dis-

charged elements is about 16% (s. Table Fig. 16).

This means, however, that only 16% of all fuel assemblies to be

manufactured would have to contain Pu thus keeping the Pu fuel

assembly manufacturing cost penalty a factor of six lower than in

the case of uniform Pu distribution over all fuel assemblies.

It is to be noted, however, that the percentage of fuel

channel positions occupied by spike elements is about 24%

in burnup equilibrium.

Zone 3

Pu-Recycle by MOX-Spiking Once Through

U,., Elements Pu Elements U,, Elements LEU Elements
Number of fuel assemblies 343 108 451 451
in burnup equilibrium (76.05%) 451 (23.95%)
Number of discharged fuel 0.655 0.124 1.527 0.556
assemblies in equilibrium (84.1%) 0.779 (15.9%)
[FA/fpd]
Incore residence time 524 870 295 811
[fpd] 579
Fissile content [%]
Fresh fuel: U235 0.71 0.67 0.71 1.20

Paul,, 0.0 2.36 0.0 0.0
Spent fuel: U 235 0.10 0.18 0.21 0.07

P__ i,, 0.29 0.83 0.25 . 0.31
Equilibrium discharge burnup 12200 28000 7500 20600
[MWd/Mg HM] 14700
Thermal power 1507 1 653 2160 2160
[MW] 2160
Averaged thermal power per 4.4 I 6.0 4.8 4.8
fuel assembly [MW] 4.8
Specific thermal power 23.3 I 32.1 25.4 25.4
[MW/Mg HM] 25.4
Specific uranium inventory 30.0 9.4 39.4 39,4
[kg fuel metal/MW,,] 39.4

Specific uranium consumption 20.9 4.0 48.7 17.7
[kg fuel metal/MWh fpy] 24.8
Fuel throughput: FAlfpy 239 45 557 203

284
Mg fuel metal/fpy 45.1 | 8.5 105 38.3

53.6

Pu,- production 380 171
[kg/GW. fpyl

Zone 2

Zone 1

PHWR 750 MW:
Mean Channel Powers in Equilibrium Core with Plutonium Spiking (MW)

Fig. 15 PHWR 750 MW:
Comparison between a Uranium and a Pu-Spiked Core

Fig. 16



The discharge burnup of the natural uranium elements in-

creases from 7500 MWd/t HM for once-through fuelling to

12200 MWd/t HM for self-generated Pu recycle with mixed

oxide spiking. The average discharge burnup of the Pu-

spiked core is as high as 14700 MWd/t. The specific

uranium consumption, i.e., the fuel mass consumed per unit

energy produced for the spiked core, is only 51% of the

corresponding value of the natural uranium reactor.

Fuel cycle costs have been calculated for the following

fuel strategies

Thermal power

Electrical power

Net efficiency

Full power hours

Tails assay

Interest rate

Price of natural uranium

Price of separative work

Price of Pulsi

Additional price for manufacture
of Pu fuel elements

2160 MWth

692 MWe,

32.04 %

7884 h/a

0.25 W/o U.235

10%

104 $/kg U

100 $/kg SWU

17 $/g Pufi,

-natural uranium fuel

- fuel with homogeneous U2 3 5 enrichment

-fuel with homogeneous Pu enrichment

-self-generated Pu recycling with 108 Pu spikes in

451 coolant channels

500 $/kg HM

PHWR 750 MW:
Input Data for Calculation of Fuel Cycle Costs

Fig. 17

Without Disposal Costs
- - - -- Disposal costs: 1500 DM/kg UFuel cycle costs

rvThe calculations are based on equilibrium data (Fig. 17).

For all cases under analysis, disposal including reprocessing

of the discharged fuel assemblies has been assumed to cost

~- 750 $/kg HM.

''
''''

3.0

Dpf
kWhAs an additional cost for the manufacture of the Pu fuel assem-

blies a constant value of 500 $/kg HM has been assumed.

20
The results of the fuel cycle cost calculations are presented

in Fig. 18.

The largest reduction in fuel cycle costs would be achieved

by using homogeneous U235 enrichment.by using homogeneous U enrichment.

___,c--'

,-----''
----- ''

----- "1

_,---I=tssJ·s=

A

Natural Uranium

Homogeneous
Pu-Enrichment

108 Pu-Spikes

-Homogeneous
U-Enrichment
Hot Moderator

Homogeneous
U-Enrichment.
Cold Moderator

1.0

Recycling of 108 Pu spikes consumes the total self-generated Pu.

As is to be expected, Pu-spiking results in a considerable im-

provement in economics as compared to the case of homogeneous

Pu enrichment. This is mainly due to the cost savings for Pu

assembly manufacture that result from concentrating the Pu in

0 r'100 200 300 DM/kgU 400

---- Fuel Manufacture costs

Fuel Cycle Costs of the 750 MW PHWR for Different Fuel Strategies F g. 18



160 a smaller number of Pu fuel rods subject to complex handling

procedures.

Thorium Fuel Cycles

If spent fuel reprocessing capability is available, the use of

thorium as an alternative fuel is a further fuel cycle option.

Thorium does not have naturally fissile isotopes, but neutron

capture by Th 232 leads to the formation of the fissile isotope

U 233 which is better suited for the use in thermal reactors than

other fissionable materials. This fact, combined with the good

neutron economy of the PHWR opens up the possibility of conversion

ratios of over 0.90 to near unity.

enrichment of 4 w/o. For recycle fuel a reload enrichment of 3.6 w/o

has been found appropriate for achieving the same equilibrium dis-

charge exposure. It was found, that the average discharge exposure

amounts to 45 MWd/kg HM, if 40% of all fuel assemblies consist of

make-up fuel and a mean specific power of 43.5 KW/kg HM is assumed.

This corresponds to conversion ratios below 0.70 and, as shown in

Tab. Fig. 21, to resource requirements comparable with the closed

Pu cycle with MOX spiking.

In the case of well thermalized reactors, such as PHWRs, high con-

version rates are attainable only at the expense of low discharge

burnups and low specific powers (due to Protactinium absorptions

in high.neutron fluxes) (Fig. 19).

In principle, normal KWU-type PHWRs can operate on thorium cycles.

Similarly to Pu cycles the spike concept afford the advantage,

that only the spike elements involve increased fabrication costs.

Various combinations of fissile and fertile materials can be used.

One possibility is to start from a natural uranium core and to

initiate the thorium cycle by insertion of thorium elements which

contain approx. 3% fissile Pu-isotopes bred by natural uranium

assemblies. The fissile uranium concentration in the spent thorium

elements is recycled in successive fuel generations in the form of

Th/U-spikes, too. Although Th-elements show a marked decrease in

the thermal flux toward the centre of the bundle, a relatively

flat power distribution within the cluster can be achieved by in-

creasing the fissile content from the outermost pin to the central

pin.

Conversion ratio

r
1.00

0.90

0.80

D | VD2ONfu -16
20 kW/kg HM

\*>». |
s
- 1(DsO 2M0I NW 16

\ 40 kW/kg HM

_ --------- --------- - V D20 N fu _ -10

40 kW/kg HM

_ ~ ~~~ _ 

0.70
Provided enrichment services are available a changed PHWR design

with a homogeneous fuel rod lattice such as is employed in PWRs

could be more appropriate. The conceptual design of such a "quasi-

homogeneous" PHWR was investigated for a 600 MW e power plant (4).

In this study only the Th/HEU fuel cycle is considered since this

is the most efficient. High enriched uranium (93 w/o U235) (HEU)

is blended with thorium so as to provide the desired make-up fuel

060
10000 20000 30000 40000 50000

Bumup MWd/Mg HM

ConversonRatios for Typical D2O-Thodum-Reactor Fig. 19 



Power density
However, recycling of U233 requires a separate reprocessing line relative

(Thorex process) and shielding during fuel fabrication will be t

needed. Thus, the target exposure should be as large as possible

in order to avoid prohibitive additional costs.
2-

The next item is that lower specific fuel ratings tend to increase

the plant investment costs. The same is true of an increased mode-

rating ratio which would improve uranium utilization.
1

Therefore, thorium systems with high conversion ratios such as

self-sustaining or even breeding systems will not be competitive

unless the price of natural uranium increases considerably beyond

current levels. 0

Lower core edge Core height

Tandem insertion of PWR fuel assemblies PHWR-4 Loop: Comparison of Axial Power Distributions along Central Channel between
a Fuel Assembly Consistirg of PWR Fuel Rods and a Fresh LEU Assembly Fig. 20

Spent fuel assemblies from light water reactors still contain con-

siderable amounts of fissile material. Compared with spent PHWR

fuel the fissile uranium content is only burnt down to a level

which is still slightly above natural uranium. Together with a

significant fissile plutonium concentration of 0.65 w/o the total

fissile content amounts to approximately 1.5 w/o.

Therefore, in spite of high concentrations of fission product

poisons, spent PWR fuel rods inserted in D2 0 lattices give rise

to an excess reactivity much higher than in natural uranium cores.

Burnup increases in the range of 10.6 to 14.4 MWd/kg HM, corres-

ponding to discharge exposures of approximately 45 MWd/kg HM, are

attainable for 3.2 w/o initial fissile enrichment and PWR cycle

length between 6000 and 10 000 full power hours. In this way,

the mean fissile uranium and plutonium concentrations are drama-

tically reduced to approximately 0.33 w/o and 0.36 w/o respectively

As shown in Tab. Fig. 21, savings in natural uranium consumption

161 amount to 23% compared with LEU, once-through cycles on PWRs.

PHWRPHWR 750 MW PHWR4 Loop 600 M PWR

One Th h Closed LEU Once Tandem Closed LEUOnce Through y^^ O Pu-Cycle Through Cycle HEU/Th Once
byMOX. Cycle Through

U,,, LEU Spiking 

Net efficiency 0.3204 0.3204 0.3204 0.3204 0.3204 0.3204 0.322 0.3267

Fissile reload
enrichment [w/o]
U 235 0.71 1.20 0.67 1.20 1.80 0.74 3.20
U235 + U 233 3.75
Pu 239 + Pu 241 2.36 0.65

Tail [wlo] - 0.2 - 0.2 0.2 - 0.2 0.2

Discharge burnup 7500 20600 14700 17900 30000 456001 45000 35000
[MWd/Mg HM]

turl uranium con- 122 87 62 100 95 115 60 150sumption [Mg/year]

Related power: 1 GWe
Load factor: 0.8

1 Burnup increase in PHWR.4 Loop 10600 MWd/Mg HM

Natural Uranium Requierements for Different Reactor and Fuel Cycle Concepts Fig. 21



162 Since the quasi-homogeneous fuel rod arrangement in PWRs is quite

different from heterogeneous D2 0 fuel rod lattices, the tandem

insertion of PWR fuel rods requires reconstruction of spent PWR

assemblies by means of special assembling equipment. Although

further differences in active length and fuel rod diameter exist,

tandem operation with current KWU PHWRs is in principle possible.

Fig. 20 shows the axial power distribution of a tandem assembly

inserted in the central channel of the 4 Loop PHWR in comparison

with a full length assembly. As is apparent, end peaking effects

occur at the end pieces of the tandem assembly owing to the shorter

active length of PWR fuel rods. In order to minimize the resulting

power increases the tandem element has to be located in an axially

symmetrical position.

It is to be noted that about 3 PWRs would yield sufficient fuel

assemblies for 1 PHWR of equal capacity operating on tandem cycle.

Apart from reductions in natural uranium consumption, the tandem

cycle can furthermore be regarded as an alternative waste disposal

concept for PWRs. According to the relatively small amount of fis-

sile material in spent tandem assemblies, ultimate disposal of the

fuel is of much greater interest than for spent PWR assemblies.

5. Conclusion

There are in principle two ways of implementing advanced fuel

cycles in pressurized heavy water reactors. One approach is to

change the fuel cycle in a current PHWR originally designed for

the use of natural uranium as fuel. Experience gained from the

MZFR, and several internal studies performed in the last 10 years

have demonstrated the high adaptility of the KWU PHWR in this

respect. In general, only a few modifications mainly affecting

the thermal hydraulic design (replacement of coolant channel

throttles) may be necessary, with the added advantage a switch

back to the natural uranium cycle would be possible at any time.

Another approach is to optimize a priori the design parameters

of a PHWR core subject to a certain advanced fuel cycle. Since

in this case the economic optimum is achieved for the specific

fuel alternative, insertion of natural uranium would be less

attractive.
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THORIUM UTILIZATION IN INDIA'S POWER
REACTOR PROGRAMME

K. BALAKRISHNAN
Reactor Group, Reactor Engineering Division,
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre,
Bombay, India

Abstract

The paper contains a description of the incentives in India for

implementing the Thorium fuel cycle. A listing of various experimental

facilities and their main programme goals are described together with

possible future steps that have to be made in India in order to establish

the thorium fuel cycle.

As described so far, the power programme depends only on uranium. In
India, the uranium base is low, whereas our thorium deposits are rich and
extensive. So only long range nuclear programme should utilize these rich
thorium deposits. Right from the conception of our nuclear energy
programme, it has been assumed that following the PHWRs and the FBRs, the
fast reactor operating on the Th U233 breeder cycle could be developed.
Of late, however, other option for thorium utilization in the Indian
nuclear reactor programme are being examined.

India's basic ground rate in any consideration of thorium
utilization has been somewhat different from that of most other
countries. For those countries where availability of concentrated fissile
material is not a stringent constraint, the most important consideration
in selecting a thorium fuel cycle is the fuel cycle cost. This
necessitates relatively high burn-ups of discharged fuel owing to the
higher fabrication and reprocessing costs of thorium bearing fuels, which
in turn leads to high initial fissile concentration. Such a fuel cycle
very seldom leads to high conversion ratio. For India however, the main
attraction of thorium has been energy independence, a system in which the
thorium could be used to make the scant uranium reserves go far. This
means that our primary interest lies in self sustaining systems and near
breeders.

The demand for electric power in India has been steadily growing
over the past decades and is expected to treble by the turn of the
century. A demand of this magnitude implies that, at least for India,
there is no question of choosing between nuclear, coal, hydro, oil, etc.
Whatever can be harnessed will have to be harnessed. It was in this frame
of reference that the Indian nuclear power programme was started in 1969
by the commissioning of the Tarapur Atomic Power Station. This first
station of ours was an enriched uranium light water reactor. However, in
view of the paucity of uranium deposits in the country, it was decided
that further reactors to be built will be D20 moderated natural uranium
systems. A series of PHWR's were thus planned for India. It started with
the commissioning of the Rajasthan Atomic Power Plant in 1972. A study
and inter-comparison of the various HWR's known at that time led us to
choose the PHWR (Candu type) as our preferred system, and a series of
PHWR's were ordered. The first three of these RAPS-1, RAPS-2, and MAPS-1
are currently operational while MAPS-2, a fourth one is expected to go
critical next year. Work is well advanced on a fifth unit to be installed
at Narora. Meanwhile, design work has begun on the next stage of the
PHWR, viz, the 500 MW(e) reactor.

Seeing that our total deposits of Uranium can support only 10,000
MW(e) for 30 years, India has embarked upon a fast breeder programme.
This programme will draw upon the plutonium produced in the PHWR's. The
plutonium coming from 10,000 MW(e) of PHWR will be used in conjunction
with U238 in fast breeders. Our first fast breeder, which is basically
only a small testing facility called the fast breeder test reactor, will
be a 40 MW(th) reactor producing about 15 MW(e) of power, and is likely
to go critical next year. The design of a 500 MW(e) prototype fast

163 breeder is being made.

Despite our great interest in thorium, our thorium programme to date
has been relatively modest, chiefly because of our inability, to devote
large resources to a thorium programme. Ever so, some steady work on
thorium has been going on. Our effort has been mainly concentrated on
theoretical investigations on the neutronics aspects of the reactor
design and fuel cycle and on the different steps in perfecting the fuel
cycle. As a part of this we had fabricated rods of thorium metal and
thorium oxide which were irradiated in the reflector of our research
reactor Cirus. They were left in place for long periods of turn. Then
they were removed and reprocessed to recover the U233. A small
homogeneous critical facility, the Purnima-II was commissioned recently
using this U233. The facility consists of a solution of U233 uranium
nitrate in water. Although it is only a critical facility, building it
gave us confidence in our physics calculational systems which were used
to arrive at the critical mass. It also proved our technological ability
to reprocess irradiated thorium and extract U233.

As a next step we are planning another small reactor Kamini, which
will have U233 - Al plate type elements. Since the fabrication of U233
has to be done by remote handling, this will give us confidence in one
more step in thorium utilization.

In our 100 MW thermal research reactor, Dhruva, due to become
critical next year, we plan to irradiate two thorium assemblies by making
use of excess reactivity that is likely to be available in the beginning
because of the absence of certain experimental loads.

Another use of thorium in heavy water reactors that is currently
being considered is the use of thorium bundles for power flattening at
the beginning of life when the whole core is fresh and so the full rated



164 power cannot be achieved. In preparation for this, in-pile irradiation
testing of a few ThO 2 bundles (about four or six) is being planned in

MAPS-1.

All told, it can now be claimed that, at least on a laboratory
scale, we have established the complete thorium fuel cycle, meaning

thorium fuel fabrication, reprocessing to recover U233, and fabrication

of U233 bearing fuel elements in shielded glove boxes. As the next step

we want to go for a demonstration plant. However, India with its limited

resources, will not be able to afford two demonstration plants (The FBTR

is already committed). So we have worked out a scheme for getting some

kind of power demonstration at not too great expense.

It has often been felt that U233 is best used in thermal reactors

since the breeding ratio with U233 in thermal reactors, unlike that of

Pu239, is not very much below that of fast reactors, and thermal

reactors, as of now, are safer and more economical than fast reactors.

This makes it desirable to examine the options available for using

thorium in thermal reactors. We have examined, though not always by

making our own studies, the following concepts.

1) The clustered fuel heavy water reactors
2) The open lattice heavy water reactor

3) The light water breeder

4) The high temperature graphite reactor

5) The molten salt breeder reactor

Of these, the MSBR has long been known to be a very promising

system, where breeding ratio is increased by continuous removal of
fission products and by the fuel spending a considerable amount of time

outside the flux so that neutron absorption is minimized. This concept,

however, seems to have been given up even in advanced countries, not as

far as we can see, because of any short comings in the concept itself, as

because of a lack of financial support. Generally, however, it remains

one of the best concepts. For India, with the PHWR forming the back bone

of our nuclear power programme this turns out to be a rather exotic

system.

This argument holds with equal force for the HTGR, though in this
case, the designers themselves have not gone in for high conversion

ratios, having preferred high burn-ups instead.

The LWBR is one system in which breeding has apparently been

demonstrated. The shipping-port core of Th U233 after three years of
irradiation was dismantled and taken for isotopic analysis. The results

are eagerly awaited. In fact, I don't know whether it has already been

published. To us, however, the interest is purely one of intellectual

curiosity. It is unlikely that with our commitment to heavy water

reactors and LMFBRs we will go in for a third system.

Some preliminary studies that we made for the open lattice HWR

system have looked good. In fact with on-load refuelling system, one

could go beyond self sustaining and ever look for slow growth. This will

of course, call for a pressure vessel system with an on-load fuelling

machine. As far as India is concerned, that is for the future, if at all.

The Federal Republic of Germany has, we believe, work on the concept.

Finally, we come to the clustered fuel heavy water reactor, in other

words, the PHWR which is our accepted system. Preliminary studies have
shown that it is possible to have a self sustaining Th-U233 cycle in this

with a burn-up of about 14,000 MWD/T. This system, which is of much
greater interest to us, is being studied in greater detail for thorium

utilization. Admittedly, it is far from being the best thermal reactor

system for the Th-U233 cycle, but we have based the major part of thorium

studies on it because this is the main system chosen for India's nuclear
power programme. We have considered a single replacement of the U02

fuel bundle by a (Th, U233)02 bundle; nothing changes except the pellet
composition which is now (Th, U233)02 in place of U02. No effort was

made to optimize the system for Th-U233. However, as already mentioned

earlier, a power demonstration on a modest scale using the Th-u233 cycle

is being thought of. We have decided to make use of as far as possible,
the infrastructure available in the country. So it is proposed to carry

out this power demonstration using about 30-40 channels in an existing

PHWR (This is about 10% of the reactor). We are now thinking in terms of

a study which will look at every relevant aspect of the thorium fuel

cycle, viz, fabrication, reprocessing, fuel design and development, and

reactor physics. Reprocessing has already been done on a laboratory

scale. The present study will cover all these aspects on a
semi-industrial scale. This study will follow as an auxiliary aspect of

the proposed power demonstration in a PHWR. The objective of this study
will be mainly to look at the total fuel cycle in an integrated fashion.

On the physics side, our code system has been tested for whatever

thorium and U233 experiments were available in literature. Our experience

with the use of ThO2 fuel bundles in PHWR power reactors to achieve
initial power flattening is requested to give significant confidence in

our ability to make correct theoretical evaluation of thorium fuelled
reactor systems.

In conclusion, it may be summarized that if India feels the need to

use thorium in thermal reactors, the best choice for India, is now
considered to be a self sustaining near breeder fuel cycle in the PHWR

itself with practically no design modifications to the reactor. All the

basic infrastructure is present in the country, and the adoption of the

SSET fuel cycle will largely depend on the relative growth of installed

capacity from PHWR that will be achieved compared to the estimated growth

of the fast reactor programme.
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Abstract

A once-through, low-enriched uranium-thorium cycle, based on use of
separate channels fuelled with UO2 and ThO2 , is discussed in the
paper. The reference case is a 638 Mwe CANDU-PHW reactor.

Core structures for two cases (4w/o and 5.5w/o U-235) are presented.
In the first one half of the channels are fed with LEU bundles, one sixth
with fresh Th02 (first irradiation) and one third with irradiated
ThO2 bundles (second irradiation); in the second, 40% are LEU channels,
20% first irradiation ThO 2 and 40% second irradiation ThO 2 channels.
Discharge exposures amount respectively to 47/58 Mwd/Kg HE for LEU
bundles and 71/72 Mwd/kg HE for ThO 2 bundles.

A once-through, low enriched uranium-thorium cycle, based on use of
separate channels fuelled with U02 and Th02, is discussed in this
paper. The reference case is a 638 Mwe CANDU-PHW reactor.

J.S. Foster and E. Critoph /2/ reported the evaluation of a
once-through HEU thorium cycle in PHWR with homogeneous U02-ThO2 fuel
elements. The uranium requirements for this cycle were found to be higher
than for the once-through slightly enriched uranium cycle and the authors
concluded that the homogeneous uranium-thorium once-through cycle is
unattractive under any foreseeable circumstances.

In a contribution to the INFCE study (1978) we considered a
once-through U-Th cycle with distinct U02 and ThO 2 fuel channels; the
uranium requirements for such a cycle using MEU (20% U-235) were 15%
lower than for slightly enriched U cycle, but the proposed U02 elements
were of cermet type, this implying a special development effort.

The fuel is assumed to be identical in design with that of a
standard CANDU reactor, except that hollow pellets would be used both for
ThO 2 and LEU-U02 elements, and that thorium rod cladding would be 0.6
mm thick.

The cycle would have a lower uranium consumption than other
once-through (natural uranium or slightly enriched uranium) cycles in PHW
reactors, while fuel cycle costs would by comparable and fuel enrichment
level is still low.

1. Introduction

From the point of view of resource utilization, thorium cycles with
fuel recycle/l/ are optimal for heavy water reactors. Some developments
required by the implementation of these cycles are however expensive;
this is the case for the reprocessing of thorium fuel elements and
especially for the refabrication of the gamma active recovered fuel.
Large costs are also associated with the fissile inventories immobilized
in the cycle, so that thorium cycles with recycle are at present
uncompetitive with respect to the standard natural uranium cycle.

Realization of nuclear power programmes in the medium term may
require implementation of intermediate cycles which would have lower
resource requirements while still not implying fuel reprocessing. Such
cycles may be of interest both from an economic point of view (i.e., they
could be even now competitive with respect to natural uranium) and from
that of duration of research, development and deployment processes (as

1 reduced durations would enable assurance of continuity of development of
165 nuclear power to the level determined by improved resource utilization).

In subsequent evaluation a lower uranium enrichment (5 to 10%) was
considered, and a specific fuel management scheme. This resulted in a
much lower peaking in U02 elements and enabled the use of standard
U02 bundles (as in the case of ThO2 bundles). This is the fuel cycle
concept considered in the present study.

2. Systems design and performance data

Core structure is presented in Fig. 1 for 5.5% U enrichment; thorium
channels form 60% of the core; they alternate with U channels. For
thorium bundles the irradiation is performed in two cycles (0-4n/kb and
4-12n/kb).

General reactor performance data are very similar to those of the
once-through uranium cycle, except for the fuel parameters, which are
summarized in Table 1.

The high burnup would lead to a much too high fission gas pressure
if standard design fuel were to be used. Both graphite disc /3/ and
hollow pellet concepts can be considered to drastically reduce that
pressure - the corresponding fuel center line temperature being much
lower (1200°C) than in standard design fuel (1900°C).

The higher burnup requirements for thorium fuel imply that the
cladding has to resist a longer hydriding action of the coolant. In order
to limit the hydrogen concentration a thicker cladding (0.6mm) was
considered.

The fuelling scheme envisaged for thorium bundles implies a power
ramp of about 130 w/cm to a ramped power of 230 w/cm and burn-up
of 30000 Mwd/t. There is some evidence that hollow pellet design fuel
could accept such a power ramp.

The LEU bundles would have a HE content of only 50% of that of Th
fuel bundles; the burnup expressed as Mwd/bundle would be equal to that
of standard design fuel at 15-20,000 Mwd/t and it seems that a cladding
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Table 2

Fuel management information

Nominal rate of fuelling (bundles/day)

- LEU
- Th

Losses (at 80% lood factor and 0.2%
enrichment tails)

- conversion to UO 2
- fabrication

U308 requirements (tU/GW(e))
- initial inventory
- annual equilibrium
- 30 year cumulative

Separative work requirements (t SWU/GW(e))
- initial inventory
- annual equilibrium
- 30 year cumulative

Thorium requirements (t Th/GW(e))

initial Inventory
- annual equilibriuf
-30 year cumulative

4
1

5.5%

2.8
1.2

0.5%
0.5%

82
94.3

2911

131
86

2711

124
81.9

2581

73
83

2563

of standard thickness could be acceptable, as assumed for slightly
enriched uranium fuel /4/. The LEU fuel pin could be of graphite disc or
of hollow pellet type.

Reactor fuel management information is summarized in Table 2.

23
5.9

200

36
7.3

255



3. Safety considerations

The requirement of maintaining the overall reactor power implies
that maximum uranium channel power is raised from 6.5 to 7.4 MW to
compensate for lower thorium power. This would be enabled by the fact
that in LEU channel the peak power is displaced towards the front end.
The dryout margin has been found at 23% for the 4% case (compared to 26%
for standard CAIDU); for the 5.5% case the margin is only 16%.

Reactivity effects have been evaluated and are presented in Table 3,
with CANDU values given as reference. Fuel temperature coefficient for
thorium channel is smaller but still negative; moderator temperature
effect is smaller; void effect is also smaller in thorium uranium reactor.

Dynamic behaviour has been also investigated. For a 5 mk/sec.
reactivity ramp the (LEU) fuel temperature increase amounts to 750°C
against 250°C in natural uranium fuel, but the peak value is much under
the corresponding maximum in CANDU reactor.

In loss of coolant accident the reactivity increase in
thorium-uranium reactor will be smaller and the rate of power increase
will be also smaller due to the larger neutron generation time (1.8 ms
against 0.9 ms in CANDU).

Table 4
Base values of economic parameters

U 08 cost
TAO2 cost
Heavy water cost
Separative work cost
Natural UO fuel fabrication cost
4X Enriches UO fuel fabrication cost
5.5% Enriched D02 fuel fabrication cost
ThO2 fuel fabrication cost
Conversion of U O to UF6
Enrichment plant tails
Plan capacity factor
Plant life
Heavy water upkeep rate
Escalation rate
Dscount rate
Interest rate
Cost of reactor decommissioning
Shipping and repository fuel disposal cost

117 $/Kg U
20 $/Kg Th

270 S/Kg
100 $/Kg

55 $/Kg U
163 S/Kg U
179 $/Kg U

79 S/Kg U
5 $/Kg U
0.2 %

80%
30 a

1.2 Kg/h
02
4%
4%

42 M$
2.4 $/Mwd

)in Canadian dollars

Table 3

Reactivity effects in thorium-uranium reactor In Table 5 the capital and operational costs have been expressed as
unit costs and as average product cost; it is seen that the
uranium-thorium reactor has a product cost practically equal to that of
the natural uranium reactor.

Table 5
Unit cost and product cost

Nature of CANDU UO2 channel ThO2 channel Thorium-uraniu
efect (5.5w/o) reactor

Fuel temperature -3
(mk/°C) -4.93x10 3 -8.10x10 3 -2.72x10

Moderator temp. -2 -3 -2 -2
(mk/°C) 7.6x10 1.16x10 3.26x10 4 .94 xl0

Void
(mk) 15.39 16.89 10.68 12.36

Natural
uranium

4% enriched 5.5 enriched
U/Th U/Th

Unit initial capital cost 1098.4 1098.0 1126.6
($/kWe)

Unit total discounted capi- 800.4 784.7 754.8
talized operating cost
($/kWe)

Total discounted unit cost 1898.8 1882.7 1881.4
($/kWe)

Average product cost 15.7 15.6 15.6
(m$/kWh)

4. Economics

The base case used for economic evaluations is a 638 MWe CANDU-PHW
in a single unit station of /5/. The ground rules adopted were the same
as those used in /1/, /4/ and /5/; the reference values used for relevant

167 economic parameters are given in Table 4.



168 If credit for spent fuel is taken into account, somewhat larger
differences result in favour of the LEU-thorium cycle.

ECONOMIC AND SYSTEM ASPECTS OF
CANDU ADVANCED FUEL CYCLES

5. Conclusions

The once-through, low enriched uranium-thorium cycle would have a
lower uranium consumption than other once-through (natural or slightly
enriched uranium) cycles in PHW reactors, with a still low enrichment
level (4....5.5%).

The cycle is competitive with the natural uranium fuel cycle for
1979-based values of the economic parameters.

The main research and development requirements are in the area of
physics of the high burnup fuel, in the area of irradiation testing and
in that of fuel management codes.

J.B. SLATER
AP&RP Division

P.M. GARVEY
Reactor Physics Branch,

Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories,
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited

Research Company,
Chalk River, Ontario, Canada
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Abstract

It is somewhat a paradox that Canada, which ranks as one of the world's
leading uranium producers and has large economic uranium resources, should
also have developed the CANDU reactor. This reactor is the most fuel
efficient of all reactor types which are commercially available at the
present time. The explanation of the paradox is that the design basis of
the CANDU was established three decades ago when the full extent of
Canadian uranium resources was unknown, and an early transition to recycle
fuelling was anticipated as being necessary to sustain a growing power
generation system. Consequently, the objectives of fuel efficiency and
flexibility in using a variety of uranium, plutonium and thorium fuels
were established at an early stage.

One result of this is the ability to use the current design of CANDU in an
advanced converter role with very little change in reactor design or
operating procedures. As a result, in projections of future power costs,
all major uncertainty is fucused on fuel cycle parameters since the
capital and operating costs are well defined by current commercial
experience.

The paper will examine the economic and resource characteristics of CANDU
in an advanced converter role, both in terms of stand-alone technology and
as a partner in a CANDU-light-water-reactor and in a CANDU-fast-breeder-
reactor system. The use of results to establish cost targets to guide the
current research and development program will be discussed, together with
considerations of deployment strategy.



CUMULATIVE MINED URANIUM - LOW GROWTH SCENARIO
INTRODUCTION

It is somewhat a paradox that Canada, which ranks as one of the world's
leading uranium producers, and has large economic resources, should also
have developed the CANDU reactor. This reactor is the most fuel efficient
of all reactor types which are commercially available at the present time.
The explanation of the paradox is that the design basis of the CANDU was
established three decades ago when the full extent of Canadian uranium
resources was unknown, and an early transition to recycle fuelling was
anticipated as being necessary to sustain a growing power generation
system. Consequently, the objectives of fuel efficiency and flexibility
in using a variety of uranium, plutonium and thorium fuels was established
at an early stage.

One result of this is the ability to use the current design of CANDU in an
advanced converter role with very little change in reactor design or oper-
ating procedure. As a result, in projections of future power costs, all
major uncertainty is focused on fuel cycle parameters since the capital
and operating costs are well defined by current commercial experience.

This paper will examine some of the resource and economic characteristics
of CANDU in an advanced converter role. The objective is to establish
targets to guide the current research and development program, together
with considerations of deployment strategy.

RESOURCE CONSIDERATION

Resource characteristics of CANDU advanced fuel cycles are briefly
described in companion papers (References 4,5), and were discussed at the
International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation (e.g., Reference 1) and have
been reported in NEA/OECD publications (Reference 6). These charac-
teristics have also been used in scenario studies (reported in the same
references), generally to investigate the impact of advanced cycles on
natural uranium requirements. Typical results of such scenario studies
are illustrated in Figure 1, taken from another source (Reference 2). The
model assumes relatively low growth of installed nuclear power at an
annual 2% rate. Introduction of advanced fuel cycles occurs after the
year 2000 and all new and replacement capacity is assumed fuelled by
advanced cycles.

The results indicate the dramatic effect that advanced cyles can have on
uranium requirements. It can be seen that CANDU thorium cycles give
uranium utilization equal to the LWR/Fast Breeder reactor system in this
scenario and the impact is not too dissimilar to the CANDU/Fast Breeder
combination over the same time period.

One explanation for these similarities is the larger fissile inventories
required for these advanced systems. Table 1 illustrates the fissile
requirements of various fuel cycles. Fissile material is plutonium and/or
the U-235 contained in natural uranium. (The U-235, however, contained in

169 depleted uranium at below natural enrichment has been ignored.) The
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TABLE 1

FISSILE REQUIREMENTS FOR 1 GWe REACTOR

Initial Annual

Initial Two-Year Equilibrium

Reactor Fuel Cycle Core Supply Net Fissile

(Mg) (Mg) (Mg)

CANDU Once-Through
Natural U 0.92 1.48 +0.74

Pu/U Low Burnup 1.05 0.93 +0.23
Pu/U High Burnup 2.13 0.93 +0.33

Pu/Th High Burnup 3.05 1.12 +0.19
Pu/Th SSET 2.78 4.16 0.0

LMFBR Current FBR 3.42 3.26 -0.09
Advanced FBR 2.80 1.96 -0.21



170 amounts are given for the initial core, the initial two years of
refuelling operation, and the net annual fissile requirements when
equilibrium fuelling has been established. The data for the liquid metal
fast breeder reactor have been taken from Reference 3. As a general

approximation, it can be seen that the initial inventory requirements
(i.e., the sum of the first two columns) increase as the net fissile
requirements decrease. Obviously, this poses a problem in that the
desirable objective of low equilibrium fissile requirements can only be
approached through larger investments of fissile material.

This problem is further compounded by the fact that the growth rate of the
advanced systems (i.e., reactors and/or fuel cycles) is higher than the
overall power system growth rate. The new system is not only supplying
the new capacity but is also replacing old capacity as it reaches the end
of its assumed lifetime. The impact of higher growth can be represented
using a simple approximation. If the new system is growing exponentially
with exponent "a", then the fissile requirement per installed GWe per year
is given by (R + a.I), where R is the net fissile requirement for reactors
which have already reached the equilibrium fuelling stage, and I is the
initial fissile investment required by new reactors. This initial
investment is assumed to consist of the initial core plus the two initial
years fuel supply needs, i.e., it is assumed that there will be a two year
delay between spent fuel discharge and the recovered material re-entering
the core.

The variation of the fissile requirements is plotted on Figure 2 as a
function of growth rate, covering the range from 0 to 10% annual growth.
The increasing requirements are due to the inventory needs and show that
the fast breeder system can be a net consumer of fissile material when
growth exceeds the 2-4% range. CANDU advanced cycles are similarly
affected.

Exponential growth, obviously, cannot continue indefinitely and the growth
rate eventually falls back to lower levels. The graph, however, illus-
trates that delaying the introduction of advanced systems until needed
(i.e., when fissile supply is becoming constrained) creates problems. In
scenario studies these are usually resolved by extensive "mining" of
accumulated spent fuel stockpiles with assumed rapid growth in the
reprocessing industry, which - again - creates problems of a different
nature.

A more fruitful approach is to consider ways in which the initial fissile
investment can be reduced. Two approaches can be identified for CANDU.
One approach is to reduce the delay time between spent fuel discharge and
recovered material re-entering the core, which would reduce the require-
ments for initial fuelling. The major technical problem is shipping and
reprocessing spent fuel with a shorter cooling time. While this appears
feasible, it also, unfortunately, results in higher costs. The actual
feasibility may also he determined by geographical and transportation
systems which may limit the areas in which such an approach could be
implemented. The second approach relies on the fact that the CANDU design
will be virtually unchanged from the current version, and consequently can
be initally fuelled by natural uranium. Table 1 indicates the significant
reduction obtained relative to advanced cycles. Work has already

0 / 
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commenced investigating fuelling schemes which combine the low initial
fissile inventory possible with natural uranium, with low equilibrium
fissile needs of the advanced cycles.

Obviously, a third approach to the inventory problem is to avoid it by
making advanced fuel cycles economically attractive under to-day's
economic conditions. This is discussed in the next section.

The results in Figure 1 also illustrate the importance of fuelling
flexibility for advanced converter reactors. Two cases (cases b and c on
the left hand plot) illustrate the difference between an ability to
introduce thorium cycles using only plutonium and using either plutonium
or U-235. In the former case, exhaustion of the plutonium "stockpile"



limited the rate of introduction of thorium cycles which was avoided in
the latter by the supplementary use of enriched uranium. The plot shows
the penalty in uranium requirements which would have arisen had this
flexibility not been available.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS

The economic potential of advanced fuel cycles is obviously an important
consideration in assessing their future value and usefulness. As
discussed in the introduction, the major uncertainties lie in the fuel
cycle costs since capital and operating costs for CANDU are already firmly
established for the current design.

A typical plot for Canadian conditions is shown in Figure 3. The
objective of this analysis was to identify the natural uranium cost level
at which advanced cycles would become competitive with once-through
fuelling, either natural uranium or low enriched uranium (LEU). Both
plutonium-uranium and thorium cycles are illustrated, including the
near-breeder self-sufficient equilibrium thorium cycle (SSET).
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Costs for the LMFBR and an Accelerator Breeder system are also illus-

trated. A major assumption for LMFBR was the assumed capital cost which
was chosen to be in the range 1.3 to 1.7 times that for a PWR, as dis-
cussed in the UNIPEDE study (Reference 3). Obviously, this has a major

impact on the total unit energy cost. The Acclerator Breeder (A/B in
Figure 3) produces plutonium which is used in a plutonium-thorium cycle in
CANDU and influences the total unit energy cost through the cost of the

produced plutonium (Reference 7).

In all cases, for the same uranium price the total unit energy cost (TUEC)
for a particular cycle was divided by that for the natural fuelled CANDU.
Consequently only when TUEC falls below unity is that cycle competitive

.with natural uranium once-through fuelling.

Optimistic assumptions have been made about the cost of reprocessing and
refabricating advanced fuels, e.g., that facilities can be operated at

high capacity factors on a long-term basis. Despite this, future pros-

pects are that it will be difficult to better the TUEC provided by the
LEU-fuelled CANDU. As mentioned earlier, one way of avoiding the resource
problems arising when attempting to introduce advanced converters would be
to develop systems economic under current conditions, particularly when

uranium prices are low.

This is one of the objectives adopted for the CANDU advanced fuel cycle

program. A number of areas are being investigated and some examples
follow.

Long-stored fuel. It is unlikely that reprocessing capability will keep
pace with spent fuel production. Consequently, when it is eventually
used, a significant quantity of spent fuel should have been long-stored
with significantly reduced radiation fields. The amounts would support

dedication of a large facility, and the possible cost reductions arising
from the reduced radiation fields are being examined.

Simpler technology. The possibility of using spent LWR fuel as a source
of fissile material for CANDU is also under investigation (Reference 5).
Rather than fuel reprocessing, only removal of fission products is
required. The resulting reductions in process steps should again lead
to lower costs.

It is believed that these types of investigations, where the focus is on
cost reduction, should be fruitful in bringing advanced fuel cycles closer

to economic viability at lower uranium costs. Such a step would allow a
more orderly transition from the current once-through cycle situation and

assure the availability of advanced technology at the commercial scale in

a timely fashion before uranium resource scarcity becomes a reality.
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SUMMARY

Resource and economic aspects of CAMIDU advanced fuel cycles have been
examined with a view to identifying problem areas and potential solutions.

In common with most proposed future systems, a major problem is defining a
credible strategy by which these new systems will become commercially



172 available before a period of uranium resource scarcity. It is believed
that a strategy of focusing R&D activities on cost reducing methods and
technology is the best approach to ensure this problem is overcome.
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The current generation of CANDU reactors, of which some 20 GWE are
either in operations or under construction worldwide, have been
designed specifically for the natural uranium fuel cycle. The
CANDU concept, due to its D20 coolant and moderator, on-power
refuelling and low absorption structural materials, makes the most
effective utilization of mined uranium of all currently
commercialized reactors. An economic fuel cycle cost is also
achieved through the use of natural uranium and a simple fuel
bundle design. Total unit energy costs are achieved that allow
this' reactor concept to effectively compete with other reactor
types and other forms of energy production.

There are, however, other fuel cycles that could be introduced
into this reactor type. These include the slightly enriched
uranium fuel cycle, fuel cycles in which plutonium is recycled
with uranium, and the thorium cycle in which U-233 is recycled.
There is also a special range of fuel cycles that could utilize
the spent fuel from LWR's. Two specific variants are a fuel cycle
that only utilizes the spent uranium, and a fuel cycle in which
both the uranium and plutonium are recycled into a CANDU. For the
main part these fuel cycles are characterized by a higher initial
enrichment, and hence discharge burnup, than the natural uranium
cycle. For these fuel cycles the main design features of both the
reactor and fuel bundle would be retained.

This increase in enrichment does, however, lead to changes in the
technical characteristics of both the reactor and the fuel bundle,
and these have to be well identified in order to ensure that the
operational reliability and safety characteristics of the reactor
are maintained. Over the past ten years studies of these
characteristics have been undertaken by both Atomic Energy of
Canada Limited and Ontario Hydro.

Recently a detailed study of the use in a CANDU of mixed plutonium
and uranium oxide fuel from an LWR has been undertaken by AECL.



This study illustrates many of the generic technical issues
associated with the use of Advanced Fuel Cycles. This paper will
report the main findings of this evaluation, including the power
distribution in the reactor and fuel bundle, the choice of fuel
management scheme, and the impact on the control and safety
characteristics of the reactor. These studies have not identified
any aspects that significantly impact upon the introduction of
Advanced Fuel Cycles into the CANDU Reactor.

1. INTRODUCTION

The current generation of CANDU*reactor, of which some 20 GWe is
either in operation or under construction in several countries
throughout the world, has been specifically designed for the natural
uranium once-through fuel cycle. This reactor concept does, however,
allow the introduction of a wide range of other fuel cycles, ranging
through the slightly enriched uranium fuel cycle, fuel cycles in which
plutonium is recycled with uranium, to the thorium fuel cycle where the
recycled fissile component would mainly be uranium 233. There is also
a special class of fuel cycles that utilize the spent fuel from Light
Water Reactors. This class includes cycles where only the uranium is
utilized and ones in which both the uranium and plutonium would be
fabricated into CANDU type fuel bundles after removal of the fission
products. In general this total group of fuel cycles is characterized
by a higher initial fissile concentration and thus higher fuel burnup
than the natural uranium fuel cycle. The range of fuel cycles and
indicative burnups are shown in Table 1.

It is necessary that the impact of these fuel cycles on the
characteristics of the reactor core, including the fuel bundle, be
identified in order to ensure that the well proven operational
reliability and safety features of the CANDU reactor be maintained and that
the economic factors for these cycles be established. To this end over
the past 10 years various studies have been undertaken, mainly by
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL) but also by Ontario Hydro, to
establish the characteristics of the CANDU reactor when fuelled with
several of these cycles.

Most recently, in 1983, a joint study with the Korea Advanced Energy
Research Institue identified the characteristics of a CANDU-600 type
reactor when fuelled with mixed oxide fuel recovered from spent PWR
fuel. This study has been continued this year by AECL. The results of
this study illuminate the generic features of a CANDU reactor when
fuelled with these higher burnup fuel cycles and will be reported in
this paper.

TABLE 1

CANDU Fuel Cycles and Indicative Burnups

Cycle Burnup (MWd (th)/kg HE)

Natural Uranium 7-8

Slightly Enriched Uranium (1.2%) 22 - - -

LWR Uranium 8-13

Pu with Natural Uranium (1.2% fissile) -- 22 - - -4

Pu with Depleted Uranium (1.2% fissile) - 22 - - -

LWR Uranium and plutonium (- 28

Thorium with U-233 and Plutonium 10-30

* Burnups are per unit HE, where HE = heavy element, uranium, plutonium and
thorium.

2. CANDU-600 Design

The engineering design of the CANDU-600 reactor is quite complex as can
be seen from Figure 1. However, those features of the core that affect
the neutronics calculations can be shown in a much simpler manner.

The calandria (Figure 2), a right horizontal cylinder 7.6 m in diameter
and 5.94 m in length with a radial notch at either end, is penetrated
by 380 fuel channels on a 285.75 mm pitch. These fuel channels consist
of a calandria tube and an inner pressure tube (with an inside diameter
of 103 mm) through which the fuel bundles are moved by the on-power
refuelling machines. The primary pressurized heavy water coolant flows
over the fuel bundles. The moderator, D20, is contained within the
low pressure calandria.

The reactivity devices are also contained within the low pressure
moderator and their position and number are shown in Figure 3. The
major components are: 21 adjuster rods for axial power flattening and173 *CANada Deuterium Uranium173 
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xenon override; 4 mechanical control absorbers for compensation of the
cold to hot reactivity change and for power setback; 28 shutoff rods;
and 14 light water zone controllers distributed in two vertical planes.
The zone control system is used to shim the power distribution within

the reactor and is fed, through computer control, by a distributed set
of self-powered flux detectors (SPDs). Other SPDs and ion-chambers

feed the shutdown and power setback systems.

The fuel bundle design is shown in Figure 4. The bundle is fabricated
from seven parts, and is composed of 37 Zircaloy fuel elements held
together by Zircaloy end support plates. Each fuel channel contains 12

fuel bundles, During a refuelling operation new fuel bundles are fed
into the upstream end of the channel while the irradated fuel is
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176 transferred to a second fuelling machine latched on to the downstream
end of the channel. Typically, for the natural uranium fuel cycle,
eight bundles are recharged at each channel refuelling operation.
Refuelling of the channels is bi-directional, namely that adjacent
channels are refuelled and have the coolant flow in opposite
directions.

The use of D20 for both moderator and coolant and zirconium alloys
for the in-core structural materials together with on-power refuelling
leads to a highly neutron economic system. A high conversion ratio and
low fissile inventory are achieved.

More information on the CANDU reactor is to be found in reference 1.

3. Characteristics of CANDU-600 with MOX Fuel

The groundrules for the first phase of the study to identify the
characteristics of a CANDU-600 operating with LWR spent MOX fuel were
that the physical design of the reactor and the hardware of the control
and shutdown systems were not to be changed and that the current
37-element fuel bundle design was to be used.

The WIMS-CRNL lattice cell code was used to derive the irradiation
dependent lattice parameters. These parameters were subsequently used
in a two group, three dimensional diffusion code FMDP that modelled the
reactor core. The various reactivity devices were included as
incremental cross-sections smeared over an appropriate neighbouring
region.

3.1 Fuel Fissile Content

The change in the fissile content of natural uranium fuel during its
irradiation period is relatively small. In contrast the fissile
content of the higher burnup fuel cycles changes markedly during fuel
irradiation and this has a significant impact on the neutronics
characteristics of the fuel. In this study the spent PWR fuel fissile
content (15.5 g/kg) was initially decreased to 12.7 g/kg by admixing
with natural uranium (depleted uranium could have been an alternative).
The fissile enrichment was decreased to this level as previous studies
with uranium of this enrichment had identified no major constraints.
The fuel cycle economics are also improved as the reprocessing costs
now support a larger energy system. The MOX fuel also has a higher
plutonium content than natural uranium fuel. Both these aspects are
quantified in Table 2. It can be seen that for the MOX fuel cycle, the
fissile concentration decreases from 12.7 g/kg to 3.7 g/kg, similar
values for the natural uranium cycle being 7.1 g/kg and 5.0 g/kg. It
is important to note that the uranium is depleted to about 0.1% in U-235
and thus no further recycle of the uranium would occur. The average
fissile plutonium (and total plutonium) content of these two cycles is
4.1 (6.9) g/kg and 1.4 (2.0) g/kg for the MOX and natural uranium fuel
cycles, respectively.

TABLE 2

Fuel Composition

(weight % of Uranium and Plutonium)

LWR MOX
with added natural uranium Natural Uranium

Feed Discharge Feed Discharge

U-235 0.819 0.100 0.711 0.226

U-236 0.282 0.377 - 0.074

U-238 98.262 98.799 99.289 99.310

Pu-239 0.362 0.296 - 0.258

Pu-240 0.145 0.287 - 0.106

Pu-241 0.086 0.071 - 0.020

Pu-2
4
2 0.033 0.090 - 0.006

The lattice parameters, specifically the thermal macroscopic fission
and absorption cross-sections, thus show a much greater variation with
fuel burnup for the MOX fuel cycle than for the natural uranium fuel
cycle. The higher plutonium concentration of the MOX fuel cycle also
affects the reactivity coefficients and the delayed neutron
parameters.

3.2 Axial and Radial Power Distribution

This change in fissile concentration in conjunction with the
bi-directional fuelling scheme causes a skewing of the axial power
distribution as shown in Figure 5. This diagram is for a 1 bundle

shift fuel management scheme. Other bundle shift schemes were
evaluated but this one was chosen for the complete study as it led to
conservative powers within the reactor while still being within the
capability of the fuelling machines.

The effect of the adjuster rods, which are located both radially and
axially towards the centre of the core, is clearly indicated. Channel
P-19 is outside of the radial coverage of the adjuster rods while N-11 is
a near central channel.
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The radial power distribution together with other data is compared with
similar data for a natural uranium fuelled core in Table 3. These cores
were divided radially into two regions of different exit burnup. This
allowed radial flattening of the power as the highest burnup was
maintained in the central region. It can be seen that the increased
radial flattening for the MOX core has offset the axial power shift such
that both the maximum bundle and channel powers are similar to that for
the natural uranium fuelled core.
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3.3 Control and Stability

Although the higher concentration of plutonium leads to a different
power coefficient (Table 4) the bulk control algorithm can be modified

to give acceptable stability margins.

FIGURE 5: AXIAL BUNDLE POWER PROFILES
The zonal control system was assessed as to its effectiveness in
controlling the spatial power distribution during a refuelling
operation and during start-up from a short shutdown. No significant
differences from the natural uranium fuelled core were identified other
than a reduced decision and action time. This is due to the reduced



TABLE 4

Comparison of Natural Uranium and MOX Core Stability Parameters

Parameter Natural MOX
Uranium

Mean neutron lifetime (ms) 0.902 0.584

Delayed neutron fraction 0.00582 0.00492

Zone controller worth (mk) 7.5 6.2

Power coefficient (mk/FPU)* 4.08 7.83

*FPU = Full Power Unit

worth of the adjuster rods (from 17 mk to 6 mk) caused partially by the
altered axial power (and flux) distribution. The worth of the zonal
control system is only slightly reduced as it is sited more towards the
channel ends.

The effectiveness of the power mapping methodology was also assessed.
The power distribution is derived by fitting pre-calculated flux
distributions to the distributed flux detector signals. The basic
accuracy was not impaired by the MOX fuelled core.

3.4 Shutdown System Effectiveness

The reactivity worth of the shutdown system is reduced from 55 mk to 32 mk
due again in part to the redistribution of the axial flux. The
reduction is less than for the adjuster rods as the shutdown rods
extend over a greater axial length of the reactor. This reduction
together with a lower delayed neutron fraction would cause a higher
power pulse if the most pessimistic Loss of Coolant Accident were to
occur. Although possible ways to reduced the power pulse were
identified further work in this area was not undertaken. Rather,
modifications to improve the axial power shape (see sections 4.1 and
4.2) were recognized that would lead to an improvement in the shutdown
system effectiveness.

3.5 Fuel Performance

The power profile along fuel channels together with the radial power
distribution within a fuel bundle were used to derive power-burnup
envelopes for the fuel bundle elements. Power ratings and power ramps
were maintained lower than upper bound envelopes that had been
developed for this fuel design.

It was recognized that there could be a need for a plenum to
accommodate the increased fission gas. Irradiation of fuel bundles
with a range of plenum size and geometry has already been undertaken by
AECL.

3.6 Channel Thermohydraulics

The changed axial power distribution was assessed as to its impact on
the critical channel power. Critical channels powers no less than
those for the natural uranium fuelled core were calculated.

3.7 Summary

The first phase of this study identified the major effects of the MOX
fuel cycle on the core and fuel performance characteristics, these
being a redistribution of the axial power distribution and a resulting
decrease in the worth of the shutdown and adjuster rod systems. It was
recognized during this phase that there are several options to increase
the worth of these systems, among them being alternative fuelling
strategies in which fresh fuel is loaded more towards the centre of the
channel, and relocation and resizing of the reactivity systems.

No other significant negative features were noted, the control and
stability of the reactor being unimpaired and the fuel and
thermohydraulic performance meeting current criteria.

4. Concept Improvements

During 1984 the various concept improvement identified above have been
studied. Although the full studies are not yet complete, preliminary
information is given in the following sections. In addition to the two
activities already identified, the impact of enrichment grading on the
fuel bundle characteristics was assessed.

4.1 Alternative Fuel Management Strategies

Alternative fuel management strategies have been identified that lead
to similar axial flux distributions as for the natural uranium fuelled
reactor. One such strategy is to create a checkerboard arrangement of
paired channels. Each paired channel has the same fuel management
strategy, one pair using a pseudo 6 bundle shift and the other a 2
bundle shift. In the 6 bundle shift the fuel is inserted in two 3
bundle shifts separated by several full power days to reduce the size
of the local channel power increase. Thus more reactivity is
introduced towards the centre of the reactor enhancing the worth of the
adjuster and shutoff rod systems.

4.2 Redeployment of the Adjuster Rods

Initial studies of redeployed adjuster rods have identified
arrangements that can accommodate both the natural uranium fuel cycle
as well as the higher burnup cycles. Axial power distributions for two
such schemes are shown in Figure 6. One scheme has a 3 bank
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arrangement of adjuster rods while the other has a four bank
arrangement. For this second scheme either the inner two rows
or all four rows would contain adjuster rods for the natural uranium
fuel cycle.

The core power characteristics for these arrangements are shown in
Table 5. It can be seen that the maximum bundle and channel powers can
be maintained at levels comparable and often less than those for the
current natural uranium core. The worth of the adjuster rods are
reduced but maintain the same decision and action time to prevent a

179 xenon poison-out.

4.3 Graded Enrichment

Operational power margins can also be increased by the use, if
necessary, of graded enrichment bundles. The effect of two region
grading is shown in Figure 7. In this case the initial fissile
composition of the outer 18 elements is 77% that of the inner 19
elements, the total fissile content being maintained equal to that of
an ungraded bundle. It can be seen that the maximum element power can
be decreased by some 10-15% as the peak bundle power occurs in position
3 along the channel. There will also be less of an axial skew due to
the bundle reactivity-burnup characteristic being flatter than for an
ungraded bundle.
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5. Summary

Recent studies of the characteristics of a CANDU-600 when fuelled with
MOX derived from spent LWR fuel have identifed the generic changes that
would occur due to the utilization of higher burnup fuel cycles. The
major impact is to change the axial flux distribution and this affects
the reactivity worth of both the control and safety system.
Modification in terms of either alternative fuel management strategies
or relocation of the reactivity systems have been identified in recent
studies that would maintain the CANDU-600 core characteristics similar
to those for the natural uranium fuel cycle.

No major feasibility issues have thus been identified although further
detailed study is required to ensure that the operational reliability
and safety effectiveness of the reactor would be maintained. These
assessments will continue and ultimately it is anticipated that higher
burnup cycles will be introduced. However, current market conditions
do not indicate a near term introduction within Canada of such fuel
cycles.
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Abstract

We have tried to analyze in this paper some aspects of the

nuclear design and neutron performance of heavy water-moderated

fuel cells when they are controlled by spectral shifting. The

neutron calculation have been carried out in a typical fuel cell

of a pressurized heavy water reactor (PHWR) where the "mixture mo

derator" is graphite rods arranged arround the fuel rods. The

graphite rods, inserted in the core at the begining of the cycle

(BOC), are extracted in proportion to the loss of reactivity that

occurs during the progress of the fuel burnup.

The control of the reactivity is achieved by diluting 5
10

atoms of B by each million of deuterium atoms (conventionally

controlled cell, CCC) or by sustituting 45% of the heavy water

volume in the core by graphite (spectral shift controlled cell,

SCC). The essential differences between both types of cells are

in the initial hardness of their respective neutron spectrum in-

deces and in their.ranges of variation during the operation cycle.

In the first cell the parasite daptures in the poisson are favo-

red and in the second the same happens with the productive captu-

res (resonance captures in 3U) as a consequence of the biger

initial conversion ratio of the SCC.

From the economic point of view related with the burnup cy-

cle length we found a maximum cycle length of 6,900 Mwd/tonne for

the CCC and 7,850 Mwd/tonne for the SCC which means that the last

type of cells extends its cycle length in a 13.8 s with respect

to first one.

Without carrying out an optimization in size of the fuel

cell, we started fixing the fuel type ( metallic natural uranium

of 18.5 g/cm3 in rods of 1.0 cm of radius); in order to get core

reactivities cornparables to those loaded at BOC by typical 'IPWR,

we choosed the equivalent radius of the unit cell equal to 4.5 cm.

Ir .hiis vay, for a reactor of 1000 Y.' (ther: :l) \,tli et,;::l core

diiamneLer and hlici!ht, ;and dmean linear power e nsity of 7.1 ;\w/ft,

it was got effective multiplication factors of 1. 33 and 1.073

for cold and hot conditions, respectively.

From the point of view of the environmental impact there

is a significant reduction of the tritium production in the SCC

with respect to the CCC because of the less volume of heavy water

present in its core.

From the point of view of the non-proliferative character

of this cell , the SCC produces, in absolute terms, a biggeramount

of plutonium than the CCC; however, at the end of their respective

239
cycles, the proliferative index or Pu/Pu concentratio ratio of

each cell is 0.710 and 0.685 for the CCC and SCC, respectively.



182 Finally, the above characteristics of the SCC are more re

levant as smaller is the cell size because of its harder neutron

spectrum. Therefore, the optimization of these SCC are always di

rected to the reduction of the reactor size.

I. INTRODUCTION

The nuclear technology is actually facing some problems

such as those regarding the economic and othres based on insti-

tutional aspects of the nuclear energy.

Some international technical bodies, such as the Interna

tional Fuel Cycle Evaluation (INFCE) and the Nonproliferant Al-

ternative Systems Assessment Program (NASAP) have recommended

the revision of current thinking regarding nuclear reactor and

their fuel cycles so as to adapt those concepts to the needs

and demand of todayts world. Instead of facing the difficulties

which could arise when looking for a new concept of nuclear reac

tor which introduces new possitive aspects on the above-mentio-

ned problems, the choice has been to attempt some improvements

of the actual marketed reactors.

In the last few years, much research has been undertaken

in that direction (1-6). Different aspects have been studied, all

relative to current problems, on the possibilities of such reac-

tors as the light water reactor (LSWR), heavy water reactor (HWR),

liquid-metal fast breeder reactor (LMF3R) and the high-temperature

gas-cooled reactor (HTGR). Most of the work has been undertaken

on LWR whose technology is very well knownand has been proven all

over the world. These studies have been directedt extent the length

of its fuel burnup cycle through the use of mixed oxide (MOX) fuel,

increasing slightly the fuel enrichment or carrying out some minor

changes in the fuel and cell geometry in order to increase its con

version ratio.

However, as part of the LWR concept, a spectral shift con-

trol reactor (SSCR), which consists of a pressurized water reactor

(PWR) moderated and cooled by a mixture of light and heavy water

(7-11), has also been studied. In addition to optimize neutron

economy by doing away with absorbing control materials, the last

concept is presented in a very attractive light from the point

of view of both economy (extension of the fuel burnup cycle) and
239

nonproliferation (increase of the fission of Pu 3 and the pro-

duction of Pu 4 ) due to the initial hardness of its neutron

spectrum and its later on softening to counteract the natural

hardening produced by the progress of the burnup.

In general, it can be said that the present-day LWR, under-

moderated and small in size, has a relatively hard neutron spec-

trum. As a consequence, it produces important amounts of plutonium

in spite of the degree of enrichment of its fuel ( - 2.6%). Howe-

ver, the not very proliferative character of this kind of reactor

is due to the high degree of burnup that it achieves.

The latest situation does not ocurr, for instance, in HWR s

and graphite reactors because they use natural uranium and have a

small reactivity inventory which produces a very low burnup degree

and, therefore, a large volume of irradiated fuel in the discharge

containing relatively low amounts of fission products. For these

reasons (in addition to historial ones), graphite reactors are tra



ditionally considered as plutonium producers and have not been in

eluded within the reactor types to be analyzed by the abovemen-

tioned international bodies. However, as a nuclear material, gra

phite possesses remarkable characteristics that cannot be forgo-

tten when we analyze reactor concepts (mainly regarding the reac

tor safety) from the point of view of both economy and prolifera

tion.

In our opinion, the above reasons encourage to do some

further work about the improvements of other reactor concepts

different to the LWRs. Of course, we are aware that this work

should be a simple and unexpensive one because the today's reac-

tor technology is no longer directed in this way.

2. APPLICATION OF THE SSC METHOD TO NON-LWR CELLS

When one examines the nuclear characteristics of the curren

tly available moderators or the nuclear parameters (spe-

cially those concerning the U2 3 8 captures) of the optimized fuel

cells moderated by different materials (Table I), one

thinks of what was made mixing D20 and H2 0 (the classical SSCR

concept) could be made "mixing" other moderators. Of course, one

cannot hope to get the same results but, what is the difference?

In the reference (12), we have carried out an analysis of

the incidence of all available moderators and their reasonable

"mixtures" on the neutron spectrum of several types of fuel cells

different to the LWR ones. The main aim of our work was a very

simple one: To investigate the neutron performance of those cells

183 controlled by spectral shifting considering some aspects such as

Table I Captures in U2 38 for the just moderated cells

(percentages of the total absorption in the cell).

MODERATOR

ENRICHMENT (%)

EQUIV. CELL RAD.(cm)

ABOVE RESONAN. REGION

RESONANCE REGION

FAST

THERMAL

TOTAL

SPECTRAL INDEX, (0l/02)fuel

INIT. CONVERS. RATIO

H202°
2.0

1.75

1.5

7.1

8.6

11.6

20.2

2.104

0.485

H2O TERPHE.

0.7 0.7

1.75 2.15

4.7 4.7

13.2 13.3

17.9 18.0

23.8 24.7

41.7 42.7

2.769 2.268

0.993 1.009

GRAPH.

0.7

9.3

2.1

7.1

9.2

29.1

38.3

1.113

0.766

BERIL.

0.7

6.1

2.2

7.9

10.1

30.8

40.7

1.124

0.769

D20

0.7

10.5

1.2

2.1

3.3

34.1

37.4

0.653

0.636

D20

2.0

1.75

6.1

31.8

37.9

9.3

47.2

5.204

economy (extension of the cycle length) and their nonprolifera-

tive character. It was not very expensive to do some neu

tron and thermal calculations about those questions because the

only objectives were to predesign the cells and to study their

neutron viability. We introduced many simplifications and over

looked some technical difficuties which will be found in case of

their final design.

We found some advantages in favor of several of these

cells in comparison with the conventionally controlled ones.

These cells are:

a) Graphite-moderated and water-cooled cells (Russian-

type reactors) when controlled by a mixture of light

and heavy water (fig.l).
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A very simple neutron and thermal analysis of the first

type of cells has already been published (13). It was considered

its real heterogeneity as far as it was allowed by the geometri-

cal possibilities of the WIMS code (14-15). More details about the

calculations may be found in the mentioned reference. We summarize

here some of them and their main results:

1. Neutronic optimization of the fuel and cell geometry for

several degrees of uranium enrichment. As an example in

fig. 3 is shown the effective multiplication factor of

0

0

0

0

0

0

/F

FTo

TO

FIRST MODERATOR

FIG. 1 Schematic of a graphite water reactor cell

(Russian type).

b) Feavy water cells controlled by extraction of previonsly

inserted graphite rods (fig. 2).

0 0 0 0

0 0 O O

0 0 FIG. 2

o 0 0 (0 Schematic disposition of fuel and

qraphite rods in a heavy water
L ROD GRAPHITE ROD reactor controlled by spectral shifting.

o0 0.6 08 10 1.2 1,1 1 .5
R,ckm)

FIG. 3 Effective multiplication factor versus the

equivalent fuel radius for a graphite

water reactor cell.



the optimized cell in hot conditions versus the equiva-

lent fuel radius when the coolant-second moderator is

D20 or H20.

2. Thermal analysis of the optimized cell carried out

with a finite element method code. The temperature

profiles along a radius for a 1000 Mw (thermal) reactor

with three different linear power densities are shown

in fig. 4.

3. Temperature-reactivity decrements and Doppler coeffi-

cients calculations.

4. Cell burnup of the initial load. The effective multi-

plication factor versus the burnup of three different

cells for a 3.000 MW (thermal) reactor is shown in fig.

5. The graphic G + H20/D20 represents a cell controlled

by spectral shifting and the graphic G + H20 the same

cell conventionally controlled, i.e., by absorbing ma

terials; the graphic PWR is for a typical PWR cell of

50C

(olC)

LINEAR POWER D
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I
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FIG. 4 Temperature profile along a radius of a graphite

water reactor cell.

FIG. 5 Effective multiplication factor versus the burnup of three

different cells for a 3000 Mw(thermal) reactor.



186 a 2996.5 Mw (thermal), equivalent unit cell radius

of 0.711 cm (pin pitch, 1.26 cm) with the same fuel

enrichment of the other cells (2%). The results show

that the SSCR extends the cycle length of the corres-

ponding PWR by 88% and that of the conventionally con-

trolled graphite water reactor by 31.6%.

5. Time evolution of the heavy isotopes. In fig. 6 are

shown the heavy isotope concentrations for the three

cells above-metioned the 239u concentration ra-cells above-mentioned; the Pu /Pu concentration ra-

tio (one possible proliferative index) has been plo-

tted versus the burnup in fig. 7. That index is at the

EOL of the PWR cycle 0.795 and 0.580 for the SSCR cy-

cle at its EOL.

Because of the interesting results obtained for the graphite

water reactor cells, we carried out some calculations for the other

types of cells. But these calculations just persued obiously acade-

1.0,

0.9s

1x10
-

l

C.

It

rS

PWR

0.81
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N
06
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1 I I I I I I

1.10'6
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FIG. 6 Concentration of heavy atoms versus

burnup for the three cells of Fig. 5.

239
FIG. 7 The Pu /Pu concentration ratio versus burnup

for the three cells of Fig. 5.



mic aims more than practical ones; it was so because the complex

modifications in the technology of the graphite-gas and heavy

water reactor that should be done in order to be controlled by

spectral shifting. As just an example, we shall summarize some 110 _ 20.

results obtained for a heavy water reactor when it is controlled

by changing its neutron spectrum through the change of the rela- kco

tive fraction of graphite in its core.

3 A HEAVY WATER REACTOR CONTROLLED BY SPECTRAL SHIFTING 100

A possiblearrangement of the fuel and second moderator \

(graphite rods) could be the shown in fig. 2 . At the BOL all the 

graphite rods should be inside the core; the lost reactivity by 

the progress of the burnup is replaced by increasing the rela- s
0.90 

tive fraction of heavy water through the continuous extraction

of the graphite rods.
1.41

Because of the above-mentioned aims of this work, no study

of optimization in size was made. The fuel was a metallic natural

uranium rod of 1.0 cm of radius; the equivalent cell radius and _-

the size of the graphite rods were chosen to get in hot conditions 080

a similar reactivity as the loaded by the natural uranium reactors 1.21

actually in operation.

All the neutron calculations were achieved wik the WIMS code. 0 G 0,1 0.0

The leakage calculation was carried out for a core of equal dia- 0.700.9 
0.5 0.6 0.7 VD20 0.8 0.9 1.0

meter and height.

The results for the spectral shift controlled cell are
FIG. 8 Nuclear parameters of the heavy water

187 shown in fig. 8 which corresponds to hot conditions; the tempe cell controlled by spectral shifting.



188 rature reactivity decrements from the cold cell to the hot one

are very large (12); it is mainly due to the hardness increment

of its neutron spectrum (the conver ion ratio is 1.05) which is

produced in a higher degree because of the strong undenrodera- - 2.00
1.10 

tion of this cell (its equivalent radius is 4.5 cm. while that

of the corresponding just moderated heavy water cell is 10.5 cm).

This fact, and the behaviour of the effective multiplication fac

tor versus the cell size (high thermal leakage), copld limit the

possibilities of reduction of its size. Then, it would be inte- ef

resting to carry out some optimization work not only using natu- 1.00

ral uranium but introducing also a some low enrichment in U 3 5 in

the fuel.

: y : : -- - - RIC 1.60

In order to compare the possibilities of control of this

cell with the conventionally controlled one, we introduced se 1 2
0.90

veral fractions of B1 0 in it when the only moderator is D2O. The

total excess of reactivity (7%) was controlled introducing 5 atoms
10 -1.40

of B1 per each million of atoms of deuterium or introducing a

relative fraction of graphite of about 80%. The main differences

of these cells are shown in figs. 8 and 9. The initial conver- -

sion ratio (graphic RIC in those figures) is 0.95 and 1.05 for 0.80

the conventionally and spectral shift controlled cell, respecti P1.

vely. The graphic 4,/' represents the fast and thermal neutron

flux ratio for the fuel region.

The effective multiplication factor of both cells versus
0.70 .10

the burnup is shown in fig. 10. After the xenon buildup the ma 5 4 3 C 2 1

ximru allowed relative fraction of graphite is 32%; at the EOL

the only moderator present in the core will be D. This fact FIG. 9 Nuclear parameters of the conventionally
2the only moderator present in the core will be DO. This fact controlled heavy water cell.

may reduce the needed volume of graphite in more than a half if



during the first days of operation some conventional control is

used. The maximum degree of burnup for this cell is 7,850 MWd/

tonne, about 13.8% higher than the obtained for the conventio-

nally controlled cell (6,900 MWd/ tonne). In addition to the in

crement of thelength of the fuel burnup cycle this reactor use

a less volume of D2 0 exposed to neutron irradiation (which means

a reduction in the tritium production).

In table II are shown some temperature coefficients relative

to the cells of Fig. 10, for several temperature conditions of fuel

and moderator; when the cell is controlled by spectral shifting

there is a significant reduction in their values.

Table II Temperature coefficients for the

conventionally (A) and spectral

shift (B) controlled heavy water

cells.

CB
6

4
(A) 2

1

1/4

0

O(11
-1.935

-1.808

-1.681

-1.618

-1.570

-1.554

O(
12

-9.291

-9.189

-9.086

-5.591

-2.084

-1.845

-3.195

-2.573

-2.131

-1.961

-1.845

21
-16.274

-16.312

-16.346

-16.362

-16.373

-16.382

-18.014

-18.018

-17.280

-16.846

-16.382

22
-27.750

-27.826

-27.898

-22.561

-17.173

-16.836

BURNUP (x103 MwD/t)

FIG. 10 Effective multiplication factor versus

the burnup of the initial load for the

conventionally (A) and spectral shift (B)
controlled heavy water cells.

.6 -2.781

.4 -2.213

(B) .2 -1.830

.1 -1.683

0 -1.554

-18.660

-18.580

-17.750

-17.281

-16.836

From the point of view of the non-proliferative character,

this cell produces, in absolute terms, a bigger amount of pluto-

nium than the conventionally controlled one. However, at the EOL,

the proliferative index of the first cell is 0.685 while that of

the second is 0.710.



190 Finally, the above characteristics of the spectral shift

controlled cell is more relevant as smaller is the cell size becau

se of its initial harder neutron spectrum. Therefore, the cptimi-

zation of this type of cells should be directed to the reduction

of the reactor size through out the reduction of the fuel radius

and the introduction of a low degree of enrichment in the fuel.
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WORKSHOP SUMMARIES

Introduction & Summary

The workshop was divided into subgroups that corresponded well with

the topics of the papers presented. One subgroup considered the systems

with significant reactor spectrum changes and included tight lattice and

spectral shift concepts. The other subgroups considered backfittable

changes to the core configuration and fuel design for improving fuel

utilization. One subgroup addressed light water reactors and the other
considered heavy water reactors. Each subgroup prepared a consensus

summary of the current status of research and development programmes in

these areas. The summaries included qualitative assessment of the

perceived benefits and incentives. They also identified key problems and

areas where additional work may be needed. The workshop summaries were
prepared by the experts present at the meeting, many of whom authored the

papers that were presented. However, the workshops were open to all

participants and were intended to supplement the formal presentations and

to provide a balanced overview. Accordingly, some information has been
included in the workshop results that augments the data given in the

papers.

The subgroups recommended to the Agency

1) to review the experience made with and the performance of the

various improvements that will be or have been implemented into

LWRs at a meeting in about 2 or 3 years;

2) to review the progress on national R&D programmes on improvements

for HWRs at a future meeting;

3) to review at a meeting in 3 years the worldwide experience made

in the development and implementation of tight lattice and
spectral shift LWRs.

I.) Workshop on Advanced Light Water Reactors

The workshop on this topic considered eighteen concepts which were

included in the papers of the technical committee meeting. These are

summarized in Table I, which was developed to provide an overall

perspective on the benefits from application of the options, on key

issues and problems and on current development status. These 18 concepts

focus on evolutionary improvement of the current generation of commercial

LWRs and not on more advanced LWR designs. The LWR improvement potential

is significant, as is reflected by the 18 options for improvement which

were considered. Fuel cost savings of 20% or more were estimated from

application of the improvements. The improvements also should, at
minimum, lead to realization of INFCE estimates of uranium and SWU

savings.

The benefits were qualitatively categorized over a -3 to +3 range

with a +3 indicating a large positive benefit and -3 indicating a
significant penalty. The effects on capacity factor and on SWU, natural

uranium, reprocessing and fissile inventory requirements were
individually considered. Other benefits not within these categories were

separately identified.

Key issues and problems were summarized by categorization as a

penalty (p), benefit (b) or as an area where development work was

required. The effects on thermal margins, reactor physics,
thermal-hydraulics, reactor control, reactor materials and safety were
considered.

The current development status was summarized by separately
indicating whether the option was in application at PWR (P) or BWR (B)

power plants. The ease of development was qualitatively indicated by a

1 to 3 rating, with 3 indicating easy development and 1 indicating
difficult development. The practical retrofitability was rated over a 0
to 3 range with 0 indicating totally impractical retrofitability and 3

indicating high practicality for retrofit to existing LWRs. Where there

were significant differences between the BWR and the PWR, these were

indicated.

Benefits

The first nine improvements in Table I were estimated to have the

largest overall benefits and of these, extended burnup was estimated to

be the largest single contributor. Some of the improvements have non-fuel

cycle or capacity factor benefits, and these were indicated. One of the
most significant of these is low leakage fuel management which reduces

PWR pressure vessel neutron irradiation embrittlement and prolongs
reactor vessel life. There also are synergistic coupled benefits between

some of the improvements. For example, improved burnable absorbers are

needed to effectively implement extended burnup fuel designs and PWR low

leakage fuel management. Optimum axial burnable absorber spatial
distribution and blankets increase the uranium and SWU savings from BWR

spectral shift.

Key Issues and Problems

No major key issues and problems were identified which would prevent

application of the top nine ALWR improvements. However, full optimization

of some of the improvements such as, for example, greatly extended burnup

(beyond 60.000 MWd/t), could create technological problems. Some of the

improvements are easier to implement in the PWR than in the BWR and

vice-versa, as is indicated in Table I. Most of the top nine improvements
are being applied in PWR and BWRs, however the application varies widely

because of various economics and strategic factors. The extent of

application has been a function of individual nation or utility economic
conditions, manufacturing capability, licensing environment, development

resources, availability of reprocessing, waste storage and disposal
planning and facilities, etc.



Table I. Summary of ALWR Improvement Option

Reactor
Concept

(P=PWR)
(B-BWR)Benefit (-3, +3)

(p-Penalty)
(X-Work required)
(b-Benefit)

(3 easy)

Capacity Resource requirements Key issues and problems Current developm.status

factor SWU Natural Repro- Fissile Other Thermal Reactor Thermal Reactor In Ease Practical
Uranium cessing Inven- Margins Physics Hyd- Con- Mate- Sa- Appl. of Retro-

tory raulics trol rials fety P/B devel fit

(1-3) (0-3)

1) Low Leakage
Refuelling

+3 +2 +2 0 +1 Reduced
Vessel
Irrad.(P)

b b P/B

2) Axial Blanket O +2 +2 -1 +1 Reduced

Vessel
Internals
Irrad.(B)

p P/B

3) Coastdown -2 +2 +2 0 +1 Cycle P/B
1
) 3

Length
Flexibi-
lity

4) Extended Cycle
Length with
Fixed Burnup +3

5) Extended Burnup 0

Burnable
Absorbers

-2 -2 O -1 Required(P)

-1 +3 +3 0 Burnable
Absorbers
Residual
Affects
Economics

p X X P/B 3 3

X X4) P/B
2
) 2 3

6)Spectral Shift +1 +2 +2 0 +1 PCI* Re-

sistant
Fuel
Improves
Capability

X X B
2
)

7) Improved
Burnable
Absorbers

8) Optimized
Lattice

9) Feed Water
Temp.
Reduction

10) Pu Recycle

11) U Recycle 3)
for MOX

O +1 +1 0 0 Optimal
Spatial
Distribu-
tion In-
creases
Benefit

O +2 +2 0 +1 Easier to
Implement
for BWR

-1 +2 +2 0 +1 Thermal
Efficiency
Penalty

O +3 +3 -17) -1 Economics

Uncertain

b X

b X

X X P/B 3 3

X B/P 2 3(B)/
2(P)

P/B 3(B)/ 3(B)/
2(P) 2(P)

P X X X X P/B
2
) 2

0 +1 0
7
) 0 Economics

Uncertain

P/B
2
) 2 3

* PCI: Pellet Cladding Interaction



Table I (cont.)

Reactor
Concept Benefit (-3, -

Capacity
factor SWU

+3)

Resource requirements
Natural Repro- Fissile Other
Uranium cessing Inven-

tory

(P-PWR) (p-Penalty) (3 easy)
(B-BWR) (X-Work required)

(b-Benefit)
Key issues and problems Current developm.status
Thermal Reactor Thermal Reactor In Ease Practical
Margins Physics Hyd- Con- Mate- Sa- Appl. of Retro-

raul. trol rial fety P/B devel fit
(1-3) (0-3)

12) Shorter -2
Refuelling
Cycle, Fast
Shuffling

13) Reconstitution O

+2 +2 0 +1 Licensing
and Staff-
ing Penal-
ties

+1 +1 0 +1 x X B 2 3

14) Reduced Power
Density

15) Improved
Radial
Reflector/Core
Periphery
Modifications

16) Thorium

17) Smaller
PWR
Assemblies

18) Higher
Pressure

+1 +2

0 +1

+2 0

+1 0

-2 3 0

x

O +3 -27) -2 Requires
Repro-
cessing
and/or
High En-
richment

-1 +2 +2 0 +1 Makes
Radial
Blanket
More
Practical

O +1 +1 0 +1 Improves
Thermal
Efficiency

5)

3 2

p X X X B
1 )

2(B)/
1(P)

0

1) Scope for further improvement for PWR

2) Testing and development needed for higher ranges

3) Manufacturing radiation level is an issue; reduces U232/U236 input to enrichment plant

4) Reduces amount of fuel that must be stored and shipped

5) Past B/P application e.g. Elk River, Shippingport

6) Big Rock Point

7) Reprocessing Required



194 The decision on plutonium recycle, in particular, has been

significantly affected by such considerations. Some countries have

existing reprocessing contracts which are related to national decisions

on waste disposal, balance of trade, and reliability of uranium supply.

As a result, these nations have reprocessed plutonium for use in thermal

recycle. The use of plutonium recycle can lead to substantial savings in

uranium and separative work requirements similar to that indicated in the

INFCE reports. Some of the improvements summarized in Table I further

increase the benefits from plutonium recycle. Countries which have

decided on storage or disposal of spent fuel see no economic incentives

for plutonium recycle at this time. The use of thorium is limited by the

unavailability of reprocessing facilities and by even greater economic

uncertainty than plutonium recycle.

Research and Development Requirements

The research and development requirements are generally indicated in

Table I, with the needs being less for those options which are easy to

develop or which are already in application. Full optimal application of

some of the improvements especially in combined implementation of the

improvements require appreciably greater R & D than first phase

application.

Conclusions

The papers presented and the discussions indicated that the
significant LWR economics and resource requirement savings which were

identified in the INFCE studies are proving to be feasible and realistic.

There were no presentations which would indicate less improvement

potential than estimated in INFCE. Implementation of many of the
improvements is rapidly progressing and is driven by large financial

incentives. Further substantial improvements appear to be feasible

through additional R & D efforts. These developments are expected to have
significant positive impacts on the economics of nuclear fuel cycles and
on world uranium resources.

Recommendations

Since implementation of many LWR improvements is rapidly

progressing, it is recommended that the Agency considers hosting a forum

in 2 to 3 years to review worldwide practical experience in

implementation of LWR fuel cycle improvements. This forum should focus on

experience and power plant or fuel cycle performance observations

associated with LWR fuel cycle improvement implementation in the

categories summarized in Table I. Utility or coupled utility/supplier

presentations should be encouraged. Future perspectives and new LWR ideas

also could be reviewed at this forum, but this should not be the major

emphasis.

Broad worldwide participation should be encouraged. Planning of the

forum should be completed sufficiently in advance so that there can be

reliable solicitation of quality papers.

II.) Workshop on Advanced Heavy Water Reactors

Potential Benefits (Table II)

1. Advanced heavy water reactors are capable of a wide spectrum of

advanced fuel cycles which have increasing degrees of uranium
utilization.

2. Potential benefits of AHWR's on needed fuel cycle resources are
identified on the attached table. The different fuel cycles are

listed in order of reducing natural uranium requirements from LEU,

once-through fuelling which reduces uranium requirements by 30 %

relative to natural uranium fuelling to SSET cycles, which, when

equilibrium fuelling has been established, have the potential to
reduce requirements by 100%.

3. Different countries will utilize different advanced fuel cycle

strategies dependent on their national economies and situations.

4. These potential benefits can be obtained without a major change in

the current designs of HWR. They can be implemented in current HWR's
originally designed for use of natural uranium as fuel or in designs

which have been optimized to obtain minimum costs for a specific
fuel alternative.

5. In both cases, the reactor will have retained the capability of

using natural uranium as fuel or of using other alternative cycles,
if such circumstances arise that fuelling flexibility is required.

Key issues and problems to be overcome

In general, no major problems were identified with regard to reactor
design or operation:

All key issues identified relate to

(i)
demonstration of high burnup fuel performance

(ii)
development of appropriate fuel cycle technologies for economical
reprocessing and active fuel fabrication

(iii)
confirmation of predicted fuel cycle performance

(iv)
validation of reactor physics data and methods for advanced fuel
cycles



R = Reduced

I = Increased
NC = No change

N/A = Not applicable
Table II. Potential benefits of AHW Reactor Fuel Cycles

Resource Reauirement (Changes Relative to Natural Uranium Once-Through Cycle)

Fuel Cycle SWU Nat.U Reproc. Initial

Fissile
inventories

Fissile
Material
in spent
fuel for
future use

Spent
fuel

storage

Comments

1. LEU, once-through I R NC NC R R 1. -

2. LEU + Th, I R NC NC R R 2. Results in creation of high

once-through levels of U233 ( 1.6%) in
spent thorium fuel - available

for future use

3. Pu-recycle NC R I I N/A R 3,4 Reprocessing required for both
with natural U natural U spent fuel as well

as for recycle fuel. Spiking
4. Pu-recycle NC R I I N/A R appears more economical than

with tails U homogeneous enrichment

4A. Tandem cycle NC R N/A N/A R R 4A. Fuel may be used directly in
PV designs but needs some pro-
cessing for use in PT designs

5. Th-Pu NC R I I N/A R 5. Reprocessing required for both
(high burnup) natural U and thorium spent

fuel required

6. Th-HEU or Th-Meu I R I I N/A R 6. Reprocessing for thorium-

(high burnup) fuels required

7. Self-sufficient NC R I I N/A R 7. Reprocessing for thorium fuels
equilibrium thorium required
fuel cycle

Technologies

8. Enriched Zirconium ) 8. Cost an important parameter

)
9. Reduced power ) Improves fuel cycle characteristics either through 9.10 Improvements in fuel cycle

density ) increases in fuel burnup for a given fresh fuel characteristics may be
) enrichment or by increased conversion ratio for the obtained at expense of

10. Optimized lattice ) same burnup increased reactor capital

costs

)
11. Optimized refuelling) 11. This will have no impact on

strategy ) capital costs



196 For thorium cycles, an additional requirement would be the
development of the necessary data base for understanding performance of
thorium fuels under high temperature, accident conditions.

Recommendations

In view of the importance of AHWR's to many countries, it is
recommended that the IAEA convene a meeting to review progress on
national R & D programs at some appropriate time in the future.

Research, development and demonstration is required in all the above
areas.

Research and development activities in Canada, the Federal Republic
of Germany and India are described in the attachment. In Japan, there is
a large scale program of research and development on plutonium

utilization in the ATR-type of AHWR.

Evolution

In the near-term, the LEU once-through cycle is the closest to
commercial implementation with the benefits of uranium resource reduction
(30 %) and reduction in spent fuel storage requirements by a factor of at
least 3.

More uranium-efficient cycles will be implemented at different times
by different countries depending upon a number of factors including

(i) the availability of cheaper reprocessing

(ii) the availability of plutonium and active fabrication
services

(iii) the success of the R & D programs described earlier

Some countries may develop thorium cycles at an earlier stage than

others, dependent upon national strategic considerations.

Conclusions

The changing perspectives of the past decade lead to the conclusion
that a significant future market for HWR advanced converter reactors will
exist for many decades. Such reactor types can operate in a stand alone
strategy or integrate with mixed HWR-LWR or HWR-FBR strategies.

The characteristics of HWR fuel cycles are those of low fissile
inventory and high conversion rates. No major design change to existing
HWR reactor designs will be required to allow the use of a wide range of
advanced fuels.

The value of HWRs is in their higher efficiency of resource
utilization compared to other existing types of commercial reactor. This
factor should provide sufficient flexibility for HWRs to continue as
viable power producers for both the medium and long-term future.

Research and Development Activities in Canada on CANDU Reactors

Research and development activities are being conducted on all

aspects of the fuel cycle, with varying degrees of intensity. Of prime
concern is the development of those technologies and concepts necessary
for the disposal of nuclear fuel wastes. Both the needs of the nuclear
industry and the significant social disquiet on this topic, demand a
timely resolution of this issue. Activities in Canada have focussed on
providing convincing evidence for the proof-of-concept for disposal of
these wastes in deep geological repositories in the Canadien Shield.
Technologies for disposal of immobilized spent fuel and immobilized
reprocessing wastes are under development and the program is strongly
linked to other national and international programs in this area
(Reference 5). Topics covered include spent fuel storage and
transportation, immobilization technologies and the necessary
understanding of all aspects of the potential disposal medium. The
near-term focus for this work is a series of regulatory hearings to be
conducted at the end of this decade.

Programs also focus on reactor physics, fuel fabrication, fuel

performance demonstration, reprocessing, CANDU core physics and
implementation scenario evaluations. Major activities have included the
fabrication of quantities of CANDU advanced fuels in facilities at the
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories. There are used in the ZED-2 zero-power
research reactor in simulated reactor lattices and measurements are taken
to be used for validation and development of reactor physics methods. The
fuel is then irradiated in loops in research reactors under simulated
power reactor conditions to investigate and demonstrate high burnup fuel
behaviour. Both plutonium-uranium and plutonium-thorium fuels have
already been fabricated and U233-thorium fuel will also be used in the
future.

Although much of the technology required for CANDU fuel reprocessing

is similar to that already established i.e. the PUREX process, attention
at the Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment has focussed on those
aspects unique to CANDU strategy. A laboratory-scale facility was
constructed and operated to investigate the flow sheet for the "modified

THOREX" process which is capable of separating the components of
irradiated uranium-plutonium-thorium fuels. Future attention will be
focussed on uranium and plutonium-uranium fuels, to develop alternative
and more economic processes for the recovery of fissile material.



India

The current reactor concept in India is the CANDU-PHWR. The present
generation of reactors are 200 MW(e) units. A number of these have been
ordered. The next concept planned is a scaled up version of the same,
viz. the 500 MW(e) PHWR. The total nuclear installed capacity is expected
to reach 10.000 MW(e) by the turn of the century. These reactors all will
operate on uranium fuel. An R & D program on thorium is also being going
on, although at a relatively slow pace. Fabrication of thorium metal and
oxide rods, their irradiation, and reprocessing to extract U233 have all
been done on a small scale. Our future program on this line consists of
building a small critical reactor using U233. All alloy fuel, so that we
will have confidence in the remote handling fabrication technology of
U233. We also prepare to irradiate thorium bundles in a power reactor.
This will serve the dual purpose of power flattening for the reactor and
the R & D experience of using thorium in power reactors. A small
demonstration plant using about 10% of an existing PHWR is planned for
the use, initially of (Pu, Th)02 fuel bundles and later (Th, U233)02
bundles. This should cover the total thorium fuel cycle on a semi-
industrial scale. This will include work on these steam reprocessing to
separate thorium, plutonium and U233. Code system validation has been
done and is still going on using data available in open literature, and
what comes from our above program will also be used.

For many years KWU has been devoted to investigation on alternative
fuel cycles with more efficiency in their use of uranium as follows:

- Low enrichment uranium cycle
- Recycling of plutonium
- Recycling of thorium
- Tandem insertion of spent PWR fuel rods

The studies have demonstrated the high adaptability of the KWU PHWR
in this respect.

III.) Workshop on Tight Lattice and Spectral Shift

Main Incentives

During the next several decades the western world will have the
situation that more Pu is available than is needed to meet the
requirements of fast breeders, because their commercial introduction will
be delayed. To use this Pu effectively it is worth considering high
conversion LWR with fuel recycle. The main benefits are:

- better ore utilization in the long run making maximum use of

Federal Republic of Germany commercially established technologyFederal Republic of Germany

Development Potential and Advanced Fuel Cycle in KWU Type PHWRs

In the Federal Republic of Germany KWU and its parent company
Siemens have been developing heavy water reactors for more than a quarter
of a century. The KWU heavy water reactor is of the pressure vessel type
(PHWR). This means a high degree of similarity of the PHWR technology to
that of the pressurized light water reactor (PWR). Thus, the PHWR can to
a great extent draw directly from improvements achieved with components
and systems from the PWR. During the last few years KWU has developed
PHWRs for 1000 MWe and 1200 MWe in parallel. Furthermore, advanced
designs have been elaborated for a 300 MWe and a 750 MWe PHWR.

The most important development steps are briefly summarized as
follows:

- Spent fuel pool inside the containment
- Advanced pipe rupture concept
- Hydraulically driven control rods
- Improved plant layout

The design trends today are directed to high specific power and low
specific investment costs. These trends may change with increasing
uranium costs toward high fuel burnup.

- the uncertainties in predicted generating costs are small because
the capital component is still the dominant part and is determined
by a standard-LWR type of reactor whose costs are known

there is no large net consumption of plutonium (active plutonium
stockpiling); since all options for future plutonium use are being
kept open there is greater flexibility in meeting future energy
market needs

The general tendency in the world is to improve uranium
utilization. In the field of light water reactors two types of solutions
are being investigated. The first one is to use a tight pitch lattice to
increase the conversion ratio for the uranium-plutonium cycle.This
strategy realistically requires fuel reprocessing. The other approach
consists out of utilization of mechanical or D20/H20 or steam void
controlled spectral-shift-systems to reduce fuel consumption. This
solution is available even in once-through cycles but for tight lattices
the results obtained are less attractive than with Pu-recycle. For normal
lattices the once-through cycle is attractive.

The studies undertaken in the different countries as well as the key
issues and the needs in R&D are detailed in the following paragraphs.
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France

After initial first analysis of the concept, FRAMATOME and CEA have
started a three years programme in 1984 to assess the feasibility of the
concept. The development programme carried out by CEA has the goal to
provide basic data for neutronics, hydraulics, thermohydraulics and
safety to develop specific methods of calculation and to verify some
specific aspects of the mechanical design of the reactor. The FRAMATOME
studies consist out of technical and economic evaluation of two types of
reactors: tight lattice cores using stainless steel or zircaloy as
cladding material; and a spectral shift reactor, where the moderator is
displaced by moveable fertile pins. A first evaluation of the mechanical
design and of the safety of these reactor has been undertaken.

These programmes will allow a decision to be made by the end of 1986
as to whether to enter the demonstration phase.

Federal Republic of Germany

In the Federal Republic of Germany mainly three institutions are
engaged in R&D activities related to tight lattice PWR concepts in a
cooperative sense, namely Kraftwerk Union (KWU), Karlsruhe Nuclear
Research Center (KfK) and Technical University Braunschweig (TUBS).
These activities comprise neutron physics, thermohydraulics and core
design as well as safety related and material aspects, with different
emphasis in the individual institutions. Two high conversion PWR concept
variants have been developed, a so-called homogeneous layout and a
heterogeneous (seed/blanket) design. Recent investigations have shown
that both variants are interesting and feasible from the current
technical point of view.

Japan

Mitsubishi (MHI) started tight lattice HCPWR development activities
in 1982. The first reference design has been completed and some
manufacturing tests and R&D activities have been started.

JAERI has made some progress on improving nuclear analysis methods.
The concept of high conversion and burner LWR (HCBLWR) is proposed by
HITACHI, whereby a factor of two in uranium savings can be achieved in
the once-through cycle. The basic principle is to reconstitute the
bundle in the middle of life from tight lattice to current-day lattice.

Switzerland

Recognizing that current-day uncertainties in the reactor physics
design of LWHCRs is a serious constraint to their development, the Swiss
Federal Institute for Reactor Research (EIR) started early in 1980 with
the planning of zero-power experiments on LWHCR lattices in its PROTEUS
reactor facility. Parallel to the first phase of the experimental
programme (1981-82) a technical feasibility study on the potential of
LWHCRs was carried out, in which a range of designs with different
fuel-to-moderator ratios was considered. A second phase of LWCHR
experiments in PROTEUS has been under planning for being carried out
during 1985-89. Another key area in which EIR shortly intends to
initiate experimental activity is that related to the LOCA
thermohydraulics of the LWHCR.

Sweden

Calculational studies of Pu recycling in tight PWR lattices have
been going on at Studsvik, Sweden for a few years. So far the emphasis
has been on the savings of natural uranium and separative work relative
to Pu recycling in a normal PWR lattice. The fuel in the tight lattices
was either Pu + depl U or Pu + enr U. The continued work will include
void reactivity calculations and also further tests of the calculational
methods against experimental data.

United States of America

Mechanical spectral shift is one of the uranium saving features of
the Westinghouse APWR design.

General Electric is evaluating a high conversion ratio BWR design
which combines wide range flow control, axial burnup shape optimization,
moderator displacement spectral shift, and feedwater temperature control
spectral shift. With the exception of moderator displacement spectral
shift, all of these spectral shift methods are being applied in existing
BWRs and the HCBWR could apply them to a greater extent. Both fertile and
non-fertile moderator displacement are being considered in the GE-HCBWR
design. This concept requires use of basic acide for cold shutdown. The
advantages of the HCBWR design is that it is a relatively small
evolutionary step relative to currently operating BWRs, does not require
major changes in lattice design and reduces the initial fissile inventory
requirements compared to tight lattice concepts. Furthermore,
reprocessing is not required to make the design economically viable.
Further optimization and improvement of the design is the current
emphasis.

The mechanical spectral-shift APWR development programme in Japan
was started by MITSUBISHI in 1982. The major basic design work will be
completed in 1985 and the licensing will be done in 1986. The start of
operation is expected in the first half of the 1990's. The features of
this reactor realized in the basic design stage include 20% reduction in
electricity generation costs, uranium ore savings of about 50% and
improved safety and flexibility in operation.

Key Areas for R & D Work

The basic features of the tight lattice LWHCR in which it differs
from current-day PWRs are:

- intermediate neutron energy spectrum
- high Pu content
- narrow coolant channels



These features, in turn, determine the key areas for R&D work, namely: LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

1. reactor physics in terms of basic cross-section data, data
processing and design calculation with respect to:
- keff

-conversion ratio (including blanket effects)
-moderator density (void) coefficient
-heterogeneity effects
-burnup

- control

2. thermohydraulics under normal and transient conditions, i.e.
- DNB correlation

-subchannel analysis
- LOCA coolability

3. mechanical design of vessel internals, namely
-fuel element assembly
-control rod drives

- core support and barrel

4. cladding material behaviour (Zr/SS) under conditions of:
- high burnup
- emergency core cooling

Some of the above R&D areas are common to the spectral shift reactors.
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During the conference there was a general consensus on the

importance of these areas. Analytical tools for treating these areas do
exist. However, the degree of confidence placed in the design and safety
characteristics reported for LWHCRs was found to vary from country to

country. The need for modification and adaptation of the existing tools
in specific cases and of more detailed validations (including
experiments) was felt by all.

Recommendations

The participants of the workshop on light lattice and spectral shift
LWRs recommended that the Agency considers hosting a forum in 3 years to

review worldwide experience in implementation of advanced LWRs.
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